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Abstract 
 A new phenomenon in teacher education, referred to as new graduate schools of 
education, or nGSEs (Cochran-Smith, et al., 2016), is gaining traction in the U.S. 
Profoundly different in program structures and arrangements from most university 
programs, these non-university affiliated teacher education programs have emerged 
during the current era of standards- and accountability-based reform. However, limited 
empirical research has examined how nGSEs conceptualize and enact teaching and 
learning and how these programs might signal a shift in the field of teacher education. 
This dissertation attempts to address this empirical lacuna through an in-depth qualitative 
case study of the first such program, located within High Tech High (HTH), a charter 
school network.  
The purpose of this study is to understand the HTH program’s core beliefs and 
behaviors, as well as the organization’s relationship with its institutional environment 
(i.e. the broader educational policy, funding, and field-level contexts). Utilizing 
institutional analysis and sensemaking theory, I argue that teacher education 
programming at HTH drew on a core logic of constructivism, which informed the 
school’s instructional work of teaching and learning and its organizational design. 
Through this constructivist approach, teacher education faculty and students were able to 
“practice with theory,” bridging the theory-practice dichotomy and informing a relational 
and actionable conception of knowledge. Finally, HTH took an active stance towards its 
institutional environment, developing organizational networks to both retain 
organizational fidelity to its mission and also enact change in accordance with this 
mission.  
  
My analysis has implications for teacher education, organizational analysis, and 
education policy. Because constructivism dually informed instruction and organizational 
structures, HTH offers new possibilities for the design of education organizations. The 
centrality of constructivist logics allowed for both remarkable consistency in values, 
beliefs, and goals across the organization as well as considerable agency for individual 
actors. The agency of HTH personnel, paired with the program’s “active stance” towards 
environmental forces, such as funders and field-level partners, informed how education 
leaders’ design choices simultaneously supported individual agency and organizational 
mission as well as ground-up approaches to change. Lastly, the case of HTH indicates 
that the nGSE phenomenon models new organizational approaches to teacher education, 
which can challenge and expand the ways in which we understand teaching and learning 
for educators.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
A Context of Change in Teacher Education 
In recent years teacher education in the United States has come under 
increasing public and political scrutiny. This attention is part of a broader pattern of 
reform aimed at improving the quality of teaching writ large. For much of this period, 
education policies have been directed at changing instructional practices in classrooms 
(Cohen, 1995; Cuban, 2013; Kennedy, 2005), which means that policymakers have 
looked to teachers as an essential lever for improving schools. This focus has led to 
policies targeting what teachers are supposed to know or do in the classroom, leading 
to increasing calls for teacher education accountability. Many of these reform 
initiatives have proven to be not only controversial but also thinly supported by 
limited evidence about how to improve teacher preparation and by extension, teaching 
(Cochran-Smith, et al., 2016). And yet, standards- and accountability-based reform in 
teacher education is linked to a new and increasingly prominent policy paradigm that 
involves several basic tenets, including the idea that educational success leads to 
economic success (at both the individual and national levels), that teachers are largely 
responsible for educational outcomes, and that standardized accountability 
mechanisms will solve fundamental problems in education (Mehta, 2013a). Centering 
on a market orientation, this agenda has been reflected in state and professional 
policies as well as in federal laws beginning with A Nation at Risk (National 
Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983) and continuing through the 2016 
reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA). These 
philosophical and material changes in education policy pose a critical research 
problem: we need to better understand how this new policy paradigm is reforming 
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teacher education. Currently, there are many competing claims about how the nation’s 
teachers should be recruited, prepared, and socialized into the work of teaching, but 
more empirical evidence is needed to understand not only the strengths of these 
claims but also the types of initiatives that will actually improve the field of teacher 
education.  
This dissertation focuses on one controversial phenomenon that is concurrent 
with the new policy paradigm: the emergence of new graduate schools of education 
(nGSEs), which provide nontraditional locations for teacher preparation, licensure, 
and degree procurement.  Limited empirical research has examined how nGSEs 
conceptualize and enact teaching and learning and how these programs might signal a 
shift in the field of teacher education. This dissertation attempts to address this 
empirical lacuna through an in-depth qualitative case study of the first such program, 
located within High Tech High (HTH), a charter school network. Utilizing institutional 
analysis and sensemaking theory, I argue that teacher education programming at HTH 
drew on a core logic of constructivism, which informed the school’s instructional work 
of teaching and learning and its organizational design. Through this constructivist 
approach, teacher education faculty and students were able to “practice with theory,” 
bridging the theory-practice dichotomy and informing a relational and actionable 
conception of knowledge. Finally, HTH took an active stance towards its institutional 
environment, developing organizational networks to both retain organizational fidelity 
to its mission and also enact change in accordance with this mission.  
Framing the Problem: Ongoing Changes in Teacher Education 
I am currently part of a research team that is conducting a cross-case analysis of 
several nGSEs. The “new” designation comes from a unique feature of these schools: 
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they are unaffiliated with universities but, like university programs and unlike fast-
track entry routes, they are intended to prepare teacher candidates for the classroom 
prior to their entry into teaching. These schools represent a small but growing array of 
recent reforms that have already changed the appearance and nature of teacher 
preparation. As part of the nGSE team’s larger research agenda, I conducted a case 
study at HTH, the oldest nGSE. HTH has a diversified teacher education program, 
including an initial teacher preparation arm, as well as master’s degrees for 
experienced teachers. The larger study is designed to be interpretive rather than 
judgmental or evaluative; the point is to understand the phenomenon of teacher 
preparation at nGSEs and to conduct both within-case and cross-case analyses, 
focusing on multiple cases. Our study is currently investigating four central elements 
of these schools: their missions, goals, and values; institutional contexts; funding 
models; and specific approaches to teacher preparation. In doing so, we are examining 
what their expanding presence might suggest about the direction of teacher education 
and the teaching profession. 
As the oldest nGSE, teacher education at HTH commenced in 2004 with the 
creation of the District Intern Program. In 2006, the school also developed a master’s 
program housed within the new High Tech High Graduate School of Education 
(HTHGSE). This program began operations in 2007 (HTHGSE, 2008) but was only 
granted accreditation in 2015 after a lengthy review process. Interestingly, the Intern 
Program exists outside of HTHGSE; both are under the charter school umbrella.1 Since 
the inception of these teacher education programs at HTH, a number of nGSEs have 
                                                        
1 Because	of	the	programmatic	distinctions	between	the	Intern	and	master’s	programs,	I	generally	refer	to	the	two	together	with	the	term	“teacher	education	at	HTH”	or	simply	HTH. 
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arisen, including Relay Graduate School of Education, now the largest nGSE, which 
serves thousands of aspiring teachers and school leaders (Relay GSE, n.d.), as well as 
TEACH-NOW GSE, a fully online, for-profit teacher certification and master’s 
program. These new institutions, many of which are connected to charter 
management organizations, have emerged within a policy context that stresses 
accountability mechanisms to “fix” education, especially in urban centers and areas 
with concentrated poverty. Although all nGSEs claim to be innovative and reform-
oriented within teacher education, they are also quite different from one another. 
They vary in terms of origin, most founded by charters, another in a museum, and yet 
another exists on a fully online platform (Cochran-Smith, et al., Under Review). Their 
missions, often ostensibly about equity, also vary in terms of their specific definitions 
of equity. Teacher preparation programs at nGSEs also regard learning-to-teach quite 
differently, some focusing on inquiry and teacher agency, others on clear delineations 
between experts who hold knowledge and novices who must learn that knowledge. 
While exploring the institutional processes and logics – the programs, curricula, 
practices, as well as beliefs about teacher education and equity – of HTH is the goal of 
this dissertation, the larger study will use this work as a basis for understanding how 
nGSEs compare and contrast to one another. 
Evolving Calls for Reform in Teacher Education 
HTH was created in a turbulent time for teacher education. Calls to reform 
teacher education during the Obama administration culminated in the Department of 
Education’s (DOE) teacher preparation regulations under the Higher Education Act 
(HEA), initially proposed in 2014 (Office of the Federal Register) and finally enacted in 
2016 after being open to extensive public review. In February 2017, the House and 
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Senate blocked the regulations, with support from the new administration (Ujifusa, 
2017a), claiming that they exemplified the federal overreach of the previous 
administration. However, the DOE will either need to continue extending the existing 
rules or replace them with some new form of regulation, such as through a newly 
authorized HEA (Kuenzi, 2018). The Trump administration’s stance towards higher 
education, particularly teacher education, has moved toward deregulation, including 
the blocking of Obama-era teacher education regulations and sponsorship of the 
PROSPER Act, which would eliminate federal funding for teacher education programs 
(Cochran-Smith et al., 2018; Kreighbaum, 2018). Thus, the current administration’s 
stance towards teacher education has been quieter but no less oppositional. 
 While the HEA regulations were passed under Obama’s presidency, the push to 
reform teacher education has existed for some time, manifesting in ways that reflect 
conservative or neoliberal ideologies. Both viewpoints have been framed as supporting 
equity agendas, a process that has created a “hybrid discourse” around concepts such 
as accountability that much of the American public accepts as common sense (Apple, 
2005, p. 223). For example, conservatives have long critiqued the supposed liberal 
ideologies of teacher educators, as a Fordham report cited in Cochran-Smith & Fries 
(2001) indicated: “Stotsky concludes that teacher education is a “progressive” force that 
is harming the interests of the public and ultimately undermining students’ 
achievement” (p. 11). As we argued in a recent book (Cochran-Smith et al, 2018), the 
Obama administration’s approach to reforming teacher education fit within and 
exacerbated the accountability agenda (USDOE 2011), culminating in federal 
regulations. In rescinding these regulations, the Trump administration ceded 
regulatory power to the states, but it has made no indication that it questions the 
 6 
 
neoliberal frames that feed into the accountability paradigm. Also, because neoliberal 
reform is tied to conservative agendas (Apple, 2006), there is little indication that the 
underlying assumptions and ideas of accountability will disappear from national 
political discourse or decision-making. Still, many questions remain, and it is vital to 
consider ongoing changes in teacher education.  
The evolving reforms, as well as the shaping of public attitudes through think 
tanks like the Fordham Foundation and education reform advocacy organizations, 
such as the National Council for Teacher Quality, reflect at least two ways in which the 
field of teacher education has been pressured to change: policies and discourse. These 
pressures have coincided with new initiatives attempting to “disrupt” or “innovate” 
teacher education programs and policies just as nGSEs purport to do. The teacher 
education field has attempted to respond in a number of ways. An example of a 
landmark change came from the merger of two national accrediting bodies of teacher 
education, which over the course of 2013-2014 formed the Council on Accreditation in 
Educator Preparation (CAEP). Parties involved claimed that CAEP’s creation aimed “to 
make accreditation more attractive and to bring in ‘other entities’ that prepare 
teachers” (Sawchuk, 2010) and was crafted at least partly in response to accountability 
policies (Cochran-Smith, et al., 2018). At the same time, a variety of changes and 
innovations, including residency-based, online, and charter-run teacher education 
programs – all of which are encompassed in the several programs that are part of the 
nGSE phenomenon – are starting to reshape the entirety of the profession, which has 
massive implications for preK-12 schooling. All this to say, teacher education programs 
now experience new pressures to remain relevant in the current social, economic, and 
political climate, and indeed, large-scale changes are already underway. It was 
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amongst these pressures that HTH’s K-12 charter school was itself created as well as the 
subsequent teacher education programs. The complicated relationship between 
reform initiatives and teacher education at HTH is a recurring theme of this 
dissertation. 
Research Questions for Investigating High Tech High Amidst Changing Reform 
Contexts 
A multi-year and evolving study, the nGSE research team’s larger cross-case 
analysis is examining the phenomenon of teacher preparation at nGSE, including how 
nGSE founders, leaders, and administrators understand their own projects locally and 
within broader social and political contexts, as well as the beliefs and practices of 
teacher educators and candidates across nGSEs (Cochran-Smith, Carney, & Miller, 
2016; Cochran-Smith, et al., 2017; Cochran-Smith, et al., 2018). We view this larger study 
as an attempt to understand “how the leaders and participants of those institutions 
conceptualize and enact the project of teacher preparation” (Cochran-Smith, et al., 
Under Review). Our research questions include: (a) What is the institutional domain of 
nGSEs? (b) What are the contexts and conditions in which they emerged? (c) What 
makes teacher preparation make sense at particular nGSE sites and across sites? The 
study is grounded in theories of both institutional change (Meyer & Rowan, 2006; 
Scott, Ruef, Mendel, & Caronna, 2000) and socialization into occupational 
communities (Cochran-Smith, 2010; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999; Lave & Wenger, 
1991; Wenger, 1998).  
In particular, we use theories connected to the nature of knowledge for 
teaching, teacher education pedagogies, and the contexts of teacher learning 
(Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999); of learning as socialization into communities of practice 
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(Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998); and of how candidates develop approaches to 
social justice (Cochran-Smith, 2010). Based on this framework, we want to understand 
the implications of nGSEs for teaching, learning, and the field teacher education.  
My dissertation is a sub-set of this larger study and focuses on the individual 
case of teacher education at HTH, including the organizational beliefs and practices 
that define the school. A preliminary examination of HTH’s teacher education 
programs, based on their online materials, revealed a complex program with two 
major pieces: an innovative, project-based approach to learning, and a social justice 
orientation to education. To guide my study, I sought a theoretical framework that 
would complement the larger study’s knowledge-practice-justice approach while 
focusing on the aspects of this particular organization that shape actors’ beliefs as well 
as their formal and informal practices. I chose institutional theory as a framework for 
collecting data and analyzing findings (DiMaggio & Powell, 1991; Meyer & Rowan, 
2006; Scott, 2013). Within the field of organizational studies, institutional theory 
examines practices and beliefs within multiple, often nested institutional contexts. For 
the purpose of my study, I focus on three concepts from this theory: (a) the complex, 
competing institutionalized logics informing organizational actors’ beliefs and 
practices (Coburn, 2004; Thornton & Ocasio, 2008), (a), the coupling between formal 
structures and everyday practices, including intervening factors such as evolving 
beliefs (Meyer & Rowan, 1977; Weick, 1976, and 3) a contextual understanding of how 
an organization and the institutions that comprise it exist and develop in relation to 
the larger institutional environment (Scott & Meyer, 1991). Institutional theory 
provided a helpful framework for cultivating a profound understanding of teacher 
education at HTH within its unique institutional context, as well as a basis for our 
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cross-case research into the organization’s position within the larger nGSE 
phenomenon. In fact, the nGSE research team has incorporated key aspects of 
institutional theory into the broader study’s framework.  
The questions my dissertation asks parallel those of the broader study but focus 
on more specific processes and ideas regarding my specific case: (a) What are the core 
practices and fundamental beliefs within HTH, and what does its organizational 
structure look like? (b) How do human actors at HTH make sense of their practices and 
beliefs, how do they develop and co-develop categories for their experiences, and how 
are these processes mediated by formal aspects of the organization (i.e., rules and 
explicit norms)? (c) What is the relationship between institutionalized beliefs and 
behaviors at HTH and the broader institutional environment, including evolving 
policies; also, where do HTH’s teacher education programs fit within the field of 
education? In my analysis, these questions helped me understand the relationship 
between social structure and agency at HTH and what this case says about possibilities 
for agency and bottom-up change in education systems? Internally, HTH has attained 
a balance between consistent beliefs across the whole organization and considerable 
agency for individuals. Thus, understanding how leaders might be able to support this 
individual agency and, perhaps paradoxically, encourage or even instigate bottom-up 
change is an important theme in my research on HTH.  
Innovative Disruption: A Confluence of Public & Private Education Reformers 
 In this section, I provide a brief history of developments in teacher education 
that are concurrent and consistent with the recent accountability agenda, doing so 
through an organizational perspective on teacher education policy. From an 
organizational lens, it becomes clear that recent developments in teacher education 
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are characterized by not only policy reform but also innovation and disruption, and in 
fact, innovation and disruption have themselves become important lenses for broadly 
understanding organizational change. Additionally, HTH often positioned itself as an 
innovative space, and some faculty and policy documents use the term disruption as 
well. Hence, the research and discourse about innovation and disruption are important 
in understanding this school’s reform contexts. Although this area of research 
originated in the economics discipline, scholars have increasingly drawn on 
organizational theories to flesh out how innovation operates. For example, in their 
introduction to the first issue of the relaunched journal Innovation: Organization & 
Management, Perkmann & Phillips (2017) explained why in 2017, the journal changed 
not only its name but also its themes, orientation, and even staff. The journal, formerly 
focused more on policy and practice, revamped itself in order to reflect the major shift 
toward innovation theory within the field of organizational studies. Within the broad 
umbrella of innovation (or at times disruption), there are several aligned research 
programs, including improvement science and educational change, which I frame here 
as relevant subsets of innovation research. In the next chapter, I review these two 
bodies of literature to provide specific examples of organizational change, while this 
introduction focuses more on how innovation relates to a larger education policy 
context.  
Defining Innovation and Disruption 
Within innovation research and sometimes alongside it, “disruption” has 
become a popular term for both detractors and proponents of new accountability 
initiatives. Bower & Christensen (1995) coined the term disruptive innovation to make 
sense of rapid changes occurring in various industries, most significantly in electronics 
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and computing during the 1980s and 90s. Their underlying conception of disruption 
was that as technology progressed, it could fundamentally change how certain markets 
operated, creating a less predictable system of winners and losers than had previously 
existed. This meant that large organizations had to remain adept at understanding 
technology and changing even longstanding aspects of their business models to avoid 
falling behind when their industry was disrupted. Along similar lines, Holland & Piper 
(2016) claim that we are now in an era of disruption, and that universities must in a 
sense get with the program or be left behind. These authors provide a framework of 
strategic thinking in the face of disruptions that they claim is consistent with 
democratic values.  
Innovation and disruption in education. Drawing on the discourse of 
innovation and disruption, several initiatives and organizations have worked to 
reshape teacher education. One important group involved in multiple reforms has 
been the New Schools Venture Fund (NSVF), which is a nonprofit organization that 
funnels money towards what it deems to be innovative projects and schools. A well-
publicized policy piece by NSVF claimed that innovative schools could produce returns 
on investment at a rate between 200% and 500% on a roughly $4 billion investment 
made through the NSVF (Childress & Amrofell, 2016). The report broadly defined 
innovative schools as having the following attributes: expanded definitions of student 
success, students having ownership over learning, optimized instructional methods 
and outside experiences such as project-based learning, deep sustained relationships 
between students and teachers, and technology-supported learning (p. 7). It is 
important to note that while the NSVF report championed broader definitions of 
school success, the success of innovation schools would rely on logics fitting within the 
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neoliberal policy paradigm: a return on investment in monetary terms. In other words, 
reforms would occur at the level of practice, while the underlying ideas of 
accountability and education as an economic good would remain. Fitting this 
characterization, Childress & Amrofell (2016) made no reference to democracy, equity, 
or even accountability. That the NSVF seeks money from philanthropist-investors 
with little regard for equity shows that its goals have less to do with improving 
students’ school experiences as an intrinsic good and more to do with economic 
development. This orientation towards economic outcomes illustrates a possibly 
fraught relationship between innovative disruption and accountability.  
Christensen & Eyring (2011) expanded this discourse into higher education, 
suggesting that new technologies would continue to disrupt universities, which would 
have to innovate in order to remain relevant into the future. Their report suggested 
that past models of emulating prestigious institutions such as Harvard, though once 
successful, no longer work (p. 49), rejecting the widely held institutional theory of 
isomorphism (Meyer & Rowan, 1977). Christensen & Eyring (2011) described how, 
within higher education, technologies are responding to new social pressures such as a 
need to provide flexible products at a lower cost, and everything from online degrees 
to hybrid classes are pulling people away from more traditional university models. The 
nGSE phenomenon, among other examples, shows that teacher education programs 
have been caught up in this surge of disruption: the locus of preparation is shifting 
from universities to other settings (generally K-12 charters), at least in part to keep costs 
down for candidates (Zeichner, 2016, p. 7). Still, treating teacher candidates as 
customers and allowing them to dictate the direction of teacher education, while 
important, may not be the best vehicle towards improving preK-12 education. In fact, 
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Weeks (2015) suggested that disruptive innovations start off as inferior but cheaper 
alternatives to existing products; the price, not the quality, allows them to build market 
share, i.e., recruit candidates away from traditional preparation routes. This suggests 
that the meeting point between accountability policy, disruption, and teacher 
education is an important area of focus.  
Today, in the field of education, innovative disruption still originates with 
technological progress, but disruption theory operates differently compared to the 
vision espoused by its originators. Whereas Bower & Christensen (1995) initially 
described technological progress as an organic means of initiating disruption, actors at 
HTH have framed disruption in education as a goal in itself (Griswold & Riordan, 
2016), which seems to connect to the broader common sense of neoliberalism discussed 
previously. In other words, the goal has become disrupting the status quo, rather than 
improving the quality of higher education. In the context of neoliberal reform, this 
means that any change is good change, so long as it increases market share in the form 
of student enrollment (Lubienski, 2003). Christensen, Horn, & Johnson (2011) have 
more recently positioned disruption theory and even the process of disruption itself as 
a tool to be harnessed by institutions of higher education. This line of thinking is also 
reflected in Yuan & Powell’s (2013) work, which described the opportunity that 
MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) now offer as a disruptive innovation. 
However, the authors make this claim based on an assumption about success equating 
to the growth of a university’s market share as a result of evolving technologies. Yuan 
& Powell made some references to increased individualized learning for students, but 
little else is understood about the implications of these technological changes. Nor are 
such implications considered beyond the growth of universities’ margins. In teacher 
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education, a profession that prepares its students to educate younger generations, this 
focus on market share guarantees little in terms of improving teacher preparation or 
the learning of K-12 pupils. Within this field, the narratives of innovative disruption 
and accountability may not fit neatly together. 
Several scholars have critiqued the idea of innovation and disruption in 
education, including Snyder (2017) in a review of NSVF’s innovative schools wherein 
he criticized several assumptions made by Childress & Amrofell (2016): “Undoubtedly, 
technology can be a powerful tool in the classroom. However, research often shows the 
promises accompanying technology generally fail to be realized” (p. 6). Snyder 
referenced Cuban’s (2015) critique of ‘edu-giving’ – or philanthropy aimed at 
educational innovation and reform – to convey this point. Finally, even before the 
NSVF’s report, Zeichner & Peña-Sandoval (2015) criticized the NSVF organization, 
claiming that its disruption was “creating a market in teacher education by reducing 
the role of teacher education programs” (p. 9), which did little to transform teacher 
education for equity and democracy. That policymakers seem to want to innovate or 
disrupt teacher education while also improving it is at odds with disruption theory, 
which at its core has little to do with improving quality and more with expansion and 
scalability of new processes or products (Weeks, 2015). Because HTH purports to 
innovate and disrupt, while also providing a strong alternative to traditional teacher 
education (HTHGSE, n.d.a.), an investigation of the philosophical and material origins 
of HTH Charter fleshes out what an innovation and reform agenda actually look like in 
practice. To clearly describe some of these tensions and the implications of innovation 
and disruption within the prevailing accountability paradigm that informs education 
policy (Mehta, 2013a; Mehta, 2013b), the chapter’s following sections explore the 
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confluence of policy, innovation, and teacher education, focusing on: the policy 
context, innovations in the field related to HTH’s mission, and the role of non-
governmental (mostly business) interests, especially as they relate to the inception of 
HTH. Throughout, I provide rationales and examples of change that has come from 
both supporters and opponents of new waves of change in teacher education, and in 
the final section I sum up the logics of these approaches as part of a discussion of why 
HTH is an important and relevant context for study.  
A Context for High Tech High: Policy, Reform, and Innovation in Teacher 
Education  
As described earlier, until the 2016 presidential election in the U.S., the DOE 
spent several years revising and implementing rules for teacher education programs, 
which aimed to reshape accountability mechanisms at a program level. Responses 
from university administrators and scholars have varied, with some suggesting that 
teacher education requires reforms that focus on improving student outcomes 
(Goldhaber, Liddle, & Theobald, 2013; Levine, 2006) and others pointing to a 
fundamental disagreement between test-based accountability and teacher education 
for equity and democracy (Cochran-Smith, et al., 2016; Kumashiro, 2015; Sleeter, 2009). 
One difference between these two approaches may be evidenced by the authors’ 
positionality, as only the latter group includes current or former teacher educators. 
Cochran-Smith, Villegas, Abrams, Chavez-Moreno, Mills, & Stern (2014a; 2014b) 
pointed to this discrepancy in teacher education research; they showed that research 
programs differ based on researcher positionality, with the more standards- and 
accountability-minded researchers being economists or sociologists who study teacher 
education – outsiders to the field. The insider-outsider distinctions are important in a 
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practical sense, as HTH’s teacher education programming has a nontraditional history 
in that it is embedded in a K-12 charter network, rather than a university. Founding 
members of the school tout its goals to innovate and to disrupt teacher education 
(Griswold & Riordan, 2016). This section explores this context of current reform 
approaches teacher education that have implications for HTH in particular.  
There is a political dimension to teacher education reform that is related to but 
separate from the idea of innovative disruption. Although the DOE has been blocked 
from implementing Obama-era teacher education regulations, the most recent ESEA – 
which may also be repealed and is being reinterpreted by the current administration 
(Ujifusa, 2017b) – still has rules that will guide much of preK-12 policy, including 
ongoing accountability measures. In fact, Lewis & Young (2013) documented the ways 
in which multiple streams of policy setting have contributed to the “prominence of 
teacher education accountability on the government decision agenda” (p. 199). Policy 
research has contributed to this growing prominence. In a series of policy reports 
drawing from an extensive four-year study of teacher education, the Education 
Schools Project, housed at the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation, a 
nonpartisan group, issued a set of critiques and recommendations aimed at improving 
teacher preparation as well as research in teacher education (Levine, 2006 & 2007). 
Levine, it should be noted, is a past president of Teachers College (Columbia) and a 
founding board member of CAEP and so has been heavily involved in attempts to 
reshape teacher education. He is also the architect of a teacher preparation program at 
an nGSE, the Woodrow Wilson Academy, which is part of the institutional domain of 
nGSEs that we have identified in the larger study.  
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 A central assumption of both of Levine’s reports was that teacher education 
programs have not done enough to improve student outcomes, and that changes in the 
field should be at least partly dedicated to improving this area. This assumption closely 
parallels the underlying rationale for reforming teacher education, from a policy 
perspective: these programs must be held accountable for student learning. While the 
feasibility of this notion is debatable (Floden, 2012), numerous studies have found that 
little difference exists between preparation programs when measured according to 
pupil test scores, suggesting the need for more and better evaluation systems 
(Cochran-Smith, et al., 2016; Goldhaber, Liddle, & Theobald 2013; Koedel, Parsons, 
Podgursky, & Ehlert, 2015). Levine (2006) likened perceived weaknesses in teacher 
education to recent changes in focus on student achievement. He argued that 
programs must be given time to adjust and align their evaluation systems. Since then, a 
number of initiatives, all connected to the accountability paradigm, have been created 
in an attempt to reform or disrupt teacher education. While innovative disruption can 
act in service of accountability, the underlying goal is different: innovation and 
disruption come from a business or organizational mindset aimed at growing market 
share, whereas accountability seeks to improve student outcomes. Although HTH is 
positioned as an innovator and disruptor (Griswold & Riordan, 2016), the policy 
context in which it was created and now exists is one of accountability. Understanding 
how teacher education at HTH fit within these two approaches provides insight into 
how new education organizations make sense of the accountability agenda and their 
roles within it. 
Institutional documents also construe HTH as an equity project (HTH, n.d.a), 
which raises further questions about its place within this policy context. Some scholars 
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point to a fundamental flaw in policies that target teacher education or even education 
generally speaking, in terms of alleviating social problems. Berliner (2005, 2014) 
pointed to a preponderance of evidence suggesting that the issues with schools should 
not be addressed through education policy, as problems in schools are fundamentally 
social in nature, with inequities connected more to poverty or other exogenous 
variables than to anything in the classroom. Labaree (2008) called this the 
“educationalizing” of social problems, previously connecting it to a broader problem of 
individualistic and consumerist goals in education (Labaree, 1997) In essence, Labaree 
argued that the American public now sees education as a tool for social mobility, 
without realizing that the tracking and credentialing of the system recreates the earlier 
system of haves and have-nots and is thus incapable of transforming education to 
more equitable ends. This work illustrates a key question for neoliberal logics: if 
reforms help some students “get ahead,” does that reify the zero sum game system of 
others being “left behind?” Given a history of incongruity between accountability, 
innovation, and equity – essentially, of addressing equity through education reform 
(Kantor & Lowe, 2013) – it becomes that much more important to investigate how HTH 
can be both a reformer and innovator with a central goal of equity.  
Innovations from within the wield: Practice-based reform efforts. Several 
policy reports position one variation of practice-based teacher education as a key 
innovation in the teacher education field (Berry, Montgomery, Curtis, Hernandez, 
Wurtzel, & Snyder, 2008; NCATE, 2010), supported by incipient research linking 
programs to student outcomes (Boyd, Grossman, Lankford, Loeb, & Wyckoff, 2009). 
The specific practice-based strand is that which advocates for more in-depth clinical 
approaches, such as teacher residency or professional development school models. 
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While the research about practice-based teacher education is reviewed in Chapter 2, 
this section briefly describes the history and rationale in support of it, specifically as it 
relates to innovation research. Additionally, although a number of other approaches 
also attempt to use the “innovation” frame, practice-based teacher education has 
several features that help it fit within my discussion of innovation (aside from 
referencing itself as an innovative practice): an emphasis on partnerships between 
programs and field sites, change to the organizational structure of teacher education, 
and, most importantly, the existence of examples from the field about teacher 
education programs taking a more practice-based approach. HTH and several other 
nGSEs fit within this mold, which makes a brief discussion about practice and 
innovation relevant to my study.  
Support for this approach has been building for some time and often comes 
from within the field of teacher education. Boyd, et al (2009) reaffirmed other research 
about the uneven pathways into teaching but generally noted the strengths of more 
practice-based approaches. They found that of all the reasons for variation between 
different pathways, “[o]ne factor stands out. Teacher preparation that focuses more on 
the work of the classroom and provides opportunities for teachers to study what they 
will be doing produces teachers who are more effective during their first year of 
teaching” (p. 26). Interestingly, the more in-depth clinical approaches Boyd, et al called 
for in teacher education have been used in programs for a long time (e.g., Cochran-
Smith, 1991; Britzman, 1991), even as these approaches are now framed as new 
innovations. Wilson (2014) provides sobering advice about innovations in teacher 
education, given this context:  
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Most of the solutions to the problems of teacher preparation programs—
clinically-based programs, tight relationships with the schools, strong content 
knowledge preparation, the participation of effective teachers and mentors— 
have long histories in teacher preparation and its reform. That they have been 
discovered by new actors, branded, and emboldened with considerable funding 
from private foundations might mean that these old ideas will get new traction. 
But it is not clear that contemporary version of these reforms is going to be any 
more successful than previous ones. The historians would urge new actors to 
read up on the past. (p. 191) 
Ideas about closer connections between education programs, school sites, and local 
communities, as well as richer clinical experiences for student teachers, have existed 
for some time. However, evidence about the mechanisms connecting these experiences 
to student outcomes is growing.  
 It is important to mention that, once again, definitions of success and the goals 
for education within those advocating for innovative practice-based teacher education 
rarely veer into more philosophical or normative discussions about democracy or 
social justice. Compared to more policy-oriented or, as we see in the next section, 
industry-oriented conversations around innovation in teacher education, those 
advocating for clinical practices do pay more attention to diversity – of both teaching 
candidates and their students – but less to closing gaps between different groups of 
young people (NCATE, 2010). HTH was therefore an important example of a school 
that innovates in ways that are claimed to align with social justice; how its staff and 
students connect the two provided new perspectives on practice, innovation, and 
equity. 
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Private philanthropy in educational innovation. A telling sign of the 
relationship between business and education reform is the role of businesses and 
corporate-backed foundations in providing funding and research support for 
innovations in the field. Among the most famous supporters of multiple education 
initiatives for over a decade has been the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. Programs 
this foundation has supported include small school ventures, teacher accountability in 
the form of value-added measures, and the Common Core State Standards. The NSVF 
provides another example of private money used to fund and reshape public works. 
Fitting within the frame of “innovation” in which HTH has positioned its approach to 
teacher education, one arm of NSVF is dedicated to creating “Innovative Schools,” 
doing so “through a mix of funding, information sharing and management assistance” 
(Innovative Schools, NSVF).  Philanthropic foundations have been instrumental in 
helping create new types of district and charter schools, including HTH itself and its 
teacher education programming.  
HTH received financial and other support from a philanthropic entrepreneur. 
Former Qualcomm CEO Gary Jacobs spearheaded a local effort to create a new type of 
school, which led to the creation of HTH Charter (Rubenstein, 2008). He and his wife 
are named on the original school, after pledging not only organizational but also 
financial support in the school’s founding. It is interesting to note that both Qualcomm 
and Bill Gates’s company Microsoft are part of the “tech” industry – an industry that 
has massively reshaped American commerce and even culture. Given the increased 
prominence of tech entrepreneurs, situated within an era of educational accountability 
that reflects a neoliberal paradigm, it is perhaps not surprising that experts in technical 
fields have attempted to reform and improve education (including teacher education), 
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with an eye towards student outcomes. Even the school under study uses the term 
“High Tech,” which in itself carries with it a multiplicity of meanings but does reflect 
something about the school’s founding. 
The effects of foundation dollars can be felt nation-wide. This massive 
influence has brought with it both new innovations and unintended consequences. 
The LA Times Editorial Board, in a critique of the power of foundations within 
education, reported that the Gates Foundation has spent over $3 billion since 1999 on 
education initiatives and in doing so gained “an unhealthy amount of power in the 
setting of education policy” (2016). The philanthropists themselves agree that change is 
no simple task, and unexpected roadblocks have consistently followed their work and 
spending in education. For example, in an open letter, Sue Desmond-Hellman (2016), 
CEO of the Gates Foundation, discussed several initiatives and the “real struggle to 
make system-wide change,” exemplified in the Foundation’s attempts to implement 
the Common Core: 
Unfortunately, our foundation underestimated the level of resources and 
support required for our public education systems to be well-equipped to 
implement the standards. We missed an early opportunity to sufficiently 
engage educators – particularly teachers – but also parents and communities so 
that the benefits of the standards could take flight from the beginning. (para. 
52). 
There are two important points here. First, the Gates Foundation has taken it upon 
itself to bring about change in education – deciding on initiatives, then developing 
multi-pronged approaches at the state, district/charter, and school level – rather than 
supporting more local education professionals like teacher educators and teachers. 
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Second, Gates Foundation is willing to admit its mistakes. HTH offered another such 
endeavor – an experiment in disrupting teacher education. And as it had a number of 
ties to philanthropic foundations, this case elaborated upon the effects of foundation 
dollars within the realm of teacher education. 
The Logics of Accountability, Disruption, and Equity:  
High Tech High as Fertile Ground for Study  
Within the world of teacher education reform, a number of logics emerge that 
must be carefully spelled out before beginning an empirical exploration of how they 
manifest at a place like HTH. First, nGSEs are new and part of a trend of innovation 
and disruption in teacher education. It would seem that innovation logics have 
expanded in the midst of a new policy paradigm that calls for increased accountability 
in education (Mehta, 2013a). While innovation, disruption, and accountability share 
several core ideas based on neoliberal market logics, their goals are not precisely the 
same, at least in theory. Innovation and disruption theories were originally constructed 
to improve or understand the growth of an organization’s market share (Bower & 
Christiansen, 1995), whereas accountability reforms have generally aimed to improve 
student outcomes, often narrowly defined (Cochran-Smith, et al., Lipman, 2011). Still, a 
number of groups and scholars interested in teacher education accountability use the 
term innovation (e.g., CAEP, 2012; NCATE, 2010; Putman, Walsh, & Ross, 2018; U.S. 
DOE, n.d.). Finally, a related but still separate idea is more centered in the field of 
teacher education, including at HTH: social justice. Although accountability policies 
often profess to have an equity agenda, their underlying conceptions of change may 
not align with equity agendas in teacher education (Labaree, 2008). Nestled within the 
context of accountability and drawing on the concepts of innovative disruption and 
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social justice, HTH thus becomes an interesting and productive case study for 
understanding how reform agendas and philosophies manifest in practice. 
Current Overarching Research Frames Related to High Tech High 
At a deeper level, the logics assumed by policymakers, scholars, and those with 
outside interests vary in a nuanced way, with some taking a more longitudinal, 
quantitative approach to research and others basing their work on case studies and 
qualitative analysis. For example, some policies aimed at broad teacher education 
accountability reforms, on one hand, and practice-based initiatives, on the other, draw 
on similar concepts. The now-defunct federal regulations of teacher education, as well 
as early policy pieces that informed this process (Levine, 2006 & 2007), assumed that 
teacher education programs should be held accountable for improving student 
learning outcomes, particularly on standardized assessments. Despite public critiques 
of his analysis (e.g., Strauss, 2014), Levine’s work drew from an expansive set of data, 
including surveys of many players in teacher education. However, his findings have 
been publicly critiqued (e.g., Strauss, 2014), as has his work’s core goal of connecting 
education programs to K-12 student outcomes, given its connection to an 
accountability paradigm (Cochran-Smith, et al., 2016). Similarly, scholars and 
practitioners interested in practice-based teacher education have been working to 
create a new evidence base that expands definitions of success but still holds onto the 
underlying idea that causal or correlational connections between candidates’ 
preparation experiences and student outcomes are important avenues of research 
(Berry, et al, 2008; Boyd, et al, 2009; NCATE, 2010). Both approaches share a reliance 
on statistical modeling, as well as a focus on student outcomes, suggest neoliberal 
approaches consistent with Mehta’s (2013) new policy paradigm.  
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In contrast, innovation and disruption in education are derived from an 
organizational understanding of schools, which can differ from policy approaches. 
Indeed, the concepts of innovation and disruption themselves emerged from industry. 
Organizational approaches to education research tend to use more qualitative forms of 
evidence to support their conclusions. For example, authors referencing innovation 
and disruption often use case studies and make references to outside industries in 
order to make points about higher education (Christensen & Eyring, 2011; Cristensen, 
Horn, & Johnson, 2011). Educational change literature, which I frame as a subset of the 
broader innovation literature, uses similar ideas (Fullan, 2011; Hargreaves & Fullan, 
2012). This style of drawing on cases from industries both in and out of education 
suggests reasoning by analogy, in which the lessons from successful (i.e., profitable) 
businesses are applied to educational organizations and programs. Interestingly, while 
some of this work on innovation and educational change focuses on higher education, 
virtually none examines teacher education specifically. What’s more, some policy 
pieces have referenced innovation as strongly related to accountability (NCATE, 2010); 
while disruption is clearly more of a business term aimed at organizational 
improvement, the term innovation is seen in more reform-minded pieces, such as 
several related to practice-based teacher education (e.g., Boyd, et al, 2009; Grossman, 
Hammerness, & McDonald, 2009).  
Furthermore, some educational outsiders have challenged disruption theory – 
perhaps less so innovation theory, if the two can be untangled. In a well-publicized 
New Yorker article that has been cited in over 100 scholarly pieces, historian Jill Lepore 
questioned the overreach of disruptive theories and models, not from a philosophical 
standpoint but rather by critiquing the methodology and empirical findings of 
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Christensen’s original work expounding the success of disruptors (2014). Lepore was 
particularly critical of the overreach of disruptors, including their moves in fields for 
social good such as medicine and education, which she suggests is actually closer to 
advocating for sociopathy:  
Their investors, if they’re like Josh Linkner, tell them that the world is a 
terrifying place, moving at a devastating pace. “Today I run a venture capital 
firm and back the next generation of innovators who are, as I was throughout 
my earlier career, dead-focused on eating your lunch,” Linkner writes. His job 
appears to be to convince a generation of people who want to do good and do 
well to learn, instead, remorselessness. Forget rules, obligations, your 
conscience, loyalty, a sense of the commonweal. If you start a business and it 
succeeds, Linkner advises, sell it and take the cash. Don’t look back. Never 
pause. Disrupt or be disrupted. (n.p.). 
Weeks (2015) had different questions, suggesting that disruptive innovation is an 
overused lens, perhaps most appropriate when new technologies “should be limited to 
instances where the innovation is lower cost, lower performing (on at least one 
performance dimension), and appeals to a subset of the existing market or a new 
market” (p. 424). If that is the case, then disruption and innovation as a lens for 
studying and reforming teacher education might need to be rethought, especially if 
education continues to be understood as a public good, free to all.  
My study aligns largely with an organizational approach to analysis, though its 
goal is not to impact the organization under study. Instead of understanding HTH to 
improve its graduates’ effectiveness or its market share, I take a more interpretive 
approach. My case data was able to answer some of these questions, but my own 
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questions are more fundamental to what the organization is and how it fits within the 
changing field of teacher education. Whatever one’s stance is on innovation or 
disruption in education, it becomes readily apparent that ongoing changes, like those 
at HTH, must be documented and analyzed in-depth, first to make sense of the 
changes and their implications, but also, more importantly, to continue to make 
progress in the great venture that is education.  
In terms of ongoing policy questions within teacher education, the Trump 
administration has not provided a clear agenda, other than cuts to existing programs. 
As an example, the administration’s first proposed education budget justified cuts to a 
recruitment and retention program for teachers as, “overly restrictive and [it] does not 
provide States, school districts, and institutions of higher education sufficient 
flexibilities to meaningfully design systems of teacher preparation, recruitment, and 
induction that meet their staffing needs” (OMB, 2017, p. 31). That the budget offers no 
alternative to the program, while recognizing the need for quality teachers, brings with 
it a degree of uncertainty. If cuts with no replacements suggest a policy, it is that the 
Trump administration wishes to dismantle some aspects of public education and 
federal support for it. After standards and accountability, what might be the next 
direction? Decentralization seems to be an early theme, but new technologies, local 
governments, and private resources will continue to drive change, largely still within 
the commonsense paradigm that is accountability.  
The larger nGSE study, of which my study of teacher education at HTH is only 
one piece, is looking at a small but growing avenue for that change in teacher 
education – teacher preparation at nGSEs. My study looks at a school that embodies 
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some of the complicated narratives that have emerged from recent research, 
innovations, and changing policies.  
Organization of Chapters 
In order to understand HTH in a complex, changing environment, this 
dissertation draws specifically on institutional theory, a framework that I also expand 
upon in Chapter 2. Essentially, this theory positions institutional environments as a 
central part of understanding organizations and their behavior. This introduction 
positions nGSEs generally and HTH specifically as potential disruptors; here I have 
fleshed out HTH’s policy context, as well as research on disruption as relevant to 
teacher education, in order to frame the rest of my dissertation. Chapter 2 examines 
more in-depth what the research has to say about relevant themes connected to 
teacher education at HTH and its reform environment, including the literature on 
innovation, literature on practice-based teacher education, and literature on equity in 
teacher education. Chapters 4-6 then develop empirically-based arguments. Chapters 
4 and 5 do not directly tie back to this framing about policy or disruption, but they 
inform my analysis in Chapter 6, which along with my concluding chapter, explores 
the relationship between HTH and its institutional environment. Chapter 6 and the 
conclusion revisit ideas of disruption and so answer some of the questions about 
disruption for which I now provide context. 
 In terms of argumentation, Chapters 4 and 5 together take on internal aspects of 
the organization – its fundamental logics and the experiences of the people within, 
including leaders, faculty, and teacher education students. Together these chapters 
make a dual argument. Initially, I argue in Chapter 4 that the core logic of HTH is 
constructivism, itself comprised of three “organizing principles” in authenticity, 
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personalization, and inquiry. These principles are not simply abstractions; each is tied 
to specific, concrete structures such as in-depth clinical experiences for teacher 
candidates and a research center based on improvement science. Building on this 
foundation, Chapter 5 argues that HTH’s approaches to teaching and learning revolve 
around three types of experiences that parallel the three organizing principles: project 
design, dialogical & collaborative practices, and reflection.  
These arguments lead to several important analytical points. First, because 
HTH organized around a core logic of constructivism tied to specific, concrete 
structures, I make the claim that the design of the organization – not just its modes of 
instruction – was based on a pedagogically-oriented principle. As I discuss in Chapter 
4, this design was unique for most organizations, even schools, and it helped provide 
coherence for organizational actors while also allowing for considerable agency. 
Second, HTH’s approach to teacher education troubled theory-practice binaries, 
treating them as separate yet inextricably linked. HTH drew on a theory of “practicing 
with theory,” which I elucidate in Chapter 5 and essentially suggests an implicit 
incorporation of theoretical principles into core teaching practices across the 
organization. Practicing with theory further suggests a dialogical, actionable 
conception of knowledge, which I argue informs an emerging epistemology for 
improvement science in education, given HTH’s use of improvement as a framework 
for organizational learning.  
The last empirical chapter, Chapter 6 presents the argument that HTH took an 
active stance towards its institutional environment, meaning it did not always bow to 
external pressures and worked to remain true to mission. At times, HTH was reactive 
towards that environment; for example, policy pressures such as accreditation 
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requirements pushed HTH to create specific structures in line with other teacher 
education programs, indicating isomorphic pressures to conform (Meyer & Rowan, 
1977). However, school leaders made sure to also be proactive in developing 
partnerships and drawing only the funding that was in line with HTH’s founding 
principles. In so doing, HTH became a leader in helping develop a new organizational 
field, labelled “Deeper Learning.” This approach meant that HTH was able to help 
shape its own environment. Based on deeper learning concepts (National Research 
Council, 2012), the field of Deeper Learning is a specific group of organizations from 
different sectors that have come together to support and grow forms of learning in line 
with HTH principles. Finally, the case of HTH, in particular this organization’s active 
stance towards its environment, has extremely important implications for 
understanding agency, both in and of organizations, and structure-agency 
relationships. The school’s ability to intentionally spur change in its institutional 
environment, while also changing in response to institutional pressures, troubles 
previous notions of how people and whole organizations interact with their larger 
contexts in complex, differential ways.  
Significance of Study: Social Justice and Neoliberal Reform 
The current era of teacher education reform is marked by tensions. Policy-
oriented reforms focus on accountability in schools to improve outcomes, disruptive 
innovators seek reforms that will improve market share, and a number of educators 
emphasize equity through social change. These groups are not all separate, of course, 
but these competing ideas intersect in some of the discourse at HTH. One 
longstanding argument about the need for change is that the United States is 
performing poorly relative to other nations; this argument is usually supported by 
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pointing to weak standards and weak student achievement to justify this claim 
(National Commission on Excellence and Education, 1983). Others claim that although 
not all schools are failing, many schools are failing in poor, generally urban centers, 
and that poverty and problematic housing, healthcare, early childhood, transportation, 
and job policies are to blame for many of the troubles of American schools and that the 
current narrative of a failing American education system is a hoax (Ravitch, 2013). Some 
experts argue that the poorest students are not being served, and that rather than an 
achievement gap, less-resourced students face an opportunity gap (Alvarez, Michaels, 
Hurtado, Roldan, & Duran-Graybow, 2016) or even a more fundamental education debt 
(Ladon-Billings, 2006). Avoiding a focus on achievement relocates the onus for 
improvement from the student to the society. Still, teacher educators must understand 
that they have a role to play in creating equitable change, and the example of HTH, 
given its novel approaches to equity, offers and informative example of what such 
change might look like.  
 Multiple fixes have been proposed to improve teacher education quality, 
including market-based reforms tied to accountability and/or innovative disruption. 
Within these threads, a primary goal is improved achievement, with “21st century 
skills” seen as the type of learning that will keep America globally competitive (Dede, 
2010; Levine, 2006) – this, despite an underlying conception of innovation as improving 
an organization, and not necessarily outcomes for its clients. Multi-million dollar 
enterprises have sprung up to get us there, along with a system of standards (such as 
the Common Core) and assessments (e.g., SBAC and PARCC) that aim to help students 
learn what they need. Within teacher education, the issue has become twofold: how to 
train teachers to improve student learning for a knowledge economy and how to do so 
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equitably. While NCLB created a context of disaggregating student performance and 
shedding light on widespread disparities (Noguera, 2008), few innovations have 
created deeper learning opportunities for lower performing students, who tend to be 
students in poverty as well as racial minorities (Noguera, Darling-Hammond, & 
Friedlaender, 2015). The scholarly community must further explore the seeming 
contradiction between, on the one hand, creating authentic learning experiences and 
critical thinkers, and on the other, standardizing measures for assessing performance, 
all within a neoliberal paradigm that has done little to help those students facing the 
most obstacles.  
 HTH is in many ways a microcosm of this broader context. It was co-founded 
by a tech entrepreneur; it draws on what are often considered neoliberal frames of 
innovation; it has a profound social justice agenda; and it has a commitment to project-
based learning, which pushes the boundaries of the accountability paradigm, in that 
student outcomes are not easily assessable within this framework (NRC, 2012). In many 
ways this school appears to have managed to implement innovation the right way 
despite the many pressures that have come with accountability and the new policy 
paradigm. Accordingly, understanding the context of a school that holds these 
contradictions and, by the accounts of local and national players, performs 
extraordinarily well (HCST, 2013), becomes a vital piece of unpacking the current 
reform agenda. A deep dive into teacher education at HTH, based on an exploratory 
case study that seeks to understand the school from the perspectives of the people 
within it, is thus warranted.    
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CHAPTER TWO 
Institutional Theory, Sensemaking, and Contexts for Understanding Teacher 
Education at High Tech High 
 This chapter reviews the theoretical approach and literature relevant to the 
dissertation topic. The first section describes the theoretical framework of institutional 
theory, which also incorporates some aspects of sensemaking theory. Both of these are 
organizational approaches that have helped me unpack important aspects of teacher 
education at HTH, as related to my research questions. Based on these theories, I have 
developed a conceptual framework focused on logics, coupling, and the institutional 
environment, which I use to organize and refine the study’s research questions. This 
framework also fits within a larger theoretical framework for the nGSE study based on 
institutional change and socialization of students in teacher education. Although the 
general questions and focus for the current work are different form the larger study, 
they still pointed me to data that can answer the big questions needed within the cross-
case analysis.  
 In the second, larger of the chapter, I review the literature relevant to my study 
of HTH, including the extant literature about HTH, HTHGSE, and nGSEs; related 
literature about practice-based approaches to teacher education; literature at the 
intersection of innovation, educational change, improvement science, and teacher 
education; and literature about social justice in teacher education. These bodies of 
literature are related to important aspects of teacher education at HTH and provide 
context for the study to inform my methodology and analysis. They also contextualize 
the school’s general theories and practices within a broader research agenda. The 
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questions I answer here will also prove helpful in the next stage of the larger study – 
comparing HTH to other nGSEs, an analysis that is currently underway.  
Theoretical Framework: Institutional Theory 
 
 Within the field of education, institutional theory is a framework that has seen 
ongoing refinement in recent years, even beyond changes from the 1970s and 80s that 
led to the formal establishment of a “new institutionalism” (DiMaggio & Powell, 1991). 
These new approaches to institutional theory originally emerged to challenge rational 
actor accounts of behavioral theories that predominated sociology and organizational 
studies prior to this era, and they sought to provide new theories about the cognitive 
processes within institutionalization (Zucker, 1991). Zucker argued that earlier 
institutional theories neglected to contextualize individuals’ choices within broader 
social and cultural patterns, as well as in relation to formal policy developments. In 
synthesizing a “new” theory of institutionalism into a coherent new direction for 
organizational analysis, DiMaggio & Powell (1991) described this perspective as one 
that “emphasizes the ways in which action is structured and order made possible by 
shared systems of rules that both constrain the inclination and capacity of actors to 
optimize as well as privilege some groups whose interests are secured by prevailing 
rewards and sanctions” (p. 11). For the planned study, institutionalism allowed 
consideration of the varied perspectives and decision-making of individuals and 
groups of actors within HTH. Institutionalism’s focus on the development of shared 
practices and understandings within a broader social context also provided avenues to 
understand not only the explicit goals of HTH but also the logics, processes, and 
conditions through which this school has been shaped. This was a critical piece of 
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answering the problem of how the reform environment is reshaping teacher 
education, which is a major part of my research questions.   
 Although institutional theory is quite broad, there are three core concepts that I 
draw on for this study: coupling, logics, and the environment (DiMaggio & Powell, 
1991; Meyer & Rowan, 1991; Scott & Meyer, 1991; Thornton & Ocasio, 2008). Coupling 
has to do with the relationships between different pieces of a system, often between 
formal organizational structures and actual practices. Within the field of education, 
scholars once portrayed schools as “loosely coupled” organizations (Weick, 1976).  
Along similar lines, Meyer & Rowan (1977) suggested that many organizations such as 
schools adopt structures for the sake of legitimacy, but these structures are detached 
from everyday practices, hence construing formal structures as myth: “decoupling 
enables organizations to maintain standardized, legitimating, formal structures while 
their activities vary in response to practical considerations” (p. 357). Meyer & Rowan 
(1977) also indicated that decoupling explained the decentralization of educational 
institutions within a highly institutionalized environment in which governmental and 
accrediting bodies might change formal aspects of an organization while changing 
little in terms of instruction. This decoupling explained why schools often appeared to 
be resistant to reform because schools’ formal structures might change, but their core 
processes, decoupled from those structures, remained the same.  
Yet, recent changes in schools, notably the move towards a “choice” model in 
education, have resulted in a burgeoning assortment of diverse school models and 
structures, changing with them the form of institutional theory in the field of 
education (Meyer & Rowan, 2006). Millward & Timperley (2010) argued that tight 
coupling is a key piece of creating organizational learning in schools; administrators 
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who develop tight coupling between school-wide goals and everyday practices was 
better able to improve student learning outcomes. Coburn (2004) demonstrated that 
schools’ capacity for change is more complex than previous models indicated, 
suggesting that, “the environment penetrates schools in substantial ways, reaching 
within structures to influence teachers’ worldviews and practices,” even as “teachers 
mediate logics in the institutional environment” (p. 234). Theories around coupling 
have evolved in the current accountability era, but more empirical work is needed to 
better understand what this means for teacher education. 
 The idea of institutional logics is also helpful in navigating through some issues 
that arise when institutional theory is applied to education. This was perhaps the most 
important concept in that it helped me to analyze connections between my micro-level 
analysis and HTH’s broader environment. Friedland & Alford (1991) indicated that the 
concept of institutional logics builds upon foundational elements of institutional 
theory. These authors argued that logics actually constitute institutions and are not 
merely a set of practices or behaviors. Thornton & Ocasio  (2008) suggested that the 
core of institutional logics is the idea that, to understand an organization, 
organizational and individual behavior “must be located in a social and institutional 
context, and this institutional context both regularizes behavior and provides 
opportunity for agency and change” (p. 102). Essentially, logics are evolving beliefs and 
attitudes that mediate behavior within institutional contexts; they relate to the 
institution but interact with individuals and organizations and so are mutable. These 
authors also explained how institutional logics expands upon institutional theories: 
[t]he focus is no longer on isomorphism, whether in the world system, society, 
or organizational fields, but on the effects of differentiated institutional logics 
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on individuals and organizations in a larger variety of contexts, including 
markets, industries, and populations of organizational forms… logics provide a 
link between individual agency and cognition and socially constructed 
institutional practices and rule structures. [This] approach to institutional 
logics integrates the structural, normative, and symbolic as three necessary and 
complementary dimensions of institutions, rather than separable structural 
(coercive), normative, and symbolic (cognitive) carriers, as suggested by 
alternative approaches. (p. 100-101). 
In essence, the concept of institutional logics provides a non-deterministic way of 
conceptualizing decision-making as it occurs within a social and cultural context. It 
considers the bounded rationality of actors within and across organizations. 
 An important aspect of institutional theory is the perceived dichotomy of 
cultural or institutional v. technical rationales, or as some would put it, normative 
exterior v. cognitive interior explanations for prevailing organizational norms and 
individuals’ choices (Friedland & Alford, 1991, p. 242). This becomes a chicken and egg 
issue – a question of whether cognition or culture drives individual decision-making, 
as well as individuals’ descriptions of their own thinking and behavior. Again, logics 
allows for a more complex picture; both culture and cognition are important, and they 
exist in interactive relation to each other, with individuals and organizations as 
mediating factors within the interaction. Thornton & Ocasio (2008) used the example 
of markets to critique a similar dichotomy between formal structures and informal 
norms, arguing that markets are not counterpoints to institutions but are rather 
institutions themselves: “While markets are economic structures – they are also 
institutions. They function because of a set of formal laws and normative expectations 
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about them and these normative expectations have changed through time and space” 
(p. 119). Thornton & Ocasio suggested that institutionalists should not privilege either 
“material or cultural explanations of institutions” (p. 105), as both are important in 
understanding how and why institutions develop the way they do. In that sense, 
understanding how administrators, teachers, and students made sense of the existing 
logics within both HTH and the school’s extra-organizational environment – their 
explanations and justifications of organizational behaviors, as well as how they view 
these behaviors as unique or similar to others in the institutional environment – was 
important in learning about institutionalization processes at HTH and analyzing how 
they came to be. 
An institutional analysis therefore provides a complex understanding of the 
cognitive schema and social scripts that mediate the decisions of individuals within 
organizations, as well as how these intervening factors evolve over time, given 
organizational and environmental contexts. This theory does not imply a deterministic 
sense of causation, seeking more to understand and explain the ever-changing patterns 
in people’s decision-making. It also gives insight into how a field such as education 
connects to broader institutions in society, as well as the potential limits of change 
within the field, at least at the organizational level. Though the emphasis on social 
context suggests a macrosociological approach to research, microsociology remains 
vital (Zucker, 1991), as it provides the beginnings of a “theory of action… of actors’ 
motives, orientations toward action, and the contexts in which they act” (DiMaggio & 
Powell, 1991, p. 16). My single case study provided such a theory of action to help 
explain the perspectives of different actors across HTH; in it, I examined not only 
formal structures and norms but also those emerged from observations of practice.  
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 Still, given the importance that institutional theory places on institutional 
environments, it is important to specify how the “outside” fit within my analysis. Given 
its focus on socially contextualized decision-making, research on institutions uses 
multiple levels of analysis, including the individual, intra-organizational, inter-
organizational, and societal levels. For that reason, institutional logics can be a helpful 
tool in that it “may also help clarify how broad cultural norms drive understandings, 
actions, and interactions within organizations and among individuals” (Bridwell-
Mitchell, 2013, p. 175). Extra-organizational forces such as markets and the polity must 
also be considered in this type of analysis, as they exert powerful influences over 
decision-making within organizations, increasingly so in schools (Russell, 2011; Davies 
& Quirke, 2007). Research in this area must consider outside influences on 
organizations and often distinguishes between those that are materially and culturally 
produced.  
In that vein, a final major concept within my dissertation is the institutional 
environment (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983; Scott & Meyer, 1991; Scott, 2013). Several 
depictions of environments exist. One popular assumption within institutional theory 
holds that within organizational fields (such as education), organizations tend towards 
isomorphism (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983; Heugens & Lander, 2009; Meyer & Rowan, 
1977), which is to say that individual organizations seek legitimacy and therefore 
respond to their institutional environments and to each other in ways that create 
patterns in their collective behavior. These patterns lead to isomorphic formal 
structures across different organizations; for example, a common depiction in this 
literature is that for decades, universities emulated the elite schools in their field, such 
as Harvard University. Yet isomorphism does little to explain variations in decision-
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making, and the many choices these schools can make create immense possibilities for 
“where to start” in empirical research. Given the sprawling field of institutional theory, 
the concept of institutional logics, which are socially constructed values and belief 
systems that can govern or constrain behavior, provides a helpful analytic focus within 
the field of education. This study uses logics, but it also asks an additional key 
question: where do these logics come from? 
To explain some of these isomorphic pressures, institutionalists particularly 
emphasize organizational fields within the environment. Scott & Meyer (1991) pointed 
to connections between organizational systems, such as horizontal connections 
between actors at similar hierarchical levels (which, for most actors are generally intra-
organization) and vertical connections that often operate inter-organizationally. Past 
institutional studies have been rather generic in framing an organization’s context, 
relying on external narratives about institutional environments, generally 
predetermined by researchers, rather than understanding environments based on 
perspectives within an organization (Scott, 2013). In contrast, Aurini (2006) framed two 
organizations she studied as strategic in how they crafted “legitimation projects” to 
respond to different pressures of the institutional environment; organizations have 
agency in selecting the parts of their environments they respond to or imitate. While 
the first chapter of this study situates HTH within a reform and accountability context, 
the analysis also draws on empirical data – on participants’ perceptions of institutional 
environments, including organizational, political, historical, and other contexts – in 
order to fully define HTH’s institutional environment. Because this study also situates 
organizations within changing environments, it is important to understand these 
environments not as they are generally understood by the public or scholarly 
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community but rather, and more importantly, how they are perceived by the actors 
within the organization under study. Important questions include how leaders 
understood pressures in their design choices and how practitioners make sense of 
various pressures. These pressures include the external – or institutional environment 
– as well as internal, i.e. in relation to formal norms or structures.  
Answering these questions involved both inductive and deductive work – I 
coupled my empirical research on HTH with conceptual understandings from the 
literature to best situate this organization and understand its relationship to other such 
programs and to leaders in its field. In this sense, its institutional environment 
encompasses not only the policy context of reform and accountability discussed in 
Chapter 1; it also includes the intellectual contexts of the school – the research 
traditions and schools of thought that the people within it refer to and think about as 
they enact their policies and practices. Therefore, while this chapter reviews literature 
that, upon careful examination of online materials and preliminary meetings with its 
leaders, I originally decided was important, it must be understood that I allowed for 
new ideas to emerge, based on an iterative analysis of data and the literature. 
  In sum, an institutional framework, focused on institutional logics, has several 
key features. These include: a focus on a contextualized theory of action that varies 
among individuals; heterogeneity of logics and rationality; partial agency (of 
individuals, organizations, and broader systems); no deterministic sense of causation 
(change comes from multiple directions); a distinction between material and cultural 
production; and the use of multiple levels of analysis. The design and analysis of my 
case study drew from this complex array of characteristics. Specifically, I attempted to 
understand three fundamental concepts from the perspective of HTH: (a) logics, i.e. 
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structural, normative, and symbolic dimensions of how individuals within the GSE 
made decisions, which often present a complex array of institutional pressures, (b) 
coupling, which entails examination of the relationship between formal and informal 
structures, as well as institutional practices, and (c) the institutional environment, 
particularly organizational actors’ varied perceptions about the ideas and 
organizations that constitute the environment in which teacher education at HTH is 
situated. Given its attention to the formation of logics and organizational behaviors, 
institutional theory proved particularly informative in studying this nGSE, as these 
organizations present a new area of study in which institutionalized logics and 
practices are likely still developing.  
Sensemaking in Institutional Theory 
Although institutional theory provides a powerful conceptual framework for 
understanding organizations, it has some limitations, especially as applied to 
conducting qualitative research in which individuals are asked to reflect on their 
behaviors and beliefs: 
the neoinstitutional rejection of intentionality is founded on an alternative 
theory of individual action, which stresses the unreflective, routine, taken-for-
granted nature of most human behavior and views interests and actors as 
themselves constituted by institutions. (DiMaggio & Powell, 1991, p. 14). 
As a supplement to institutional theory, I used sensemaking theory, which is helpful in 
digging deeper into those taken-for-granted scripts of organizational actors (Weber & 
Glynn, 2006). Weick (2001) described sensemaking partly as understanding how action 
and cognition mutually act upon each other (p. 6), with the understanding that “the 
person engaged in sensemaking does not know a priori what the exact building blocks 
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are” (p. 8-9). Jensen, Kjaergaard, & Svejvig (2009) combined both theories, suggesting 
that sensemaking adds “focus to the details of local practices and the human agency 
that inform and respond to institutions,” (p. 344). They argued that institutional theory, 
which better explains the power of structures, “does not specifically address how the 
human agency influences the social practices from which the institutions are created” 
(p. 344). Consistent with institutional theory, a fundamental assumption of 
sensemaking theory is that reality is socially constructed, and the closest a researcher 
can get to objective reality is a set of collectively agreed upon themes or ideas. 
Weick (2001) added to institutionalist conceptions of behavior within an 
organizational context, or what he called enactment: “what remains noteworthy from a 
sensemaking perspective is the extent to which people are both proactive and reactive 
towards their surroundings. They create their own constraints, whether they do so by 
normalizing or by enactive self-fulfilling prophecies, or by simply messing up ‘the 
scene of the crime’ thereby making it impossible to see what really happened” (p. 176). 
Weick’s point is that people make judgments, sometimes informed, sometimes not by 
their surroundings. Individuals’ behaviors – and their rationale for those behaviors – 
provided evidence of the sedimentation of institutions in a space, but it is important to 
understand that one’s rationale might precede an action yet does not always. A 
sensemaking lens, as contrasted with decision-making, assumes that “reality is an 
ongoing accomplishment that emerges from efforts to create order and make 
retrospective sense of what occurs” (p. 106). Although some theorists have 
characterized organizational decision-making as guided by bounded rationality (Choo, 
1996; Simon, 1972), Weick argued that retrospective sensemaking illustrates thinking 
and logics more accurately than the actual decisions or pre-emptive guidelines for 
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decision-making. Part of this study’s observation and interview process therefore 
included informal questions about behaviors seen during observations.    
A key theme here is research directed at the forces that shape institutionalized 
thinking and behavior, which means that institutional behaviors must be observed and 
understood, then followed by questions about how and why actors within the 
organization made sense of those behaviors. Weick (1979) described enactment as 
consisting of three types of activities, the details of which vary depending on the 
institutional environment: enactment as bracketing, or deciding what one couldn’t do; 
enactment as deviation amplification, or sustained by small groups within 
organizations, rather than the whole (which disrupts notions of rationality, as many 
actors play smaller roles in developing a widely-held conception of culture or 
environment than others); enactment as self-fulfilling prophecies or “efferent sense-
making” in which one’s position within an environment informs their perceptions of 
others (p. 159-160); and enactment as construction of social reality, in which “an enacted 
environment is not synonymous with the concept of a perceived environment” (p. 164). 
This final form is particularly important, as actors tend towards “at least a partial 
consensus on the meaning of their behavior” (Weick, 1979, p. 165), even as consensus of 
meaning does not guarantee consensus of behavior.  
In a study of information technology, the power of a joint institutional and 
sensemaking theory was that it accessed multiple levels of analysis, with sensemaking 
focused more on individuals – their individual identities and cognitive processes, and 
institutional theory focused more on the organization and its field or environment – 
how structures and norms mediate individual thought and action (Jensen, et al, 2009). 
The institutional environment that helps shape these meanings is not bounded; it both 
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informs and is informed by what happens within an organization. Therefore, my work 
synthesized individuals’ perceptions of the institutional environment to analyze how 
various aspects of the organization, behavior, and the environment interact with one 
another. Also, while I looked for patterns in my analysis, not all actors subscribed to 
the same socially constructed reality, so outliers to the trends expressed by most 
people also proved informative.   
Tracing the very micro-level aspects of sensemaking to the coupling of logics 
and behavior to institutions and the environment provided a thorough look at HTH’s 
teacher education programs, the processes that go on there, and where the 
organization fit within the changing field of teacher education. To begin answering 
these questions, I crafted a literature review organized around my initial perceptions of 
HTH and informed by later findings. Narratives about the school fit within a number 
of research traditions, and the next section explores key pieces of them in order to 
better inform not only HTH’s position within teacher education but also how it is 
reshaping the field.  
Literature Review: nGSEs and Related Literature 
 The literature on nGSEs is thin, which partly demonstrates the importance of 
this study. Therefore, in addition to examining research that specifically references 
HTH and nGSEs more generally, I organized my literature review around themes 
related to HTH’s core beliefs and practices, as indicated in the school’s online mission 
statements and other materials, as well as preliminary meetings with key leaders. 
Because HTH represents an alternative to university-based teacher education 
programs that is wholly situated within a site of practice (a charter school network), 
and it emerged from a project-based school with a focus on authentic experiences for 
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students, I examined recent literature related to practice-based teacher education. 
Furthermore, HTH presents itself as a space of and for innovation, and their online 
materials drew from educational change literature (Caillier, 2008) and improvement 
science (MacConnell & Caillier, 2016). Therefore, I also searched the literature that 
encompasses teacher education and innovation, which, when it comes to empirical 
work, often bleeds into the literature on educational change and improvement science. 
Finally, HTH framed itself as, above all else, an equity project. Therefore, I examined a 
selection of recent literature about equity and social justice in teacher education. 
Altogether, the review of related literature for the study covers conceptual and 
empirical work related to the overarching theme of innovation in schools along with 
educational change and improvement science, the literature on practice-based 
approaches to teacher education, and social justice in teacher education. 
 I conducted a number of database searches through the month of April, 2017, 
focusing on pieces related to the constructs described above that also met certain 
criteria. To do so, I used Boolean search terms to connect various research programs to 
specific terms. For example, for the first section of the review on innovation, 
educational change, and improvement science in teacher education, I only chose 
pieces that specifically used the terms “innovation,” or some derivative, and “teacher 
education.” Some pieces construed teacher education as in-service professional 
development (especially for novice teachers), but because part of HTH’s program is to 
work with full-time, practicing teachers, these remained in the review. Finally, a 
number of relevant pieces were referenced in these initial searches, which helped 
broaden and add depth to the literature used in the review.  
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 In constructing an organizational framework for unpacking each section of this 
review, I focused on several key features of each piece of literature: the types studies, 
the framing of research questions, including research problems, the findings or 
conclusions, and the underlying assumptions and many cases the positionality of the 
researchers. These categories afforded me consistency in how I analyzed the literature, 
as well as consistency with organizational theory in that I uncovered logics informing 
each piece, as well as the nesting of the work within broader research trends and 
patterns.  
High Tech High, High Tech High GSE, and nGSEs  
 This review attempts to make sense of the scant and very recent research on 
both HTH and nGSEs more generally. It begins with an overview of the school, based 
on its publicly-available documents, which is meant to provide more historical and 
institutional context for this study, as well as to further elaborate the choices I have 
made regarding the literature that is pertinent to understanding teacher education at 
HTH. HTH is a charter school oriented towards project-based learning and social 
justice, with a technology component that is more complicated than just the inclusion 
of new hardware or software. The school viewed itself as innovative not only in terms 
of new technologies but also instruction and even in its mission. In 2004, HTH 
developed a multi-format teacher preparation program, and in 2006 it created a GSE as 
well. Although my dissertation is concerned with teacher preparation, rather than K-12 
teaching, the core philosophy and functions of the entire HTH organization were 
informative in planning research into the smaller teacher education program housed 
within. This means that my study sits at the intersection of several research fields, 
including practice-based teacher preparation, social justice and equity in education, as 
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well as educational change and program improvement. The literature on any of these 
areas would require its own review, which means that the current review must balance 
teacher education with HTH’s core mission. HTH’s mission has to do with equity and 
innovation in education; it aims “to develop and support innovative public schools 
where all students develop the academic, workplace, and citizenship skills for 
postsecondary success” (HTH, n.d.). Also, despite enduring foundational elements that 
include a rejection of tracking and the adoption of project-based learning, HTH 
leadership takes a learning stance in approaching organizational change, operating 
“under conditions of dynamic complexity” (HTH, n.d.). Leaders saw the school as a 
change agent, and their theory of change underlying HTH was consistent with many of 
the principles espoused in the growing literature on practice-based teacher education, 
as well as educational change and improvement science – specifically in the 
organization’s focus on practice and approach to individual and organizational 
learning. I incorporate empirical data to elaborate on this theory of change in Chapter 
6. 
Although its name may suggest a focus on technology, it is more accurate to say 
that HTH – including both its K-12 and graduate schools – relied on innovation to 
achieve equity in education. The founders and faculty of HTH highlighted the role of 
technology in enhancing not only student learning but also teacher preparation 
(HTHGSE, n.d.c.), believing that it helps students acquire the project-based and 
problem-solving skills needed to thrive in the modern world. However, there was 
much more to the school. Riordan & Rosenstock (2013), co-founders of HTH, penned 
an essay in which they outlined a “new” vision for education: “The aim is to unleash 
teachers -- and their students -- to design learning experiences that are applied, 
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integrated, situated, expeditionary, and alternatively assessed.” The two believed in the 
importance of initiative, persistence, collaboration, and curiosity, and they emphasized 
how students react to, shape, and apply knowledge and skills. Their vision of a strong 
curriculum included consideration of design, public exhibitions of learning, multi-
disciplinary instruction, integrated classrooms, and inquiry. It is reasonable to assume 
that in creating their teacher education program, they attempted to apply similar 
principles to teacher learning and development. 
HTH (K-12) is a complex school that belies a clear or consistent definition, both 
in terms of institutional practices and beliefs, yet there is some literature that attempts 
to describe some of its core processes. Mehta and Fine (2012; 2015) have co-authored 
conceptual and empirical pieces related to HTH and other innovative schools. One 
paper illustrated the ways in which HTH incorporates projects and technology into 
learning (Mehta, 2012). Technology was construed not as an end in itself but rather as a 
means through which authentic learning may be conducted in settings that 
approximate the “real world.” In addition, Mehta & Fine (2015a) conducted an 
ethnographic study of two schools, which they characterized using similar language as 
HTH uses to characterize itself, including urban contexts and themes of innovation. 
For these schools, “innovative” had two very different meanings. One was a “no 
excuses” charter that took a “social engineering viewpoint” that ensured “consistency 
of practice across classrooms (p. 493). In the other, a project-based charter like HTH, 
purpose was tightly coupled with practice and enactment, meaning that the school’s 
architecture, “[e]verything from lockers and bells to academic departments and final 
exams” (p. 497), was considered in designing a space consistent with student centered 
goals that celebrated divergent forms of learning (p. 499). The second alignment, which 
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reflects HTH’s mission, potentially allows for a more responsive and nimble 
organization. Finally, Fine (2014) drew from some of the same ethnographic research in 
an essay about playfulness. She suggested that creating more schools where rigorous 
material and deep engagement acted together would require great changes in the 
social contexts of education.  
Leaders within the organization have made contributions to the research on 
nGSEs in general and HTH in particular. In a conceptual piece about the possibilities 
offered by teacher education at HTH, Caillier & Riordan (2009), founding members of 
the school, discussed their own visions of education that involved a “reciprocal 
relationship between teacher education and school reform” (p. 289). Like other nGSEs, 
HTH’s approach involved embedding teacher education entirely within K-12 schools. 
In this sense, teacher education at HTH takes a practice-based approach to teaching 
and learning. Additionally, theirs is a futurist vision of not simply preparing teachers 
for schools as they are now but for “the schools we need” (Caillier & Riordan, 2009, p. 
495), which entails training and retaining teachers through collaborative opportunities 
and a growth mindset for the profession. These authors posited that a situated 
preparation program would be ideal, because education happens at the local level. 
Such an approach would allow teacher educators to create learning environments for 
practicing teachers and teacher candidates (HTH caters to both) that resonate with the 
philosophies and processes of the K-12 schools in which their schools of education are 
embedded.  
MacConnell & Caillier (2016), HTH faculty members, penned a conceptual 
piece with empirical anecdotes in which they described their school’s approach as 
drawing from improvement science to facilitate teacher learning and improve. Their 
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conception of improvement science fit a small-scale approach to Bryk, Gomez, 
Grunow, & LeMahieu’s (2015) work, which claimed that, “this strategy is broadly useful 
whether the target for improvement is the classroom, school, faculty network, or 
school-community partnership; or a whole college, school district, or state education 
system” (p. 7). MacConnell & Callier (2016) described improvement science as more of 
a micro-level tool for individual teachers and small networks to collaborate and 
improve key features of their curriculum and instruction. Also, part of the goal for 
preparing teachers at this school is acclimating both new and experienced teachers to 
the HTH style of learning, which according to Griswold & Riordan (2016) means taking 
a heavily practice-based approach, based on four pillars: modeling good teaching, 
connecting theory and practice, student involvement, and fostering community. Both 
conceptions – improvement and embedded models – illustrate key features of HTH’s 
philosophy: a practice-oriented component and networked or collaborative 
improvement. The idea here is that teachers learn best when they are steeped in a 
clinical context and dealing with authentic concerns of practice, and when they draw 
from their local communities, including both colleagues and their own students.  
In contrast to some of this previous work, which generally came from HTH 
insiders and offered conceptual frameworks but little critical analysis, Zeichner (2016a) 
assessed nGSEs, which he called “independent teacher education programs,” based on 
their online materials. Although his definition of these new schools is more expansive 
than that of the nGSE Study research team, his paper examined several of the same 
programs that we do. Zeichner’s criticism of HTH in particular was linked to its 
support from “[p]hilanthropic and government resources” that coincided with a 
“decline in philanthropic support for college and university-based teacher education… 
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coupled with substantial reductions in state funding” (p. 8). These disparities in 
support, according to Zeichner, have led to a dual, unequal teacher education system. 
It should be noted that Zeichner himself is a university-based teacher educator. 
Zeichner & Peña-Sandoval (2015) positioned programs like HTH within a class of 
“reformers” rather than “transformers” (p. 3), of teacher education – an important 
distinction in that the former seeks to dismantle the field, while the latter aims to 
improve its quality. Still, despite language in HTH’s website about its mission and 
programming, this study relied on empirical data to unpack where the school exists 
within the teacher education field – who its leaders and faculty see as its partners in 
innovation, equity, and education. Understanding this perceived environment is key in 
developing a strong institutional analysis. This review illustrates the ways in which 
insiders and outsiders depict HTH, but learning specifically how actors within the 
school position it relative to other nGSEs and within the larger field of teacher 
education was a key task of my work.  
Other research on nGSEs is limited but perhaps less adversarial, yet still 
critical, in comparison with Zeichner’s (2016a) policy piece. Stitzlein & West (2014) 
analyzed the approaches of two other nGSEs, Relay GSE and Match Teacher 
Residency, trying to make sense of charter school-based teacher education. The 
authors did not elaborate on their methods, but used a policy and historical approach 
to analyzing the two schools, which did not include first-hand data. They suggested 
that these schools leave commitments to democracy out of their coursework, which 
departs from more traditional, university-based models (Stitzlein & West, 2014, p. 7-8). 
Still, HTH, while also coming from the charter world, is a very different school with a 
model built around empowering teachers’ and students’ voices. As part of my 
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empirical analysis in subsequent chapters, I briefly explore how democratic education 
manifests (and is ignored) at HTH, in order to better compare this school to other 
nGSEs. Moreover, this is a key departure from previous research, which was not based 
on access to nGSEs; this study closely and rigorously examined the inner workings of 
the organization and its actors.   
In addition to traditional teacher education research (or perhaps alongside it), 
HTH itself has created an online peer-reviewed journal that proves helpful in 
understanding the underlying theories and purpose behind the creation of the school. 
While housed by the GSE, this journal takes up issues outside of teacher education, so 
my review incorporates only selected pieces. This work is peer-reviewed, but unlike 
the previous research cited, the pieces here tended to be short and rely largely on first-
hand accounts. The first issue in particular illustrated the development of the teacher 
education program, which came as a direct result of credentialing requirements in 
California; it depicted the need for a credential program as “a quandary” (Husbands, 
2008, p. 2). Husbands described the program as such: 
what makes the program unique is that it is situated in a project-based work 
environment that integrates technical and academic education while fostering a 
sense of community engagement and responsibility. The program provides 
direct, on-the-job training to recent graduates of post-secondary institutions, 
those who have taught in non-public school contexts, and individuals in career 
transition. (2008, p. 3) 
Larry Rosenstock (2008) expanded on Husbands’s ‘quandary’ and in so doing provided 
a definition of teacher quality from the perspective of HTH: 
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The No Child Left Behind Act required that teachers in public schools be 
‘highly qualified.’ While that seems a laudable concept, the definition of ‘highly 
qualified’ was limited to having a teaching credential or being in a credential 
program. But we had brilliant teacher applicants, many with advanced degrees 
and extensive experience in their disciplines, who lacked teaching credentials. 
Many were still paying off their student loans, and though they had a burning 
desire to teach, they were reluctant to go back to graduate school and assume 
additional debt.  
We came to see the ‘highly qualified’ definition as a barrier to attracting 
aspiring teachers to work in our schools. Ironically, this barrier was erected 
during a time of massive teacher shortages, particularly in math and science. 
We realized that if we had a credentialing program, then a new teacher with an 
advanced degree in their subject area would, by definition, be in a credentialing 
program the first day with us, and would therefore be deemed ‘highly 
qualified.’ In short, we could hire more qualified teachers if we could train and 
credential them ourselves. (p. 1) 
Essentially, qualified in this sense meant that teachers are “brilliant,” with “advanced 
degrees,” and a “burning desire to teach.” Nowhere is knowledge of pedagogy or 
experience in teaching practice included in this statement. Still, given HTH’s focus on 
both practice-based teacher education and improvement science, my empirical 
analysis examined conceptions of practice to show nuanced perspectives of both 
practice and theory. Of note – this chapter does not review every relevant Unboxed 
article, but I reexamined these articles in my subsequent data analysis. 
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 The following section builds off of HTH’s orientation to practice. Its conception 
of education is intimately connected to a constructivist, authentic framework. Both the 
K-12 charter and HTH’s teacher education programs are based on these orientations to 
learning, with a number of references to the importance of practice (HTHGSE, n.d.d.). 
Practice in this sense is based as much on the context of learning as on a set of 
behaviors, which aligns it to a specific subset of practice-based teacher education. That 
said, the section provides an overview of multiple conception of practice-based teacher 
education, particularly as it has been theorized and studied in recent times. 
Practice-Based Teacher Education 
 My first step in identifying coherent bodies of literature related to teacher 
education at HTH within the many research programs that relate to teacher education 
research was to examine this school’s conception of instructional practices and 
learning how to teach. This examination led me to review three bodies of literature 
beyond that focused on HTH and nGSEs, the first of which is practice-based 
approaches to teacher education. First, whereas nGSEs as a whole are cast as “a subset 
of alternative routes to teaching” (Zeichner, 2016a, p. 3), in the case of HTH, it is 
perhaps more precise to say that instead of an alternative route to, this school is an 
alternative form of teacher education that places a heavy focus on authenticity and 
practice. Later in his piece, Zeichner says more about this particular school to reflect 
this distinction:  
One similarity within the group of charter-affiliated programs is that all claim 
to minimize the division between teacher education coursework and clinical 
practice that is common in university teacher education programs. For 
example, it is asserted that in the HTH Intern program, “There is a direct 
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connection between what students learn and do in courses and what’s 
happening in their classrooms.” (2016a, p. 13). 
Caillier & Riordan (2009), key architects of HTH, concurred and expanded on this 
depiction, describing HTH as “contextualized teacher education” and a “hybrid 
approach” in which the teacher education program is fully housed within a K-12 setting 
(p. 492). Furthermore, HTH’s curricular and instructional content is describe online as 
“authentic work” that is relevant to the “world outside of school” (HTH, n.d.). It stands 
to reason that the teacher education, which sprouted from its original K-12 foundation, 
would have a similar practical orientation. While research on practice-based teacher 
education generally covers university-based teacher education and so lies partly 
outside of HTH’s sector, this literature poses a wealth of empirical and conceptual 
pieces that should provide context in informing how students at HTH experience 
clinical practice and learning to teach, in that it is steeped in some of the same 
assumptions that overlap with HTH’s mission of authentic teaching and learning 
experiences. This framing suggests that an examination of practice-based approaches 
to teacher education is appropriate in trying to explicate part of the institutional 
context of HTH. 
While research on “practice-based teacher education” is somewhat new, 
scholarship into the idea of practice in teacher education is not. Several pieces have 
suggested that although teacher education has experienced a recent practice turn (Reid, 
2011; Zeichner, 2012), pointing to a growing wave of literature that emphasizes practice-
based experiences in teacher learning and education, the idea of novice teachers 
learning from practice has been around for decades. However, several citations in 
recent practice-based pieces have suggested that this new wave of research roughly 
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began with Ball & Cohen’s (1999) handbook chapter on practice-based theory. This 
handbook called for more empirical work aimed at advancing coherent theories of 
teacher learning, grounded in practice. Ball & Cohen (1999) were responding to 
reformers who had “broken their lances” in their attempts to “permeate practice 
broadly or deeply” (p. 6). The authors connected this issue to initial teacher 
preparation and suggested that knowledge for teaching is “situated in practice” (p. 12), 
meaning that key components of both the pedagogy and curriculum related to 
professional learning are based on authentic tasks (p. 25). Practice in this case meant 
both that teacher learning is embedded in a site of practice and that the key content is 
based on tasks that arise from teachers’ practices. This focus on tasks, as well as a 
curriculum for teacher candidates, illustrates how the wave of practice-based teacher 
education that emerged in the wake of Ball & Cohen’s (1999) piece conceptualizes 
practice in new ways. For example, Britzman’s (1991) work similarly positioned 
teachers as professionals engaged in inquiry but did not intone a task-oriented 
conception of practice, instead proposing a more abstract conception of practice as 
social reproduction – and as a contextualized, dialogical process tied to teacher 
learning. While historically, literature about practice in teacher education has referred 
generally to authentic learning from situations that arise from a practice context, the 
more recent direction appears to be more concrete in its conceptualization of core 
knowledge and behaviors that teachers must develop. 
Conceptions of practice proved important in this section on practice-based 
teacher education, especially as HTH has its own unique conception of practice that is 
not task-oriented and instead frames practice around authenticity while also 
incorporating theory into its definition. Lampert (2010) identified multiple definitions 
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of practice in teacher education, and the rest of this review draws on two of them. 
Within practice-based teacher education, two overarching ideas about practice 
emerge, the first and larger of which I further divide into two sub-sections (see Figure 
1, below). This first parallels Ball & Cohen’s (1999) ideas about a practice-based 
curriculum for teacher education that frames practice as a set of discrete but complex 
behaviors. Considerable conceptual and citational overlap exists within much of this 
literature, which makes it difficult to separate into distinct schools of thought. 
However, I divide this research program into subsets oriented towards either tasks or 
enactment. Tasks are exemplified by Ball & Cohen (1999), while newer theories related 
to enactment have taken an increasingly complex view of practice to reconceptualize 
theory-practice relationships (Dutro & Cartun, 2016; Grossman, Hammerness, & 
McDonald, 2009; Grossman, 2011; Lampert, Franke, Kazemi, Ghousseini, Turrou, 
Beasley, Cunard, & Crowe, 2013), even as they still often emphasize practice over 
theory. A second and smaller area of scholarship related practice to clinical-based 
teacher education, which had a more contextual, as opposed to task-oriented, 
conception of practice (Boyd, Grossman, Lankford, Loeb, & Wyckoff, 2009; NCATE, 
2013; Berry, Montgomery, & Curtis, 2008; Berry, Montgomery, & Snyder, 2008). 
Figure 1: Conceptions of Practice Within Practice-Based Teacher Education  
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Although teacher education at HTH has a “[t]heory to practice approach” 
(Caillier, Wilson, Daley, & Baker, 2014), which on the surface aligns with task and 
enactment orientations, both programs require students to have a site of practice, 
whether residencies for M.Ed. students or classrooms for licensure students (HTH, 
n.d.b.; HTHGSE n.d.d.). This conception aligned with clinical approaches to practice-
based teacher education; still, the terms this school used must be further investigated. 
This review focuses on what is “out there” in this area of research in terms of 
conceptions of practice, and my empirical chapters make sense of the subsets of this 
theory to which HTH is connected. 
Because multiple scholars have thoroughly reviewed the literature on practice-
based teacher education (Burn & Mutton, 2015; Lampert, 2010; Mattsson, Eilertsen, & 
Rorrison, 2011; Thames & Van Zoest, 2013; Zeichner, 2012), this review has a particular 
focus that provides new insights and examines concepts aligned with the mission of 
HTH, in order to better inform my study’s exploration of this organization’s 
institutional environment. While I touch on practice-based teacher education in 
general, I performed a selected review of task and enactment literature, as it comprises 
far more material than the context-based clinical schools of thought, which had a 
smaller research base but was still pertinent to gaining understanding and providing 
context for my study of teacher education at HTH.  
Practice as complex behavior. Even the subset of task-oriented practice-based 
teacher education varies in its framing, focus, and suggestions for improving teaching 
and learning. Ball & Forzani (2009) moved on from Ball & Cohen’s (1999) earlier work 
in two key ways. First, their framing for the rationale of this line of research became 
more oriented towards improving student learning – a subtle shift from language that 
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was more focused on improving the learning of teachers and teacher candidates. 
Second, in describing a theoretical shift from knowledge to practice, “from a focus on 
what teachers know and believe to a greater focus on what teachers do” (Ball & 
Forzani, 2009, p. 503), the authors intimated that the very term, practice, had come to 
mean what a teacher does, as opposed to where a teacher learns. This dual meaning of 
practice is apparent in much of the literature on practice-based teacher education 
(Lampert, 2010), but Ball & Forzani (2009) indicated that the content of teacher 
education is key – that there is foundational, perhaps universally important, 
knowledge for teaching, and that it can be narrowed down to a set of core practices 
that are not necessarily context-specific. The idea of core practices cuts across practice-
based teacher education literature, and in fact, Ball & Forzani (2009) cited other 
scholars whose work I revisit in the following pages:  
Grossman and her colleagues (2009) refer to this as the design of “pedagogies of 
enactment.” In their study of a teacher education program that prepares 
teachers for an ambitious practice of language instruction, Lampert & Graziani 
(2009) identified 13 distinct instruction activities used by the teacher educators 
in the program, in a daily cycle of presentation-demonstration-scaffolded 
planning-coached rehearsal-teaching-debriefing, that focused on the 
development of skilled practice by novices. (p. 504). 
Despite a comingling of citations, these other authors have subtly different 
conceptions of teaching and learning, as this review shows below. 
The work of Ball, Sleep, Boerst, & Bass (2009) further illustrated the importance 
of practice-based teacher education in developing a stronger knowledge base for 
prospective teachers. These authors conceptualized practice primarily as sets of tasks 
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and activities, similar to Ball & Forzani (2009). These practices, described as 
decomposed instructional tasks, were smaller pieces of a more complex whole and not 
necessarily discrete moves that a teacher performed. Ball & Forzani’s (2009) paper 
pointed to a central premise of this area of practice-based teacher education – that due 
to disconnects between teacher education and practice, prior forms of teacher 
education had failed to educate teachers to be effective instructors and that a task-
focused curriculum can help build the skills that they need. Building upon this idea, 
Ball, et al (2009) and Charalambous, Hill, & Ball (2011) did not claim that 
decomposition was the end; rather it was the beginning of learning to teach. Ball, et al’s 
(2009) goal was to scaffold teachers toward greater levels of complexity in their 
practices (p. 2858).  
The arc of this area within practice-based teacher education shows a rough 
progression over time from questions of (a) what teachers must know (Ball & Cohen, 
1999), (b) how to teach teachers what they need to know (Ball, et al, 2009), and finally 
(c) how to assess the ways in which teachers know the vital knowledge of their work. 
This last area is a question that Thames & Van Zoest (2013) took up in their review 
suggesting that researchers do not know enough about the connections between 
teaching and what teachers do. They called for more rigorous theory and empirical 
work to continue to unpack the vital knowledge within practice and how to develop 
teachers who can use that knowledge. Perhaps in response to this question, 
Shaughnessy, Boerst, & Ball, (2015) created an assessment of practice that was meant to 
measure the learning of novice teachers. As the research about discerning how one 
knows what teachers know is in its infancy, this seems a plausible area for continued 
study.  Although questions remain about whether complexity can truly be broken 
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down into discrete tasks or if these tasks can be measured consistently, it is important 
to remember that teachers must learn something – practice is not so abstract that core 
practices may not be useful. Still, the boundaries around what consists of complex 
practices or tasks in this work vary. 
The work of Lampert & colleagues departs somewhat from the aforementioned 
conceptions of practice-based learning but still fits within a task-driven sense of what 
teachers must learn. The major difference is that these authors allow more room for 
the complexities and context-based aspects of teaching (Kazemi, Franke, & Lampert, 
2009; Lampert & Graziani, 2009; Lampert, et al, 2013). For example, in calling for more 
widespread ambitious teaching, Lampert & Graziani (2009) say 
If professional education for teaching is to make ambitious teaching more 
common, it seems that we would need to make several assumptions that 
contradict the idea that this kind of teaching is entirely context bound and 
independently constructed. First, we would need to assume that this kind of 
teaching involves stable and learnable practices and that we could specify the 
kind of skills and knowledge needed to perform these practices (Stein et al., 
2008). Second, we would need to assume that teacher educators could teach 
these skills and knowledge, and that novices could learn them. We need to 
confront this seeming contradiction between flexibility and stability in order to 
figure out how to build knowledge for teacher education if the goal is ambitious 
teaching.  
Lampert (2010) similarly conceptualized the act of teaching as “relational” (p. 22), 
relative both to student and to the subject matter. While suggesting that there are key 
pieces of knowledge within teacher education, these assumptions also allow for a 
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complex view of any core curriculum for teachers – that key knowledge is attainable, 
even as this knowledge is never complete and must continually grow. The relational 
aspect adds a layer to this complexity in that it embeds a connotation of contextual 
variation of practice, an idea that departs somewhat from previously reviewed 
conceptions of complex work (e.g., Ball & Forzani, 2009). 
While task-oriented conceptions of practice in the literature often explicitly 
depict teaching as complex work, a related set of research places greater emphasis on 
enactment and bridging the theory-practice divide. Several pieces, mostly by 
Grossman and colleagues, illustrated this point. In her history of practice-based 
approaches, Grossman (2011) described the breaking down of instruction as 
“decomposition” (p. 2838), and the act of putting these pieces together into practice or 
approximations of practice as “enactment” (p. 2841). Additionally, in a review of 
research on teaching and teacher education, Grossman & McDonald (2008) 
problematized the theory-practice divide in teacher education, suggesting that to move 
forward, teacher education research must turn to “the clinical aspects of practice and 
how best to develop skilled practice—to add pedagogies of enactment to our existing 
repertoire of pedagogies of investigation” (p. 189). While the attention to how research 
might inform clinical aspects of practice departed from other practice-based 
approaches, this work still related to more task-oriented areas of research in that 
Grossman & McDonald (2008) called for a research and organizational shift that would 
help teacher educators develop a common curriculum that consisted at least partly of a 
clear set of core practices (p. 189).  
Grossman, Hammerness, & McDonald (2009) made similar suggestions to 
teacher educators: “[f]ocusing on core practices within teacher education provides 
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teacher educators with the opportunity to address teaching as a complex task, while 
also enabling them to focus on key components with novice teachers”  (p. 277). As with 
task-oriented work, underpinning their argument was a conception of teaching and 
learning as complex yet decomposable into core practices. Still, the focus on 
enactment meant that for novices, “learning to enact instructional routines in the 
absence of a developing sense of the principles underlying such routines reinforces a 
view of teaching as a set of techniques” (Grossman, et al, 2009, p. 278). In essence, 
theory and practice should be conceptualized together, as well as taught together. 
Building upon this work, three papers (DeGraff, Schmidt, & Waddell, 2015; Janssen, 
Grossman, & Westbroek, 2015; McDonald, Kazemi, & Kavanagh, 2013) elaborated upon 
pedagogies of enactment. In calling for hierarchical modularity as a way to resolve 
tensions in practice-based approaches, Janssen, et al (2015) claimed that “[c]ore 
practices are not isolated components, but are parts of a broader hierarchical modular 
system” (p. 141). This paper put forth a theory about how complex systems can be 
broken into lower-level, yet still complex, components. Relating these concepts more 
closely to the practice of teacher education, McDonald et al (2013) called for a pedagogy 
of practice-based teacher education built around core practices; these authors 
provided a framework for a learning cycle that showed how teacher educators might 
use enactment to scaffold novices towards enactment of complex practice.  
The exploration of the theory-practice divide was a salient theme within this 
area of research. Dutro & Cartun (2016) explicitly called for a disruption of the binary 
between theory and practice in this area of research. Grossman, et al (2009) associated 
this divide with both structural and conceptual issues in their call for schools of 
education to focus more on clinical practice (p. 274), which they argued might help 
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bridge the divides between both theory and methods as well as between university-
based teacher education programs and K-12 schools (p. 275). While most practice-based 
teacher education focuses on moves or core practices, including enactment 
pedagogies, the distinguishing conception of enactment is that novices develop 
practice in either the field or approximations of the field, alongside underlying theoretical 
principles. This is an important area in which HTH practice- and project-based learning 
fit within concepts from theory-practice approaches to enactment.  
Santagata & Yeh’s (2014) example nicely illustrated theory-practice 
relationships, in the discussion about novices learning to analyze their practices:  
We posit that teachers continuously grow in their professional knowledge 
when their work in the classroom is paired with systematic analysis of practice. 
This analysis is much more structured than mere reflection. It involves a 
process centered on student thinking and learning and guided by clearly 
defined learning goals. We also suggest that teachers cannot learn to reason 
productively about their teaching from experience only. This learning process 
must begin during teacher preparation, and the knowledge and skills necessary 
to conduct systematic analysis of practice must be developed through a 
purposeful curriculum. (p. 493).  
Here we see a framework that extended the concept of enactment; analysis of practice 
here became a key piece within pedagogies of enactment. Mathewson Mitchell & Reid 
(2017) integrated this and other frameworks that attempted to bridge theory and 
practice, “bringing together seemingly disparate traditions of pedagogies of observation 
and pedagogies of reflection with pedagogies of enactment” (p. 45). While much of this work 
spoke to the importance of clinical settings, the conception remained one of practice as 
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behavior – actions, rather than contexts – which is why task and enactment are subsets 
of the same theme in this review. To better understand the importance of practice as 
context, research emphasizing clinical practice is now reviewed further. 
Practice as clinical context. The second major strand in the research on 
practice-based teacher education that I examine here is less concerned with teaching 
specific practices as tasks and more focused on clinical experiences, even as it often 
suggests that the two are intertwined. Two pieces illustrate a different conception of 
practice, compared to other practice-based literature. First, Boyd, et al (2009) showed 
that programs with a stronger focus on clinical experiences produced teachers who 
were more effective at improving student achievement; in this case, practice was 
described as site- and experience-based. Second, NCATE’s Blue Ribbon Panel report 
(2011) outlined a framework for innovations in teacher education that were tied to a 
clinical. Clinical approaches to teacher education mean that the “practice” in practice-
based teacher education refers largely to the clinical site in which one learns to teach – 
practice as a context in which one teaches, rather than practice as a set of complex 
behaviors. While NCATE’s piece was policy-driven, as opposed to empirical research, 
it indicated a different way of thinking about practice, compared to the more popular 
ideas expressed in the section above.  
Clinical teacher education includes both professional development schools and 
the residency model (NCATE, 2011, p. 13), in which candidates spend more time in the 
classroom (generally a full year) and are mentored and scaffolded towards 
independent teaching. This approach draws on the previous conception of practice-
based teacher education but takes a more systemic and broader approach to 
innovation in teacher education, as it is seeks to connect various programmatic aspects 
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of teacher education, including field placements, candidate selection, and teacher 
education curriculum. Additionally, clinical-based researchers often use the language 
of innovation, which reflects other narratives regarding HTH, expanded upon in the 
next section of this review. Also, given that teacher education at HTH was situated 
within sites of clinical practice, this second strand of practice-based teacher education 
is of prime importance to my literature review.  
Berry, Montgomery, & Curtis (2008) and Berry, Montgomery, & Snyder (2008) 
both explored the potential of teacher residencies and provided further evidence about 
the importance of clinical settings. The latter paper framed residency programs as a 
response to past problems associated with traditional teacher education. It investigated 
a number of urban teacher residency programs and found that residencies provided 
deeper, more sustained clinical experiences, improved partnerships between schools 
and teacher education programs, and were more cost-effective for candidates, saving 
them in the range of $45,000 in lost wages (Berry, Montgomery, & Snyder, 2008, p. 17). 
However, costs for programs and districts might be higher, which calls into question 
the sustainability of these programs (Gonser, 2016), unless something changes in the 
policy context.  
Three pieces used quantitative models in an attempt to understand the 
connections between clinical experiences and student outcomes (Boyd, et al 2009; 
Goldhaber, Krieg, & Theobald, 2017; Papay, West, Fullerton, Kane, 2012). Papay, et al 
(2012) found one residency model (the highly touted Match GSE) as improving student 
outcomes but only modestly. In addition to a regression analysis, Boyd, et al (2009) also 
included a survey in their work, which had similar findings that programs with more 
authentic field experiences produce more effective 1st year teachers, though with 
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modest, qualified relationships: “Teacher preparation that focuses more on the work of 
the classroom and provides opportunities for teachers to study what they will be doing 
as 1st-year teachers seems to produce teachers who, on average, are more effective 
during their first year of teaching” (p. 434). Goldhaber, et al (2017) found that clinical 
experiences especially matter when student demographics of practicum sites and 
subsequent teaching sites are similar. So, not only is teaching and learning context-
dependent; learning how to teach is also context-dependent, lending credence to the 
conceptualization of this process as complex. 
Several patterns emerge when looking across this review of practice-based 
teacher education. First, this literature has generally become focused on student 
learning, even if what that learning looks like might vary between different 
researchers. Also, while seemingly concerned with student outcomes, most pieces 
looked more closely at teacher outcomes (in the form of enacted practices), without 
fully explicating the corollaries for student learning. Still, the three pieces that looked 
closely at the relationship between teacher learning and student outcomes were all 
part of the clinical subset of this research (Boyd, et al 2009; Goldhaber, Krieg, & 
Theobald, 2017; Papay, West, Fullerton, Kane, 2012). Other studies had looser 
conceptualizations of this relationship and often referred to “effective” or “high 
leverage” practices, without providing extensive evidence about why these practices 
improved achievement (Ball, et al, 2009; Boerst, Sleep, Ball, & Bass, 2011). Also, Boyd, et 
al (2009) was unique in that it illustrated the relationship between the task/enactment 
literature and the clinical literature: “one of the two measures of field experience – the 
congruence between the context in which they had their field experiences and their 
current teaching position – is also positive across models, although the other measure 
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– whether or not they had student-teaching experience is not stable” (p. 432). In this 
case, the authors connoted that practice includes context and what candidates actually 
do, which combines two of Lampert’s (2010) definitions of practice.  
An important consideration of the various branches of practice-based teacher 
education is the location of the problem in teacher education, and it concerns my study 
in that the nGSE research team that I am part of frames nGSEs as part a growing trend 
of dislocating, both physically and conceptually, teacher education from the university. 
The rationale for research in this particular area has largely centered on the notion 
that teacher preparation and education as it is has failed to improve teaching, in 
particular with regard to improving student learning. Ball & Cohen (1999) described 
the problem as barriers to reforming teacher education and producing deeper learning 
for pupils, fixed by teachers learning tasks, developing critical understandings of 
experience, and, for teacher educators, the construction of a coherent curriculum that 
teacher candidates should learn. They argued that practice-based teacher education 
might improve how teachers conceptualize their education and learn how to refine 
their practices beyond their initial preparation, which would in turn facilitate the 
incorporation of new, important reforms into teaching. Even scholars who researched 
but did not practice this approach agreed; Zeichner (2010) called the disconnect 
between university teacher education and school-based teacher learning, “one of the 
central problems that has plagued college- and university-based teacher education for 
many years” (p. 480).  
Within the framework of institutional theory, the different types of practice-
based approaches illustrate a struggle that parallels the broader debate over 
accountability initiatives. On the one hand, there exists a school of thought that 
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suggests we can break teaching down into complex but discrete tasks – that the work of 
teachers can be decomposed, perhaps routinized. The other also considers teacher 
education as tied to practice, but practice here is conceptualized more holistically and 
more abstractly as a context, such as a K-12 classroom. And while there are specific 
tasks that can and perhaps should be learned within the teacher education classroom, 
guided experience within a clinical site or its approximation is key. Both claim to be 
complex views that relate practice to authentic learning, and in incorporating 
theoretical principles into practice, the enactment group shows how practice-based 
approaches move beyond behaviorist education. Still, creating a set of core practices in 
scholarly literature, and positioning it as a curriculum in teacher education, could 
reasonably allow some to decontextualize those practices from the classroom or from 
theory. The broader struggle this illustrates is that between reformers and the now 
fracturing, or perhaps evolving, teacher education community. Reformers have tended 
towards the rationalization of teaching – the creation of more structure such as 
standards that tightly couple practice to formal rules within a hierarchical system. 
Teachers and teacher educators historically tried to sustain teacher agency and 
decision-making. Yet this body of literature shows that a growing number of teacher 
educators are trying to fit both systems together: using the logics and language of 
innovation, they created practice-based approaches that allowed for more complexity, 
rather than routinization. Some suggested that complexity itself can be centered 
within a practice-based approach to teacher education (Dutro & Cartun, 2016; 
Grossman, 2011; Lampert, et al, 2013). Upon examination, HTH tried to balance several 
different viewpoints within practice-based teacher education. Subsequent chapters dig 
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further into conceptions of practice at HTH as well as how the school is further 
complicating the theory-practice binary.  
Finally, the literature on practice-based teacher education has close conceptual 
links to the next body of literature I explore, in that it is often framed as part of the 
innovations that are required to improve teaching and teacher education (Ball, et al, 
2009; Grossman, et al, 2009; NCATE, 2009). It is perhaps useful to understand that the 
language of innovation originated in industry and that scalability is one consideration 
within both bodies of literature (Cohen & Ball, 2007). Both also consider impediments 
to change, such as programmatic structures: “The rigid separation among and between 
methods and foundations courses, and between university courses and field 
placements could undermine any radical change that organizing teachers’ learning 
around core practices invites” (Grossman, Hammerness, & McDonald, 2009, p. 285).  
Innovation, Improvement, and Educational Change in Teacher Education 
In addition to its practice-based orientation, HTH’s leaders described it as a site 
of change and innovation (HTHGSE n.d.e.; Griswold & Riordan, 2016). The varied 
themes of this organization’s vision are echoed in literature related to program 
improvement and educational change. Although a coherent body of literature on 
“innovation,” a buzzword in the school’s online materials, does not yet exist within the 
field of teacher education, there are myriad references to innovation in the extant 
literature, all too disparate to be helpful in developing and clarifying one body of 
literature. For that reason, this review weaves together empirical work related to 
improvement science and educational change that exists under the umbrella of work 
that purports to innovate within the field of teacher education. I only included 
educational change or improvement science literature that both referenced innovation 
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and related to the field of teacher education. Essentially, I conducted three database 
searches: (a) on innovation and teacher education, focusing on organizational 
approaches (which yielded few pieces), (b) educational change literature related to 
innovation and teacher education, and (b) improvement science related to innovation 
and teacher education. In this section, I generally use the term “innovation” as 
shorthand to describe all three bodies together.  
Although there already exists a significant body of literature in both 
educational change (Fullan, 2007) and improvement science (Bryk, et al, 2015), there is 
little focusing explicitly on teacher education, which is why I combined the two into 
my database searches for relevant articles. My goal here was to identify literature 
about new and changing knowledge and practices in teacher education that in some 
way related to HTH’s recurring references to innovation, improvement, and change. 
There is precedent for combining these concepts, in that the literature on educational 
change and improvement science are all often informed by social network theory 
(Atteberry & Bryk, 2010). It must be said that this school does not mean “high tech” in 
the sense that electronics and social media take precedence over other aspects of 
teaching and learning; rather, the school seems to be high tech in terms of developing 
innovative programming, including at the school and classroom levels, with 
“technology” remaining an important but not central piece of the education puzzle. An 
important note: practice-based teacher education is increasingly framed as innovative 
(Dutro & Cartun, 2016; Janssen, Grossman, & Westbroek, 2015; Shaughnessy, Boerst, & 
Ball, 2015), yet because I already explored this literature, I largely leave it out of this 
section.  
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After analyzing the literature for content, as well as underlying aims and 
assumptions, three significant threads emerged. The first paralleled organizational 
approaches to change, focused in particular at the programmatic and field levels. 
These pieces exhorted substantial changes to the very fabric of teacher education 
organizations and offered frameworks for wider change – sometimes framed as 
transformative improvements but seldom as disruptive (Boyd, Grossman, 
Hammerness, Lankford, Loeb, McDonald, Reininger, Ronfeldt, & Wyckoff, 2008; 
Cohen & Ball, 2007; Crowe, 2011; Forzani, 2011; Holland & Piper, 2016; Lewis, 2015; 
Mitchel & King, 2016; Orr, 2006; Reed & Black, 2006; Wilson, 2014). Other scholars 
focused on technology as either a contributor or the driver of innovation, not unlike 
Bower & Christensen’s (1995) conception of disruption, described in Chapter 1 
(Christensen & Knezek, 2006; Ciampa & Gallagher, 2015; Dieker, Hynes, Hughes, & 
Smith, 2008; Honawar, 2008; Golas, 2010; Graves, Abbitt, Klett, & Wang, 2009; 
Gronseth, Bursh, Ottenbreit-Leftwich, Strycker, Abaci, Easterling, Roman, Shin, & van 
Leusen, 2010). Finally, quite a bit of this literature centered in-service teachers, 
depicting professional learning and development as vital aspects of innovation or 
organizational change (Johnson & Marx, 2009; Bryk, Gomez, & Grunow, 2011; Hannan, 
Russell, Takahashi, & Park, 2015; Hudson, Hudson, & Adie, 2015; Klonari & Gousiou, 
2014; Latham & Carr 2015; Moore, 2009), some of which, echoing HTH’s philosophy, 
bridges theory and practice (Laferriére, Erickson, & Breuleux, 2007).  
Despite overlap between some of these areas – for instance, professional 
learning that draws on new technologies (Laferriére, et al, 2007; Latham & Carr 2015) – 
the compiled literature lacked uniformity in many respects, even as its various pieces 
embodied multiple, important qualities of HTH that informed my perception of the 
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school’s place within the realm of teacher education. The major thread underpinning 
most of these approaches is a connection to social network theory (Atteberry & Bryk, 
2010), which implies the importance of networks and collaboration in propelling deep, 
sustainable change. While a review of social network theory is beyond the scope this 
paper, it should be noted that collaborative approaches to organizational learning are 
part of HTH’s vision, as its faculty claim that building a “teaching community” is “a 
practice that creates a robust organization-wide adult learning environment” 
(Griswold & Riordan, 2016, p. 27). For example, HTH has joined a Networked 
Improvement Community aimed at improving outcomes for underrepresented 
students (HTHGSE, n.d.f). This literature proved helpful in my analysis of beliefs, 
behaviors, and logics at HTH.  
Common themes in this compiled body of literature echo HTH’s philosophy 
that teaching and learning are more than technical endeavors. Practitioners’ attitudes, 
networked communities, and educators’ relationships to local environments all 
provide a complex context for creating promising knowledge and practices. The 
perceptions of educators teaching young people and enacting change are critical in 
developing the types of innovative schooling that HTH envisions. In referencing Alfred 
North Whitehead, Riordan & Rosenstock (2013) suggested that students must learn how 
to learn, which contrasts with standards-driven narratives of accountability-based 
reformers. An additional reason for this focus is that these bodies of literature borrow 
from organizational perspectives of change in education, which is important 
considering my theoretical framework of institutional theory, which comes from 
organizational analysis.  
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Programmatic and field-wide innovation. The first area of research within 
innovation and teacher education concerns fundamental change at the program level 
but often framed as potentially transformative for the whole field. These pieces tended 
towards macro-level conceptions of innovation, and all but one (Reed & Black, 2006) 
were conceptual pieces that looked across programs. They developed frameworks or 
theories intended to inform change and improvement in the teacher education field. 
Crowe (2011) examined such change from a policy perspective in his analysis of the 
process through which the U.S. Dept. of Education awarded grants using Race to the 
Top funds to 11 states and the District of Columbia. Specifically, this paper looked at 
“state plans to promote improvements in teacher quality through enhanced 
accountability for teacher preparation programs” (p. 2). It referred to innovation in two 
ways: first, as change that aligns with accountability mechanisms, with a hardline 
narrative in his claim that “the most telling critique of current state accountability 
mechanisms for teacher education is that states don’t even use their weak current 
policies to police programs under their jurisdiction” (p. 6). Additionally, the author 
suggested that innovation should move beyond change within programs and in fact 
called for a new order for the entirety the profession: 
Race to the Top also asked states for new initiatives to build or expand high-
quality teacher preparation pathways. Disappointingly, only 8 of the 12 states 
took up this challenge, suggesting that more pressure (and perhaps targeted 
technical support) is needed to break the inertia created by traditional thinking about 
how to prepare teachers for the nation’s schools. States that haven’t even proposed 
minimal levels of innovation in program reform are Georgia, Hawaii, 
Maryland, and Rhode Island, although Rhode Island hopes to borrow from the 
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Teach for America experience of other states. (Crowe, 2011, p. 36, emphasis 
added)   
In both naming states that lack even “minimal levels” of innovation and classifying 
Teach for America as an innovative and high-quality pathway, it becomes clear that 
this author wished to fundamentally transform the entire field of teacher education. 
Moreover, this piece represented a narrow approach to innovation, one that completely 
ignored goals related to democracy or social justice. Nor did it consider the 
implications of ‘policing’ teacher educators and what that means for a field it wants to 
improve. Other research in this area, while often agreeing with the need for increased 
accountability, put more onus on programs and individuals within teacher education 
to drive change.  
There is competing discourse over what “counts” as innovation and who can be 
an innovator in teacher education. Interestingly, most of these pieces, while 
referencing innovative changes or practices, did not clearly define innovation. Cohen & 
Ball (2006) did so, clearly and concisely, with their claim that “[i]nnovations include 
novel practices, tools or technologies, and knowledge and ideas” (p. 2). They went on to 
suggest that innovations might come from practitioners, organizations, and 
governments, and that in order to make innovations scalable, they may need to adapt 
to local environments, even as adaptation “implies a sharp trade-off between detail of 
design and fidelity of implementation” (p. 16). Lewis (2015) suggested a similar strategy 
– that a focus on improvement, rather than program adoption, is a way forward for 
context-driven innovations in teacher education. The positioning of innovators was 
unclear here, in that the teacher educators in Lewis’s example led their own 
improvement network, but their work was initiated by the Carnegie Foundation for 
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the Advancement of Teaching. Echoing Cohen & Ball’s (2006) concerns, the 
contextualized nature of this research raises questions about fidelity beyond local 
communities of practice.  
Some scholars were clearer in their suggestions that change can and should 
come from within programs or the profession, even as they provided a number of 
caveats to that idea. For example, one research group called on the teacher education 
field “to develop greater incentives for experimentation” (Boyd, et al, 2008, p. 339). The 
authors went on to intimate that programs should still consider the policy 
environment, which is pushing towards stronger accountability systems that measure 
impact on student achievement, especially if they wish to retain a sense of autonomy. 
The assumption here is that if teacher educators get with the program, then “[p]rograms 
might be freed from state regulations, much as charter schools are, to develop 
experimental models that systematically vary features of preparation and study the 
results” (Boyd, et al, 2008, p. 340). Forzani’s (2011) dissertation about the Holmes Group 
explored in depth a central question about the challenges faced by innovators in 
teacher education and made the claim that innovation in teacher education is 
inherently difficult due to numerous issues, in this case an overly-ambitious scope and 
difficulties in diffusing innovation and organizational learning across the Holmes 
network. Even innovations initiated inside the profession have no guarantee of 
adoption across the many programs of teacher education. 
Interestingly, several of these papers, which advocated for innovation from 
within the profession, were written by authors who contributed prolifically to practice-
based teacher education literature (Boyd, et al, 2008; Cohen & Ball, 2006; Forzani, 2011). 
These pieces portrayed innovation in teacher education as beset by challenges. They 
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all outlined barriers to innovation and reform and included the subtle insinuation that 
although teacher educators can have a voice in program innovation, innovate they 
must, as the field faces a number of challenges, including a need for improvement 
given the current state of teaching, as well as increased scrutiny from policymakers. 
Finally, while concerned with innovation writ large, all three regarded practice- or 
instruction-oriented innovations as among the most pressing and fundamental for the 
future of teacher education.   
Not every piece about program change defined innovation purely in relation to 
either accountability or measurable forms of teacher effectiveness in improving 
student learning. Two pieces provided alternative interpretations of innovation and 
improvement in teacher education. Orr (2006), Picower (2011), and Reed & Black (2006) 
all conceptualized innovation beyond the market-oriented assumptions that inform 
other work on innovative program development. Reed & Black (2006) left out much of 
the language around accountability and instead took a “critical” look at the WEL 
program in New Hampshire, which centers “anti-oppressive teaching, critical 
pedagogy, and social activism” (p. 34). They developed a framework aimed less at 
spurring program change in line with top-down reform efforts (i.e. teacher 
effectiveness, increased student achievement) and more at transforming the 
underlying principles that guide schooling – in both teacher education and K-12 
schools – for social justice. Orr (2006) acknowledged prevailing accountability agendas 
but pushed back against them, delineated in Crowe (2011), that teacher education was 
not doing enough to grow and innovate. Orr described a number of programs that 
drew on innovative approaches and in that sense expanded the definition of 
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innovation to incorporate more progressive themes such as social justice and 
democracy.  
A number of pieces within this subset were forward-looking, offering new 
frameworks or directions forward for programs. For example, Holland & Piper (2016) 
devised a framework for strategic thinking and planning at the program level for 
teacher educators. Doing so with the goal of sustaining democracy, they attempted to 
weave what they claimed to be disruptive technologies into democratic processes, in 
order to help programs change at a fundamental level. In a policy piece about program 
improvement, Mitchel & King (2016) encouraged changes to the research programs of 
teacher educators. They claimed that innovations could be better understood and 
enacted by redesigning older input- and output-based research and moving towards 
more synthesized rapid cycle evaluations. It should be noted that the research base of 
the latter paper has been questioned (Cochran-Smith, Burton, Carney, Sánchez, & 
Miller, 2017). Holland & Piper (2016) was also notable in that it was the only piece to 
reference disruption, which may suggest that within the field of teacher education, this 
term has not yet found a place, even as the related term of innovation has become 
quite popular.  
Wilson (2014) provided a broader critique this field in her history of the recent 
wave of innovation in teacher preparation, which outlined the tenets of several new 
approaches to innovation and reform more broadly. Her work described these ideas, 
which included the involvement of social entrepreneurs, the expanded use of data, and 
the move towards accountability, as an ideology that has resulted in unresolved 
tensions for teacher education and has only replaced older regulations with increased 
“bureaucracy and transaction costs” (p. 192).  
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Technology as innovation. A small but important part of this literature depicts 
technology as a driver of innovation in teacher education. Although several pieces in 
other sections of this review discussed technology as well (Holland & Piper, 2016; 
Laferriére, et al, 2007; Latham & Carr, 2015), they did not center it in their writing. This 
area of literature is actually quite large, so only American articles from roughly within 
the past decade were included. Most of these papers were about how teachers can 
learn to use technology in the classroom (e.g., Golas, 2010). However, some also 
discussed how technology might be used to enhance the process of training teachers, 
both pre- and in-service (e.g., Dieker, et al, 2008). It is important to understand that a 
great many articles exist about education technology. Most of that research is not 
included here, in large part because it is not always framed as connected to innovation. 
Though very similar conceptually to the studies listed here, this type of literature did 
not fit my search parameters. 
The literature indicated that technology is a growing factor in professional 
development, particularly as it enhances communication amongst educators (Ciampa 
& Gallagher, 2015; Graves, et al, 2009). Ciampa & Gallagher (2015) presented 
technology, in their case blogs, as an opportunity for teachers to collaboratively reflect 
on practice and enhance professional learning. In this sense, connections between 
teachers are the goal; blogs are innovative in that they make that goal more attainable. 
Graves, et al (2009) was a mentoring model – the difference being vertical rather than 
horizontal relationships – but it too suggested that technology enhanced teacher 
networking. The underlying goals of collaboration and communication correspond to 
an underlying theory of social networking as a key to innovation in education (Bryk, et 
al, 2010).   
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Others discussed how to teach both teachers and teacher educators to 
effectively incorporate technology into their practices (Honawar, 2008; Christensen & 
Knezek, 2006; Golas, 2010). These pieces generally did not delve deeply into how 
technology might change K-12 classrooms, even if they tended to recognize that 
technology in classrooms is not an inherent good – it must be implemented well to be 
worthwhile. They tended to start the conversation with technology, as opposed to the 
changes that new technologies could incite. Golas (2010) made two illustrative points:  
it comes down to the use of technology as being an integral aspect of teacher 
preparation. The preservice teacher’s self-efficacy in this area will be higher 
resulting in the teacher effectively using technology as a tool in the classroom… 
[Also], it is through observing modeling of and then exploring and practicing 
with technology that preservice teachers will gain the experience needed to 
effectively utilize it on their own. (p. 17) 
The first point about improving teacher self-efficacy with technology showed that 
technology is a foregone conclusion and that its adoption is essential. The second point 
about modeling and practicing technology parallels some of the practice-based 
approaches outlined in the previous section of this literature review. Practice is a 
central theme throughout this literature review.  
Several of these studies that explored preparing teachers to effectively use 
technology in the classroom came from grant-funded initiatives (Christensen & 
Knezek, 2006; Golas, 2010). The focus on implementation became a salient feature of 
the articles, in that it contributed to the idea that technology was a goal in itself – that 
the only question was how to incorporate it well into the classroom. Nachowitz (2014) 
dismissed these attitudes, arguing that recent trends in digital learning are “missing the 
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mark when the rationale is solely on preparing students for the digital workforce. 
Moreover, calls for employing Facebook­like learning environments (such as 
Schoology) for in­class instruction because “that’s how kids learn today” also misses 
the mark” (p. 17). This dismissal calls into question whether technology-oriented 
literature is truly innovative, or if scholars in this area simply wish to frame their work 
as innovative. Either way, innovation is an important part of the scholarly discourse.  
Finally, several studies considered how technology might change the structure 
of teacher education programs. Two touched on distance education and its potential as 
an innovation for the field (Davis & Roblyer, 2005; Lewis & Abdul-Hamid, 2006). 
Gronseth, et al (2010) surveyed multiple preparation programs to determine the extent 
of technology infusion and found that most “of the educational technology faculty 
expressed a desire to have more systemic technology integration, particularly in field 
experiences and methods courses. Despite the numerous barriers that teacher 
educators may encounter when incorporating technology experiences, the payoff of 
facilitating deeper understandings in amply skilled future teachers is worthwhile” (p. 
34). One article examined multiple aspects of technology in teacher education and K-12 
classrooms, including a section on how technology might be used to enhance teacher 
training through the use of “virtual… immersive environments” (Dieker, et al, 2008, p. 
4). While similar research exists in other countries, recent such work that fits within an 
innovation frame is limited.  
Most of these pieces regarded technology itself as the innovation, rather than 
what technology can do to change or improve the processes of teaching and learning. 
This focus on technology as central to innovation relates in one key way to the broader 
innovation research that is not related to teacher education. Bower & Christensen 
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(1995) and Christensen & Eyring (2011), who have expertise in disruption research, 
claimed that technological change drives innovation in that it is the precursor to an 
innovative disruption, even in higher education, but they did not claim that technology 
in itself is innovative. Its effects on social systems such as organizations and programs 
determine whether it is truly innovative or disruptive for various fields of work. Recent 
educational technologies have yet to prove that they are genuinely innovative for 
teacher education or that they will change fundamental features of programs. 
Moreover, other forms of innovation in teacher education did not rely on technology 
as a driver. Regarding my study, while this area of literature fits within innovation 
research, it does not directly inform one’s understandings of teacher education at 
HTH. Still, it helps in two ways. First, HTH is high tech less in the sense of tangible 
technology and more in how new technology and innovation is used in practice. 
Second, in calling itself ‘high tech’ but reconceptualizing the term, ‘tech,’ it is 
reframing what technology might mean in teacher education. This relates to the 
question of disruption that I revisit in Chapter 7. 
Teacher professional learning and reflection. The themes in this area tended 
to reflect those in the first section on program- and field-level innovation, the 
difference being a more explicit and micro-level focus here on teacher learning and 
growth, as well as a greater emphasis on practicing teachers or in-service teacher 
education. These were generally empirical pieces that described one or more 
innovative programs, and any recommendations were limited in scope – frameworks 
for field-wide change were less apparent here. Finally, several of these pieces were not 
precisely about teacher education as university-based models but rather as a more 
general concept, such as school-based professional development. Moore (2009) is a 
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representative example that assessed a novel program within a public school, which 
developed a new curriculum, approaches to music technology, methods for teaching 
music, and reflective practices for music teachers. Although the program was framed 
as innovative, the lessons learned from this study were about components meant to 
inform professional development programs, rather than spur deep changes in other 
organizations (Moore, 2009, p. 330).  
Teacher reflection was important in several other pieces (Johnson & Marx, 
2009; Klonari & Gouiou, 2014), which also shared a concern for learning environments 
and climates. Johnson & Marx (2009) focused on climate, transformative professional 
development, responsiveness, and positive learning environments; its findings were 
informative for future professional development programs. Klonari & Gouiou (2014) 
described the implementation of a card game that incorporated professional 
development and reflectiveness to practice challenging situations. This study, which 
discussed environments, communities, and relational aspects of teaching, positioned 
the game as a possible intervention for teacher development. Bringing about program 
or organizational change was not a goal of either paper.  
Other research discussed networked support for novice teachers. Hannan, et al, 
(2015) elaborated upon the Building a Teaching Effectiveness Network, which used 
collaboration, along with data-driven feedback, to support new teachers. Hudson, et al, 
(2015) developed a survey about “innovative school–university partnership teacher 
education programme titled, the School-Community Integrated Learning (SCIL) 
pathway.” Finally, Bryk, et al (2010) described a program aimed at developing learning 
and improving the performance of community college teachers, with a focus on 
improving students’ math learning. The communal learning model, or networked 
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improvement community (NIC) is common in improvement science writ large and has 
been adopted at HTH, among other settings. This piece was heavily referenced in 
Lewis (2015), which I included in the first section of this review, rather than here, as it 
took a broader view of innovation. Both sections emphasized networks to drive 
improvement. 
Two other pieces drew from networked improvement models but focused more 
on bridging theory and practice. Laferriére, et al, (2007) used new technology to create 
networked communities which they described thusly: “Reflective of constructivist and 
socio-constructivist perspectives on teacher learning, the networked communities 
were hubs of innovation for authentic and real problems, use of digital tools, and peer 
learning.” (p. 230). The other paper brought up the need for authentic improvement in 
student engagement amongst pre-service teachers. “Utilising and building on what we 
knew about drama, cooperative learning, digital gaming and project based learning, 
we fashioned three different mysteries over the three year project” (Latham & Carr, 
2015, p. 68). This gamified learning, as some call it, positioned students and university 
staff as learners and practitioners “reflecting on the pedagogical approaches modeled” 
(p. 68). These two studies also had a strong technology component but placed 
pedagogy and collaboration at the forefront of their work.   
HTH’s work parallels a number of concepts from this study. First, its M.Ed. 
program is designed for experienced teachers and so contributes to narratives about 
learning as an ongoing process for teachers. Innovative teacher education is not just 
for initial teacher preparation, and HTH’s program reflects that notion. Also, some of 
the patterns here fit with HTH’s ideas about learning, particularly the emphasis on 
reflection and collaborative or networked improvement. These latter concepts are 
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major aspects of the learning models used by HTH’s research center, the Center for 
Research on Equity and Innovation (HTHGSE, n.d.f.). The common narratives around 
reflection and networked learning proved important in my analysis.  
As discussed in Chapter 1, innovation is indeed a field of research. However, 
when we look across related but separate research traditions and focus on research 
about teacher education, innovation also becomes a multifaceted frame that multiple 
scholars and policymakers try to use to describe a number of changes in teacher 
education. There is remarkable breadth of innovation research related to teacher 
education, some more progressive and democratic, others more aligned with 
accountability and student outcomes. Some takes a broad, field-wide approach to 
change, while other pieces emphasize micro-level change that starts with individuals 
and their classroom. Many of these studies drew from the work of teacher educators to 
describe the smaller scale innovations that can improve teaching and learning within 
specific areas of the field like professional development, collaborative learning, and 
student learning, while those aimed at scaling change took conceptual approaches to 
research that might resonate more with policy-minded readers. While it is clear that 
HTH departs from older models of teacher education and is framed from within as 
innovative, my analysis indicated a difference between administrator perspectives and 
those of faculty or teacher education students, with some people eschewing the 
innovation label; these multiple perspectives have important implications about the 
relationship of innovation to policy, technology, and micro-level teacher learning.  
Social Justice in Teacher Education 
 Teacher education at HTH began during a particular wave within the recent 
reform era in education that started with NCLB in 2002 and extended into a more 
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technocratic, decentralized yet standards- and accountability-driven context during 
the Obama administration (Taubman, 2010). HTH occupies a distinct niche in the 
teacher education field; it is described by its leaders as a “social justice project” 
(HTHGSE, n.d.a) but also supports the choice and deregulation that some social justice 
teacher educators oppose (Zeichner, 2016b). The term social justice is itself fraught 
with divergent definitions and a politicized history. The publicized removal of the term 
from the National Council of Accreditation of Teacher Education’s (NCATE) glossary 
of dispositions in 2006 came after the National Association of Scholars called it a 
“concept so variable in meaning as necessarily to subject students to the ideological 
caprices of instructors and programs” (Heybach, 2009, p. 235). The controversy around 
both the term itself and its removal from NCATE’s dispositions coincided with larger 
reforms initiated by No Child Left Behind in 2002 and furthered by the de facto 
institution of Race to the Top in 2009. Cochran-Smith & Fries (2011) concluded that at 
the policy and accreditation levels, although the justice agenda is present, definitions 
of justice are uneven and largely narrow. For these reasons, this review focuses on 
relatively recent empirical American scholarship around social justice teacher 
education, from 2006 to the present.  
Because this study contextualizes teacher education at HTH within a broader 
institutional environment, I investigated how this organization compared to others 
that see themselves as social justice-driven. Therefore, the main question for this part 
of the literature review is, how do other teacher educators and programs conceptualize 
social justice within their work, and how is social justice embedded in these programs, 
such as in curriculum and pedagogy? The goal was to understand the various ideas 
and practices of social justice in teacher education, in order to inform my analysis of 
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how social justice is depicted and enacted at HTH. This literature covers a wide 
assortment of perspectives, in terms of not only content but also the types of studies 
conducted.  
Two overarching patterns emerged from this literature: the types of studies, 
and the content of the studies. Neither captured all of the papers that I reviewed. For 
that reason, I divided the work between these two patterns, each with three distinct 
themes, for a total of six groupings that I will explore throughout this section. Put 
together, the two patterns provide a more complete snapshot of social justice in 
teacher education than either could alone. The first area of research, about types of 
studies, spanned empirical and conceptual papers, including (a) new frameworks for 
new or more comprehensive approaches to incorporation social justice into programs, 
(b) content analyses, such as examinations of student projects, curriculum, or other 
institutional documents, and (c) critical analyses of ideologies and power that unpacked 
concepts such as whiteness, neoliberalism, and oppression. In the second area, about 
the content of the pieces such as definitions and practices related to social justice, 
common elements included ideas about (a) dispositions of teacher candidates, (b) 
cultural responsiveness, and (c) community-based approaches. While a number of pieces 
fit into more than one of these categories, these six categories represent key aspects of 
every piece analyzed. Generally speaking, the first cluster provided insight into 
approaches to social justice and how scholars could enhance the field. The second 
provided more concrete examples about what works and how social justice can 
successfully manifest and be taught within teacher education. 
Frameworks and conceptual research. These next three sub-sections discuss 
the range in types of studies that emerged from this review. They are important in 
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illustrating the prevailing ways in which scholars conceptualize, theorize about, and 
understand social justice within a teacher education context. First, the part about 
frameworks and conceptual research best illustrates how scholars have been 
theorizing about social justice, what it could look like in practice, and how to enact it in 
a teacher education context. A number of principles from this area are also evident in 
later sections, which generally provide more concrete depictions of practice related to 
social justice.  
The most common type of paper in this section involved the creation and 
description of frameworks intended to enhance or reconceptualize teacher education 
for social justice. These pieces tended to take a broad view of changing both teacher 
education programs and the field. For example, Ukpokodu (2007) conceived of 
changing programs as a systemic issue – that everything from curriculum & instruction 
to recruitment and hiring processes needed to be part of transforming programs for 
social justice. Others proposed redesigned courses and stronger partnerships with 
communities as important ways of improving programs (Lee, et al, 2010; Zygmunt & 
Clark, 2015). Expanding on this work, Zeichner (2016b) described three elements within 
teacher education for social justice: culturally responsive teaching, critical 
examinations of knowledge and power, and community-based approaches. According 
to Zeichner, previous incarnations of teacher education for social justice, including 
traditional university-based programs and fast-track alternative routes, were 
unsuccessful at meeting their goals, which is why his new approach was so important.  
Cochran-Smith (2010) synthesized three theories – of teacher preparation, 
justice, and practice – to develop a framework for social justice in teacher education. 
Her premise was that teaching is a political and intellectual, and that “teacher 
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education for social justice is not merely activities, but a coherent and intellectual 
approach… that acknowledges the social and political contexts in which teaching, 
learning, schooling, and ideas about justice have been located” (p. 447). Furthermore, 
within this framework, teaching was conceptualized not simply as what happens 
within the classroom; it requires more than instructional skills and disciplinary 
knowledge and must include teachers’ theories about their work, their social and 
political contexts, and their relationships with students and families (p. 454). In 
positioning teachers as thinkers and activists, this work broadens conceptions of social 
justice and expands the idea of what teaching is and should be beyond commonly held 
technical conceptions of education and the delivery of knowledge.  
 An undercurrent of these frameworks was the idea that teacher education for 
social justice has a purpose beyond the field of education and is meant to spur social 
change. Several pieces either explicitly or implicitly elaborated upon theories of 
change built into their frameworks about justice (Cochran-Smith, 2010; Huber-
Warring & Warring, 2006; Ritchie, et al, 2013). Kretchmar & Zeichner (2016) had similar 
ideas but referred to them as social transformation: “This paper argues that given the 
weaknesses in all types of teacher education programmes in the United States, there 
exists a need to transform rather than defend or ‘reform’ the current system.” (p. 418). 
There is a difference between preparing teachers for the world as it is now and 
imagining a new, more just world, one that educators have a hand in creating. These 
pieces attempt to move teacher education in the second direction. It should also be 
noted that transformation here is different from transformation as described in 
innovation research; whereas social justice teacher educators might provide theories of 
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social transformation, innovation research is more focused on transforming programs, 
or at most, the field.  
 Finally, while Applebaum (2009) offered more of a rationale than a framework, 
her paper was important in demonstrating the ideological nature of discourse related 
to social justice teacher education. It countered critiques of social justice in teacher 
education, which claimed that it has a liberal bias, in several ways. First, it questioned 
the idea of “teacher neutrality, in the sense of fairness and evenhandedness… in a 
classroom where conditions of power and privilege operate” (p. 383). Second, although 
ideological, social justice “involves an ideology that does not exclude itself from 
critique and in fact requires a type of engagement that contests a resistance to criticism 
of what is taken for granted by critique itself” (p. 394). Like several others, this piece 
called for ongoing attention to critical issues in social justice approaches to teacher 
education.  
This last piece illustrated an important aspect about research that created 
frameworks for social justice teacher education. Although these scholars developed 
competing visions, their goals and approaches were often similar. They aimed to add 
key theories and practices to improve the work of the teacher education profession. As 
with content-driven community approaches discussed previously, this work 
recognized the dire need for change in teacher education. Also, despite similar framing 
compared to practice-based approaches, these scholars had different ideas for 
changing the profession. They distinguish themselves in their emphases on attitudes 
and knowledge, as well as relationships with communities, rather than on creating a 
core curriculum of practices for novice teachers. Finally, while also different from 
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innovative research, there was a parallel in the conception of community-based and 
networked improvement. 
Content analyses of projects/curriculum/institutional materials. This 
category included a number of studies that examined the content of teacher education 
programs and related bodies, including their curriculum and pedagogies, as well as 
standards (Picower, 2011; Hyland & Heuschkel, 2010; Heybach, 2009). These pieces 
tended to offer in-depth examinations of programs or pieces of programs designed to 
refine how teacher educators might enact social justice in their assignments and 
curricula, as well as develop tools to critique course materials on their own. The 
exception was Heybach (2009), who offered a critical discussion of the content of 
hearings that preceded NCATE’s removal of the term “social justice” from its glossary 
and the controversy around the use of this term. She responded to critiques of social 
justice as ideological or liberal by connecting broader democratic democratic values to 
justice.  
 The other papers examined projects and course materials related to social 
justice. Hyland & Heuschkel (2010) described their creation of an institutional inquiry 
assignment as helping their students “develop a more complex understanding of 
oppression” (p. 827). In a lesson for other teacher educators, they argued that field 
experiences must be coupled with critical analyses of power and inequity, if the goal is 
to cultivate anti-oppressive educators. Similarly, Picower (2011) developed a Critical 
Inquiry Project, an attempt to support novice teachers dedicated to social justice 
education, which was initiated towards the end of candidates’ graduate studies. It 
proceeded during then former students’ actual full-time teaching, with Picower, a 
teacher educator, leading the project. In this sense, the work grew out of but not a 
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formal part of a teacher education program. The collaborative nature of the process 
led to teachers who were better able to create and analyze models of social justice 
education, teach for social justice and “lead for SJE [social justice education]” (Picower, 
2011, p. 20). These pieces reflected some aspects of innovation research discussed 
earlier, in their emphasis on networks, but refuted the practice-based idea that 
knowledge is secondary to practice.   
Critical analyses of oppression/whiteness/systems in teacher education. 
Finally, a number of pieces offered critical analyses of teacher education programs 
(Hayes & Juarez, 2012), race and sexuality (Hyland, 2010), as well as broader ideas such 
as neoliberal reform (Sleeter, 2013), institutional oppression (Hyland & Heuschkel, 
2010), and discourse related to social justice (Applebaum, 2009). These studies showed 
that social justice teacher educators comprise a variety of viewpoints and are willing to 
critically examine both their own profession and initiatives aimed at reforming it. 
Smaller-scale work such as Hayes & Juarez (2012) suggested that whiteness inhibits 
culturally responsive teacher education, and that both teacher candidates and teacher 
educators must both grapple with “White racial domination” (p. 4). The point was that, 
while people are also responsible for inhibiting cultural responsiveness, the major 
issue is structural, particularly in how “the racial power of Whiteness structures 
activity within teacher education programs” (p. 10).  
 Other pieces took more of a macro approach, analyzing broad structures such 
as reform movements and discourse, while drawing connections between policy and 
practice. Sleeter’s (2013) book, a lightly edited compilation of her papers about 
preparing teachers for social justice and pushing against increasing neoliberal reforms, 
provides an illustrative example. She argued that, 
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under neoliberalism, teacher education and social justice are under active 
assault from “the parallel universe from which the business reform agenda 
springs” (Gelberg, 2007, p. 52). As discussed in the Introduction of this book, this 
reform agenda, which has taken an exaggerated form by Tea Party advocates, 
seeks to shrink or completely dismantle government support of public welfare 
in favor of expanding individualism, privatization, and competition for profit 
(Hursh, 2005). Neoliberalism has framed schools like business designed to turn 
out workers for the new global economy, and as venues for profiteering… 
neoliberalism is pressing teacher education in the following ways: (1) away from 
social justice teacher preparation and toward preparing teachers as technicians 
to raise student test scores; (2) away from being linked with teacher professional 
knowledge and teacher quality; and (3) toward becoming shorter or by-passed 
altogether. (p. 146).  
 This sweeping statement encapsulated the positions of a number of teacher education 
scholars and proves relevant to my study, because HTH has bypassed traditional 
avenues of teacher education and, as an nGSE and part of a charter network, is 
connected to a reform agenda that has been critiqued for eschewing equity issues 
(Zeichner & Pedro-Sandoval, 2015). Yet the school proclaims itself to have a strong 
social justice orientation. What this tension means for the discourse around social 
justice in teacher education remains to be seen.  
 All told, these three sections that looked across types of studies point to a push 
to better theorize social justice and clarify what it can and should look like in practice. 
Those pieces that focused on content or critical analyses were geared towards 
improving some aspect of programs or providing information about how other 
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programs might more effectively incorporate social justice into their curriculum and 
practices. While I did not conduct a historical analysis, the prevalence of these types of 
studies indicates a renewed push to keep social justice relevant in teacher education 
while also staying true to its critical nature.  
Dispositions towards social justice. While the previous three sections focused 
on the range in types of studies that emerged from the review, the next three sections 
focus more on the content of studies, which provides information about trends in 
social justice teacher education – what ideas and practices are popular, and what 
aspects of programs are changing, such as their curriculum and pedagogies? In this 
sense, content specifically refers to knowledge or pedagogical approaches that teacher 
educators and programs wanted their students to learn and use. These ideas were most 
often embedded into assumptions and findings of multiple pieces and were posited as 
key pieces of any curriculum for social justice teacher education. While most of these 
pieces were empirical, there were two literature reviews (Kaur, 2012; Mills & 
Ballantyne, 2016) and two conceptual analyses (Applebaum, 2009; Zeichner, 2016b) that 
highlighted key pieces of social justice content in programs. These papers were 
included mainly to show how prevalent this content has become in the literature; the 
themes of dispositions, cultural responsiveness, and community-based approaches 
were present across a number of empirical pieces, as well as these four studies.  
Huber-Warring & Warring (2006) exemplified the first category, which 
concerns dispositions. Their work on stands in stark contrast to the practice-based 
approaches that focused on teacher actions (e.g., Ball & Forzani, 2009); while Huber-
Warring & Warring did not dismiss the importance of practices, they instead called for 
teacher candidates to develop “core dispositions” (p. 38, emphasis added) of respect, 
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critical inquiry, democratic participation, social justice and ethical commitment (p. 42-
43). Baldwin, Buchanan, & Rudisill (2007) suggested that to learn such dispositions, 
candidates should be situated in a community setting in which the learned about the 
local area around their practicum sites. Such context would help them develop 
“dispositions towards teaching in diverse settings” (p. 321). Other scholars, including 
Hayes & Juarez (2012) and Mills & Ballantyne (2016) conceptualized social justice as 
built upon teachers’ attitudes and dispositions, especially those towards diversity 
(Mills & Ballantyne, 2016, p. 264). This latter piece found that while the literature on 
social justice teacher education is substantial, more “large-scale research” is needed, 
even as “substantial support from funding agencies would be required for projects of 
this complexity and scope” (p. 274).  
Challenges exist regarding this area of research and teaching for social justice 
in general. Some are theoretical, as Hyland & Heuschkel (2010) stated: “more research 
is needed on pedagogical tools that will help pre-service teachers gain insight into the 
ways that larger social structures differently position individuals and communities” (p. 
828-829). Snow-Gerono & Gregory (2009) described their goals for a teacher inquiry 
project about addressing issues of diversity in schools, one in which “we would 
facilitate elementary classroom teachers’ development of knowledge, skills, and 
dispositions for conducting their own classroom research as well as considering their 
instructional practice connected to literacy teaching and learning.” (p. 28). This paper 
went on to describe the slow but steady narrowing of the authors’ curriculum and 
goals, as the school they worked in implemented a new, prescriptive program 
described as a continuous improvement model. The program largely derailed the 
inquiry project and hampered efforts to develop deeper understandings of diversity 
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and social justice. Finally, Applebaum’s (2009) conceptual piece argued against notions 
of teaching for social justice as liberally biased and suggested that teachers who 
develop dispositions committed to social justice are better positioned to work against 
bias in education.  
Cultural responsiveness. A number of pieces discussed a concept alternatively 
labeled culturally responsive pedagogies, cultural responsivity, or cultural 
responsiveness, although not all centered their work on this idea. Kaur (2012) and Mills 
& Ballantyne (2016), for example, reviewed related literature and found this to be an 
important component of social justice but not the core piece. Borrero (2009) illustrated 
how cultural responsiveness is often framed as one of several elements of social justice, 
in describing a set of seminars he researched, the focus of which ranged from “issues of 
race in schools, to curriculum development, to assessment, to culturally-responsive 
teaching” (p. 223). While responsiveness has been important in this literature for over 
ten years, Sleeter (2012), who equated culturally responsive pedagogy with social 
justice teaching (p. 573), also claimed that this approach has been marginalized in favor 
of standardized, neoliberal forms of teacher preparation. 
Still, some of the most recent empirical literature on social justice teacher 
education indicated that cultural responsiveness is alive and well, at least in a number 
of university-based teacher education programs. While these pieces often started with 
the assumption that cultural responsiveness is key within social justice, they often 
highlighted how and why it can be important in preparing candidates. For example, 
Zygmunt & Clark (2015) described the story of Schools Within the Context of 
Community, a new teacher education program at Ball State University. While I further 
explore their work in the next section, these authors positioned cultural 
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responsiveness as central to the aims of their program. This nesting of cultural 
responsiveness within community-based teacher education was also evident in 
Kretchmar & Zeichner (2016) research.  
Several other pieces centered culturally responsive pedagogy as the key content 
of social justice teacher education (Hayes & Juarez, 2012; Madda, Skinner, & Schultz, 
2012; Ritchie, An, Cone, & Bullock, 2013). According to Madda, et al (2012), “[r]ecruiting, 
preparing, and maintaining a culturally responsive teaching force, we argue, is at the 
heart of improving urban education and achieving educational equity” (p 362). This 
quote represents the assumptions of several of these pieces – that responsiveness is not 
simply a piece of social justice but actually constitutes it in a definitional sense. In this 
regard, these studies did not presented findings about the strengths of cultural 
responsiveness so much as consider or show why it is important and how it could be 
implemented more effectively.  
Community-based approaches to teacher education. The largest trend within 
recent literature was a focus on community as an integral part of teacher education for 
social justice. Although two pieces conceptualized community as collaborative work 
amongst cohorts of teacher candidates (Borrero, 2009; Ritchie, et al, 2013), most of this 
research involved new approaches to community that required changes to the basic 
structures of teacher education programs, calling on these programs to develop 
partnerships and seek input from the communities in which their candidates will be 
teaching (e.g., Kretchmar & Zeichner, 2016; Zygmunt & Clark, 2015). Again, 
considerable overlap exists between community-based teacher education and cultural 
responsiveness (Kretchmar & Zeichner, 2016; Zeichner, 2016; Zygmunt & Clark, 2015; 
Madda, et al, 2012; Kaur, 2012), yet most of the pieces in this section emphasize 
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community approaches, with responsiveness a smaller component therein. While 
school-community partnerships have been important in education for some time, the 
work presented here is new in teacher education research. The pieces often come in 
the form of case studies or highlights of programs that exemplify social justice.  
Older approaches did not necessarily use the language of program-community 
partnerships or draw from the wisdom of local communities, but this general approach 
has roots that stretch back quite far. Baldwin, et al (2007) described service-learning as 
a key for teacher candidates to both develop relationships with and learn about their 
future students’ communities, with the goal of battling preconceived notions and 
understanding the complexities of teaching diverse students. These authors theorized 
about the relationship between programs and communities: “Service-learning in 
teacher preparation programs involves the achievement of curricular goals through 
authentic community or school-based experiences” (p. 316). Irizarry’s (2007) studied a 
community-university partnership that attempted to develop “home grown” teachers 
of color – teachers who were not trained to develop relationships and understandings 
of local communities but rather were recruited from those communities and supported 
through the process of becoming teachers. While he did not place community at the 
center rhetorically of social justice teacher education, community partnerships were 
still the key piece of this work. Although different designs and types exist within this 
area, the ideas still hold that teacher education programs must partner with 
communities and train teachers to understand and draw from these assets. 
A number of studies extolled the importance of community partnerships as 
part of a fundamental restructuring of teacher education programs oriented towards 
social justice (Kretchmar & Zeichner, 2016; Lee, et al, 2010; Zeichner, 2016b; Zygmunt & 
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Clark, 2015). These pieces framed the problem in teacher education as an equity issue – 
schools of education have not done enough to make sure their graduates can educate 
all children. While paralleling the rhetoric of accountability, these pieces further 
critiqued recent reform initiatives as insufficient and causing additional unintended 
consequences such as standardization of practice and overreliance on testing (e.g., 
Zeichner, 2016b). The studies responded to these issues by exploring cases of what 
their authors deemed to be successful or noteworthy programs that incorporated local 
communities in the preparation of teachers. Kretchmar & Zeichner (2016) framed 
community-based approaches as a vital direction for the field, towards a “teacher 
preparation 3.0” that would help teacher educators confront inequities related to out of 
school factors. Zygmunt & Clark (2015) “propose a model that is only made possible 
through equalizing the power dynamics between higher education, school systems, 
and the community at large by sharing voice and co-creating vision for children's 
future” (p. 101). This model illustrated the deep sense of partnership reflected in 
community-based teacher education, and in fact the program they described was 
recognized within the field for its work in support of multiculturalism (McCabe, 2017). 
These studies suggested that while education programs still drive teacher education, 
the goal for social justice educators is that key content, such as curriculum and 
practices, is decided upon communally, with input from multiple stakeholders.  
Again, these studies did not shy away from critiques of the current state of 
teacher education. Hyland & Heuschkel (2010) took a critical approach to community-
based teacher learning opportunities, in that “analysis of institutional oppression was 
not evident in the work with the pre-service teachers” in many programs that claimed 
to use such methods for social justice ends (p. 822). The authors detailed how they 
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designed a graduate course that was meant to complement such experience, to allow 
their students to better understand how institutional oppression plays out in 
historically marginalized communities. This stress on knowledge and learning as 
fundamental to anti-oppressive education stands in contrast to practice- or 
improvement-based teacher education in two ways. First, it stresses the importance of 
teachers’ attitudes and knowledge. Second, the major value here is on justice, rather 
than change or innovation. Still, it is interesting that across the multiple bodies of 
literature, a very prominent element is that authors provide an exemplar or framework 
for reforming teacher education, then explain how and why their program’s version of 
teacher education is best. This style cuts across literature about HTH, practice-based 
approaches, innovation in teacher education, and social justice teacher education.  
Themes within Social Justice Teacher Education  
 The purpose of this part of the review was to analyze the larger narratives 
around social justice in the teacher education field and to consider HTH’s positioning 
within these narratives. Two major themes emerged. First, there appears to be a 
growing consensus that community-based teacher education is a critical part of 
teacher education for social justice, often with cultural responsiveness built into the 
approach. The most recent studies described local communities, as well as 
community-university partnerships, as assets for teacher education, in particular as 
they move teachers and teacher educators towards culturally responsive pedagogies 
(e.g, Madda, et al, 2012; Kretchmar & Zeichner, 2016; Zygmunt & Clark, 2015). This 
trend provided an important comparison point for HTH, which as later chapters 
elaborate upon, took an organizational and design perspective in considering 
questions of justice.  
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A second major component running through these three themes of teacher 
education for social justice is a critical lens that examines education from multiple 
perspectives and questions dominant narratives. In examining dispositions and 
focusing on knowledge, this body of literature attempts to unpack underlying values 
and ideologies, while also providing guidelines that help teacher educators and 
prospective teachers face critical questions that arise in their practices (e.g., Hayes & 
Juarez, 2012; Hyland, 2010; and Picower, 2011). Beyond that, critical theories were used 
to critique or reconceptualize larger trends within the education policy environment 
such as test-based accountability (e.g., Applebaum, 2009; Cochran-Smith, 2010; 
Kretchmar & Zeichner, 2016). Within the field of organizational analysis, institutional 
theory parallels this critical orientation in important ways, particularly in its focus on 
underlying values and power differentials between organizational actors. While these 
discussions are generally limited to intra-organizational power, some institutional 
theorists examine broader issues related to identity (Powell & Colyvas, 2008), as well as 
privilege within organizations (Dimaggio & Powell, 1991, p 11). This is not to say that 
institutionalism is critical in the way that critical race theorists are critical, but it does 
reach below the surface and recognize differences between and across groups, and 
sensemaking further attends to individual identity (though admittedly this is often as it 
exists within an organizational structure). Attention to positions and power within 
HTH, and what they mean for its institutional processes, was important in my case 
study, given this organization’s emphasis on equity, especially given the diversity at 
HTH and its use of distributed leadership models.  
Finally, much of this research was concerned with developing frameworks for 
social justice in teacher education, largely in response to the sprawling uses of the 
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concept of social justice and to the need for improving the field of teacher education. 
This begs the question: under which of these frameworks for social justice does HTH 
operate? Answering this question required more than simply asking, “what does social 
justice mean to you?” I also asked from where actors’ conceptions of justice derived, in 
terms of scholarly work, organizational partnerships, or personal histories. This 
question also served as a reminder that the institutional environment is more than just 
political or social, especially for a graduate-level program. It also involves the 
intellectual contexts that inform institutionalization in teacher education at HTH.  
Relevance to Study 
 My goal for this review was to unpack some of the various streams of 
knowledge and practice that inform the processes of teacher education at HTH. In the 
first section, I looked generally at the literature on this school and others like it, noting 
that much of the work directly related to this program has little empirical basis. In the 
subsequent three sections, I attempted to examine research related to the conceptual 
pillars of teacher education at HTH, including literature related to teacher education 
that covered: practice-based approaches; innovation, improvement science and 
educational change; and social justice. I reviewed this research, because my 
preliminary examination of HTH’s online materials, as well as meetings with its 
leaders, originally guided me in this direction. In my study, I later found further 
themes that I compared against this literature. Each of my empirical chapters refers 
back to various pieces of this literature, in order to refine my analysis of the data. This 
study’s research questions all ask about a central question that requires iterative 
analysis of both data and the literature: what type of school is HTH; how does its 
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community see itself within the larger world of education? This is a question this 
review has helped me frame and unpack.   
 The key themes that emerged from this literature – a movement towards core 
practices in teaching, networked improvement and learning, and community-based 
frameworks for social justice – are not inconsistent with each other but do not fully 
align conceptually. They are compatible in some ways, for example, community-based 
approaches and social justice teacher education, as illustrated in Malone’s (2013) and 
Datnow’s (2013) work. The latter suggested that “[w]e need more dialogue between 
educational change researchers and those interested in social justice” (Datnow, 2013, p. 
65), but it is important to note that reformers tend to claim a social justice agenda. Also, 
practice-based approaches tend to be framed as innovations that require profound 
structural reorganization of programs (Janssen, Grossman, & Westbroek, 2015; 
Shaughnessy, Boerst, & Ball, 2015), which means that there is both rhetorical and 
conceptual overlap between the two types of research. Finally, understanding the 
beliefs and behaviors at HTH involved delving into the environment from which they 
emerged and the logics that informed them. These concepts, which come from my 
theoretical framework, are inextricably linked and helped my investigation of HTH. 
This review has provided a snapshot of the literature that relates to HTH’s mission and 
practices; subsequent chapters examine the overlap and disconnects between this 
theory and HTH’s practice.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
Researching High Tech High:  
A Conceptual Foundation and Methods for Data Collection 
An interesting feature of several nGSEs, including HTH, is their approach to 
data collection and organizational learning. As described earlier, HTH’s leaders look to 
organizational approaches to inform program improvement, such as educational 
change theory and improvement science, as referenced in Caillier & Riordan (2009). 
Because the data and analysis for my study must be relevant to the context and mission 
of this organization – while also fitting the larger study’s knowledge-practice-justice 
framework – institutional theory within organizational analysis emerged as an 
appropriate theoretical approach. This theory is broad enough to encompass the data 
collection needs of the larger study while also providing a framework well suited to 
this case. According to Meyer & Rowan (2006), the core purpose of an institutional 
analysis “is to tell us why—out of this stupendous variety of feasible forms—this or 
that particular one is actually “selected” and whose interests might be best served by 
that selected arrangement” (p. 4). In this general sense, an institutional analysis helped 
uncover key logics – practices, the beliefs underpinning them, and the processes 
through which they emerged at HTH. Within this framework, sensemaking theory 
provided another dimension to data collection and analysis that pushes the study 
beyond asking what institutions influence teacher education at HTH and toward 
asking how and why specific institutionalized forms have developed in this specific 
situation. Weber & Glynn (2006) suggested that, “[i]nstitutions are antecedent to (as 
contextual mechanisms) and emergent from sensemaking (via transformational 
mechanisms)” (p. 1640). The reification of institutions is deeply connected to the 
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process of sensemaking; indeed, understanding the one often necessitates 
understanding the other. 
A Methodology of Sensemaking Within Institutional Theory 
Methodological approaches to institutional analyses vary greatly, often because 
these studies can operate from multiple levels of analysis, such as the nation, sector, or 
organization. Two recent studies used sensemaking within an institutional framework 
to analyze educational institutions (Blaschke, Frost, & Hattke, 2014; März, 
Kelchtermans, & Dumay, 2016); my study’s approach similarly situates sensemaking 
methods within a broader institutional analysis. Building upon Weber & Glynn (2006), 
März, Kelchtermans, & Dumay (2016) suggested that organizational actors produce 
institutions through sensemaking (p. 308). Weick’s work on sensemaking provided a 
roadmap for understanding how behaviors become institutionalized within 
organizations, as he described what sensemaking means for an organization (2001), as 
well as how these processes get interrupted when sensemaking breaks down (2010). 
Within institutional analysis, sensemaking helps researchers understand individual 
agency and ambition, even as broader trends in an organization remain important. 
Examining how actors within HTH made sense of their actions and of the organization 
as a whole provided a crucial piece to understanding how and why the school’s 
overarching logics formed as they did. 
Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld’s (2005) framework for sensemaking research 
provided concrete steps for starting empirical data collection. They defined three key 
features:  
First, sensemaking occurs when a flow of organizational circumstances is 
turned into words and salient categories. Second, organizing itself is embodied 
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in written and spoken texts. Third, reading, writing, conversing, and editing are 
crucial actions that serve as the media through which the invisible hand of 
institutions shapes conduct  
Simply put, words, actions, and texts yield a conceptual approach for studying teacher 
education at HTH and suggest that case study methodology (Creswell, Hanson, Plano 
Clark, & Morales, 2007) is appropriate, given that these features of sensemaking 
parallel the most common types of case study data: interviews, observations, and 
documents/artifacts. This data also helped answer my own research questions, which 
essentially ask, what institutionalized forms or logics exist at HTH, and how did they 
develop, given the school’s larger institutional environment? Learning how individuals 
within this organization make sense of their practices and beliefs, as well as how they 
consensually and broadly co-develop categories for experiences, is the method 
through which I unpacked the most salient logics at HTH. Sensemaking is about 
looking back and socially constructing a reality, as well as about “contextual 
rationality” (Weick, 1993, p. 636). It relates to roles and where people see themselves in 
an organization. If institutions are the glue that hold people in an organization 
together, then sensemaking is the process through which people actively create and 
name these ties that bind. Interviews helped determine individuals’ contexts and roles, 
as did observations, followed by informal question & answer sessions. Documents and 
artifacts also supplemented my findings.  
Finally, I considered the newness of teacher education at HTH in developing a 
methodological approach to this study. Louis (1980) provided a roadmap for using 
sensemaking to develop understandings of how individuals cope with entry 
experiences in organizations: “when scripts [read: predictions] fail, the individual must 
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develop explanations for why the actual outcomes occurred and why the predicted 
outcomes did not. The retrospective explanations help to resolve tension states… in a 
new configuration” (p. 240). Juxtaposed with the institutional concept of formal and 
informal structures, Louis’s sensemaking framework suggests that researchers should 
pay attention to socialization processes and how they contribute to “which cultural 
knowledge is acquired” (p. 246). Institutional theory concurs, in that power 
differentials within social relationships are important factors in analysis (DiMaggio & 
Powell, 1991, p. 27; Meyer & Rowan, 2006, p. 9). Given the newness and, in some sense, 
the novelty of HTH’s teacher education programs, the school’s staff seemed likely to be 
continually making sense of their core ideas, practices, and ongoing changes, that 
differ depending on their relative positions within the organization. Thus, I chose to 
analyze not only the formal norms and structures of HTH but also these extra 
dimensions of less formal socialization. 
Case Study Research and the High Tech High Study 
My plan also incorporated general concepts about case studies, as well as 
examples of case studies that specifically used institutionalism and sensemaking, into a 
framework for a case study of teacher education at HTH. In his investigation of 
institutional logics in a higher education case, Bastedo (2009) suggested that, “for a case 
study to be useful, it must provide analytical leverage to understand similar situations, 
without making the common mistake of wholesale generalizability” (p. 297). In 
addition, Bridwell-Mitchell (2013) suggested that theories of institutional logics are “not 
intended to be prescriptive but descriptive” (p. 175). Following these models, I did not 
open up a critique but rather sought to understand how the decision-making processes 
at HTH were occurring. Several earlier institutional analyses proved helpful in 
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developing a rigorous plan that remained within the limits of case study analysis. An 
early study of institutional logics was Jackall’s (1988) ethnography of businesses aimed 
at understanding the ethics of corporate managers, which Jackall described as, “an 
examination of business as a social and moral terrain” (p. 601).  In that vein, my study 
probes issues such as organizational flux and politics, as well as linguistic and moral 
complexities, with the aim of understanding the sense of duty, ethics, and logics that 
underlie High Tech High.  
More generally, case studies are useful in that they allow the researcher to 
examine how a case is situated within a larger context, while also leaving room for the 
emergence of new themes in one’s analysis (Creswell, Hanson, Plano Clark, & Morales, 
2007; Stake, 2006; Yin, 2009). This larger context parallels one of the three concepts 
within my dissertation’s framework, institutional environments. Also, my study is one 
of four cases, and it is meant to investigate the unique logics that inform the processes 
and institutions present at HTH. Thus, the work of Ayers, Kavanaugh, & Knafl (2003) 
informed the cross-case analysis but also had important bearing on my within-case 
analysis. This piece encourages researchers to concomitantly seek themes and patterns 
that have “explanatory force” (Ayres, et al, 2003, p. 881), meaning that findings must 
provide rigorously developed, plausible theories about the case. Given the need for an 
in-depth understanding of how various human actors at HTH conceptualized their 
own decision-making and how these ideas fit within an organizational and social 
context, a qualitative design made sense for this research. Traditional qualitative 
research methods, with a focus on intent (Erickson, 1985), were also part of the design. 
Primary data sources included interviews, observations, and institutional and 
curricular documents such as artifacts, mission statements, and syllabi. My goal in the 
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research process was to understand participants’ perspectives in the context of HTH 
and any broader institutional trends that they perceived.  
Yin (2009, p. 8) explained that three conditions should help determine the most 
appropriate type of method: the types of research questions, control over behavioral 
events, and context, or “contemporary events.” To the first, Yin suggested that case 
studies are most appropriate to answering why and how questions, even if they can also 
effectively answer certain types of what questions. Although this case is exploratory, 
which requires the asking of the latter type of question, sensemaking theory pushed 
me to also ask the deeper questions of people within HTH, in order to explain the 
processes that I observed and the beliefs reported to me. In terms of the second 
condition, controlling behavior, this study is strictly interpretive, meaning that I did 
not need to control for behavior in my research. Yin’s (2009) final condition, context, 
asks if the study considers contemporary events. Perhaps the main point of 
institutional theory is that organizations and people exist within complex contexts that 
must be understood if we are to make sense of the institutions that interact with an 
organization. Furthermore, this study exists at a political and economic crossroads of 
sorts, with a dominant accountability paradigm shaping teacher education, as well as a 
radically new government that continues to make unexpected changes in virtually all 
spheres of American life. Therefore, this study absolutely contextualizes teacher 
education at HTH within its historical and institutional environment. 
Yin (2009) also listed several strengths and potential issues with case studies, 
noting that the generation of theory is a key piece of this method: “your goal will be to 
expand and generalize theories (analytic generalization) and not to enumerate 
frequencies (statistical generalization” (p. 15). Although this study does not take a 
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grounded approach, in that it draws heavily on preexisting theory and empirical work 
to develop its framework and analytic plan, I included an iterative component to data 
collection and analysis, which allowed for the emergence of new theory beyond my 
conceptual framework that encompasses logics, coupling, and environment.  
Scope: Case Selection and Setting  
This is a case study of teacher education at HTH. HTH is a charter management 
organization that in 2004 created the District Intern Program, a credentialing program 
for initial teacher preparation. In 2006, the school added a master’s program, which 
began operations in 2007; this program is part of HTHGSE, which is under the charter 
umbrella but separate from the Intern program. I studied both the credentialing and 
degree granting programs as part of this case. District Interns were required to be the 
teachers of record in a San Diego County school, which means they may or may not 
have worked for HTH during their tenure in the program. The financial burden was 
far less than traditional university-based credential program, as costs totaled $3,000 
per year at the time of data collection, and interns had paid positions. As an addendum 
to the credential program, HTH later added the Induction Program for practicing 
teachers who aimed to receive a “Clear Credential.” The Clear Credential is necessary 
in California, as teachers start out with a provisional credential that they must “clear” 
to continue teaching. Induction had a similar structure to the Intern Program but was 
meant more as a support for beginning teachers.  
Teacher education at HTH offered a rich case to study in that it was quite 
unique in its approach to teacher education. It was different from not only larger-scale 
pathways to teaching, such as university-based schools of education and alternative 
programs like Teach for America, but also other nGSEs that the research team and I 
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have identified in the larger study. For example, the Relay Graduate School of 
Education and the Match Teacher Residency program within Sposato GSE are two 
well-known nGSEs programs. Both come from “no excuses” charters, which I 
characterize as schools aimed at reducing the achievement gap in highly structured, 
teacher-centered formats dedicated to improving student performance on 
standardized tests. The focus on performance indicates that these types of schools 
illustrate Mehta’s (2013a) conception of the new accountability-based policy paradigm. 
Yet HTH deviates from other nGSEs in that it has similar goals but uses drastically 
different methods of inquiry, project-based learning, as well as diverse, inclusive 
classrooms. Its complex connections to other charter schools and schools of education 
made HTH a prime candidate for research.  
Data Sources and Participants 
The preliminary plan for this research was to gather substantial data from a 
variety of sources. I gathered four general types of data, which included: (a) 31 semi-
structured interviews with program/nGSE administrators (12), teacher education faculty 
(7), classroom teacher mentors (5), and teacher candidates/master’s students (7); (b) 17 
observations of key courses, teaching modules, coaching sessions, assessments, “student 
teaching,” and other core program practices that I identified in consultation with 
program leaders, totaling 73+ hours; (c) collection of program materials and documents 
such as handbooks, assignments, syllabi, evaluation rubrics, and other program tools; 
and (d) institutional data, such as recruitment/retention rates and data regarding 
teacher effectiveness/student achievement. Specific individuals, settings, and 
documents were initially determined in consultation with the leadership at HTH to 
attain some balance between a purposive sampling that provides a clear indication of 
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explicit HTH logics and processes, as well as a more flexible sample that provides more 
natural, ad hoc moments. After an initial round of interviews selected in this way, I 
made more connections with people at HTH and expanded out, often in conversation 
with previous interviewees, who suggested further contacts. The following three 
sections review the types of data that I collected, including research tools. See Table 1 
below for a summary of these data sources. 
Table 1: Overview of Data Sources 
 Interviews (30-60 
mins each) 
Observations Documents/Materials 
Data 
Sources  
• HTH 
administrators (12 
total) 
• Other teacher 
education faculty 
at HTH (7 total) 
• Coaches/teacher 
mentors (5 total) 
• Teacher 
Candidates/ 
Masters students (6 
total –half each of 
district interns and 
M.Ed students, 
including those in 
Induction) 
• Preliminary focus 
groups 
• 22+ hours of 
interviews + some 
preliminary focus 
group data 
 
• Key courses 
(observations of 9 
courses total) 
• Key teacher 
education 
experiences 
(Odyssey – 6 full 
day observations) 
• Additional student 
experiences (3 
observations of 
candidates 
teaching in 
classrooms) 
• In some instances, 
observations were 
followed by 
informal questions 
to understand how 
participants made 
sense of their 
experiences 
• Publically available 
documents incl. 
promotional materials, 
websites, online 
course documents, and 
HTHGSE’s peer-
reviewed online 
journal 
• Institutional and 
programmatic 
documents (e.g., 
syllabi, teacher 
candidate handbooks, 
mission statements) 
• Institutional and 
programmatic data 
(e.g., teacher 
effectiveness reports, 
retention analyses, 
pupil achievement 
data) 
• Key course 
assessments, rubrics, 
completed examples 
Totals 30 interviews, 40-60 
mins each 
17 observations, 73.25 
hours total 
62 total documents 
 
For this study, I invited administrators, faculty, mentors, master’s students, and 
interns to participate in the interviews and observations. Because the research focuses 
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generally on teacher education, participants were drawn from both the M.Ed. program 
and the intern credentialing program. Administrators included those in senior-level 
positions such as school founders and leaders involved with programs in the school of 
education. Faculty included those who taught courses, often K-12 teachers and 
administrators. Mentors aided new teachers and master’s students through their 
programs. Administrators, faculty, and mentors all overlapped to some degree. 
Administrators were what I called “central office” administrators – those who oversaw 
the charter network and often teacher education programming. Faculty and mentors 
included K-12 teachers and administrators but not central office personnel; at times, 
people fell into both categories and so were coded according to their own preference. 
Candidates included interns, students in the induction program, and master’s students; 
school leaders indicated all would provide important information about teacher 
education at HTH. Finally, all data, including memos, were and are still secured on a 
password-protected server.  
Interviews. Sensemaking is a retrospective process. It occurs after an action has 
taken place, which means interviews provided essential data for my study. As 
Czarniawska (2008) pointed out, “Interview material is always material for studying 
the dominant discourse (and deviations from it)” (p. 9). However, she also suggested 
that understanding a common identity – or similarities and trends amongst people 
within an organization – is not the sole goal for organizational studies. Alterity, or in 
some sense, deviance from the norm, also provides valuable insight into an organized 
group of people (Czarniawska, 2008). This search for alterity fits within sensemaking: 
“The idea that sensemaking is focused on equivocality gives primacy to the search for 
meaning as a way to deal with uncertainty” (Weick, et al, 2005, p. 414). While interviews 
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helped me identify key logics that have emerged at HTH, to get at a fuller picture of 
those pieces of the organization that were not common knowledge, I also conducted 
observations and collected textual artifacts.  
There were four groups of people whom I interviewed, as indicated in the 
“Interviews” column in Table 1. I conducted 29 interviews of the following groups: 
administrators or other leaders of teacher education at HTH, teacher education 
faculty, mentors, and teacher education students. Interviewing such a variety of 
participants added breadth to my data, which allowed for comparisons between 
different organizational roles – as previously mentioned, understanding relationships 
and how power is exerted (or withheld) across organizational levels is a key piece of 
institutional analysis in education (Meyer & Rowan, 2006). Also, initially I aimed for 5-
6 interviews within each group for a total of 20-25 interviews. Yet as I proceeded with 
data collection, it became clear that I needed to expand interviews with administrators, 
as they had more complete perspectives on organizational histories and partnerships 
outside HTH.  
Questions were organized around this study’s conceptual framework related to 
logics, coupling, and institutional environment. Layered into these concepts are the major 
areas of the larger study’s framework, knowledge, practice, and equity. Sample questions 
related to these concepts can be found in Table 2, below. This table provides examples 
of individual questions, specifically for teacher educators at HTH; administrators and 
graduate students responded to separate protocols that were organized around similar 
concepts. The protocols were designed to answer questions specific to the institutional 
framework as well as the broader knowledge-practice-equity framework. All four 
protocols are in Appendices A-D. 
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Table 2: Sample Questions from Interview Protocols, for HTH Teacher Education Faculty 
Theoretical/Conceptu
al Framework Area 
Research Question 
Component/Topic 
Example Questions  
Coupling (Practices, 
knowledge) 
How do individuals 
make sense of their 
practices at HTH 
 
Are there core practices involved in teaching 
teachers at HTH? 
 
How are these 
practices coupled 
with formal aspects 
of HTH, as well as 
its broader 
environment? 
I’m curious to know how you developed your 
practice. What does leadership or your 
handbook say about how to teach teachers, 
and where else do you go to develop your 
curriculum & instruction? 
 
Logics (Knowledge, 
beliefs about social 
justice) 
How do individuals 
at HTH make sense 
of their beliefs? 
What does good teaching look like? How do 
you know when a student has learned 
something? 
 
 
How do individuals 
at HTH 
conceptualize social 
justice and equity? 
Describe your school’s social justice agenda, 
how it manifests, and how what you as an 
individual do fits within this agenda. 
 
Environment 
(Knowledge, beliefs) 
What constitutes 
the institutional 
environment at 
HTH? 
 
Where, outside of HTH, do you go for ideas 
about your curriculum & pedagogy? Who do 
you talk to outside of this organization, and 
how might HTH try to help in this 
collaboration? 
What aspects of 
current reform 
efforts inform 
practices and beliefs 
at HTH? 
Are there policies – at the local, state, or 
national level – that as of now are having 
some effect on your practice? Please explain. 
 
Observations. Again, because sensemaking is retrospective, I made several 
considerations about how best to understand teachers’ thinking, starting with theories 
about teacher thinking – a long research tradition in itself. As Clark & Peterson (1984) 
described in their review on this literature, teacher thinking can be bracketed into 
three general types: “planning,” “interactive thoughts and decisions,” and “theories and 
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beliefs” (p. 10). Interviews can cover the first and third, but interactions mean thinking 
that occurs in practice with students. Therefore, observations of practice were key 
pieces of data, to which I sometimes added subsequent informal discussions. In these 
retrospective discussions, I inquired about decisions I noticed, as well as unexpected 
choices that arose from participants’ points of view. Regarding alterity, data collection 
also drew from Weick, et al, (2005), who said that, “[m]ethodologically, it is hard to find 
people in the act of coping with disconfirmations that catch them unawares (see 
Westrum 1982 for a clear exception). Such outcroppings can be found, however, if we 
examine how everyday situations sometimes present us with either too many 
meanings or too few.” (p. 415). Similar to my use of interviews, I used these data to 
triangulate both shared trends and practices that have not commonly caught on at the 
school, to help me make sense of what I saw and to provide a complex picture of 
teacher education at HTH. 
 I conducted observations of several types of practices and situations. I chose the 
following types of observations based first on ongoing conversations with key leaders 
of the school, and on suggestions from other organizational actors with whom I 
connected during data collection. First, I observed teacher education courses – 
meaning the courses that M.Ed students and interns took. I also observed key events, 
such as the Celebration of Learning and the Odyssey for new masters and credential 
students. The Odyssey in particular was important, as it lasted over a week and 
included a number of seminars, speakers, and activities designed to familiarize new 
hires with the core work of the school. Finally, I conducted observations of adult 
students in their own practices, meaning I observed their teaching practices. The types 
of retrospective thinking that I recorded were important for all of these settings, 
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meaning that I often engaged people in informal discussions during and after most 
observations. Also following each observation, I wrote memos to inform my analysis as 
well as to consider ideas for additions to make in the research process – additional 
participants to interview, situations to observe, or questions to ask – which, as I 
described above, I chose to do at times.  
Documents, artifacts, and pertinent journal articles. There were many 
documents and artifacts that are pertinent to this study. HTH had a wealth of publicly 
available information on its website, including a mission statement, goals and 
descriptions of individual programs, institutional data ranging from program 
evaluations to student demographics, and even a peer-reviewed online journal with 
both conceptual and empirical contributions from numerous members of the staff. In 
addition, I incorporated instructional documents produced by faculty at the school, 
such as course syllabi, assessments, and rubrics. These sources in many ways represent 
Clark & Peterson’s (1984) first and third types of teacher thinking: planning and 
theories/beliefs. The “slow thinking” represented by a lesson plan or mission statement 
provides a crucial counterpoint to the “fast thinking” represented by observations of 
everyday practices. Furthermore, some of the journal articles proved particularly 
useful in developing understandings of the theories that inform both practices and 
philosophies threaded throughout the fabric of HTH.  
Finally, I utilized observations as opportunities for collecting physical artifacts. 
These included anything from student work to photos of HTH’s physical spaces, 
ranging from representations of the layout to public student work. The very 
architecture of HTH is unique, with an open plan and transparent walls; these 
contextual data further informed my understandings of this school’s values and 
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practices. Once I collected a sufficiency of data (Erickson, 1985), I began to triangulate 
and analyze patterns between these various types of data, again, with an eye towards 
both trends and alterity from the norm.  
Data Analysis 
Given institutional theory’s rejection of past conceptions of rationality and its 
focus on complex social constructions of realities (DiMaggio & Powell, 1991; Scott, 
2013), any analysis within this framework must aim to make clear the ways in which 
institutions take shape and crystallize within organizations, in other words to make 
sense of “what people do, how they do it, and why they do it, while simultaneously 
attending to the institutional structures at various levels… that enable and constrain 
that activity” (Spillane & Burch, 2006, p. 97). Part of what makes sensemaking a useful 
methodological approach within institutionalism is that it helps in examining micro-
level or intra-organizational institutionalization processes. Sensemaking analyses push 
researchers to dig into the why questions that are so important for understanding the 
cognitive schema involved in organizational development and the sedimentation of 
culture. I sought to draw on both of these overarching ideas throughout my data 
analysis. 
Two recent institutional analyses have used sensemaking as a major 
component of institutional case studies, one focusing on environment, the other on 
logics. First, Blaschke, Frost, & Hattke (2014) used a sensemaking lens to uncover the 
processes through which mentors of beginning teachers responded to “changes in the 
broader institutional environment” (p. 328). They relied on “descriptive and 
interpretive codes” to “identify the categories of broad ideas, principles, and ways of 
thinking and acting that shaped mentoring practices” (p. 312-313). This coding scheme 
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allowed the researchers to uncover existing and emerging logics that informed 
mentors’ views and helped mediate mentors’ responses to broader institutional 
changes. My study similarly followed a multi-stage coding process, described below. 
März, Kelchtermans, & Dumay (2016) suggested that, regarding the patterns of 
institutional logics developed within universities, “each one… relies upon the basic 
process of sensemaking to begin with” and that governing bodies play a key role in this 
process (p. 719). As such, in addition to examining socialization processes (Louis, 1980), 
my study also attended to formal leadership structures within organizations (Spillane 
& Anderson, 2014). How individuals in positions of power attempted to guide 
institutional processes, and how others responded (both discursively and in practice) 
were key questions in my data analysis. Also, the study uncovered the logics that 
existed at multiple levels within HTH and how these logics developed in the context of 
a complex institutional environment, part of which included understanding 
organizational actors’ perceptions of that environment. At its most basic level, the 
coding scheme examined individuals’ varied decision-making processes and theories 
of action, which I then compared to the more constant logics suggested by codes from 
the document analysis. To further understand implicit logics and the enactment of 
these logics in the form of individuals’ experiences at HTH, I also triangulated this data 
by comparing it to observations.   
Other examples of recent work that draws on institutional theory, logics, and 
sensemaking have placed increased scrutiny at the micro-level of the organization, 
trying to understand what it is that teachers, in particular, do in response to the 
institutional environment (Bridwell-Mitchell, 2013; Coburn, 2004; Hallett, 2010). These 
pieces trouble past theories suggesting that classroom practices remain decoupled 
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from outside forces. Coburn (2004) suggested that teachers “mediate” logics from the 
environment, making active choices about what to let into their classrooms and 
rationalizing the how and why of this process. Bridwell-Mitchell (2013) built upon this 
idea and argued that teachers must make sense of and respond to three primary logics: 
democracy, bureaucracy, and markets. Within the context of the new policy paradigm 
that frames my study, Bridwell-Mitchell’s argument fleshes out important ideas that 
teachers must consider in constructing their practices and even their basic ideas about 
teaching and learning. Finally, Hallett (2010) named a central tenet of the new 
paradigm – accountability – suggesting that it has become a new myth and that 
accountability, above all other institutional trends, has strengthened the coupling 
between the macro level environment and classrooms. Hallett’s work epitomizes the 
focus on power relationships that is vital to robust institutional analysis but is rarely 
displayed in research. Thus, it became all the more important to understand the 
external pressures that actors at HTH felt, as well as their conceptualizations of the 
institutional environment and their responses to it. These pressures, as well as the 
logics that emerged from past empirical studies, informed my study’s initial coding 
schemes.  
I coded interview transcripts, observational data, and documents. Interview 
data were audiotaped and transcribed, primarily by professional transcribers, with 
follow-up from me to “clean” the transcripts. Raw observational data took the form of 
field notes. I coded both forms using Dedoose, a qualitative coding software system. 
The first round of coding sought to identify participants’ principles and ways of 
thinking, but the analysis was informed by the patterns that emerged throughout the 
data collection process (Ayers, et al, 2003). In the first round, codes were based on the 
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initial conceptual framework of logics, coupling, and the institutional environment. How 
leaders, faculty, and students mediated logics from their environments, and so coupled 
practices to larger rules or norms, was the underlying question here. In addition, 
Bridwell-Mitchell’s (2013) democracy, bureaucracy, and markets – key institutions within 
the current educational system, writ large – provided important external logics that 
helped me make sense of the internal logics of HTH, which became part of my second 
round of coding. For example, constructivism emerged as an important logic at HTH 
and so became part of my coding scheme.  
Generally, my development of additional codes beyond those based on 
theoretical principles, as well as the analysis, took a more grounded approach in which 
codes emerged from multiple rounds of examination of the data (Glaser & Strauss, 
1967; Charmaz, 2000), rather than from the initial framework. While not based on 
grounded theory, this study allowed room for new themes to emerge beyond those 
predetermined before data collection began; this choice came in part from my desire to 
avoid undue judgment when possible. Grounded methods “move each step of the 
analytic process toward the development, refinement, and interrelation of concepts” 
(Charmaz, 2000, p. 510). The emergent coding process allowed me to interact with the 
data throughout the analysis and think more deeply through the types of logics that 
emerged and how individuals occupying different spaces used these logics as 
mediators with the environment. In the final analysis, I was therefore able to compare 
logics across these different spaces within HTH, arriving at more profound and 
powerful findings than if I had focused more in-depth on one space or one group 
within the organization. Subsequent rounds of coding were also specific to individual 
empirical chapters. Codes for Chapter 4, which was about the design of teacher 
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education at HTH, focused on design and formal aspects of the organization. Chapter 5 
was about enactment of design and students’ experiences, and so codes revolved 
around experience, practice, and personnel. Finally, Chapter 6 codes focused on 
perceptions of environmental contexts, institutional pressures, and interactions with 
the institutional environment. A full list of codes and data sources for coding can be 
found in Appendix E. 
  As the study evolved over time, it became clear that several other key issues 
needed to be addressed through data collection and analysis. My research questions 
asked about the prevailing beliefs and practices of individuals within HTH and how 
these qualities arose within the organization’s formal structures and the broader 
institutional environment. Yet in order to articulate a full response, I needed to better 
understand where the actors within HTH situated themselves and their organization, 
not only in terms of their theories about teacher education, but also within the larger 
institutional environment. I aimed to avoid presumptions about the environment. 
Rather I constructed my conception of the environment based in part on my 
understandings of HTH’s policy contexts but more so on the perspectives of people 
within them. Also, in the initial phase of my study, I examined public online 
documents and held introductory meetings with HTH leaders? Only as I examined the 
internal perspectives gleaned from my data was I able to answer important questions, 
such as: what type of organization was this, what other types of organizations have 
been involved in its development and funding, and how did the various educators 
within it contextualize themselves and their work within a broader environment? 
These newer questions, which helped me address my underlying research questions, 
could only be developed in real time during data collection and preliminary analysis 
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(primarily memos). My methods were recursive, in that as I developed new 
understandings about the institutional environment of HTH, I revisited the conceptual 
framework and the literature in order to best understand where the prevailing logics at 
HTH came from and what they meant for the changing field of teacher education.   
Finally, in considering an educational organization, it is important to note that 
multiple dimensions of formality exist when it comes to organizational change, 
learning, and institutionalization of beliefs and practices. We can understand the 
degree of both institutionalization and formal organizational approaches by 
examining: (a) formal rules, guiding principles, mission statements, (b) what an 
authority says or prescribes, (c) what is taught in courses, class topics, (d) mentoring 
and collaboration – as guided by leadership, (e) state laws and governmental actions. A 
key understanding here is that formality has a relationship to authority and, in a sense, 
hierarchy, which blurs the lines between key pieces of my conceptual framework. If 
formal structures exist in the institutional environment (i.e. policies, executive actions), 
then understanding how they inform prevailing logics, how they are coupled to 
practices, and the various ways in which organizational actors learn them should 
illustrate the process of institutionalization at HTH. Thus, I often compared formal and 
informal depictions of beliefs and behaviors within the organization. In addition, my 
analysis compared degrees of institutionalization across these different levels of 
formality, which provided a nuanced picture of how institutional logics developed at 
HTH. 
Positionality and Limitations 
An important consideration of not only my own study but also the cross-case 
analysis as a whole is that my team and I exist outside the realm of nGSEs. In fact, as 
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university-based researchers, we started our collective study with what might be 
considered a healthy skepticism about these programs, which rejected more 
traditional university-based models of teacher preparation. However, we also truly 
wanted to understand these organizations at a profound level, which meant designing 
interpretive methods, rather than making presumptions about what we would find. 
Perrow (1972) provided a helpful idea to combat bias on the part of researchers: it is in 
the “nesting” of specific processes within an organization – analyzing them as framed 
by both the whole organization and its larger environment – that “gives them 
meaning” (p. 158). In this way, I sought to avoid the danger that outsiders face when 
entering a system or even just an organization, which is that we tend to essentialize 
“others” and falsely attribute qualities we observe to the organization, rather than 
taking a nuanced analysis of the situation or context. I do not claim objectivity, but 
methods helped me develop what I believe to be a strong and thoughtful analysis.  
 In a more general sense, the teacher educator community of which I am a part 
has often been critical of neoliberal or accountability reforms, from which it might be 
said that teacher education at HTH emerged, given that its creation coincided with a 
number of such reforms. And yet, I have a personal appreciation for this school, as I 
worked in a similar project-based, technology-oriented school when I was a teacher 
several years ago. As such, even now I must straddle a careful line between excitement 
and skepticism in my approach to HTH. My commitment was to understand this 
school from the point of view of its own people and, to the best of my ability, to limit 
judgments about what I saw, heard, or read. Even now, I still question whether I was 
able to do that consistently throughout this dissertation. Yet, I believe that persistent 
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question in my head helped me conduct better research, and it now gives me some 
comfort that I have made wise decisions in data collection and analysis.  
 Finally, the single case study came with constraints on what I was able to 
accomplish within an institutional analysis. Although I took a “deep dive” into this 
organization, it remains only one case. Understanding the logics and behaviors at HTH 
and how they arose is important, but this is only the first step in an analysis that will 
eventually span multiple cases. What I have learned here will need to be compared 
and analyzed across the other cases to create deeper knowledge about the 
phenomenon of nGSEs.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Organizing Around Pedagogy: Constructivist Logics at High Tech High 
 This chapter is about the design of teacher education programming at HTH. 
My analysis shows that leaders’ design choices, as related to program structure and 
norm building, centered on a coherent set of principles that manifested consistently 
across the organization. Although faculty were bound by this uniform set of principles, 
they retained considerable agency in their everyday practices. School leaders arrived 
at this seemingly contradictory pairing – uniformity and agency – by emphasizing 
principles over formal rules or replicable practices.  Specifically, constructivism was 
the fundamental logic informing the principles and structure of HTH. Constituting this 
overarching logic were what I identified as three organizing principles of authenticity, 
personalization, and inquiry. These principles gave substance to the core logic and 
reinforced it across multiple levels of HTH. Most importantly, because the core logic of 
constructivism was also a learning theory, HTH in effect used a pedagogically-oriented 
principle to inform its fundamental modes of organizing. In contrast, schools are 
increasingly driven by market, accountability, and, occasionally, democratic logics 
(Bridwell-Mitchell, 2013; Hallett, 2010; Mehta, 2013a; Mehta, 2013b). Thus, HTH’s 
constructivist logic offers a unique case in the fields of teacher education and 
organizational studies. 
 This is the first of three empirical chapters, each of which “talks” to one another 
in important ways and emphasizes a different but adjoining aspect of my dissertation’s 
overarching framework, institutional theory. Based on this framework, I seek to 
understand and explain the connections between organizational behaviors – i.e., 
designing an organization around a constructivist logic – and the organization’s 
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institutional environments. First, Chapter 4 examines the design of teacher education 
programming at HTH. It draws from micro-sociological conceptions of institutional 
logics and coupling (Hallett & Ventresca, 2006; Weick, 1979) to provide a snapshot of 
HTH’s organizational structure and institutionalized norms. This chapter draws on 
leaders’ perspectives to analyze the reasoning behind the multiple programs and 
principles related to teacher education at HTH. Chapter 5 then fills in this outline with 
an analysis of how organizational actors across multiple levels of the organization 
actually experience these basic designs and structures of teacher education at HTH, 
including how the organization enacts teacher education and how the people within it 
make sense of their beliefs and practices (Weick, 2001; Weick, et al, 2005). Finally, 
Chapter 6 looks at connections beyond HTH to better flesh out the school’s 
institutional environment and to understand the institutional forces that mediate the 
design, beliefs, and practices at HTH (Lounsbury, 2008; Scott, 2013). This analysis 
focuses on the organization’s relationships with the fields in which it is situated, 
including policy, intellectual, financial, and so on. All three chapters are key to 
understanding teacher education at HTH and how this organization as a whole 
informs and is informed by its institutional environments.  
Logics and Coupling 
 My analysis relies on two concepts from institutional theory: logics (Thornton & 
Ocasio, 2008) and coupling (Weick, 1976). Logics are the core principles that inform 
action within organizations and fields (Friedland & Alford, 1991), and analytically, they 
move institutional theory beyond a focus on macro-level isomorphic processes to 
illuminate micro processes involved in everyday decision-making (Thornton & Ocasio, 
2008). Coupling describes the extent to which any two elements – such as systems, 
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events, programs, people – within an organization are responsive to, or coupled with, 
one another (Weick, 1976, p. 3-4). However, the term coupling often refers to the 
relationship between organizational rules or structures and everyday practices (e.g., 
Meyer & Rowan, 1977). Research on coupling often explores the relationship between 
an organization and its environment (Coburn, 2004; Hallett, 2010; Spillane, Parise, & 
Sherer 2011); however, intra-organizational coupling as an area of analysis can 
illuminate important micro processes of institutionalization within organizations 
(Marz, et al, 2016). These theories led me to investigate the core logic of HTH, based on 
the degree to which it was coupled to organizational actors’ discourse and practices. I 
then examined the relationship between this logic and HTH’s institutional 
environment. My process deviates from previous research about logics that analyzed 
how institutional logics were instantiated in schools (Bridwell-Mitchell, 2013) and 
encouraged analysts to define the environments that originated those logics (Scott, 
2013, p. 224). Instead, I start at the organizational level, uncovering a core logic as 
described and understood within the school, and I then examine empirically its 
connections to the outer world, rather than assuming knowledge of the school’s 
institutional environment. 
 Several other terms in this chapter should be made clear. By the structures and 
norms of HTH, I mean the formal hierarchies, programs, and rules within the 
organization. Structure also implies resources – either symbolic or substantive – such 
as programs or processes that have some form of administrative sanction. Additionally, 
I use organizing or constituent principles to mean the three constituent pieces of the 
organization’s core logic. These principles inform both the creation and co-constructed 
meanings of key organizational structures and norms. 
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 Drawing on these concepts, this chapter responds to the first stated research 
question of my dissertation: What are the core practices, beliefs, and structures that 
characterize teacher education at HTH, and what are their purposes? Based on my 
analysis of the data, I argue that teacher education at HTH is designed around a core 
logic of constructivism, itself comprised of three constituent organizing principles, 
authenticity, personalization, and inquiry. These principles are fundamental to the 
design of HTH, each tightly coupled to key structures, as indicated by the discourses of 
HTH leaders and institutional documents such as web pages and curricular materials. 
It is in this sense that constructivism and its constituent pieces form the fundamental 
logic at HTH. This is not to suggest that HTH is a tightly coupled organization, which 
would mean tight adherence to formal rules and concrete practices that mimic one 
another across the organization. Rather this is to argue that even given the 
considerable agency of educators and their divergent projects and practices, there 
were profound areas of consonance and coherence that occurred between mission, 
discourse, and structure at HTH. 
 Constructivism typifies an institutional logic in that it is a nexus between 
principle and structure. Figure 2 illustrates this relationship: the organization’s 
physical structures and formal norms map onto the three organizing principles of 
personalization, authenticity, and inquiry that constitute the constructivist logic. 
Because these principles are each tightly coupled to specific structures, there is also 
coherence between different programs throughout the organization. This type of 
coupling is fundamentally different from other instances of tight coupling that have 
tended to rely on accountability measures such as standards and surveillance (Hallett, 
2010, p. 57) that focused on the “technical core” (Coburn, 2004, p. 220). My analysis 
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shows that HTH actors described their behavior as coupled to principles, not to 
standard rules; the two intertwine to the extent that principle can be understood as a 
form of structure in itself at HTH. This deviates somewhat from earlier conceptions of 
structure, either as bureaucratic rules or programming (Hallett, 2010; Meyer & Rowan, 
1977) or as organizational forms that change in response to institutional pressures 
(Scott, 2013, p. 186). My analysis indicates that leaders designed structures and norms in 
ways that were neither bureaucratic nor bound substantively to environmental 
pressures; I expand on the latter part of this argument in Chapter 6.  
Figure 2: Core logic and principle-structure relationships at HTH 
 
 Furthermore, because constructivism parallels principles related to pedagogy, it 
proves particularly important to the function of HTH as an organization, as well as to 
the fields of organizational studies and education. Friedland & Alford (1991) position 
logics as deriving from seven core societal institutions, such as the market and 
democracy, yet their work leaves out explicit mention of education as institution. 
Drawing on this research, Thornton & Ocasio (2008) argue that each core institution, 
or “institutional sector” (p. 104), has its own “central logic” (p. 101). Because 
constructivism informs the fundamental norms and structures of HTH, these aspects 
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of the school are coupled primarily to a different type of social institution, which I 
describe as that of schools or education, as opposed to the market or democratic 
institutions that more commonly influence classroom spaces (Bridwell-Mitchell, 2013; 
Hallett, 2010). With the caveat that institutional logics overlap and compete with one 
another (Christiansen & Lounsbury, 2013), the primacy of constructivism as logic is 
significant in that it aligns organizing at HTH – not just classroom function, but the 
design of the school – with the logics of learning.   
Lastly, a pedagogically-oriented logic allows for symmetry between the core 
work of HTH – teaching – and the running of the school. While the work of the school 
varied, it tended to be tightly coupled to key principles in the minds of HTH 
organizational actors. The key innovation for teacher education at HTH was not the 
mission or its practices, such as constructivism and inquiry; these ideas are quite old. 
Rather the central aspect of teacher education at HTH was the way the mission 
became infused throughout the organization – as indicated by the language and 
practices of administrators and faculty – which drew on a pedagogically-oriented logic 
best encompassed by the term constructivism.  
Institutionalism and Organizational Leaders 
 Within the larger framework of institutional theory, both empirical studies 
(Hallett, 2010) and conceptual literature (Thornton & Ocasio, 2008) argue that 
localized, micro-level research can provide important information about how 
institutions manifest within organizations and how organizations mediate (and are 
mediated by) their institutional fields. In particular, a focus on organizational leaders 
provides a basis for understanding coupling between local actors like teachers and the 
larger institutional environment (Hallett, 2010; Spillane & Anderson, 2014). 
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Additionally, Marz and colleagues (2016) argue that sensemaking analysis offers 
researchers an effective tool to examine how institutions become “inhabited” – or how 
they “are mediated, enacted, interpreted, and negotiated by actors going about their 
work” (p. 309). Thus, this study begins with a close look at HTH leaders’ sensemaking 
about their design choices that led to the formation, administration, and ongoing 
evolution of teacher education at HTH.  
 Existing research often positions school leaders as responsible for enacting 
policy (Coburn, 2005), developing school culture (Allensworth & Hart, 2018), and 
implementing shifting institutional logics (Lowenhaupt, Spillane, & Hallett, 2016). 
Leaders heavily influence how beliefs or practices become institutionalized within 
organizations and thus sit at the intersection of the macro-institutional environment 
and micro-level practice within schools (Spillane, Diamond, Burch, Hallett, Jita, & 
Zoltners, 2002). Therefore, this chapter’s focus on leaders can be understood as an 
investigation of “meso-level” interactions (Fine & Hallett, 2014, p. 1774), an attempt to 
understand how and for what purposes HTH was designed. To clarify, my analysis is 
microsociological in that it draws on individual leaders’ perspectives, but these 
individuals occupy a meso position in the study of institutions. They balance 
environmental pressures – whether policy, cultural contexts, or otherwise – with the 
running of schools and the core work of teaching. This is not to say that school leaders 
are solely responsible for mediating between the institutional environment and what 
happens in schools. It simply means that they must navigate institutional forces like 
policies while also developing new systems for learning (Allensworth & Hart, 2018; 
Coburn, 2005; Lowenhaupt, et al, 2016).  
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 This chapter presents an analysis of the design of teacher education at HTH.  
Here “design” means a plan, or leaders’ intended purposes in developing the norms 
and structures of the school. Therefore, the data in this chapter came from interviews 
of HTH leaders, institutional documents, and other curricular materials such as 
planning guides and syllabi. Regarding HTH faculty, there is considerable overlap 
between roles. For example, all administrators interviewed were also teaching faculty, 
though not all faculty were administrators. Also, “administrators” worked in the 
central office that housed both K-12 and teacher education administrators but not 
school directors, who were generally “faculty” or “mentors” in my citations. More 
importantly, all interviewees cited in this chapter were leadership personnel involved 
in teacher education, either through administration, teaching, or mentoring. This 
chapter analyzes how these leaders navigated their meso-level positions within the 
field of teacher education, and the next chapter drills down into finer grained, micro-
level aspects of this case study. The final empirical chapter uses both levels as a basis 
for understanding the relationship between HTH and its broader institutional 
environment.  
Constructivism and the Organization of Teacher Education at High Tech High 
 My findings are split into two major sections, each with several subsections. 
This first section illustrates how constructivism emerged from the data as the 
foundational logic informing HTH’s organizational design. The second section details 
in some length each of the organizing principles that constitute constructivism – 
authenticity, personalization, and inquiry. In both sections, I elaborate upon the 
structures that build on the constructivist logic and its constituent principles. This 
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organizational structure mirrors the relationship between constructivism and HTH, 
depicted above in Figure 2.  
 Constructivism is not an immediately obvious construct at HTH. Rather, it is 
embedded, at times implicitly, in the behavior and discourse of school leadership. 
Previous research about the school supports these findings, but this study is the first to 
thoroughly investigate HTH’s teacher education programs. For example, Mehta & Fine 
(2012) describe HTH’s approach to K-12 education as follows: 
Students are treated as active meaning makers with the capacity to do 
interesting and valuable work now. To engage with a subject, in this view, is not 
simply to receive knowledge but also to create it, mirroring the adult world 
of…professionals. Accordingly, the purpose of school is not so much to prepare 
students for a hypothetical future as to support them in engaging with the 
complex challenges that professional work at its best entails. The approach is 
rooted in a profound respect for who students are and what they can do. (p. 33). 
Key themes related to my own analysis surface here. First is the dual idea of a human-
centered relational approach to students, combined with authentic learning 
experiences in the form of projects. Underlying both is a constructivist view of learning 
and knowledge —that is, that individuals uniquely construct their own visions of 
knowledge (Abdal-Haqq, 2002), that they learn by “doing,” and that what they learn 
applies beyond the classroom. My findings clarify and expand on previous research to 
elucidate how constructivist logics shape the organizing of teacher education at HTH. 
Program Structure of Teacher Education at High Tech High  
Before detailing my findings, I begin with some context about HTH teacher 
education programs. The many web pages for HTH and HTHGSE provided key 
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information about formal program structures, and my interview data rounds out the 
sense people made of the purpose and meaning behind those structures. In terms of 
structure, teacher education at HTH encompassed more than simply HTH’s master’s 
program in the GSE. In fact, the phenomenon, teacher education at HTH, did not have 
one formal home, even though it existed as a fairly consistent idea within the minds of 
school administrators and faculty. There were essentially two teacher education 
programs at HTH. The first was the District Intern Program for credentialing, which 
often led into the two-year Induction Program for teachers with preliminary teaching 
credentials. Induction authorized single-subject, multiple subjects, and education 
specialist credentials in the state of California. Second, there was a master’s program 
for experienced teachers interested in becoming school leaders (HTHGSE, n.d.d.). 
Whereas the master’s program was part of HTHGSE, the credentialing programs were 
separate. Still, both sets of programs existed within HTH Charter, the K-12 
organization. Often confusing to outsiders, these distinctions were largely due to 
accreditation procedures, which are one aspect of the institutional pressures discussed 
in Chapter 6. Taken together, these programs comprised what I call teacher education at 
HTH. Still, because of the tight connections between teacher education and K-12 
education at HTH – both organizational and pedagogical (Mehta & Fine, 2015a) – I 
often refer to HTH as a whole throughout this chapter. A number of findings about the 
teacher education programs also apply to the umbrella organization.    
 My analysis construes the credentialing and master’s programs as parallel but 
separate from one another. Interestingly, however, during the time I was writing this 
dissertation from 2018-2019 – after data collection – a new program was created within 
the HTHGSE to provide master’s degrees and teaching credentials, called Teacher 
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Apprenticeship (HTHGSE n.d.g.). That program exists mostly outside the purview of 
this dissertation, as its existence was only an idea during my interviews and data 
analysis. Lastly, the M.Ed. program, while designed for teachers, is meant to move 
teachers into leadership roles, both formal administrative positions and teacher leader 
roles). Still, the M.Ed. program draws on many of the same ideas and practices as the 
intern program. Any distinctions between the two are made clear in context.  
 Although the two HTH teacher education programs existed separately, they 
were part of a consistent idea and overall approach to teacher education. Even HTH 
central office administrators at times misconstrued the specifics of the organization, 
while getting the key principles correct. For example, one described teacher education 
at HTH as follows: 
Probably the biggest umbrella would be High Tech High, but then you have 
High Tech High GSE, and then within that world is the, I guess we're calling it 
the new teacher credentialing program, which would include High Tech High's 
intern and induction programs. Basically handling new teachers, working on 
clearing their credentials, getting coursework and induction work down to clear 
their credentials, first three years of teaching if they go apace. (Interview # 3, 
Administrator). 
One piece of information in the above quotation is factually incorrect in that at the 
time of this interview, there was no credentialing program within the GSE. That a 
central office administrator had this wrong might suggest incoherence, but that was 
not the case. Most people understood the school’s formal structures or professed their 
uncertainty. Moreover, participants held consistent conceptions of the principles of the 
organization, and school leaders understood the specifics of each program in much the 
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same way. Also, the process of credentialing is accurate in this description, even if the 
administrator misspoke about the program structure. Finally, the most consistent way 
in which administrators talked about their work was in terms of mission and design 
decisions, which revolved around constructivism and its various elements. Common 
depictions of HTH had to do less with formal structures and more with its origins as a 
project-based school, the underlying principle being constructivist approaches to 
teacher education. Due to their uniformity across the organization, constructivism and 
its constituent pieces became an almost abstract structure. If structure is understood as 
formalized norms and rules, then HTH’s organizing principles, given their consistency 
across HTH leader interviews, resemble organizational structures. This is not the iron 
cage of rules and bureaucracy often referred to in the organizational literature (e.g., 
Meyer & Rowan, 1977), but rather heuristic guidelines that require organizational 
actors to think actively during enactment. 
Origins of High Tech High Constructivism: Project-Based Learning  
My argument here is that constructivism was the core logic of HTH. However, 
the most common terms used to describe the organization related to either project-
based learning (PBL) or design principles. In contrast, it was generally senior 
administrators who more often referred to “constructivism” (e.g., Interview #28, 
Administrator), and the term appeared in key institutional documents such as the 
mission statement, which highlighted the centrality of “constructivist pedagogical 
strategies” (HTH, n.d.a). Thus, although PBL was the term more often used, 
constructivism was actually central, both because PBL is inextricably linked to 
constructivism and because founding leaders framed their work around 
constructivism. The rest of this section unpacks the relationship between PBL and 
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constructivism at HTH. Subsequent sections analyze references to design principles, a 
catch-all term at HTH that my analysis distills into the three organizing principles 
introduced above – i.e., the constituent principles within the constructivist logic that 
also inform specific HTH structures. Most of the following references to constructivism 
came from senior leadership, including central office administrators and long-term 
teacher education faculty. A number of them underscored the core nature of the 
constructivist logic while relating it closely to the practice of PBL. 
Constructivism and PBL together informed foundational parts of the 
organization, including teacher education at HTH. The school’s cofounder once 
explained that HTH was founded as a school of PBL (Rosenstock, 2008). The teacher 
education faculty in my study described PBL as a foundational characteristic of HTH, 
and “constructivism” described their retrospective sensemaking of the theory and 
values informing this practice. One administrator described HTH faculty’s approach to 
teacher education as follows: “because it’s project-based environment, they follow a 
constructivist philosophy, both with students and the grad school – they structure the 
courses around stuff that can be used the next day.” (Interview #16, Administrator). 
There were three important ideas here that were common amongst some of the 
longer-term administrators. First, project-based learning comes from a constructivist 
philosophy. Second, this practice permeates classrooms for K-12 students and graduate 
school students. Third, these domains were not compartmentalized; what happens in 
K-12 classrooms is not simply similar to what happens in teacher education classrooms. 
Rather, leaders intentionally designed the organization such that what happened at 
the K-12 level informed what happened at the teacher education level, and vice versa. 
This derived from the notion that, in terms of learning, what works for students works 
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for teachers, and constructivism provides a fundamental understanding of what 
comprises learning and knowledge. Therefore, it made sense to people at HTH that 
good teaching and learning would be similar across different organizational levels. 
Projects were fundamental to how K-12 students and adult students learn at 
HTH. HTH 200: Core Values and Foundations, also described as the “New Teacher 
Odyssey,” was a 7-day orientation to HTH for new hires and teacher education 
students that took place in the summer before these people were to start teaching. As a 
foundational class, it drew from key practices and philosophies that were part of HTH. 
The Odyssey began with the “project slice” (HTH 200 Syllabus), a two-day process that 
took new people through the same types of thinking and doing in which K-12 pupils 
would participate throughout the school year. For the rest of the year, teacher 
education pedagogy continued to draw on the same types of work. Participants kept an 
“inquiry journal” and posted “Reader Response Briefs” to a common forum related to 
“‘Inquiry & Reflection’, ‘Designing Equitable Learning Environments’ and ‘Leadership 
for School Change’” (HTH 200 Syllabus, p. 6). The stress on inquiry, design, and 
distributed leadership further aligned with a constructivist philosophy in that students 
helped construct their own learning and experiences (Rainer & Matthews, 2002). HTH 
practices indicated a philosophy that encouraged people to take charge of their own 
learning and to then become more adept at constructing their own individualized 
knowledge. 
 Course goals and materials further illuminated the perspectives of leadership 
and provided ongoing support beyond new teacher orientations. A “Core Values and 
Foundations” course for new master’s students included readings and learning tasks to 
help prospective school leaders use constructivist principles and practices (HTH 200 
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Syllabus). First, students began with a “project slice” in which they participated in the 
type of project a pupil might do in a K-12 classroom (HTH 200 Agenda, 8/7/2017). 
Readings revolved around three topics: Practice Thoughtful Inquiry and Reflection, 
Design Equitable Learning Environments, and Engage in Leadership for School 
Change (HTH 200 Syllabus). The first two point partly to ideas of inquiry and design. 
All three emphasized the role of the individual in taking agency over her or his 
learning and school environments. While not heavily project-focused in terms of 
language, they stressed practice, which connects to PBL in the notion of doing practical 
work, as opposed to abstract theory.  
Constructivist Logic as Principle and Structure 
 Logics inhabit in-between spaces; they mediate between things like broad 
institutions and organizational behaviors (Thornton & Ocasio, 2008; Sanchez, in 
press). As such, the concept provides an apt lens for understanding the enactment of 
teacher education at HTH, specifically how leaders structure learning experiences and 
organizational programs. Leaders make sense of their institutional and organizational 
(i.e., structures and norms) contexts as they make decisions about running an 
organization (Coburn, 2005), meaning they must navigate and make coherent 
“differential institutional logics” (Thornton & Ocasio, 2008, p. 100), each a “central 
logic” of the core institutions in an organization’s environment. One administrator 
explained more about the relationship between HTH’s core practices and the principle 
of constructivism, describing it thusly:  
And pedagogy, as important as it is, and as different as it might be in being 
constructivist, Deweyan, Freirean – well, Freirean is akin to law, because it’s 
Socratic, right? Whereas Deweyan is constructivist, making things that weren’t 
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there before… making a grad school, right? The great satisfaction derived from 
making something. (Interview #28, Administrator). 
The administrator explained several things as he provided a snapshot of the 
intellectual history of HTH. One message was about the specific pieces of 
constructivist philosophy that informed the original mission and intent of HTH and 
the decision to create a “grad school” within it: the making of the graduate school was 
itself a constructivist venture. Additionally, the stress on “great satisfaction” suggests a 
focus on the individual – one’s desires and the construction of new, tangible things. 
This construction goes beyond the physical; the school is not just a building. 
Moreover, a constructivist logic presents an interesting phenomenon. It intimates a 
pedagogical orientation that might describe both theory and practice, much as logics 
mediate between theory and action, as well as principle and structure.   
 Each administrator and faculty member involved in teacher education at HTH 
had slightly different conceptions of constructivism, but they came together in relating 
this idea to experiential learning, similar to how they conceptualized PBL:  
in a program course… there's a lot of attention spent on unpacking the 
experiences that the candidates or the participants are having in their teaching 
so that it's really for them having this real constructivist experience, because 
they're actually out there teaching and then they bring that experience back in. 
We unpack that together in a variety of ways. (Interview #12, Administrator). 
Here, constructivism aligned less with PBL and more with a reflective process. Still, 
experience was central to how this administrator understood constructivism at HTH. 
Experience with teaching led to important learning about teaching, when paired with 
a reflective process. This combination overlapped with several of the key principles of 
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HTH, and it pervaded faculty descriptions of teacher education programming at HTH, 
in particular how personnel there approached teaching and learning. 
 When asked about common norms or structures, one administrator deviated in 
initially rejecting the existence of formal rules, however, he explained this rationale 
while also suggesting some areas of consistency.  
We're not very sharp on rules (laughing)… But again, there's a theoretical sort of 
underpinning to that, right? … It comes from Sergiovanni. The work, the idea is 
that complex structures beget simple behaviors. And simple structures beget complex 
behaviors. So if you want people to engage in sophisticated behaviors, keep the 
structure simple. Keep it open. On the other hand, what I have found before I 
got here is I used to work in place where there was a lot of complex rules and 
norms and procedures and handbooks and you're always like, "What?" Instead 
of thinking for yourself. (Interview #14, Administrator, stress added).  
The initial point about rules and subsequent amendment about structure and thinking 
for oneself was itself telling about common discourse at HTH. An important 
underpinning to the interplay between constructivism and organizational design at 
HTH was the focus on the individual – an individual’s agency and thinking for oneself. 
That was a key purpose aligned with several leaders’ perceptions of “simple 
structures,” suggesting that an abstract principle like personalization should be 
construed as structural in nature. 
 Constructivism had a very concrete meaning at HTH, in that it connected 
intimately to specific, formal structures. The administrator quoted above went on to 
say that simple structures contributed to a “constructivist idea of things bubbling up 
from the kids and in continual dialogue with each other.” (Interview #14, 
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Administrator). He showed how the idea of constructivism, while abstract, was reified 
by the kinds of activities that others regularly attached to it. While the various 
structures and practices at HTH did not always carry the label “constructivism,” they 
did follow common ideas consistent with scholarly definitions of the term. Such 
definitions vary considerably in the literature, but they generally start with the notion 
that “meaning is constructed by the learner” (McDonnell, 2012, p. 61). Additionally, 
Abdal-Haqq (1998) describes constructivism as an “epistemology,” and under most 
conceptions of the term, “[k]nowledge is acquired through involvement with content” 
(p. 2), meaning active student engagement. Teacher education at HTH includes three 
key elements of constructivism – what I refer to as organizing principles – each tied to 
specific organizational structures: authenticity, personalization, and inquiry. 
Authenticity at HTH means that students and faculty are actively engaged in 
meaningful work, which McDonnell (2012) argues is an important practice within 
constructivism (p. 68). Personalization fits the common definition of constructivism, in 
that knowledge is uniquely constructed by each individual. Finally, inquiry fits 
Windschitl’s (2002) conception of dilemma-based constructivism, which posits 
reflection as a key aspect of learning. 
 Lastly, the profound degree to which constructivism was institutionalized at 
HTH was reflected in discourse about not only PBL but also design. The District Intern 
Course Catalog provided a telling example of common HTH attitudes towards 
constructivism and how it related to organizational operation. In a class on teaching 
and learning, this catalog suggested that a core element of what new teachers must 
learn included “the design of open-ended, student-centered, constructivist learning 
experiences, including but not limited to project-based learning” (p. 25). The catalog 
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likened the construct “design” to the school’s approach to constructivism. As 
mentioned earlier, HTH leaders framed the organization’s core logics around not only 
PBL but also design principles, three of which emerged from the data as primary. 
These principles built upon the logic of constructivism, and each was tied to specific, 
formal structures at HTH, as the next section will show. “Formal” in this case refers to 
organizational structures and explicit rules, as well as directives from leadership. 
Therefore, design is another important construct for understanding how 
constructivism was built into the foundation of the school. 
Constructivism, Design, and Organizing Principles 
 This section is the second part of my findings; it details the three organizing 
principles that fit within HTH’s core constructivist logic. The constructivist logic 
consists of multiple elements that anchor the abstract idea to concrete organizational 
structures. When asked about formal norms or structures at HTH, faculty often 
initially balked and expressed a certain lack of rules, yet when pressed, they provided 
examples. Their responses were usually framed around formal yet malleable 
principles, an idea especially consistent across administrator interviews. Some 
explained this distinction by citing the “simple structures” comment mentioned earlier 
and suggested that formal norms remain relatively abstract and leave room for 
individual interpretation. Most faculty framed organizational norms as “design 
principles,” whereas the term “constructivism” was only common amongst senior 
administrators. Design was often grounded in specific pieces, e.g., “in the PBL model 
and the High Tech High values that are rooted in our design principles, certainly, good 
teaching is really rooted in established a culture that allows for the cultivation of trust, 
sense of belonging, personalized learning, and safety for all students” (Interview #11, 
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Administrator). However, design as concept proved important in itself as well, given 
that the majority of interviewees explicitly used the term.  
 The notion of design is not unique to HTH. In fact within the larger field of 
design there are similarities to how this idea was conceptualized at HTH, especially in 
terms of an emphasis on problem-solving and applying thinking (i.e., principles) to 
process (Brown & Wyatt, 2010). However, this chapter uses the term “design” based on 
its depiction in interview data. In terms of purpose, one administrator suggested that 
design was central to the organization’s structure and disruption of traditional school 
hierarchies: 
We try to really fold under the same design principles that the rest of the 
organization holds, so personalization, equity, and then just piece of different 
designs so that the students have a voice in what they're learning and how 
they're learning it. Sort of an offshoot of that is really intentionally working to 
disrupt hierarchical structures that typically exist in schools (Interview #12, 
Administrator).  
This information, coming from a key member of teacher education administration and 
faculty, further demonstrated the relationship between principle and organizational 
structures. It also showed the significance of the underlying concept of design, 
especially as related to personal agency. HTH held to a model of learners engaged in 
designing their own learning experiences. My very first interviewee used the term, 
“teacher-as-designer,” then related it to PBL practices and several underlying 
principles: “[s]o projects… they’re individualized, they're personalized, and they're 
authentic to the context.” (Interview #1, Administrator). He did not explicitly mention 
each formal HTH design principle, but he used very similar language to describe his 
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work, as he understood it. In that vein, evidence indicated that HTH’s formal design 
principles were important in terms of formal understandings of design, but three 
principles in particular emerged from this analysis.  
 To be clear, HTH has four formal design principles, as defined by institutional 
materials and a small number of faculty; however, I found that three organizing 
principles best capture the main elements of HTH’s Constructivist core logic. I use the 
term “organizing principle” in part to distinguish between my own analysis and the 
terms used by organizational actors but also to indicate their influence on 
organizational processes. HTH’s four design principles included equity, authentic work, 
personalization, and collaborative design (HTH, n.d.a). These four were certainly 
important to the operation of HTH. However, based on my analysis, three emerged as 
the primary organizing principles: authenticity, personalization, and inquiry. This 
analysis incorporated all perspectives of faculty, as well as the ideas undergirding 
organizational structure.  
 These organizing principles were often tied to various interpretations of 
constructivism in general and design in particular at HTH. For instance, referring to 
her teaching, one administrator said that, “High Tech High has design principles that I 
love that I try to think about and keep in mind. Things like authentic work, making 
sure that the participants in my class feel like the work that we're giving them in class 
and outside the class is directly meaningful and authentic to what they're doing” 
(Interview #2). Like this administrator, most interviewees referenced “design 
principles” and specified those that they felt were important, such as “authentic work.” 
Comparing explicit depictions of design principles helped this analysis in terms of 
isolating and naming the three organizing principles of authenticity, personalization, 
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and inquiry that were particularly salient to individuals at HTH. Hence, these three 
principles encompass all four of HTH’s formal design principles, as well as general 
principles and structures as interpreted by faculty. For example, the design principle 
equity is not excluded from my analysis; instead, the data suggested that it fit alongside 
the organizing principle of personalization. In considering which of the two was more 
central to the organization, I came to the conclusion that personalization better aligned 
with the underlying logic of constructivism; more importantly, many people described 
equity within the domain of personalization, or equity-as-personalization.  
 The key idea is that that organizational behaviors and structure all began with 
principles. The first of HTHGSE’s “Strategies for Impact” was called, “Sticking to Our 
Principles,” which included “Personalization… Common Intellectual Mission… [and] 
Adult-World Connection” (HTHGSE, 28 April 2008, p. 8). These strategies were listed 
in evaluation materials in a business plan created largely for GSE accreditation. That 
impact necessitated ‘sticking to principles’ illustrates how closely intertwined 
principles were to the formal structure of the organization. Principles, rather than 
formal rules or structures, were meant to guide leaders. Furthermore, while the 
terminology has changed since the writing of the plan, adult-world connections, 
personalization, and intellectualism mirror the three organizing principles exhibited 
throughout HTH and its teacher education programs. The following sections deeply 
explore each organizing principle and show how it informs specific structures within 
the school. 
Organizing Principle #1: Authenticity as Embedded Theory and Structure  
 Authenticity is the first of three major organizing principles that fit into HTH’s 
core constructivist logic. Part of constructivist theory suggests that, “epistemological 
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problems should be tackled empirically, including the problem of necessary 
knowledge” (Smith, 2018, p. 33). Here, Smith made a point about the idea of ‘necessary 
knowledge’ to highlight the importance of empiricism in constructivist philosophy. 
Essentially, individuals must create knowledge for themselves empirically, such as 
through experience. This does not diminish the knowledge itself or the act of 
theorizing about that knowledge, but there is a process, not simply abstracted ideas to 
be compiled into a learner’s head. Pertaining to teacher education at HTH, the 
experiential component to its enactment of theory-practice relationships is framed 
around PBL and more generally, authenticity. The organization defines authenticity in 
two ways: first, in its conceptual connections between theory and practice. Second, 
authenticity has a structural component, the idea of “embeddedness” – or more simply, 
the ‘school within a school’ paradigm.  
 The structure of HTH’s teacher education program as an embedded model is 
meant to create a practice-oriented, yet academic school environment in both the 
credentialing and master’s programs, in that both are physically and organizationally 
connected to sites of K-12 practice. Mehta & Fine (2015a) describe HTH’s “symmetry in 
giving adults opportunities to learn in ways that parallel how students learn” (p. 484), 
which encompasses this phenomenon. My own work found similar patterns of 
symmetry, but the interview data provided deeper conceptual themes based on the 
perspectives of teacher educators at HTH, including tight theory-practice relationships 
and a conception of embeddedness-as-structure. I discuss both below.   
Conceptual embeddedness: Theory-practice relationships. Authenticity is 
partly a conceptual construct in how it informs thinking about theory and practice. 
Across HTH, theory was important, but only as connected to the practice of teaching. 
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With teacher education programs embedded inside a K-12 school, this conceptual 
relationship parallels the geographical proximity of teacher education and K-12 
schooling. A long-time administrator who also conducts research at HTH provided a 
broad view of the organization’s attitudes and behaviors around theory-practice 
relationships: 
We have this conversation a lot, even in how we use the word practice. Some 
use practice to mean strategies. On my white board right now about 
assumptions I have written that culture trumps strategy; in the absence of a 
strategy, culture is important. We need strategies to support adult learning or 
student learning, but it’s also about having an understanding of an effective 
culture – what makes strategies useful to begin with? Regarding practice – it’s 
whatever you’re learning or reading about, it’s all applied and in service to 
improving schools. We also value theory; people shouldn’t start from scratch. 
One grad student last year did something on mathematical authority. He wasn’t 
just coming up with random ideas; he did a lot of research on even what it 
meant and how it related to equity, reading foundational texts like Freire and 
Dewey and relating that to it. He did a lot of strong immersion in literature that 
guided him in applying and designing what he did in the classroom; so he had a 
strong basis for what he did in the classroom. There are other examples, 
including in the research center, stuff that’s evidence based. The peril of how 
it’s interpreted is that people can’t always articulate a theory or rationale for 
why they do what they do, but the school wants to make sure the things we do 
are mapped onto clear guiding principles (Interview #18, Administrator).  
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Not only do her words illustrate the significance of theory and its relationship to 
practice within the HTH framework, but they also show the parallel between theory-
practice relationships and the embedded nature of the teacher education structure at 
HTH. There are specific practices, or “strategies” that people employ there, but culture 
and theory guide this work. Also, the discursive back-and-forth, moving between 
theory and practice, as well as teacher education and K-12 classrooms, further indicates 
the tight connections between principle and action, which the embedded model 
facilitates.   
 The relationship between discrete “strategies” and culture parallels 
conceptions of practice from literature on practice-based teacher education. Chapter 2 
articulated two ideas about practice from the literature, one in which practice equates 
to tasks (e.g., Ball & Forzani, 2009; Grossman, et al, 2009), another in which practice 
means a context – for example, a clinical site (e.g., NCATE, 2011; Berry, Montgomery, & 
Snyder, 2008). Teacher educators at HTH used both definitions of practice in thinking 
through their own work. Additionally, the structural element of bringing a school of 
education within a K-12 school provides a response to the challenges that teacher 
education is facing, according to Grossman, et al. (2009). Uniting theory and practice in 
a concrete, structural sense is one of the key ways in which this case illuminated 
questions brought up in the literature. Interestingly, while HTH actors discussed a 
number of areas of scholarly literature, not once did someone mention the research on 
practice-based teacher education, even though ideas about practice at HTH closely 
resemble key ideas from the literature.  
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 One administrator told a story about why the relationship between theory and 
practice is significant, particularly for teacher education at HTH. He compared it to a 
traditional, university-based program:  
We shared the frustration that comes from introducing progressive practice to 
student teachers, and then having them come back from their clinical sites and 
say, ‘we’ve been told we’re not allowed to do that. We don’t do that here at this 
place.’ So, there’s this disconnect between theory… and practice, which our 
students were attempting to implement at their clinical sites. (Interview #29, 
Administrator). 
Theory and practice were not simply ideas or even visions of knowledge. They were 
part and parcel with organizational structure and mission at HTH. Also, in explaining 
the various pieces of HTH – its structure and norms – another administrator 
referenced education scholars whose work informed HTH’s theory. Several came from 
the field of teacher education: “the design principles of HTH… come from Ted and 
Debbie” (Interview #28). “Ted and Debbie” refer to Ted Sizer and Deborah Meier, 
whose work informed the design principles of HTH and in particular its approach to 
teacher education. So although HTH leaders frame the traditional structure of 
university-based teacher education as lacking in some way, the theory from university-
based educators is vital to the design of the organization. HTH does not aim to simply 
focus on practice but rather theory-informed practice, a tight connection that elicits 
deeper learning for novice teachers and their pupils. This idea reflects a “knowledge-
of-practice” conception of the relationship between knowledge and practice (Cochran-
Smith & Lytle, 2009) that also aligns with the inquiry principle discussed below.  
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 Finally, a number of faculty problematized traditional notions of theory and 
practice, despite disagreeing somewhat on how important each piece is. The structure 
of HTH’s teacher education program as an embedded model is meant to create a 
practice-oriented, yet academic school environment in both the credentialing and 
masters programs, in that both are physically and organizationally connected to sites 
of K-12 practice. Projects ideally have authentic connections, for example, teacher 
education might work on a project they’ll use in their own classrooms or schools. One 
example is the Put it to Practice, a type of project that teacher educators provide to GSE 
students in multiple contexts. As one faculty member described, 
one common structure in our graduate school in our credentialing program is 
something called Put it to Practice. All of our graduate school courses have a 
Put it to Practice. It's basically a project, so... So I lead a course called 
Facilitating Adult Learning. In that course, the graduate students, they're 
coaching a colleague, so they're doing some collegial coaching. We're learning 
about coaching, we're reading the art of coaching, and the art of coaching 
teams, and some other texts about instructional coaching, but then they're 
actually building relationship with a colleague at their school site, and they're 
coaching that, and they're trying to ... they're putting to practice some of what 
we're learning about in terms of this instructional coaching. They're leading 
some professional learning experiences at their sites and thinking about 
facilitation moves and culture building and that sort of a thing. So we're 
focusing on not just the theory, but the practice (Interview #26, Mentor2).  
                                                        
2 It should be noted that Interview 26 was with a participant in the “mentor” group, but 
I included her interview in this chapter, as she was also a faculty member, and she 
helped with programming during the orientation session before the start of the school 
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The structure of the conversation provides interesting parallels to the idea itself. In 
thinking about theory and practice, this faculty member first provided an example of a 
practice, then explained its connection to a teacher education course in the GSE. She 
started by describing the practice, then explained the theory and context, then 
explained the thinking behind why this practice reflects core principles at HTH.   
Authenticity as an organizing principle: Embedded structure. In terms of 
structure, authenticity has come to mean an embedded approach to learning. HTH 
leadership used the term “embedded” in reference to the ‘school within a school’ 
structure. HTHGSE, the credential program, and induction were all part of the HTH 
umbrella – essentially a school of education built within a K-12 school. This nested 
structure paralleled the organizational philosophy of constructivism, in that pedagogy 
at all levels was designed to be uniform, no matter in which part of the organization 
learning takes place. So, learning in a GSE class should draw from the same principles, 
such as PBL, from K-12 classrooms. The organization combined tight coupling of 
purpose with boundary spanning, or linking all parts of the organization to the same 
purpose, to achieve consistency across multiple levels (Millward & Temperley, 2010).  
Further, candidates needed to be “[e]mployed or offered employment as the teacher of 
record, 50% or more time, in a K- 12 public school environment within San Diego 
county. If employed at a school outside of HTH Charter, then HTH credentialing 
sought to establish a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) outlining roles and 
responsibilities for Intern support” (District Intern Catalog, p. 7). This was to ensure a 
site of practice for every student.  
                                                                                                                                                                     
year. As such, I construed her as having a leadership role within the teacher education 
side of the organization. 
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 Discussions about the embedded nature of the teacher education programs at 
HTH were very common across administrators and faculty. These discussions tended 
to point to the “embeddedness” of teacher education within a K-12 school system as a 
key strength of the programs. One administrator compared HTH teacher education 
approaches to those at other, “traditional” university-based programs: 
I think what makes us unique is that we're not attached to a university and 
we're very much attached to the idea of being fully embedded in the job. So we 
don't take anyone in the program unless they are fully embedded in a teaching 
job. So everything that we're doing in class informs what they're going to be 
doing the next day in their own classrooms, or it should.  
The text of our classroom is really the experience that the students are having 
during the day. So they have these experiences with their students and then 
they bring that into our classes at night and we really try to unpack those things 
and help them make sense of them, help them think about how to improve 
their practice based on what they did that day and then what they're gonna do 
the next day. So I think that makes us different than a traditional university 
program where in a university program you learn something in a classroom, 
and then you often will have a chance to apply it through student teaching or 
practicum. But they're pretty removed. (Interview #2, Administrator). 
This proximity between teacher education and K-12 education occurred at both the 
conceptual and the organizational levels, due to the embedded nature of the school. 
For HTH personnel, it also troubled the relationship between theory and practice. Any 
theory or abstract learning from the teacher education classroom was meant to apply 
directly and immediately to K-12 classroom spaces, within the HTH teacher education 
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framework. While practice-oriented, this frame departs from popular conceptions of 
practice-based teacher education (Ball & Cohen, 2009; Grossman, 2011; NCATE, 2010), 
which highlight the importance of clinical practice – or approximations thereof – in 
preparing novice teachers. The real-time dialogue between K-12 and teacher education 
classrooms at HTH illustrates how theory and practice can be deeply interconnected, 
based on the organizational context. Practice-based approaches have yet to consider 
this type of responsiveness that is only made possible by having a school of education 
within a K-12 school.  
 In fact, responsiveness is a subtle concept within the construct of 
embeddedness. While the term responsiveness indicates an abstraction, the location of 
a school of education within a K-12 school remained essential to the idea at HTH: “So 
they have these experiences with their students and then they bring that into our 
classes at night and we really try to unpack those things and help them make sense of 
them, help them think about how to improve their practice based on what they did 
that day and then what they're gonna do the next day” (Interview #2, Administrator). 
Additionally, responsiveness consists of concrete practices, reinforced by norms of 
reflection: “we do what we call an exit card after every class. And so every class, it's just 
three questions, ‘What worked? What didn't work? And what suggestions do you 
have?’ And so every class, we're continually using that to guide our next class. And we 
do a big reflective piece at the end of the course… if a lot of people say, ‘Hey, we need 
more time working on this,’ then we will for the following year, try to pull more of that 
in.” (Interview #10, Faculty). The section on reflective principles will expand on this, 
but it is important to note that there is overlap between the three main organizing 
principles. Essentially, responsiveness became an important norm that helped 
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actualize authenticity, in that teachers could respond immediately to issues stemming 
from teacher education students’ practice. This could happen over the course of one 
term and over multiple years.  
 The first session for the “Math Odyssey” – essentially an orientation for math 
teachers – illustrated formal connections between theory and practice (HTH Math 
Odyssey Agenda, 8/4). On the agenda, the first activity was an “icebreaker and math 
activity” in which teacher education students participated in the same type of learning 
activity current teachers use for K-12 pupils. After a brief break, the next activity was 
called “Connecting theory to practice,” which had two parts. First, students learned 
about Cognitively Guided Instruction, or CGI, which is a theory- and discourse-based 
program intended to help develop students’ mathematical thinking and 
metacognition. Second, the discussion of theory turned to organization-wide 
philosophies, centered on equity, authentic work, personalization, and collaborative 
design (Math Odyssey Agenda, 8/4). While framed as the “HTH Math Philosophy,” 
these were the same design principles discussed previously; they are consistent for the 
whole organization (HTH, n.d.a). This parallel language between broad organizational 
materials and micro-level institutional documents like an orientation agenda 
illustrates how the principles of personalization and design thinking pervaded 
multiple levels of the organization. It also further exemplifies links between principle 
and structure at HTH, in that the “math philosophy” overlapped with principles tied to 
organizational structures. Therefore, the design principles also trouble the distinctions 
between structural, normative, and symbolic forces that institutional scholars use to 
frame their work (Thornton & Ocasio, 2008, p. 101). Furthermore, HTH has also 
established a link between these institutional forces and pedagogy, in that teacher 
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education students learned these principles in a classroom setting. The concept of 
occupational socialization (Spillane & Anderson, 2014) partly captures this form of 
organizational learning, in that it combines the dual processes of learning about one’s 
profession with learning about one’s specific organizational context. In this sense, 
educational organizations are well-positioned to manipulate institutional forces 
through a process of occupational socialization in classrooms that blurs lines between 
norms, socialization, and pedagogy.  
Organizing Principle #2: Personalization  
 The second major organizing principle of HTH is personalization, which 
intrinsically connects to conceptions of equity. Personalization fits within the 
organization’s constructivist, project-based leanings, in that within constructivism, 
“individuals create or construct their own new understandings or knowledge… 
constructivist settings are characterized by active engagement, inquiry, problem-
solving, and engagement with others” (Abdal-Haqq, 1998, p. 2). HTH personnel use 
much of the same language to describe their design principles. Another unique 
perspective of HTH links personalization to achieving equity. Equity is a common 
principle across HTH, with most administrators and faculty making the explicit point 
that HTH is an “equity project.” This terminology also appears in HTH institutional 
documents, in the first section on the About Us webpage (HTH, n.d.a). Yet as this 
section will show, equity is often explained through the lens of personalized education. 
In fact, the most common co-occurrence between all codes for Chapter 4 occurred 
between the two codes ‘Equity/Social Justice’ and ‘Personalization.’ For that reason, in 
defining the three main organizing principles, I characterize equity as stemming from 
the larger principle of personalization. 
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Personalization-as-equity. Virtually any administrator at HTH would say that 
the school and organization as a whole is an “equity project.” In fact, equity is so 
important to the school that it informed some of the initial decision-making about 
where the school should be built and whom it should serve. Since then, multiple 
initiatives for change, some of which are detailed in the next section, have dealt with 
issues of equity. Moreover, while there is little explicit discussion of civics or 
democracy, there is an ingrained sense of civic responsibility. Democracy is more 
structure than purpose: 
My hope would be if you walked into a staff meaning in one of our schools, it 
wouldn't be immediately obvious who was the school leader. The democratic 
structure is put in place for staff, and it wouldn't be immediately obvious who 
had been there 10 years and who had been there two months, that everybody 
has an equally important voice. The students do in that K-12 environment also. 
(Interview #12, Administrator).  
Essentially, the hierarchy at HTH, which is reflected in its teacher education programs, 
is designed for distributed leadership, and a number of structures are put in place to 
flatten traditional hierarchical structures. Diversity is a structural element of HTH that 
fits into constructivist ideas of multiple perspectives being of equivalent importance. 
HTH has a democratic core that informs its views of equity, even though few 
interviewees expressed an explicit focus on the topic.  
  Personalization-as-equity largely means that teachers should be student-
centered and create equitable learning environments by getting to know students and 
personalizing curriculum and instruction for them. The result is similar to Dewey’s 
intersecting views of constructivism and democracy, in which “learning occurs 
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through discovery, experience, and modeling, and meaning is negotiated 
democratically between learners holding potentially diverse perspectives” (Hyslop-
Margison, 2004).  A common refrain from faculty drew on the following: 
We help them think through... in the classroom, how to really honor the 
strengths that their students bring, how to think about intelligence in many 
ways, how to create opportunities for collaboration, for inclusion, for 
differentiation for the students' interests and needs to really be valued, how to 
look at data through their learning, through a lens of equity. Which students 
are participating in class, which students are doing well on the projects that are 
being designed, what about that, what can we do differently to close any gaps 
that we see through data in the school. (Interview #17, Administrator).  
Novice teachers were prepared to look closely at their students, to “honor the 
strengths” of each individual, while also analyzing patterns of engagement and 
learning. Every student had unique strengths, as well as unique needs, and teachers 
were trained to personalize their experiences in order to achieve more equitable 
outcomes.  
 In addition, the foundational practice of PBL provided a basis for aligning 
equity with personalization. One mentor and faculty member elucidated this 
connection:  
And then I think the other thing is just this focus on equity. I think because of 
some of the attention that High Tech High has gotten for the work that we're 
doing, I think a lot of people associate us with the projects, for the project-based 
learning, with good reason, and that is central to what we're doing.  
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But even more central ... I mean, project-based learning is a vehicle for equity. 
It's the way that we are trying to address inequities in education. Is through 
projects, because we see that they provide entry points for students and 
engagement for students who might otherwise not be engaged or included. So 
this focus on equity, I think, is a through-line for sure. (Interview #26, Mentor).  
The idea that projects provide a “vehicle for equity” mirrors the principle of 
personalization as equity in that students had multiple entry points – multiple ways 
through which they might interact with the material and learn class material. Projects 
were student-driven, which provides multiple avenues for engagement and learning, at 
least according to teacher educators at HTH. These logics defy previous empirical 
findings about changing institutional logics, which stress more standards and 
accountability (Bridwell-Mitchell, 2013; Hallett, 2010). However, these logics also 
suggest questions about whether HTH’s conception of equity is too methods focused 
(Bartolomé, 1994) or too individualistic, ignoring broader social justice issues in favor 
of a “thin equity” perspective (Cochran-Smith, et al, 2016). Chapter 6 investigates the 
origins of these perspectives in order to further respond to this question. 
Equity-informed structures. This phenomenon – equity-informed structures 
within HTH – becomes clear when examining the administrative offices of HTH. One 
obvious feature of the teacher education office and main office of HTH is that they 
were one and the same. There was one central office for the GSE, district intern 
program, and the charter school. Administrators worked side by side within and 
between multiple programs. Juxtaposing the office structure with the different 
accreditation statuses and the HTH umbrella compared to the GSE, one begins to 
understand why distinguishing between the teacher education programs at HTH is 
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complicated. These threads cannot be fully unraveled, and that’s by design. 
Organizational leaders worked side-by-side, which contributed to why their discourse 
around formal rules and in particular guiding principles was remarkably consistent.  
 Moreover, equity as part of the structure at HTH dates back to the founding of 
the original charter school. Founding leaders institutionalized core organizational 
processes to ensure that equity is a key piece of what the entire organization is meant 
to do.  
[E]verybody knows – we accept our kids based on zip code. In our K-12 schools, 
and it works… So, you find out what percent of kids live in every zip code 
cluster. Let’s say you’re looking … for… the computer – it’s all very monitored, 
because we’re public schools – so we’re looking for 8th graders, okay? So the 
computer is going to say, okay, in this zip code cluster, there’s an opening, and 
they will take a sibling over a non-sibling. They will not take a sibling over a 
non-sibling in an over-represented zip code. It’s really very fine grained. And it 
works, so when you’re here, so you’ll see when you’re in the school if you’re not 
already, just look at the demography. (Interview #28, Administrator).  
Integration, particularly between races, was central to the founding of the school. As 
another person put it, “Equity, and the way to bring it into reality is to not call out for it 
but to build it in in order to achieve it. It’s not a magic word; it’s what can be the result 
of structures – class size, selection – but also what happens in classes – student voice, 
things like that” (Interview #3, Administrator). This troubles the individualistic 
conception of equity described above, pointing to organizational structures as vehicles 
for equity, but it also intimates the way in which the people within the organization 
infuse those structures with meaning. This structure also represents a unique case 
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study for literature on teacher education for equity and social justice. Chapter 2 
discussed the many approaches presented in this literature, but none of it included 
teacher education programs with such close connections to sites of K-12 practice, 
certainly not with any agency of the diversity of the student population. If, as much of 
this literature argues, diversity is an asset and local community contexts matter to 
teacher educators (e.g., Irizarry, 2007; Kretchmar & Zeichner, 2016; Zygmunt & Clark, 
2016), then HTH is uniquely positioned to benefit from its student population. The 
degree to which it draws on local communities, however, was less evident based on 
data pertinent to this chapter. Additional research might fruitfully dig into these 
questions.  
 A long-time administrator also described equity from a legalistic point of view, 
explaining that “I wanted them to have agency because in three areas in particular – 
the 14th, 4th, and 1st amendment, and I say it in that order, because… the very first 
statement in our design principles is, ‘High Tech High is an equity project’” (Interview 
#28, Administrator). His point about individual agency in support of equity reflects the 
profound degree of organizational linkages between personalization and equity. He 
later came back to this point in describing why the masters program includes a school 
law class:  
So, we were very interested in… together and equal. So that’s where the 14th 
amendment comes in. Equal protection… I have a feeling that if you are going 
to a graduate school of education, you need to understand equal protection. 
That’s number 1. I think if you’re going to be in K-12 education, you need to 
know 4th Amendment. Search and seizure. It’s becoming more and more 
prevalent every single day. And certainly you need to know the 1st amendment, 
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free speech, because free speech is forever showing itself in school – in the 
academy and in schools. So the course is intended, not to make you an attorney 
but to make you feel comfortable enough to really understand those issues. 
That’s a fairly different orientation than most schools of education would take. 
(Interview #28).  
Not only is equity a formal part of GSE students’ experiences; HTH aims to foster in 
future education leaders better understandings of equity in educational spaces. The 
idea of “together and equal,” which adds a community-based element to equity, runs 
through the organizational structure and curricular programming of HTH. The 
organization continues to make structural changes as part of its equity project:  
High Tech High is ... And I'm sure you've heard this term before ... It's an equity 
project, the idea of, "How do you we ensure that we can reach the majority of 
kids and provide access to students, to a variety of opportunities. And I think 
that something that I've seen in the GSE, as well. I mean, the fact that, based on 
the need that was identified a few years ago, they added an additional course 
for English language development because we have students who are English 
language learners, and there is a need for teachers to be better equipped to 
work with those students and support those students. 
In addition to providing a school law class at the outset of the GSE, HTH added more 
programming related to the need they saw for more equitable learning. This 
responsiveness demonstrates connections between equity-as-personalization and the 
other two organizing principles. The previous section argued that responsiveness is 
part of HTH’s principle of authenticity, and improvement science is a formal structure 
related to the principle of inquiry, which creates knowledge to inform responses.  
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 Not all HTH leaders saw equity in the same way, however. A number of 
instructors did not initially characterize HTH as an equity project until explicitly asked 
about equity or social justice. That said, they were very clear about the importance of 
equity, particularly at a structural level. Two quotes illustrate the discrepant 
perspectives on equity, even as it should be understood that most ideas about 
philosophy and practice overlapped far more than they diverged. One administrator 
claimed that, “equity has become a big topic. When I went through the program three 
years ago as a student, it was not an explicit project. But the idea is, HTH was founded 
as an equity project, with projects as access points for all learners. Through projects, it 
was thought that students would achieve equitable outcomes” (Interview #16, 
Administrator).  
 Another central office administrator and founding faculty member spoke to 
these distinctions between the formal principle of the equity project and the 
experiences of some educators in the organization: 
We had some teachers who were saying, oh well now High Tech High cares 
about equity, [with emphasis] NOW IT CARES ABOUT EQUITY, but I know 
what they mean. My first impulse is to be irritated at the communicatee and 
then my second impulse is to be irritated at the communicator which is like, I'm 
one of them.  
I have tried to be, and I've been trying to be way more explicit about that. That's 
one thing. I would say, you know, for me, I'm obsessed with this improvement 
quality, quality improvement, improvement science kind of methodology. For 
me it feels so exactly right, for the whole field of education. For me when I 
think about equity and social justice work, I guess a way it personally resonates 
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for me a lot is, where are gaps in our organization, where are gaps in our 
compass? What can we do to close them? (Interview #30, Administrator).  
This administrator pointed to the difference between implicit and explicit organizing 
principles. Equity was central to the founding of HTH Charter and the GSE, but only 
recently has it become an explicit design principle. What is clear though is that equity 
has been part of the organizational structure and continues to inform decisions about 
teacher education, especially as it relates to the principle of personalization.  
 Finally, this relationship between personalization and equity is scarcely 
discussed in the literature about teacher education and equity. Even HTH’s broader 
logic of constructivism does not coexist with discussions of justice in the literature 
examined in Chapter 2. Yet the link is quite natural to those interviewed at HTH. One 
connection from the literature involves the notion of responsiveness (e.g., Madda, et 
al., 2012; Zygmunt & Clark, 2015), which does align with personalization in the desire to 
meet all students’ needs, academic or otherwise. In a critique of accountability systems, 
Cochran-Smith et al. (2016) construed a focus on in-school factors as “thin equity” (p. 
17), but this did not account for organizational structures that provide equitable access 
to schools. Some at HTH challenged societal-level injustice, but others limited their 
focus to what happens within the organization. Inherently, an organizing principle of 
personalization does not lead to social justice; it can only create equity within the 
population of an organization. However, when paired with structures that diversify 
that population, including students and faculty, it could theoretically serve a diverse 
population equitably. This organizational approach to personalization-as-equity 
would be a new direction for social justice teacher educators; if reformers can create 
more equitable structures within organizations, it could provide another avenue for 
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justice, if equity means both diversifying and supporting organizations’ populations. 
What’s more, the hyper focus on individuals dictating action reinforces the need for 
micro-sociological empirical work (Coburn, 2004; Hallett & Ventresca, 2006), further 
discussed in the next chapter.  
Organizing Principle #3: Inquiry and Improvement Science  
 The third and final major component of constructivist principles at HTH is an 
evolving orientation to inquiry. It is through this type of learning that theory-driven 
practice actually takes root over multiple iterations. Moreover, the formal aspect of 
inquiry here has taken the form of Improvement science. HTH’s four formal design 
principles depart somewhat from inquiry, instead emphasizing “collaborative design” 
as the final principle. Still, inquiry was vital: “With students as design partners, staff 
function as reflective practitioners, conducting inquiry into equitable teaching and 
learning, school culture, project design, and authentic assessment. We are all still 
learning” (HTH, n.d.a). Faculty and administrators largely echoed this language, but 
their interviews more so highlighted a growing part of the organizational structure, 
improvement science.  
Inquiry in improvement science. Most administrators made explicit mention 
of improvement science, and all interviewees referenced inquiry, reflection, or the 
generic term improvement. Those people who specifically discussed improvement 
science generally had positive reactions to it, for instance, “I really bought into the 
improvement research… I feel like being a reflective practitioner is super important in 
teaching no matter if it's your first year or your second year or your 12th year. Some of 
the work we did with Carnegie and then with the graduate school, I personally really 
bought into that.” (Interview #23, Mentor). This person made the explicit connection 
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between reflective practice and the organizational focus on improvement, suggesting 
that the organization’s use of improvement science impacted her own reflective work.  
 While improvement efforts have become a formal process through which HTH 
learns at both the individual and organizational levels, it comes from deeper norms 
related to inquiry. One faculty member described the reflective process that has 
become a major part of every HTH classroom, including those in teacher education:  
… every year, it's little bit different. And because we're continually revising and 
continually reflecting on our practice. One change is that we were, originally, 
we had two classes before the student's school year starts. We have two sessions 
with them before they actually had to teach students. And we heard a couple 
years ago that that wasn't enough. They would have liked to have three sessions 
before they have students to get more of a grounding before they're actually 
teaching. So, we pushed that up so they now have three classes before” 
(Interview #3, mentor).  
When prompted to say more about the reflective process and any rules or guidelines 
about it, her response included the point that, “none of it is, ‘you must do this.’ But it’s 
more of a, ‘why is this important?’ … what improvements can be brought?” (Interview 
#3, Mentor). While she did not specifically reference improvement science, her 
language around improvement, which she used several more times in that part of the 
conversation, was common for a number of faculty members and administrators. 
Improvement has become the norm throughout HTH and its teacher education 
programs, though it stems from a longer history based on the underlying principle of 
reflection and inquiry.  
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 Inquiry at HTH resembles Santagata & Yeh’s (2014) depiction of “systematic 
analysis of practice” (p. 493). The authors present this focus on analysis as a promising 
approach to practice-based teacher education, building on the theme of theory-
practice relationships in practice-based teacher education. They trouble the duality of 
theory and practice, dispelling older notions that beginning teachers have little need of 
theory, while also arguing that teachers learn best when steeped in practice. The 
combination of two HTH organizing principles – authenticity and inquiry – represents 
parts of a program that respond directly to this area of the literature. They build on key 
ideas from practice-based teacher education, showing that teacher educators can 
attend very closely to concrete practice while also attending to in-depth questions of 
theory.    
Improvement science as inquiry-based organizational structure. 
Structurally, improvement was part of the organization in several ways, both explicit 
and implicit. First, HTH’s research center, which several quotes have referenced, was 
guided by improvement principles (Interview #18, Administrator). Called the Center 
for Research on Equity and Improvement (CREI), the center aided both individual 
projects and networks of people across the organization and beyond. A center based 
on improvement science that guides organizational learning provides a clear basis for 
understanding improvement as part of the organizational structure.  
 Many improvement projects stemmed from individual or small group ‘pet 
projects,’ and sometimes then catch on organization-wide. These projects reached 
across the organization based on social networks (Atteberry & Bryk, 2010), some 
formal, some informal. One administrator described her view of this process, as it 
pertained to improvement projects related to equity and social justice: 
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At a summer school, kids who’d failed were largely students of color. This 
coincided with [administrator] starting his doctoral program. He dug into who 
fails, who goes where upon graduation, and we found patterns at HTH 
mirroring national patterns. … We threw the idea of equity through projects 
not panning out, which led to reflection. Some people started an ‘equity day’ 
and an equity retreat. They were trying to look at data together… A couple 
years ago, I facilitated equity day. At HTH, we ran a similar one for the staff to 
discuss social justice. It was a conversation that the school started over the past 
three years and has grown since, thanks in part to [administrator] and the 
Research Center [CREI]. And the grad school has always operated with 
student-centered language, but equity wasn’t always explicit, but it’s now a core 
thread. Now they take a 6-week course with some related social justice 
readings. The improvement course has an equity thread on disrupting 
traditional patterns of achievement and success. It is now pervasive. I think 
that’s the work of the research center primarily (Interview #16, administrator). 
First, the parallel between equity-as-personalization and improvement science 
demonstrated an important element to the three principles that are part of the 
constructivist organizing principles: they are not compartmentalized. Each piece 
overlaps and informs the others, which again reflects organizational boundary 
spanning (Millward & Temperley, 2010). In terms of improvement, this complicated 
process began with one person’s work, grew as part of a communal process, and drew 
from data about the organization. Improvement science did not originate here, though. 
Its roots go back to a reflective tendency in the organization.  
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 As another administrator described, the organization and its educators have 
long taken reflective approaches to learning and improving, and improvement seemed 
to be a focused approach to that, one focused on informed change. According to her 
the history of CREI and improvement science had its origins in the central principles 
of HTH: 
For the research center, we were always focused on practitioner research; 
action research was an early core piece. How can we get educators’ voices more 
in the mix, not just as implementers but as designers who can gather evidence 
of efficacy. We wanted to engage educators as innovators and researchers. As a 
GSE faculty, we thought we could launch a research center in our graduate 
school. We got money from Hewlitt to convene our first networked 
improvement community, which helped launch the research center (Interview 
#18, Administrator)  
HTH has also worked with professors and with the Carnegie Foundation to work on 
improvement processes within the organization and beyond. It has developed a 
number of ‘networked improvement communities,’ to work on issues such as math and 
reading pedagogies, as well as equity issues. Finally, HTH has a number of built-in 
structures such as evaluations, class surveys, and reflective meetings to better support 
its improvement processes and create new knowledge and strategies organization-
wide. 
 The next chapter will look deeper into what improvement means across the 
different levels and programs of HTH and develop an epistemology for this 
organization and the improvement field. As HTH has moved to incorporate 
improvement deeper into the organization, it has elicited a coherent approach to 
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knowledge. Leaders crafted an organizational design that facilitated an epistemology 
that could draw from multiple perspectives, iterative design, collaboration, and inquiry 
to create new knowledge.  
Redefining Organizing in Teacher Education 
 How does an organization maintain fidelity to mission, when that mission 
means to provide agency across all levels of the organization? A microcosm of HTH’s 
organizational thinking can be found in a reading for a GSE class called HTH 310: 
Inquiry into Practice III. In the reading, a chapter from Howard Becker’s (2007) book 
Writing for Social Scientists, the author explains an important distinction about how to 
think about learning to write, suggesting that “students who thought rules about 
writing were algorithms… had trouble, while students who used them as heuristics 
didn’t” (p. 70). The piece defines algorithms as “precise rules that will always result in a 
specific answer” and heuristics as “‘rules of thumb,’ guidelines that allow varying 
degrees of flexibility.” Much as people learn to write from ‘rules of thumb’ more so 
than ‘precise rules,’ the organization of HTH uses its principles as heuristics, rather 
than algorithms. This distinction explains the fact that while administrators can define 
stable principles and structures, they refrain from describing any principle or structure 
as a hard and fast rule. Becker’s chapter exists at the micro level of the organization – 
part of a GSE class reading. Yet the degree to which it parallels the overarching 
organizational structure is fascinating. This consistency in both broad organizational 
norms and fine-grained individual experiences is remarkable. At HTH, constructivism 
forms the basis for both principles and structures; it also allows for principled 
structures – those flexible enough to encompass divergent behaviors that allow for 
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considerable human agency – as opposed to bureaucratic forms. Most significantly, 
this process is complicated by a pedagogically-oriented logic.  
Pedagogy and Institutional Logics 
 As mentioned earlier, constructivism is a learning theory that is also the core 
logic of HTH. This means there are pedagogical implications for organizational design 
and socialization. While some scholarship has keyed in on the relationship between 
pedagogy and organizational learning (Oakes, et al, 1998), none has examined what it 
means to use a pedagogical principle to inform organizational function. Also, the use 
of pedagogy to inform organizational processes and structures may not be wholly new, 
but the constituent pieces fit this logic to provide consistent understandings of 
organizational design and enactment of the organization’s goals. Moreover, recent 
research suggests that logics related to accountability currently dominate school 
organization (Bridwell-Mitchell, 2013; Hallett, 2010; Marz, et al, 2016). Constructivism-
as-logic differs in its pedagogical orientation; it encourages individuals’ knowledge 
construction, rather than compliance. This case problematizes conceptions of 
coupling, in that experts in institutional theory suggest schools are becoming more 
tightly coupled due to increased accountability (Meyer & Rowan, 2006). HTH showed 
that a school can be tightly coupled, or coherent in practice (Mehta & Fine, 2015a), 
without having strict hierarchies and accountability-based enforcement strategies. 
Moreover, there is something appealing about using pedagogy to inform how 
leadership might run a school. A pedagogically-oriented logic suggests that a school 
can balance authentic learning experiences with deep intellectual work, depending on 
how that logic operates.  
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 Figure 3 shows an abstraction of the organizational structure and processes that 
make up the core beliefs and practices for teacher education at HTH, as indicated 
earlier in Figure 2. It illustrates the general ideas behind the three organizing 
principles that apply specifically to HTH. My analysis has indicated that, for a school 
in particular, this type of principled foundation provides overlap and coherence, at 
least from the perspectives of leadership across different levels and programs within 
the organization. 
Figure 3: Logic Mediating Coupling Between Structures and Organizing Principles 
 
 Figure 3 illustrates the general organizational schema through which HTH 
arrived at coherent principles and structures in its teacher education programming. 
The substantive part of the figure on the right starts with pedagogy, because 
constructivism is a pedagogical tool that in the case of HTH is also the core logic. 
Abstractions of personalization, authenticity, and reflection are process, people, and 
learning/socialization. Process means the basic ways in which the organization achieves 
its goals; for example, a school of education can consider an embedded structure to 
better align theory and practice in authentic ways. People signifies the organization’s 
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attitudes towards its people and how it understands actors and agency within the 
prevailing structures. Learning/Socialization represents how an organization attempts to 
bring people into its ways of being. This combination is consistent with prior theories 
of institutional logics. The model does not compartmentalize different dimensions of 
institutions but conceptualizes as complementary the “structural (coercive), normative, 
and symbolic (cognitive) carriers” of institutions (Thornton & Ocasio, 2008, p. 101). 
Together these forces help explain the design of HTH and how it might inform other 
organizations. The left-hand side of Figure 3 provides the broadest level of abstraction 
of findings from the case of HTH. The core logic is meant to be the fundamental driver 
of both principle and structure.  
 HTH modeled this type of framework and did so while providing considerable 
agency across its many actors and while also reflecting consistent principles related to 
constructivism. To illustrate, authenticity and disruption of theory-practice binaries 
are a process that might help explain why individuals are so empowered at HTH. In 
their analysis of sensemaking and policy implementation, Spillane, Reiser, & Reimer 
(2002) positioned the teacher as an “implementing agent” (p. 393), who must interpret 
both policy signals and practice within classrooms (p. 397). These authors suggested 
that understandings of policy often focus on superficial issues, such as the type of 
activity, “even if deeper and more abstract principles such as changes in mathematical 
discourse or changes in students’ epistemological stance toward science are not 
reflected” (p. 400). Essentially, implementing agents do not always understand the 
theory underlying new practices, which can water down how those policies are 
enacted. On the other hand, past critiques of “traditional” teacher education at times 
have argued that university-based teacher education focuses too much on theory 
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(Wilson, 2014). This is the context in which nGSEs originally arose, and yet HTH, the 
first nGSE, still focuses quite a bit on theory that connects intimately to practice. When 
teachers participate in their students’ learning activities, receive constant feedback, 
collaborate with similarly-positioned peers, and go to school in the same cluster of 
buildings in which they teach, their understanding of theory and practice is more 
connected, less binary. They can implement new practices with more complete 
understandings of their meaning and implications. 
 While important, using a pedagogically-oriented logic like constructivism may 
not suffice in supporting agency in consistent ways to educators. What is important to 
understand is that HTH provides more than simply a model for organizing; it provides 
a model for occupational socialization that includes both organizational socialization and 
professional learning (Spillane & Anderson, 2014). Again, the model is not agnostic; 
there is an interaction between the content of the ideas and the design of the 
structures, even as some principles are variable. Still, this model works at HTH, 
because of the specific organizing principles that constitute the overarching logic of 
constructivism, as well as the structures that have developed around them.   
Constructivism and Institutional Theory 
 Constructivism is fundamentally a human-centered approach to learning and 
creating. Meyer & Rowan (1977) argued that loose coupling in organizations means 
ceremonial attention to formal rules that affords considerable room for interpretation. 
While similarly oriented, constructivism is not simply about allowing all actors to do as 
they please. HTH exemplifies an organization in which people have considerable 
agency as indicated by their divergent practices, even as that practice is consistently 
informed by specific organizing principles. It does this by treating these principles as 
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structures and using them to inform the design of the organization. Behavior was not 
decoupled from structure so much as structure allowed for flexibility of behavior.  
 Constructivism within HTH, along with its three constituent principles, 
suggests new directions for institutional theory. In addition to tighter coupling based 
on accountability systems (Meyer & Rowan, 2006), schools continue to draw on logics 
aligned with bureaucratic, market, or democratic institutions (Bridwell-Mitchell, 2013). 
The case of HTH suggests that some spaces are less affected by accountability, 
bureaucratic, or market logics; it demonstrates that a school might have tight coupling 
around principles while also allowing for divergent practice. Moreover, with its 
approach to personalization, equity, and human agency, HTH aligns more to logics of 
democratic institutions. In fact, the founding administrator who claimed that HTH was 
predicated on the notion of “together and equal” (Administrator 28) supports the 
importance of democracy. This, despite the fact that discussions about democracy are 
“definitely not as explicit” as others at HTH (Interview #30). Democracy is not an 
explicitly important institution at HTH, but under the surface, the fundamental logic 
and organizing principles align with democratic ideas. Along this vein, I also argue that 
democracy is not the primary “institutional sector” from which constructivist logics are 
derived (Thornton & Ocasio, 2008, p. 104); I argue that there is an additional such 
sector that current theories of logics do not fully account for: the institution of 
schooling.  
Previous research on logics does not account a major societal institution of 
schooling (e.g., Friedland & Alford, 1991; Thornton & Ocasio, 2008). Constructivism as 
logic suggests that HTH drew from an intellectual institutional sector, as well as one 
focused on pedagogy. In fact, leaders at HTH referenced scholars and pedagogues like 
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Dewey, Freire, and Ted Sizer as deeply formative for the organization. Institutional 
theory does not often account for intellectual contexts as influential institutional 
forces, instead focusing on markets, government, and fields as key pieces of the 
institutional environment (Scott, 2013). Scholars would do well to explicitly consider 
schooling or at least a more general intellectual environment in future work, especially 
when studying education.  
 Methodologically, this chapter pushes institutional theory to a place that 
encourages researchers to more closely examine the relationships between 
organizational structure, stated principles, and underlying logics. The interactions 
between actors and structures, as well as perceptions of structures, provides useful 
data for understanding the basic architecture of an organization, which pushes past 
the “black box” of institutionalism (Marz, et al, 2016; Zucker, 1991). Micro analyses are 
becoming more common in institutional theory (e.g., Hallett, 2010), and while analysis 
of principles or logics of organizational actors has proven fruitful, looking more closely 
at the relationship between those principles and structures – not just principles and 
practice – can help organizational theorists better understand the intentional design of 
organizations, or how leaders might arrive at specific types of practices. 
 This work also informs the structure-agency debate (Coburn, 2016). Because 
HTH tries to empower its students and teachers, a central question for the organization 
has been how to retain flexibility across the organization, or paradoxically, how to 
mandate practices that depend on individual agency. School leaders are the starting 
point to that discussion; they exist in the middle of policy demands and the core work 
of teaching (Spillane, et al). How leaders make sense of their work deeply informs how 
they understand and carry out policies (Coburn, 2005) and presumably other 
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institutional pressures. Lipsky (2010) used the evocative term, “street-level 
bureaucrats” to describe public service professionals who interpret and enact policy. 
While Lipsky meant teachers to be the street-level bureaucrats in schools, when 
viewed from an institutional lens, school leaders are also vital to the process of filtering 
institutional logics into schools. Chapter 5 will look more closely at the experiences of 
faculty and students – within teacher education – and how they compare to leaders’ 
intended designs. Chapter 6 will build on these analyses to investigate the connections 
between HTH and its broader institutional environment. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Practicing with Theory: Towards a Relational, Actionable Epistemology for 
Improvement Science 
 This chapter investigates how teacher education students at HTH – novice 
teachers seeking credentials and experienced teachers seeking M.Ed.’s – made sense of 
their experiences as learners and often newcomers to the organization. As explained 
previously, HTH operates with a core logic of constructivism, itself comprised of three 
organizing principles – authenticity, personalization, and inquiry. Yet as Abdal-Haqq 
(1998) has suggested, “[t]he overarching challenge constructivism presents to teachers 
and teacher educators is the formidable task of translating a learning theory into a 
theory of teaching (MacKinnon & Scarff-Seatter, 1997), which in turn raises questions 
about what teachers need to know and be able to do” (p. 5). Framed by this challenge, 
this chapter addresses the dissertation’s second research question as well as an 
additional question that emerged from the analysis. The research question is: How do 
teacher education students make sense of their learning at HTH, how do they develop 
and co-develop categories for their experiences, and how are these processes mediated 
by formal aspects of the organization (i.e., rules and explicit norms)? The additional 
question that emerged from the analysis is:  What and how do teacher education 
students learn about teaching at HTH?  
 To answer these questions, this chapter uses a sensemaking lens, as explained 
in Chapter 2, to analyze the relationship between design and enactment at HTH. To do 
so, the chapter draws on Chapter 4’s findings about what leaders intended in their 
design as a comparison point for what students actually experienced. I found that 
teacher education students’ experiences within HTH paralleled the three design 
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principles described by faculty. Throughout this chapter, the term student refers to 
adult teacher education students, whereas pupil refers to K-12 youths. Further, a term 
like candidate is only sometimes appropriate because in this case, students included 
experienced educators in HTHGSE’s M.Ed. program.  For both teacher education 
students and faculty, the organization’s design was enacted in such a way that it has 
novel implications for organizational learning, or, “the processes of individual and 
collective learning” (Prange, 1999, p. 25). Specifically, students’ experiences centered on 
project design, dialogue, and reflection, discussed below. These learning experiences 
troubled conventional theory-practice relationships and contributed to a dialogical 
and actionable conception of knowledge for the organization. Further, because HTH 
used a framework of improvement science as its primary method of organizational 
learning, this conception of knowledge advances a nascent epistemology for 
improvement science in education.  While very similar to previous conceptions of 
theory, practice, and knowledge (e.g., Britzman, 1991; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999), 
teaching and learning experiences at HTH were also intimately connected to 
organizational design, which adds a new dimension to previous scholarship on these 
topics. Knowledge at HTH was centered in the work of students and faculty and also 
supported by formal structures in the organization, such as the embedded school of 
education and HTH’s research center.   
 The previous chapter discussed HTH’s logic of constructivism that undergirded 
its design principles; this chapter investigates how the organization’s design, especially 
its approach to teacher education (including initial preparation, educational 
leadership, and professional development), was enacted and subsequently understood 
by the participants involved in these various programs. Using a sensemaking 
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perspective, this chapter draws on the experiences of teacher education students and 
faculty to unpack this enactment of the program’s design. Teacher education at HTH 
went beyond professional learning; it included a comprehensive approach best 
described as occupational socialization (Spillane & Anderson, 2014), described below. 
The following section briefly reviews the literature on sensemaking, as related to the 
dissertation’s larger framework of institutional theory, that pertains to this chapter; 
Chapter 2 covers this work more expansively. My findings then expand upon students’ 
experiences with professional learning and socialization at HTH. Most of these 
teachers were novices who had some component of paid teaching practice alongside 
their student work, whether as coaches or teachers of record. Two were master’s 
degree students in HTHGSE; these were experienced educators but also teacher 
education students. After elucidating my findings, I synthesize the information to 
develop new conceptions of knowledge for the field of improvement science. The final 
section discusses implications for institutional theory, based on themes cutting across 
this chapter and the last.  
Organizations, Knowledge, and Learning 
 The core logic of HTH was constructivism. Here, constructivism should be 
understood as not only organizational but also pedagogical in orientation – that is, it 
informed the operation of the HTH organization and was also the basis of the theory of 
learning that informed HTH’s approach to teaching. When newcomers joined HTH, 
they joined a K-12 school, but they all also participated in some aspects of the 
organization’s teacher education programming, some to learn to teach, others to 
become teacher leaders, still others to learn the HTH mission. For these reasons, 
HTH’s approaches to teacher education can be understood as a form of occupational 
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socialization (Spillane & Anderson, 2014), a term that incorporates socialization into an 
organization and learning in a professional field (Heck, 1995). Applied to HTH, this 
term consists of the relationship between how new teachers were socialized into the 
organization and how they learned to teach. This is a rich area for study, as indicated 
in Chapter 3, where I pointed out that the fields of organizational studies and teacher 
education rarely overlap. Using a lens of organizational studies to unpack a teacher 
education program, as I do in this study, thus provides a novel perspective on learning 
and socialization within organizations, as it allows me to show how concepts from both 
fields inform one another.  
Sensemaking and Enactment of High Tech High Design 
 While this dissertation uses an institutional theory framework, Chapter 3 
explained how sensemaking theory also informs my methodological approaches to 
data collection and analysis. The combination of sensemaking with institutional theory 
has a growing basis, despite some debate about the fit between the two areas of study. 
Weick (1979; 2003) challenged institutional theory’s dichotomy between organizations 
and their environments. He suggested that the object-subject relationship posited in 
institutional literature belied a more complex approach: “the firm partitioning of the 
world into the environment and the organization excludes the possibility that people 
invent rather than discover part of what they think they see” (Weick, 2003, p. 166). 
However, a number of theorists have moved beyond this critique to connect both 
theories into more comprehensive approaches to understanding the organization-
environment dynamic (Baschke, et al, 2014; Jennings & Greenwood, 2003; Marz, et al, 
2016; Weber & Glynn, 2006). To illustrate this complex relationship, Weick, et al (2005) 
described the processes of sensemaking and enactment as mediators between 
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organizations and their environments: “people organize to make sense of equivocal 
inputs and enact this sense back into the world to make that world more orderly.” (p. 
415). He argued that micro-sociological examinations could illuminate this process to 
better help theorists understand the mutual influences that environments and 
organizations have on one another.    
  As a micro-sociological lens, sensemaking pushes the current analysis beyond 
the previous chapter’s topic of organizational design, in order to get at the output of 
that design – again, what students actually experience. As Hallett (2010) argued, 
“[o]bserving work is perhaps the best way to identify the couplings between 
organizations and myths” (p. 66), which means that what happens on the ground is a 
strong indicator of macro-sociological phenomena – the relationship between an 
organization and its institutional environment. He further explained that an inhabited 
view of institutions illuminates the “internal manifestation” of external institutional 
forces, in part “by demonstrating how interests become articulated via local 
interactions” (Hallett, 2010, p. 53). Meaning making is part of this process – the 
definition of new terms to describe organizational interactions and processes, similar 
to Weick’s (1979) description of sensemaking as “talking to discover meaning” (p. 165). 
To explore newcomers’ experiences, I drew on two data sources: first, novice teachers’ 
sensemaking related to their experiences in HTH’s education programs, in the form of 
interview data. Second, I analyzed these data side-by-side with observations of teacher 
education practices to understand how the organization enacts its designs – to 
understand what HTH teacher education means to its students. Chapter 6 uses 
findings from this and the prior chapter to situate the phenomenon of teacher 
education at HTH in a macro context.  
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 Chapter 5 builds on Chapter 4’s argument, but instead of leaders’ perspectives, 
it examines how the organizational designs developed by HTH leaders were both 
enacted in practice and understood by the direct consumers of teacher education: the 
students, including teacher candidates and master’s students. The previous chapter 
found that HTH leaders designed the organization around three principles. These 
principles were also extremely important to teacher education students at HTH. 
However, teacher education students – some of whom had been part of the 
organization for a number of years – framed these principles differently from leaders. 
Figure 4 depicts the relationship between how the teacher education programs were 
designed and how they were enacted, as indicated by students’ experiences. To 
explicate these perspectives, the rest of this chapter is divided into two major sections. 
First, I argue that three key student experiences emerged from interviews and 
observations, all still based on an underlying logic of constructivism: (a) project design; 
(b) dialogue and collaboration; and (c) reflection. The chapter then offers a deeper 
analysis, looking across these three core pieces to understand the teaching and 
learning that happened at HTH. My analysis suggests a complex theory-practice 
relationship made possible by the program design, which points to a relational, 
actionable approach to knowledge and learning, the idea being that learning is 
human-centered, based on recursive perspective-taking, and must be put to practical 
use. Furthermore, because HTH bases its organizational learning on an improvement 
science framework, the use and conceptualization of knowledge at HTH have 
important epistemological implications for the growing field of improvement.  
Figure 4: Enactment of Design 
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Conceptions of Theory, Practice, and Knowledge  
 Chapters 2 and 4 have thus far indicated that HTH emphasizes practice. This 
chapter more deeply explores what practice actually means to HTH students and 
faculty, including the role of theory and implications for how knowledge is understood 
and used. As noted in my review of practice-based teacher education in Chapter 2, 
there is substantial literature about theory and practice and how the two relate to 
conceptions of knowledge, particularly in schools. While the most recent practice turn 
tends to elevate practice over theory (Zeichner, 2012), scholars have long 
problematized and challenged the theory-practice dichotomy (Britzman, 1991; Carr & 
Kemmis, 1986; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2009; Dutro & 
Cartun, 2016). The experiences of teacher education students and faculty at HTH 
provide a concrete example of how the various narratives about the relationships of 
theory and practice manifest in a school of education that is intimately connected to 
clinical practice.  
A number of scholars who advance a deep theory-practice connection tend to 
also have a non-mechanistic, contextualized conception of practice, and place 
practitioners at the center of their work (Britzman, 1991; Carr & Kemmis, 1986; 
Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999, 2009). These authors position teachers as reflective 
change agents who work in dialogue with other people and whose work is inherently 
theoretical. Specifically, Carr & Kemmis (1986) paid careful attention to the roles of 
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those engaged in theorizing and practicing, arguing that research must link 
“researchers and practitioners in a common task in which the duality of the research 
and practice roles is transcended” (p. 158). These authors warned against atheoretical 
conceptions of practice. Britzman (1991) suggested that it is not possible to disentangle 
theory from practice as she advocated for a critical, reflective, and dialogical form of 
practice. More recently, Cochran-Smith & Lytle (1999) drew on these and other works 
to arrive at the idea of knowledge-of-practice, which rejects depictions of “outside” or 
decontextualized knowledge, while putting forth the idea that “knowledge is 
constructed collectively within local and broader communities… grow[s] out of 
different but somewhat related intellectual and educational movements, [and] … 
constructs the role of teacher as knower and as agent in the classroom and in larger 
educational contexts” (p. 274). Looking across, this work has focused on context, 
practitioners, dialogue, and reflection, all of which mirrors many of the ways in which 
HTH actors described their experiences of teaching and learning.  
 HTH’s approaches paralleled much of this work but also added to it by virtue of 
the school’s unique organizational structure of an embedded teacher education 
program, which is an embodiment of the idea that theory and practice are not two 
separate things, but are instead dialectically connected. The case of HTH encourages 
scholars to continue to conceptualize theory, practice, and knowledge as recursively 
interconnected rather than dichotomized, while also incorporating program or even 
organizational design into the way these different constructs relate to each other. 
HTH’s conception of knowledge is not just about the classroom or social context but 
about the specific organizational context, and because the research traditions of 
organizational studies and teacher education have developed largely separate from 
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one another, this epistemology offers a new approach to both fields. It does not create 
new concepts so much as synthesize existing ones from both fields. Furthermore, 
because HTH uses the framework of improvement science to drive its organizational 
learning, HTH’s conception of knowledge, detailed below, also contributes to an 
epistemology for improvement literature. The rest of this chapter takes up some of 
these issues as it discusses faculty and student experiences of teacher education at 
HTH.     
Enacted Design Principles and Students’ Perceptions 
 This section analyzes the experiences of teacher education students at HTH in 
order to provide an “enacted” view of the organization’s design. Enactment typically 
refers to the actions of human actors that occurs alongside their own sensemaking 
(Jennings & Greenwood, 2003; Weick, et al., 2005). These types of analyses can allow 
for less distinction among actors at different organizational levels or from different 
backgrounds (e.g., Weick, 2010); however, in this case I focus on how students 
experienced HTH teacher education programs. This section considers two processes: 
enactment of HTH design – in other words, student experiences as directed by teacher 
educators – and student sensemaking of that enacted design. These processes help 
answer the question driving this chapter, which essentially asks, what did students do 
as part of their teacher education programs, and how did they make sense of it? I rely 
on two forms of data to answer this question, including observations of students’ 
experiences in classrooms, orientations, and professional development sessions, as 
well as in-depth interviews to better understand students’ perceptions. I frame 
students’ learning experiences as the enactment of the school’s three organizing 
principles – what Chapter 4 called authenticity, personalization, and inquiry. 
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 Based on my analysis, I suggest that students’ experiences typically fall into 
three categories that parallel the aforementioned organizing principles: (a) project 
design; (b) discussion & collaboration; and (c) reflection. These three types of learning 
experiences parallel the organizing principles from the previous chapter, but it is very 
important to note that each emerged separately from the data. That is, the experiences 
were not based a priori on HTH’s organizing principles, but rather they emerged from 
a triangulation of interview and observational data. Not surprisingly, these experiences 
also fit very neatly into the organizing principles framework established in Chapter 4. 
The current analysis was mostly pre-planned, with the exception of several new and 
evolving interview questions. Below, I explore the three types of learning experiences 
in terms of: enactment of experience, which discusses definitions and examples based on 
field notes of observations; students’ sensemaking of experience, based on interview data; 
and the knowledge and learning specific to HTH that emerges from these categories of 
experience.  
Authenticity as Project Design, Modeling, and Storytelling 
 This section analyzes the first of the three types of experiences that teacher 
education students had at HTH, which amalgamates project-based learning, modeling, 
and storytelling, all encompassed by the term project design. These pieces parallel the 
finding from Chapter 4 that authenticity was a key organizing principle in HTH design. 
Students from K-12 to the graduate school consistently engaged in practices framed by 
HTH participants as “authentic.” As a prime example, from the start of their 
orientation to HTH, teacher education students participated in and began to design 
projects similar to those that HTH teachers use with K-12 pupils. Authenticity often 
meant parallels between classroom and real-world learning; this principle was 
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consistently enacted in teacher education spaces and reflected in students’ 
perceptions, as the following text will indicate. 
Project design as the enactment of the principle of authenticity. Project 
design describes the core of what teacher education students do as newcomers to HTH. 
I argue that it connects to the principle of authenticity from Chapter 4, functioning as 
an enacted form of that principle. A number of short excerpts from my field notes 
illustrate what this term means at the school. From the very beginning, students 
participated in the “Odyssey,” an orientation to HTH that lasted just over one week. It 
included every newcomer to the organization, which primarily consisted of interns 
working to earn teaching credentials and master’s students working towards degrees in 
educational leadership. A senior administrator framed the Odyssey for students as an 
“orientation focused on rich project design and teachers getting experiences with 
projects” (Field Notes, 8/7/17). Additionally, in the very first class for intern students, 
the instructor described the class as centered on “project design,” adding that, “we’ve 
been backwards planning for this day for a long time” (Field Notes, 8/11). Project-based 
learning and design were conceptualized as inherently related. This example further 
shows that teacher educators also engage in design; their “backwards planning” 
consisted of school leaders designing educational experiences for this occasion. This 
idea is consistent with organizational perceptions of constructivism, as an 
administrator quoted in the last chapter discussed: “making a grad school, right? The 
great satisfaction derived from making something” (Interview #28, Administrator, stress 
added). Just as administrators designed the school and educational experiences for 
teachers, teachers also engaged in the design process through the development of 
projects for their students, who themselves built things with their assigned projects.  
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 Adult students engaged in the “doing” of projects, but they expected to do so 
both dialogically and by following reflective practices. An example of students’ early 
experiences with project design occurred during the second day of Odyssey in what 
facilitators called “Project Brainstorms,” as this excerpt from my fieldnotes indicates.  
Students stand around a U-shaped table with dozens of pictures placed along it. 
The instructor asks them to drop their bags. She tells them the pictures are of 
projects that HTH teachers have created over the years and that these students 
will hopefully learn about some of the projects they might want to do in their 
future classrooms. After introducing themselves, students spend 10 minutes 
looking at the pictures and reading descriptive text on the back. The text has 
three sections– an intro, a “teacher reflection” and a “student reflection.” The 
instructor eventually joins in, looking at a number of the cards. Many of them 
are introductory projects completed in the first semester of school to get 
students used to the design principles of HTH. 
In this situation, students examined projects that HTH teachers before them had 
designed. The instructor explained that this process was meant to familiarize students 
with using HTH design principles. Students did so alongside one another, in a 
facilitated conversation that included reflecting upon past teacher and student 
reflections. This incorporation of dialogue and reflection was central to the design 
process, as the next several sections show.  
 The two constructs, project-based learning and design intersected both 
conceptually and in practice at HTH. In fact, HTH actors often combined them into 
“project design,” and the two had a relatively common co-occurrence rate in the coding 
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process. Illustrating the relationship, the following example occurred midway through 
the orientation week. Students were asked to reflect on project design and purpose. 
The facilitators review “scaffolding for high quality work.” They ask three 
questions: What are the indispensable steps (benchmarks, drafting, prototype, 
technique) in the process that must be intentionally planned? How might 
teachers make sure every single pupil can reach the learning goals? What 
interventions can teachers incorporate to provide access to all students? The 
facilitators then explain that in terms of equity and diversity, teachers should 
lean on inclusion specialists, who can help with learning goals. Projects should 
be designed to provide access and challenge for all students as they engage in 
meaningful work, which includes a range of perspectives, skills, knowledge, 
content, products. (Field Notes, 8/9) 
In essence, the emphasis was not solely on either projects or design; in fact, the design 
concept could be interpreted as a meta-level form of project-based learning, meaning 
that teacher education students engaged in project design processes to learn how to 
create new projects. Similarly, during the orientation, one session made dual points, 
starting with an essential question, which was project on a screen: “How do we design 
learning experiences that promote equity and support the HTH design principles?” In 
this session, a facilitator then suggested that projects should be part of that design, 
claiming that, “they’re one of the ways in which you can provide equity” (Field Notes, 
8/10). Here, students were asked to create projects that promoted design principles, 
including equity. These vignettes are just two of many examples of layering principles 
upon one another along different levels of the organization. My point here is not so 
much to unpack HTH’s notion of equity, which I discussed in Chapter 4, but to draw 
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readers’ attention to two things: the parallels between HTH organizing principles and 
their enactment in teacher education classrooms, as well as the idea that projects were 
not ends in themselves but meant do something authentic and meaningful. At HTH 
the focus was not just about principles informing practice but principles that 
thematically related with practices and paralleled one another between multiple 
levels, such as teacher education and K-12 classrooms. 
Students’ perceptions of learning project design: modeling and storytelling. 
While often practicing project design, students made sense of this experience using 
different terms, in particular “modeling.” They spoke often of projects but less so about 
design. Modeling was their preferred term, and students tended to describe teachers’ 
modeling with brief stories. These stories functioned as “interpretive frames” that help 
actors learn about organizational processes while allowing for flexibility or even 
“change in operational routines without affecting organizational mythology” (Levitt & 
March, 1988, p. 324). Stories suggested diverse interpretations of project design while 
maintaining consistent the core principle of authenticity, generally expressed in terms 
of modeling. 
 One M.Ed. student discussed the difference between HTH and another teacher 
education program in which she had been a student. She said in HTH teacher 
education classes, 
we didn't always talk about every single thing that we read but if we were to do 
that it was definitely a dialogue and it wasn't... Rarely were we sitting in class, 
just sitting there listening and having the professor tell us what they thought 
about it. [Laughs]. Yeah, so I feel like they really did a good job of modeling 
how we should be engaging our own students and I found that to be very 
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consistent in the GSE… I feel like that's what really made this program stand 
out being different from the last time I was in grad school and I got an initial 
Master's in Education just to be a teacher. And it was so ironic to me how often 
I was sitting in classes and the teacher was just lecturing. And they'd be 
lecturing about how we shouldn't be lecturing (Interview #24, Student).  
This student used a personal anecdote to describe HTH modeling and compare it to 
the lecturing of another teacher education school. This account echoes that of an 
administrator quoted in Chapter 4, who described the discrepancy between theory and 
practice at a university where he was a teacher educator years before (Interview #29). 
The difference between the two lies in references to structure: whereas administrators 
and key faculty members related HTH conceptions of theory and practice to structures 
or organizational design principles, students simply discussed practices they 
experienced without pointing to broader organizational planning. Students made 
sense of the programs through personal experiences, less so by naming formal rules or 
structures. 
 This M.Ed. student further illustrated the connection between modeling and 
authenticity: 
I'm not so interested in the school, principal leadership. I think I saw a little too 
much about what that looks like and I'm not so interested in that. But I feel like 
I would gain more credibility if I was able to show... If I were trying to get to that 
role right now and tell science teachers, "Oh, this is how we should be doing 
things." But they didn't ever see it happening before, especially in my own 
classroom, then it wouldn't have as much of an impact if it was more of a 
support from the ground up, like if I got everyone on board even before I got on 
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at that leadership level. So that's what I'm thinking about as far as where I could 
have my... Practice my leadership in the future. (Interview #24).  
The student suggested that teacher leaders relied on frames of authenticity; their 
legitimacy was based on ability and experience actively engaging with the material, in 
this case science teaching. Furthermore, the student questioned where to “practice my 
leadership,” which suggests that knowledge she gained in her time at HTH (at the time, 
she was finishing her student experience) was not definitive. Students tended to speak 
of knowledge as an ongoing thing, critiquing the idea that one could learn something 
and then simply apply it. The student positioned herself as a leader but also a 
continuous learner. The knowledge she gained should serve to help her gain 
additional knowledge in future practice.  
Knowledge: Comparisons of faculty and students’ conceptions of theory & 
practice. As depicted in Chapter 4, school leaders problematized the relationship 
between theory and practice when describing HTH’s principle of authenticity. On the 
surface, teacher education students had a contrasting tendency to question non-
applied knowledge, what they termed “theory” and favored practice-based notions of 
knowledge in which practice is emphasized above theory (Ball & Forzani, 2009; 
Grossman, et al, 2009). However, when digging deeper, students began to acknowledge 
the importance of theory in their learning and in their sites of practice. The following 
series of interview excerpts trace one student’s increasingly complex depictions of 
theory-practice relationships over the course of his interview. This example provides a 
nuanced look at common student perspectives on learning and knowledge. While 
generally consistent with findings from Chapter 4, these excerpts complicate the 
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assertions of several faculty and administrators, who argued that theory and practice 
were equally important.  
… this is my personal point of reference as only ever being in this credentialing 
program. But I have friends and colleagues who have not come from the High 
Tech credentialing program. And so I use their experience to compare my own 
to theirs. And something that strikes me about this credentialing program in 
particular as it's linked to a school is, there is a very strong loyalty to the 
education that's being given out. That is always tied to what's practical in the 
classroom. And at times and often times I guess it means that it's some ways 
detached from the theoretical academic world. So for example, I think about 
people like, I teach Humanities, so I think of the work of Billy Long Fillmore 
and Kyleen Beers and other, Kay Kinsella, but those names have never come up 
in my work in the credentialing program. It’s come up ... Their work has come 
up in conversations with colleagues who have been in university attached 
programs. (Interview #4, Student) 
This student’s experience seems to concur with the finding from the previous chapter 
that HTH’s embedded model allows for closer theory-practice relationships. He also 
said that types of practice – or in his words, “loyalty to the education that’s being given” 
– remain consistent across the organization, and these practices adhere to that which is 
authentic, practical, and contextual. However, the student also claimed that at HTH 
educational theory seemed less important than practice, especially in comparing HTH 
teacher education to the more traditional programs that some colleagues had 
experienced.  
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 Later in the interview, the same student further distinguished between theory, 
practice, and teacher education at HTH, nuancing the organizational narrative 
comparing teacher education at HTH with that of universities:  
I created a project where we studied the propositions that were going to be on 
the California ballot and then they went through the process of creating op-eds, 
which were a blend of informational writing as well as braille writing that, that 
they then hosted a voter information night with. So there is the sort of 
theoretical piece around learning and mastering informational, reading 
informational text and writing informational text. But then there's that real-
world connection that gives them a sort of buy into what they're doing and why 
it's important to learn it. (Interview #4, Student). 
The student described a project of his own design that drew on both a “theoretical 
piece” and a “real-world connection.” The student then described encouragement 
from faculty to draw from educational research: 
Something that came to mind especially thinking about the whole view of our 
education thinking. I also feel that there's a piece of good teaching that is, 
teaching is always a conversation with other teaching. When I say that I'm 
talking about that we as teachers, that we know the names of academics who 
are doing cutting edge work in education. And that, their work is accessible to 
us and that we're doing what we can to be in conversation with those larger 
conversations as much as possible. (Interview #4, Student).  
While this student originally said that teacher education at HTH deemphasized theory 
in favor of practice, his own understanding of practice was intimately tied to theory. In 
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fact, theory became central to his own practice, in part because of programmatic 
expectations to do “cutting edge work.”  
 While the student’s initial instinct was to make practice central to the 
discussion of knowledge he learned at HTH, his descriptions of products of that 
learning included direct references to a “theoretical piece,” as well as academic 
literature. He thus positioned practice as a major component of teacher education at 
HTH – an emphasis that the foundational literature on practice-based teacher 
education advocates (Ball & Forzani, 2009; Grossman, et al, 2009) – but with 
substantive differences in terms of disrupting the theory-practice binary. Dutro & 
Cartun (2016) attempt to reframe the current iteration of practice-based teacher 
education, the practice turn (Zeichner, 2012), in much the same way; they call for 
immersing students of education in practice while also highlighting the importance of 
multiple strands of theory, taught alongside the learning of practice. This model best 
parallels the intersection between how HTH students and teachers understood theory-
practice relationships in teacher education. 
Dialogue & Collaboration 
 Dialogue and collaboration represented some of the most important ways in 
which students interacted with the HTH teacher education curriculum. These 
experiences connected very closely with the personalization principle, described in 
Chapter 4. Dialogical and collaborative practices provided a concrete manifestation of 
this principle. The current section focuses on these practices, including specific 
examples of their enactment and what they meant for student learning. The sub-
sections here show how protocols in particular were important methods for facilitating 
dialogue and collaboration, which contributed to a relational conception of knowledge 
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at HTH. The subsequent section on reflective practices at HTH further analyzes 
protocols, indicating their importance across multiple programs and design principles 
within the organization.  
Enacted personalization: Protocols at High Tech High. Protocols were an 
omnipresent practice for HTH teacher educators. There were two main types of 
protocols; for both, protocols were flexible structures for driving dialogue and 
reflection. First, there was a common “reflective protocol” with key questions that 
students were asked to use for discussion after several activities throughout both 
Odyssey and classroom activities. These questions were, “What struck you? What 
questions do you have? What concerns do you have?” (Field Notes, 8/11). In my field 
notes, I documented that these questions came up multiple times during the Odyssey. 
An interviewee also suggested that, “What did you notice? What did you wonder 
about?” were also common protocol questions (Interview #25, Student). Although these 
questions are simple, it is important to note that they ask students to take stock of their 
own perspectives in thinking about whatever material or activity transpires. A second 
pattern in my observations of protocol-driven dialogues was that facilitators and 
instructors tended to provide specific, consistent names for types of activities. These 
included “empathy interviews” (Field Notes, 8/8), “popcorn” discussions (Field Notes, 
8/7; 8/9), “gallery walks” (Field Notes, 8/9), “chalk talk” (Field Notes, 8/11), “dialogic 
interviews” (Field Notes, 8/24), and so on. These terms were not one-off; they were 
used consistently, even if by only one facilitator.  
Faculty used protocols in both formal and informal settings to help with 
student collaboration as well as reflection. During the Odyssey, a senior administrator 
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working for the credentialing program said this about protocols, while explaining the 
purpose of a group activity, as indicated in an excerpt from field notes below:  
The facilitator frames the activity by noting that everyone, new members 
included, is expected to “step up and share ideas, as HTH is a system of teacher-
led schools where everyone’s voices are valued.” She says three things about 
the protocol for this activity: (a) It is structured conversation, so participants 
should expect it to feel awkward or contrived at first. (b) The structure is there 
because some people have many ideas to share and feel empowered, whereas 
others who have ideas may feel less so. (c) The protocol is in place to make sure 
the conversation feels equitable, meaning teacher education students can use 
them with K-12 students to make sure they have a voice. (Field Notes, 8/10).  
These notes sum up the administrator’s rationale for using protocols. Her point had 
several pieces. First, collaboration and even leadership was important for all teachers 
at HTH, even those with no prior teaching experience. Second, she recognized that the 
protocol might feel contrived – in a school where teacher agency is valued, a 
prescribed set of questions seems odd to some. However, her third point explained 
why the protocols were important and even powerful. They were used throughout the 
organization to provide everyone with a voice, including students, teachers, 
administrators, and so on. Essentially, each individual had value, a humanist idea that 
aligns with the principle of personalization discussed in the last chapter. Thus, I frame 
the use of protocols as an enactment or instantiation of this principle.   
 Framed as a means of opening up conversation, protocols had clear labels that 
seemed to codify specific, common practices in the organization. In advocating for 
practice-based teacher education, Ball and colleagues have written of the lack of either 
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“common standards of practice and vocabulary that would support diffusion, 
adoption, and use” (Cohen & Ball, 2007, p. 12) or a “shared taxonomy of and vocabulary 
for the core practices of teaching” (Ball, et al, 2009, p. 460). While these authors meant 
a taxonomy of practice for K-12 education, HTH included these for both K-12 and 
teacher education spaces. Therefore, in the context of HTH’s modeling authentic 
practices (discussed above), it seems reasonable that HTH teacher educators had 
developed their own common language around specific practices. Still, as with HTH’s 
disruption of theory-practice binaries discussed in the previous section, protocol-based 
dialogues diverged from practice-based teacher education strategies in several ways. 
HTH faculty used a consistent taxonomy but did not overtly encourage their students 
to do the same, nor did they systematize this language as suggested by the literature. 
Students interpreted the modeling at HTH as opening possibilities for suggested 
practices. It was structured but still quite flexible in practice. In addition, practices in 
the sense of actions were not the only codified items; a number of norms were codified 
as well. I recorded these norms in my field notes during an Odyssey seminar: “share 
the air; hard on content, soft on people; and be kind, specific, and helpful” (Field Notes, 
8/9). These specific norms were repeated many times in my field notes and interviews, 
and they depart from a practice-based taxonomy in that they allowed for considerable 
interpretation. They were principles as much as they were practices.  
 O’Donnell (2012) wrote about the importance of what she calls “tools” in 
constructivist learning environments, arguing that they might “serve an important 
representational role in the communications between the more competent and less 
competent members of a group” (p 69). If protocols might be understood as such tools, 
or a form a technology at HTH, then they support the last chapter’s assertion that HTH 
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drew on an underlying constructivist logic. While the discourse of school leaders 
construed personalization as a major component of constructivism, students’ 
experiences suggested that dialogue and collaboration were enacted forms of 
personalization. Leaders aimed to serve each individual, but students tended to look 
beyond the self when making sense of their experiences. Student may not have 
emphasized the principle of personalization that was so important to faculty, but there 
is a broader humanist element that connects the two and intersects with the 
underlying constructivist logic. Taylor & Cranton (2013) illustrate this constructivist-
humanist connection, arguing that it fits within a theory of transformative education.  
Dialogue and collaboration: Students’ perspectives. My observations 
indicated that using protocols was common practice at HTH, yet in interviews, teacher 
education students tended to focus on more general terms such as dialogue and 
collaboration when framing their experiences. Therefore, this section, which refers to 
students’ perspectives, is not centered on protocols and instead expands the analysis to 
include depictions of dialogue and collaboration. Interestingly, among all codes in this 
analysis, the two codes, “dialogue and collaboration” and “protocols,” had the highest 
co-occurrence rate, but there was only one such co-occurrence in the interview data. 
The other 22 co-occurrences were captured in field notes. This suggests that, aside 
from projects, students were unwilling to name specific HTH practices like protocols; 
they instead referenced general principles like dialogue or reflection, as this section 
shows. The next section synthesizes these ideas – protocols, dialogue, and 
collaboration – into a discussion of relational knowledge at HTH. 
 One student did point out an organization-wide discussion about the core 
practices in which HTH teachers should engage. She described an internal document 
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called “The High Tech High Teacher” while discussing key teaching practices and 
school culture: 
So I think that collaboration and asking questions is super important. I think 
getting to know your student is really important and trying to identify their 
strengths and to give them opportunities to use that in the classroom or to use 
that to engage in their learning and feel more successful. I think that's a big part 
of it... 
Both grades in which I've taught this year, sort of building classroom 
community has been very important and having the kids know and respect 
each other and to be able to have as much voice within the classroom as 
possible. And that changes I think as the year goes on. But certainly, by the end 
of the year, I think the goal is to have a lot more students have a voice and 
choice in the classroom. (Interview #22, Student). 
This student pointed to the “nebulous” culture at the school, which I interpreted as 
stemming from the “simple structures beget complex behaviors” precept discussed in 
the last chapter. She did mention collaboration, community, voice, and choice as key 
pieces of the HTH schooling agenda. These are the practices that she learned in her 
time as a student of HTH teacher education; all told, they highlight dialogical practices 
as the core of teaching at HTH, both in K-12 and teacher education.  
 Others stressed not simply dialogue but collaboration as key to HTH methods. 
A master’s student who was also lead teacher of a K-12 math class positioned 
collaboration as vital knowledge in his classroom, so much so that he used 
collaboration as a form of assessment. This was his response to a question about 
knowledge and pupil learning: 
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I also give them collaborative assessments where I'm walking around, and just 
grading the conversations. I'm not even grading their actual math that they're 
doing. I'm grading them based on their conversations, on their type of 
questions... if they're controlling the conversation, I'll give them feedback on 
that. You know, like, "Hey, you weren't really sharing the air there. You were 
hogging the entire time instead of inviting so-and-so into the conversation by 
maybe asking them a question, by maybe showing them an example, or maybe 
you asking them to do an example for you." A lot of my feedback will go 
sometimes on those assessments. They think, because I actually lie to them, I lie 
to them and I tell them it's 50% of their grade, is whether the answers are right 
or wrong, and the other 50% is on their participation and collaboration within 
the group. Which, at the end of the day, I don't even grade their actual math 
that they did. I'm grading them only based on their collaboration. I don't tell 
them that, because then I feel like they won't take it as serious. (Interview #6, 
Student). 
In addition to the master’s program, this student had passed through HTH’s credential 
and induction programs, so he had considerable experience with HTH’s teacher 
education programs. In connecting collaborative, dialogical work to assessment, this 
interview helps pinpoint conceptions of knowledge in the organization’s approach to 
teacher education. 
 The above excerpt signaled important parts of the conception of knowledge at 
HTH, in that the assessment of student learning focused on dialogical practices and 
collaborative learning. Thus, dialogue and collaboration were part of the vital 
knowledge at HTH, or what I describe as a form of relational knowledge. This knowledge 
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drew on constructivist-humanist principles that center human actors and individuals’ 
knowledge construction within a communal context. Such knowledge departs from 
the last chapter in which I argued that constructivism at HTH meant personalization, 
or a focus on the individual, but it is not incompatible. Taylor & Cranton (2013) 
maintain both that constructivism can encompass “individual construction of meaning 
and social construction of meaning” and that humanist philosophy can help make 
sense of this distinction, in that it shares with constructivism a focus on an “‘inherently 
good’ notion” of people (p. 39). While the individual and the group were both uniquely 
important at HTH, they still fit together into the school’s constructivist underpinnings 
in that they also reflected humanist ideals.  
Relational knowledge. The importance of relational knowledge at HTH was 
emphasized not simply in terms of how to teach students but also how to be a school 
leader. When asked about core practices in the teacher education programs at HTH, 
one GSE student whose goal was to be a teacher leader said this: 
I've actually done a lot of thinking around this, because my Masters project was 
sort of relaying my experiences on leadership to inclusion specialists. So to 
clarify, I came to High Tech High-GSE, because as a special education teacher, I 
found myself in the role of a leader without ever having any formal leadership 
training. And I really felt like I wanted and needed that. So in coming here, I 
learned a lot of patterns in the classes that I then understood as like, leadership 
moves, and that I started to incorporate and are reflected in the leadership 
toolkit that I created as part of my Masters work for inclusive specialists who 
are new to leadership.  
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 So some of those things I think include ... Kind of a more curious stance 
instead of... It's trying to draw out the wisdom of others, rather than giving 
people wisdom, I want them to come to that solution or conclusion on their 
own. So through their coaching practices, I kind of steer them or corral them in 
the right direction, or direction that I thought would be meaningful to draw out 
wisdom to their own experiences. Let's see, what else did I learn in my classes? 
(Interview #25, Student) 
Here, the student argued that knowledge comes less from one person delivering 
information and more from taking a curious stance to draw out others’ wisdom. She 
went on to dispel the importance of being a “sage on stage,” suggesting that, based on 
the HTH model, successful leaders must learn to be collaborative in their efforts.  
 Collaboration was a key part of learning at HTH, of students developing 
knowledge for teaching. A senior administrator running a professional development 
session on writing discussed this when framing the activity for the day, as indicated in 
my field notes: 
The facilitator mentions the HTH design principles: equity, personalized work, 
authenticity, collaboration. He then adds “three operational principles for 
equity” – experience as text, collegial pedagogy, and assessment as dialogue. He 
claims that as a teacher, he didn’t like to divide students between those who 
knew something and those who didn’t, so he tried never to ask a question he 
already knew the answer to. The facilitator then outlines an overall approach: 
all students write daily in a variety of forms, for a variety of purposes and 
audiences. He adds that criteria for excellence varies: “Don’t apply criteria that 
don’t apply to that form of writing; for example, spelling errors on a journal 
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might be a good thing. According to program expectations, writing is 
purposeful, students turn writing into talk and vice versa, and routinely read 
and respond to each others’ writing.” (Field Notes, 8/10).  
This example suggests a profound relationship between dialogue and knowledge at 
HTH. In particular, the “operational principles” described by the facilitator included 
three elements related to my construct of relational knowledge: text, collegiality, and 
dialogue. The three suggest that one’s learning is tied to communication and 
interaction with others. In terms of understanding organizations, this viewpoint fits 
that of Hallett, et al (2009), who argued that, “the value of the interactionist approach 
for organizational research exists in its emphasis on how interaction and meaning 
provide a foundation for thinking about the constitutive role of people in 
organizations” (p. 4). Essentially, in making sense of or learning a new idea, interaction 
between human elements plays a constitutive role in how people learn and make sense 
of new ideas and logics. Extending this to educational practice, people learn something 
not just by listening or even doing but also by discussing and collaborating with others.  
Practicing with Theory: Reflection at High Tech High 
 The previous two sections examined two types of student experiences: project 
design that disrupts theory-practice binaries and dialogical practices that advance a 
relational approach to knowledge. I now explore the roles that reflective processes 
played within both types of experiences. Reflection was a key component of teaching 
and learning at HTH in terms of both formal processes and informal but internally 
consistent conceptions of learning. As the last chapter indicated, HTH formalized 
inquiry practices in the form of improvement science, continuous surveys, and real-
time data analysis, which together constituted the core approach to organizational 
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learning at HTH. Here I construe reflection as the enacted form of HTH’s organizing 
principle inquiry, discussed in the last chapter. I distinguish between “inquiry” and 
“reflection” based primarily on differences in the data, specifically the language of 
organizational leaders, who focused on inquiry and improvement (discussed in 
Chapter 4) and of teacher education students, who tended to use the term reflection to 
describe practices associated with inquiry. In this sense, the differences between them 
are in the degree of formality; inquiry at HTH was a formalized process that 
administrators used for organizational and individual improvement. There are many 
ways in which scholars conceptualize inquiry, including as stance – the ways in which 
practitioners might position and orient themselves towards learning (Cochran-Smith 
& Lytle, 1999) – or with the notion that, “inquiry is core to science” (Perla, et al., p. 174). 
These depictions of inquiry do not capture the full extent of how students experienced 
reflection at HTH but are helpful in unpacking it, as I will demonstrate below.  
 Most critically, I outline how students used reflection within a frame of 
practicing with theory, a concept that combines Jackson & Mazzei’s (2013) “thinking with 
theory” with conceptions of theory-practice detailed early, in particular Britzman’s 
(1991) conception of theory as an inherent part of practice in a dialogical frame of 
learning as well as Cochran-Smith & Lytle’s (1999) knowledge-of-practice. Jackson & 
Mazzei (2013) draw on a framework of assemblage theory, which understands social 
phenomena as complex and fluid. Their “thinking with theory” entails a mindful, 
threefold process for researchers called “plugging in”: (a) “disrupting the 
theory/practice binary by decentering each and instead showing how they constitute or 
make one another” (b) transparency with the theoretical concepts researchers use, the 
questions derived from them, and how these questions emerge “in the middle of 
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plugging in,” and (c) recursively “working the same data chunks” to develop an 
“overabundance of meaning” that creates new knowledge (Jackson & Mazzei, 2013, p. 
5). Whereas Jackson & Mazzei directed their work towards researchers, the work of 
Britzman and Cochran-Smith & Lytle was practitioner oriented. Britzman (1991) 
defined practice as “always theoretical” (p. 229) and dispelled conceptions of the 
teacher as a static holder of knowledge; she instead positioned teaching as a profession 
of continuous learning through dialogic practices (p. 230). Cochran-Smith & Lytle’s 
(1999) knowledge-of-practice described knowledge as, “constructed in the context of 
use, intimately tied to the knower, and… a process of theorizing” (p. 272-273).  The 
concept, practicing with theory, then calls on individual teachers to understand the 
principles informing their practice and to continuously reflect on and hone their craft 
in dialogue with leaders, peers, and pupils. I illustrate how this idea manifests at HTH 
over the next three subsections. 
Reflection, protocols, and improvement. One key component of reflection 
came in the form of surveys that students constantly filled out during their time at 
HTH. Some of this work was detailed in the previous chapter, but Chapter 4 neither 
fully delineated the different types of surveys nor how they were portrayed to students. 
For example, in a training session for math teachers, the facilitator, an administrator at 
HTH, framed her lesson with a story, paraphrased below in my field notes, about how 
reflective organizational processes helped HTH arrive at common math practices: 
Originally, HTH didn’t have a math philosophy; they just wanted to 
incorporate math into projects. The elementaries [K-5 schools] just built math 
curriculum based on what they did at other places. The problem with that over 
time was that HTH’s [K-12] students didn’t feel math proficient after leaving; 
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they didn’t have a solid grasp. There was a huge gap in the kids who can, kids 
who can’t, and what they were using wasn’t closing that gap. We wanted 
something that fit with HTH values – equity, personalization… I also believe 
that math at the elementary level is easiest for PBL. Last year, [administrator] 
and others got together and put together a philosophy: CGI [cognitively guided 
instruction], which allows students to see themselves and others as 
mathematicians (Field Notes, 8/23).  
As these notes indicate, HTH teachers originally based math instruction on their work 
at previous schools, not HTH principles. Administrators looked at student 
achievement data showing that and that gaps in math outcomes for students persisted 
for years. In seeking practices aligned with HTH values, these leaders responded by 
putting together a math philosophy based on CGI, the results of which formed the 
basis for the class this instructor was teaching. This organizational transparency was 
common in my observations of student experiences; instructors often sought to 
reinforce the importance of reflection and improvement. 
 Questions for reflection mirrored the dialogical protocols described in the 
previous section3. Examples from both the Odyssey and classes followed a very 
consistent pattern, as indicated in my field notes about the debriefing of an activity: 
“This reflection included what the facilitator called ‘identity webs,’ which she 
described as ‘trying to understand selves and positionality.’ This debriefing was 
                                                        
3 The structure of protocols and parts of their content – often three sequential questions of 
increasing degree of analysis, related to something being “striking” or that students 
“wondered” about – was repeated in a number of practices that were alternately termed 
“surveys” or “feedback” or “data for improvement.” Whereas protocols in the previous 
section indicated dialogical practices, I once more use the term protocol in this section on 
reflective practice, both for simplicity and to indicate the relationship between dialogue 
and reflection at HTH. 
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organized around three questions: What struck you? What challenged you? What did 
you learn about yourself?” (Field Notes, 8/10).  Another facilitator conducted what he 
called a “chalk talk” that included the questions, “What struck you? What questions do 
you have? What concerns do you have?” (Field Notes, 8/11). And finally, a project 
design session included a “look, discover, hypothesize” process in which groups found 
evidence or hypothesized based on “design kits” summarizing projects created by 
current HTH K-12 teachers (Field Notes, 8/10). The goal was for students to develop 
ideas for their own contexts, applying past projects to future design. Sometimes 
described as protocols, these types of simple, three-question reflections occurred 
frequently before, during, and at the end of multiple teacher education classes and 
seminars. As the previous chapter indicated, the faculty used similar reflective surveys 
as feedback to improve classrooms year by year. However, these examples showed that 
protocols for reflection were also instructional tools, helping students reflect on and 
improve ongoing work in dialogue with others. The final example about hypothesizing 
relates to my next point about a cyclical type of reflection. 
 Alongside surveys and protocols, the major element of student reflection 
entailed a sort of pre-reflection, or theorizing about what students expected over the 
course of a project, which moved students towards practicing with theory. Prototyping 
of projects, empathy interviews that assessed problems from insiders’ perspectives, 
and data-informed decisions were common reflective processes that initiated the 
design of new projects. Because this design was ongoing, the reflections aimed at 
improvement over time, these processes mirror the concept of iterative design from 
improvement science, in which feedback loops inform continuous improvement (e.g., 
Bryk, et al, 2015, p. 129; Perla, et al, p. 179). In addition, at HTH improvement has 
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implications for practitioners in the form of individual reflection. As the following 
example shows, students used pre-reflection to develop and improve ongoing project 
designs. This occurred at the very start of a project design course for second-year 
credential students, as described in my field notes, which include presentation text and 
paraphrased comments from the instructor: 
The course’s essential question is projected on a screen: How can we craft 
engaging learning experiences through projects that promote deeper learning 
and reflection?  
The next slide describes the plan for the first five weeks of the course, which 
includes the topics, “Creating a culture of collaboration and celebration; 
Elements of exemplary projects; Project planning – backwards design; Lesson 
design workshop – targeting learning targets; Assessment and Reflection.”  
The facilitator describes the course, as paraphrased here: “In lesson design and 
projects, we will have learning targets for students that are non-negotiable. This 
is what we really want students to leave with. You’ll need to have an assessment 
and reflection to make sure the projects are grounded in the targets. We’ll also 
do a ‘signature project’ where you will complete a backwards planning 
document and create a project handout for pupils and families for the project 
you design during this course, individually or with colleagues. You will also 
create a prototype for your project and a lesson design within the project.” 
(Field Notes, 8/23). 
These plans suggested that while designing projects to give to their own K-12 pupils, 
teacher education students needed to consider the critical importance of reflection in 
that process, in two ways. First, pupils (youth) reflected throughout their learning 
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processes, and second, students (novice teachers) used backwards planning and 
prototyping. The project design process illustrated key elements of practicing with 
theory, in which students thought through the design, collaborated with colleagues, 
and prototyped their projects.  
 As another example of practicing with theory, the following notes provide a 
snapshot of the in-class preparation students experienced for empathy interviews. 
Empathy interviews were an initial step towards developing an inquiry project for 
students’ master’s theses. 
The facilitator asks students to, “think about similar questions as the dialogic 
interviews”: people’s dreams, areas of need, equity issues, work already in 
progress, bright spots. The goal is to seek a variety of perspectives – from 
directors, teachers, coaches, parents, students, etc. – and take notes on key 
points from the empathy interviews. Facilitators also provide potential 
interview questions, starting with strengths and inspirations, then describe 
issues at the students’ schools, and finish with their “dreams” for these schools. 
(Field notes, 8/24).  
Here, part of the concept of practicing with theory becomes clearer. By developing 
reflective protocols to create interview data and using it to inform their design work, 
students were, in essence, asked to think with theory (Jackson & Mazzei, 2013). They 
did so within a dialogical, continuous learning approach (Britzman, 1991). Looking 
across these past several sections, one can understand the cyclical nature of student 
experiences in HTH teacher education: they engaged in design thinking, primarily 
about projects, they collaborated with others to refine their project designs, and they 
reflected on their context, drawing on past data and interviews to begin the design 
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process. Over time, these experiences became recursive feedback loops for continuous 
student learning. This theorizing as part of practice also relates to the area within 
practice-based teacher education that seeks to cut through theory-practice binaries 
(Dutro & Cartun, 2016; Grossman, et al, 2009; Santagata & Yeh, 2016). Grossman et al. 
(2009) suggested that in order to move beyond “dichotomous views of theory and 
practice” teacher educators should understand the “iterative and interactive 
relationship between teachers’ development of principles for teaching and practical 
tools.” (p. 278). My conception of practicing with theory at HTH contributes a key 
example to this work. 
Students’ sensemaking: Feedback and assessment. Reflection within HTH 
was somewhat similar to models of “feedback loops,” popularized in improvement 
literature (Bryk, et al, 2015; Perla, et al, 2013). Students experienced reflection as 
another major component of assessment, not unlike the use of dialogue described 
above. One student spoke of reflective assessments in her K-12 classroom: 
We did all of our student led conferences this past week so that's freshest in my 
mind, and I was really impressed with each student's ability to lead their own 
student led conference and answer and reflect on their learning thoughtfully 
and honestly. I didn't coach any of the students on what they should be writing. 
A lot of the things that they were saying, it was sort of a one page reflection 
sheet that they filled out about I think six different subjects. So one was like 
reading, "Here's a book that I read this year that I liked, here's one way I think 
I've grown as a reader, here's one way I'd like to improve." 
They talked about math, they picked a problem to show from their math 
notebook, and they talked about one way that they've improved and one way 
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they'd like... An area they'd like to work on. And I was impressed with the fact 
that the students had different answers, and it seemed like they had actually 
thought about what they had gotten better at and what they did wanna improve 
at. And it was... I was really happy to have that in the classroom to give the 
students an opportunity to talk to their families with their own words, not just 
parroting back a list of three choices. (Interview #22, Student). 
Here, the student, who was discussing her own K-12 classroom where she moved from 
a coaching to long-term sub position, argued that students must engage in deep 
reflection – “not just parroting back a list” – with a presumed goal of moving towards 
independence. Such independent learning indicates that HTH draws on constructivist 
theory to inform its improvement processes. Teachers helped students develop tools to 
use data as part of a continuous reflective learning process, similar to continuous 
feedback loops for organizations in improvement science.  
 As with most other aspects of learning at HTH, these principles were nested – 
novice teachers not only teach reflection but also use it in much the same way to 
improve their own work. Another student discussed her use of reflection as part of her 
own learning process, a practice she learned at HTHGSE: 
I think prior to coming here, as much as I was trying to engage my students 
with projects and doing the whole student-centered learning thing, I still feel 
like I was the one in charge and students were coming to me for feedback 
primarily and I was still the expert, right? But what I experienced at the GSE 
and what I would see more of in the High Tech schools and classrooms itself, 
was that the students, the teachers set it up so the student where responsible to 
each other and were giving each other feedback and pushing each other as well. 
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And this is still middle school so doesn't always work as beautifully and 
smoothly as they're talking about, but that was the intention and I think kids 
learn to do that and they get better at it as the year progresses. And that was the 
same for my experiences as a student. We were critical friends for each other, 
and we had norms about when we were giving feedback, I guess the phrase was 
'being kind, specific, and helpful'. Which I feel like I could bring that back to my 
classroom working with my own students. They don't just need to come to me 
to find out, are they right or are they wrong or are they on the right track, but 
they can do that for each other. That's the sort of learning community that I 
want to set up next year. (Interview #24, Student).  
This student named a common phrase used to depict desired feedback: “kind, specific, 
and helpful,” explicated in the previous section. Further, this excerpt touches on what 
Mehta & Fine (2015a) wrote about the nested learning at HTH, noting a symmetry 
between adult and student learning. However, there is more to it than that. Both this 
chapter and the previous one make the point that the practice of reflective inquiry was 
evident at the organizational, teacher education faculty, teacher education student, 
and pupil levels.  
Knowledge in reflection. At HTH, reflection was a critical component of 
learning, which, through a constructivist lens, made it a critical component of 
knowledge construction (O’Donnell, 2012, p. 62). Reflection does not simply improve or 
unearth “tacit knowledge” (Schön, 1987); rather, reflection is part of the knowledge 
construction process. In the improvement literature, reflection is often reframed as 
inquiry, in which measurement and feedback loops provide evidence for improving 
work over multiple iterations consisting of plan-do-study-act inquiry cycles (Bryk, et al., 
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2015, p. 121). The point is “to gauge the impact of these changes over time” (Perla, et al., 
2013, p. 172) with specific, precise data to “guide practice improvement” (Bryk, et al., 
2015, p. 99). However, the improvement literature does not account for individual 
reflection (as opposed to organizational improvement), which is under-theorized as part 
of the learning process between improvement cycles. In fact, the dichotomy between 
the “two domains” of academic and improvement research (Bryk, et al., 2015, p. 99) 
does little to account for the micro-level examples of practitioners engaged in inquiry 
or how that work might fit into organization-level improvement efforts. As I noted 
earlier, some scholars of institutional theory push past the dichotomy between macro 
and micro sociological research (Hallett & Ventresca, 2006; Hallett, et al, 2009), 
suggesting the micro helps us better understand the macro. In this section, I argue that 
individual reflection plays a key role within HTH’s improvement paradigm in that it 
helps practitioners develop and refine knowledge on the ground.  
 HTH students individually carried out all four components of the plan-do-study-
act improvement cycle, introduced above. First, in terms of planning, students were 
taught to front-load reflection and to be thoughtful about the design process before 
even starting. In an activity labeled “Thoughtful Design,” which took place during a 
class on project design, students began with reflections about what the instructor 
termed the “bedrock foundation” of design, defined as, “big picture ideas [about] what 
we want students to learn and do” (Field Notes, 8/23). Here, teacher education students 
spent time reflecting on what their pupils should learn and do, using that information 
as a basis for project design. This backwards planning meant that teacher education 
students reflected on the knowledge that they wanted K-12 pupils to develop their 
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projects, using the individual and shared knowledge of the group and again illustrating 
the idea of practicing with theory.  
 In terms of “doing” and “studying,” students learned to use pupil voices to 
inform their ongoing work. Two examples follow of teacher education faculty 
encouraging reflection on youth voices. In them, knowledge is learned and created 
through reflection, but it can also come directly from student voices. The following 
excerpt from my field notes makes this point: 
The instructor claims to be an advocate of listening to children. She puts on a 
video in which a young child reads from a script in first person to talk about his 
own experience with ASD, including issues he and others have faced, and how 
teachers can help. He mentioned that, “even the best intentions can cause 
harm,” which led to an introspective discussion amongst students watching the 
video. (Field Notes, 8/4). 
In another example, a facilitator explained to his class how pupils’ writing provides 
valuable data for bridging gaps and providing novel opportunities:  
The facilitator described an incident about a young child in a bilingual class 
next to a writing center he ran. A teacher education student made a connection 
to the fact that this young pupil wrote about birds in simple diagnostic 
assignment. This diagnostic piece provided an entryway into the classroom, 
which is a powerful use of writing, according to the facilitator. The facilitator 
adds that feeling safe to write and share is important. He says there is a 
difference between critique and simply listening to ideas, that students 
sometimes try to mimic teachers and correct spelling or simple grammar, but 
just listening can be important. He highlights the importance of students 
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reading each other’s work, as well as of “breaking the shackles of genre writing” 
by using personal writing. (Field Notes, 8/10) 
In both situations, teachers had to incorporate knowledge gained from students’ voices 
into their own design thinking. They also needed to analyze this information and act 
upon it, almost like a miniature improvement cycle within individual classrooms. 
 Finally, students developed written products meant to provide others with 
access to new knowledge for future design. During a class on inquiry for M.Ed. 
students, the instructor required students to write articles and submit them for 
publication. 
The instructor discusses the assignment to write a journal article and intends 
that students submit their work. Students gathered information such as 
submission guidelines as part of the assignment. The instructor describes these 
papers as different from one another; some are more practitioner-oriented, 
some more “scientific.” Students seek feedback about both logistical and 
content-based issues. For example, one needs to cut down on word count, 
another wants help with word choices, and another wants better framing for 
their piece. (Field Notes, 5/11). 
Creating publishable products of learning necessitates deep reflection on what one has 
learned, as well as extrapolation of theoretical principles from that work. What’s more, 
students requested specific feedback to incorporate into their writing, analogous to a 
feedback loop from improvement science, manifested at a micro-level. Still, publishing 
inquiry projects deviates from improvement, which is dedicated to focused inquiry for 
a specific context; making the information public means anyone might use it, or not. 
There appeared to be some isomorphic pressures (Meyer & Rowan, 1977) in which 
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HTH mirrored patterns in both universities and practitioner inquiry settings, whereby 
researchers often attempt to publish their work. This assignment showed another 
aspect of the relationship between inquiry and improvement science, discussed in 
Chapter 4, and it further troubles the distinction between theory and practice, much as 
the work of practitioner inquiry tends to do (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2009).  
 Reflection at HTH consisted of analysis and meaning-making, the point of 
which was to not just improve or discard an intervention but to thoughtfully 
investigate the work and to engineer improvements based on the resulting evidence. In 
this sense, reflection occurred not only at the end of learning cycles but also between 
them and even before they began. Reflection in itself is thus a knowledge creation 
process, in addition to a knowledge-analysis process. Kinsella (2007) argued that 
reflective practitioners “construct the reality in which they function… by making 
implicit frames explicit” (p. 399). This perspective further shows how reflection fits 
within HTH’s constructivist logics. Moreover, when considered alongside the last 
section’s depiction of relational knowledge, the idea of “practicing with theory” 
becomes all the more relevant in that it requires both reflective stances and 
collaboration in the design and implementation.  
 This analysis demonstrates that my conception of practicing with theory, a 
synthesis of the experiences of teacher education students at HTH, entails multiple 
phases of dialogue and reflection that applies organizational improvement principles 
to students’ thinking, learning, and practice. It includes protocols to facilitate 
collaboration and continuous reflection that over time offers a recursive approach to 
learning. My conception of practicing with theory draws on Britzman’s (1991) conception 
of teacher learning as continuous and dialogical, as well as Jackson & Mazzei’s (2013) 
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“plugging in” to “think with theory,” which both prove helpful at unpacking how 
intentional theorizing and continuous dialogue can inform individual learning. 
Britzman (1991) suggested that positioning the teacher as theorizer or researcher can 
lead to, “styles of theorizing that can open one up to the unforeseen” (p. 241). HTH thus 
shows how a school of education might provide consistency for students while 
opening them up to the “unforeseen.” 
 Further, the previous chapter about leaders’ perspectives argued that 
improvement science as implemented at HTH was a “scaled up” version of Cochran-
Smith & Lytle’s (2009) conception of inquiry as stance. Zooming in to the individual 
level, practicing with theory, which emerged from observations and interviews about 
teacher education students’ experiences, is similar but not quite the same as the 
inquiry stance, mainly because of its structured format that begins specifically in a 
formal teacher education program setting. This structure is similar to teacher 
education programs designed around inquiry, but in this case, the entire organization 
uses inquiry as a key organizing principle. The next section considers the implications 
of these learning experiences for conceptions of knowledge at HTH and the field of 
improvement, which is so central to the operation of the organization. 
Towards an Epistemology for Improvement Science 
 The three previous sections demonstrate three predominant, interrelated types 
of student experiences – project design, dialogue & collaboration, and reflection. These 
did not simply fit together within HTH teacher education; they interactively reinforced 
one another. Each stemmed from an underlying constructivist logic. Part of the 
question then is whether constructivism might also be an important part of the 
epistemology of improvement science, or if the constructivist aspect is more specific to 
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HTH. When considered in the context of Chapter 4, it becomes clear these learning 
experiences also overlap in terms of what they suggest about HTH’s conceptions of 
knowledge. Dialogue and reflection are key parts of a project design process that draws on 
new and existing knowledge to inform project cycles, and the relationship between the 
three is encapsulated in the concept of practicing with theory. In more concrete terms, 
protocols supported the mutual work of reflection and collaboration, which 
consistently initiated and facilitated project design.  
 Each type of experience was also nested into multiple levels of the organization, 
not unlike a fractal pattern in which “on the ground” behaviors of students and 
practitioners imitate those of leaders (see Table 3). The pattern I observed at HTH was 
even more profound than what Mehta & Fine (2015a) suggested with their description 
of symmetry between adult and student learning. I found that senior administrators, 
teacher education faculty, teacher education students, practicing faculty, and K-12 
pupils all participated in parallel experiences within the organization, though Table 3 
only covers the first three groups, which were within the scope of my study. The 
“Design” column shows how these groups all engaged in design, whether as part of a 
project, project design, or organizational design. Each group also followed a humanist 
emphasis on individual goodness and growth for a greater good (e.g., Taylor & 
Cranton, 2013). Within an organizational context, this led to a personalization-as-
equity perspective of leaders but also dialogical practices for collective learning and 
improvement. Lastly, the “Inquiry” column shows that all groups engaged in reflection 
as part of a formal improvement process, which entailed the continuous creation and 
dissemination of new knowledge for improvement at the organizational and individual 
levels. Each piece reinforced the others, even filtered through multiple levels of the 
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organization. Taken together, these various design principles and student experiences 
provide a novel conception of knowledge, consistent with HTH’s improvement 
framework. 
Table 3: Fractal organization in table format  
 Design Humanism Inquiry 
Administrators 
and faculty 
perspectives 
(Chapter 4 findings) 
Design of 
organization 
Personalization-
as-equity 
Improvement Science 
for organizational 
learning (CREI, 
Surveys) 
Teacher Education 
Faculty Practice  
Design of Projects 
(for teacher 
education 
students) 
Protocols for 
Collaboration & 
Dialogue 
Protocols for 
Reflection, Classroom 
Surveys 
Teacher Education 
Student Experiences 
Project design  
Execution of 
projects 
Collaboration & 
Dialogue 
Reflection and 
improvement for 
individuals 
 
Improvement and Learning at High Tech High 
 As the literature review in Chapter 2 indicated, improvement science is used to 
develop practical knowledge for school improvement and organizational learning 
more generally. However, in the field of education, this area of study has not yet 
provided a theory of knowledge grounded in empirical work. Bryk, et al (2015) claimed 
that, “undergirding [improvement science] is a distinctive epistemology” (p. 10), 
referencing Perla, Provost, & Parry’s (2013) work, which offered seven propositions 
about improvement and its basis for knowledge. The propositions depict improvement 
as continuous, pragmatic, interdisciplinary, context-driven, consistent with terms, and 
based on limited causality in a systems approach (Perla, et al, 2013). While relevant and 
similar to conceptions of knowledge at HTH, this paper relied on theoretical concepts, 
referencing past improvement studies rather than developing its own empirically-
supported approach to crafting an epistemology for improvement. Yet practical 
knowledge also matters in that improvement at its core is a learn-by-doing model in 
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which disciplined inquiry and networked learning help develop useful, scalable 
knowledge that becomes refined over multiple iterations (Bryk, et al., 2015). Hence, this 
final section adds to previous theory with empirical data to highlight the knowledge 
basis for improvement science in practice. The HTH example proves informative 
because the school based its primary mode of organizational learning on improvement 
principles. I now look across my earlier analyses of learning experiences at HTH to 
identify the organization’s underlying theory of knowledge and extrapolate towards an 
epistemology for improvement science.  
 The learning experiences of teacher education students at HTH were varied, 
but the underlying logic of constructivism remained consistent, as did key experiences 
of project design, dialogue, and reflection. More generally, HTH epistemology also 
includes organizational and pedagogical concerns. In terms of the operation of the 
organization, this conception of knowledge balances the tension between authenticity 
and scalability, essentially asking, is an innovation useful in a specific context, as well 
as across different areas of the organization, not just a niche group or individual? 
Pedagogically, this epistemology is based on dialogue and metacognition. This means 
that what people do and learn in practice must include dialogue with others, as well as 
metacognitive reflection. Students were not asked to simply learn but to think about 
how they were learning as well as the contexts of that learning. Taken together, these 
four characteristics of knowledge construction at HTH – authenticity, scalability, 
dialogue, and metacognition – suggest an adaptable and highly contextualized 
actionable and relational conception of knowledge. At HTH, knowledge should be 
useful and relevant to organizational context, including the multiple levels of the 
organization, as well as to the people who use it.  
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 HTH’s actionable and relational knowledge resembles two knowledge theories 
from the literature: a knowledge-of-practice conception of teacher learning (Cochran-
Smith & Lytle, 1999; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2009), as well as a formal networked 
learning approach that comes from improvement science and is based on social 
network theory (Borgatti & Offem, 2010). The first, knowledge-of-practice, troubles the 
binary between theoretical, university-based knowledge and that constructed in 
practice by practitioners, instead centering practitioner inquiry, particularly as part of 
communities of learning. This complicating of binaries is consistent with my earlier 
argument that HTH student experiences can be understood as practicing with theory, a 
conception of teacher education that disrupts theory-practice as well as researcher-
teacher binaries. Second, in terms of a formal networked approach to learning, 
Borgatti & Offem (2010) offer a definition: “the network view takes into account the 
web of relationships in which actors are embedded that both constrain and provide 
opportunities” (p. 18), specifically for innovation and learning. A lens of pragmatic 
action also focuses teachers’ identities and others’ expectations into productive 
behaviors (Frank, Kim, & Belman, 2010, p. 226). Similarly, knowledge-of-practice 
positions “practitioner communities as the primary medium or mechanism for 
enacting inquiry as stance as a theory of action” (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2009, p. 126). 
Hence, these theories both emphasize knowledge use or action, particularly to improve 
learning. HTH incorporates both perspectives into a coherent, actionable approach to 
knowledge, framed by improvement principles, that troubles theory-practice 
dichotomies while moving knowledge production to an organization-wide scale.  
Actionable and relational knowledge for improvement at High Tech High. 
In drawing on improvement science, HTH exhibited a number of tensions, partly 
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illustrated in the last chapter: it aimed to support agency for teachers while following a 
very coherent model. Improvement science has a grounded approach to learning that 
deeply examines contextualized problems of practice, yet it also is meant to provide 
approaches that are scalable across an organization or system (Coburn, Penuel, & Geil, 
2013; Perla, et al, 2013). At HTH, this approach led to an actionable and relational 
conception of knowledge, illustrated in the ever-present use of protocols at HTH. 
Protocols were highly adaptive means of engaging in both dialogue and reflection. 
Because faculty adapted them for all learning contexts – teacher education classrooms, 
professional development sessions, K-12 classrooms, orientations, and so on – 
protocols were both scalable and viewed as authentic devices. Thus, they fit the four 
characteristics of knowledge at HTH: dialogical, reflective, scalable, and metacognitive. 
The use of protocols at HTH did not simply foster collaboration and reflection as part 
of students’ learning experiences. Protocols were simple, with the stated goal of 
promoting complex behaviors, as the previous chapter illustrated. However, they also 
suggest a mode of thinking in the organization that lends itself to data that can be used 
for improvement. As earlier indicated, generally, protocols for students revolved 
around a pattern of three cascading questions, often something like: What is striking 
about a topic? What are some ongoing questions? What do people wonder about? 
These were the same types of questions built into surveys that leaders used for 
improvement purposes, which means there was a consistent approach to learning and 
knowledge for both students and for the organization.  
 It is important to note the difference between a “moves-based” epistemology 
that occupies a form of practice-based teacher education (Miller, 2017) and a protocol-
based dialogical conception of relational knowledge. One is a focusing element; the 
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other opens up space. Teacher “moves” and even the more variable and context-driven 
“decompositions” of practices popular in practice-based models of teacher education 
are meant to bracket or create categories for experience (Janssen, et al, 2015); they 
highlight specific, discreet steps teachers can take, often to focus student attention. 
Protocols are similar to moves in that they are specific practices to which novice 
teachers have immediate access. However, the conversations that protocols engender 
vary considerably; they are designed to open up the classroom to new ideas, to engage 
students in active thinking, and to cultivate relational understandings of the topic at 
hand. They are a concrete component of practicing with theory, a form of student 
experience that draws on a relational and actionable epistemology. This conception of 
knowledge is very different from a moves-based epistemology, but because both 
emphasize practice, I argue that they sit at opposite ends of a spectrum within practice-
based teacher education. HTH, in relocating teacher education to a site of clinical 
practice, has a practice orientation, and it aligns with key aspects of practice-based 
teacher education. Teacher education at HTH thus pushes current practice-based 
research in directions that open up space for agency while still providing a 
comprehensive approach for students.  
 HTH’s conceptions of knowledge also manifested in personnel decisions. 
Identity was seen as a mediating factor in teacher learning and socialization, which 
meant the organization made an effort to find people predisposed to the reflection and 
collaboration that are part of HTH’s relational knowledge. During the Odyssey, I spoke 
with an administrator, whom I paraphrase below. According to her, HTH sought: 
people with an ethos of reflection and self-awareness – the ability to 
demonstrate that. Someone who wants to grow and receive feedback with an 
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open mind. Faculty talk about a ‘cultural fit,’ which can rub me the wrong way, 
as it can result in selecting a very similar archetype of people who are 
extroverted and have certain qualities common to people who’ve been here a 
while. We’ve gotten better about openness to lots of different ways in which 
teachers can be successful – qualities, dispositions, mastery of content too, 
someone who’s really passionate and invested in the content they’ll be 
teaching. Another big one is someone who’s collaborative. (Field notes, 8/9) 
Bryk, et al. (2015) argue that what makes improvement science different from previous 
approaches is its scalability across an organization. However, the identity and prior 
beliefs of actors affects that scalability. As a number of sensemaking theorists have 
attested, identity is a primary factor in the sensemaking process (Weick, et al, 2005; 
Spillane & Anderson, 2014), and the organization hires people who might already be 
amenable to improvement principles. In practice, developing new knowledge for 
improvement seems to be partly predicated on the people the organization brings in, 
those willing to engage in improvement projects or at least accept principles of 
reflection, passion, and collaboration.  
 The case of HTH thus teaches that several pieces – design, reflection, 
collaboration, and identity – are vital to learning and socialization in educational 
organizations and therefore facilitate occupational socialization. Inhabited 
institutionalism (Hallett, 2010; Hallett & Ventresca, 2006), which takes a micro 
approach to the institutionalization processes within organizations, is a helpful 
concept in making this connection: “institutions provide the raw materials and 
guidelines for social interactions (“construct interactions”), and on the other hand, the 
meanings of institutions are constructed and propelled forward by social interactions” 
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(Hallett & Ventresca, 2006, p. 213). Between institutionalism and interactionism, it is 
not either or but both: “interactionally inspired, inhabited institutionalism exhibits 
optimism about human possibilities and our potential to overcome the challenges that 
organizations create, ‘iron cage’ be damned” (Hallett, Shulman, & Fine, 2009, p. 493). 
This means that institutions inform and are informed by interactions, which is to say 
that both are agentic – they propel understanding, enaction, and change. At HTH, 
interaction took the form of dialogue, which instantiates institutions and also modifies 
them. At HTH, dialogue encouraged both learning and socialization into the 
organization, often in the form of protocols. When dialogue is informed by key 
principles such as authenticity and reflection, it socializes students into the 
organizational ways of being. It also allows new identities and school culture to 
interact, mutually constituting one another to open up possibilities for change over 
time.  
 Finally, storytelling was important in terms of the style people used to 
communicate information; it allowed people to describe common parts of learning at 
HTH without giving them formal names. One student described an end of year 
experience: 
It was funny, because… my fiancée was touring the school with me and talking 
with students and all that. Afterwards, I asked him ... Like normally, we would 
just talk, I don't know, but instead this time I asked, "What did you notice? Like 
did you wonder how...?" And I thought, "Oh my god, I became one of the 
teachers." (Interview #25, Student).  
Here, the student did not specifically mention “protocols” or any other formal terms 
for what she experienced at HTH. Yet she told a story about internalizing very specific 
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teachings of the organization, connected to reflection and collaboration. She described 
the protocols, and she showed that she had learned them and applied them in 
authentic situations of her personal life, not just the academic life of school. 
 Levitt & March (1988) proposed that organizations invest in developing 
collective stories; these stories rely on frames that determine how organizational actors 
collectively understand their experiences. The authors further suggested that “learning 
occurs within” storytelling (p. 324), which raises questions about the relationship 
between shared stories – sometimes referred to as the collective mythology of an 
organization (Meyer & Rowan, 1977) – and organizational knowledge, or what people 
are expected to learn. Again, the concept of organizational learning is compounded by 
the context of schools, meaning that there are overlapping forms of learning going on 
in educational organizations. Stories communicate knowledge about an organization, 
while also creating frames for defining and redefining structures and processes within 
the organization. At HTH, actors often responded to questions by telling stories, which 
fits the idea of shared myths (Meyer & Rowan, 1977), but it also reflects the principle of 
authenticity embedded into conceptions of projects and design (as elucidated in 
Chapter 4), in that stories show, rather than tell, an idea.  
Knowledge and Validity 
The conception of knowledge in improvement science and social network 
theory necessitates application of that knowledge; both areas of literature leave little 
room for purely academic or theoretical knowledge, other than to suggest that it is 
incomplete. Evidence from HTH suggests that teacher learning follows similar theories 
of knowledge, steeped in authenticity, scalability, dialogue, and metacognition. In 
addition, the emphasis on authenticity and scalability resembles Lather’s (1986) 
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original concept of catalytic validity, which means that knowledge must induce some 
form of change to actually matter or be valid. It’s not just about defining knowledge 
but also considering the usefulness of that knowledge. In improvement science, 
knowledge must be useful to the practitioners who develop it, as well as those in 
associated networks. This fits with the action-oriented aspects of knowledge discussed 
earlier, particularly those from social network theory (Frank, et al, 2010).  
 Lastly, while even the “new” institutionalism (DiMaggio & Powell, 1991) is 
changing under the accountability era, it proves informative in understanding 
behavior and socialization at HTH. Organizations were once seen as isomorphic in 
name, bending to the pressures of the institutional environment to maintain 
legitimacy, even as the activities of participants might be loosely coupled to 
organizational forms (Meyer & Rowan, 1977). These patterns of isomorphism have 
since been questioned (Coburn, 2004; Meyer & Rowan, 2006), but the concept of 
legitimacy remains important. It matters not only for actors in the environment; as the 
example of HTH shows, organizational practice should also resonate with the people 
carrying them out. It stands to reason that how these people make sense of their 
occupational socialization dictates much about their behavior, and their individual 
perceptions of the legitimacy of organizational behaviors matter if these people are to 
become active participants in a shared culture. As the current chapter shows, students 
of teacher education at HTH either entered sharing organizational values or came to 
value them, based on their learning and socialization. Interviewees generally seemed 
to hold true to organizational principles; they were cultural “fits” within HTH, even 
those who came in with different perspectives.   
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CHAPTER SIX 
Revisiting Structure and Agency in an Era of Accountability 
As I argue in Chapter 1, the current educational policy paradigm has promoted 
market driven reforms based on common standards and accountability mechanisms 
for teachers (Mehta, 2013a). These reforms represent a sea change in what is assumed 
about the effects of education policy. Whereas some research positions classrooms as 
resistant to top-down change (Kennedy, 2005; Labaree, 2010; Meyer & Rowan, 1977), 
standards-based accountability has disrupted this dynamic, leading to more complex 
and profound coupling between classrooms and institutional environments (Diamond, 
2007; Hallett, 2010; Meyer & Rowan, 2006). For example, teachers might respond to 
testing policies by shifting only some aspects of their practice, such as content rather 
than pedagogy (Diamond, 2007), which means that accountability mechanisms do 
substantially instigate change but not always the changes that reformers seek.  
This chapter demonstrates that despite increased coupling between 
accountability measures and classroom change, organizational actors can be strategic 
in navigating their institutional environments to retain agency and maintain fidelity to 
mission in an era of accountability-based reform. I build on two theoretical 
frameworks, institutionalism and sensemaking, to explain how HTH is situated within 
its institutional environment. Researchers conceptualize this environment in several 
ways –– either as an extension of the organization (Weick, 2003), as a series of 
competing logics (Thornton & Ocasio, 2008; Lounsbury, 2008), or as a series of 
pressures that constrain organizational behavior (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983; Scott, 2013). 
My dual framework has helped me fashion new ways of researching the relationship 
between organization and environment, based on in-depth data collected from the 
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organizational perspective. In my analysis, I elaborate on four key dimensions of 
HTH’s institutional environment that were significant in shaping the organization, 
including: (a) intellectual contexts, (b) financial contexts, (c) policy contexts, and (d) 
field-level contexts. My analysis focuses primarily on the field-level contexts, which 
include HTH’s organizational partnerships and its organizational field, because this 
dimension interacts uniquely with each of the other three. In addition, HTH has 
become a key part of a new field, at times called the Deeper Learning “Hub” or 
“Network,” which I refer to in this dissertation as the field of Deeper Learning. In 
contrast, Huberman, Bitter, Anthony, & O’Day (2014) position deeper learning as an 
“evolving concept” (p. 1); in fact, deeper learning is most commonly understood an 
abstraction that informs the operation of educational organizations. Yet I frame 
Deeper Learning as a defined field that comprises a diverse and growing network of 
different types of organizations. The implications of this new field open up possibilities 
for researchers to understand field inception and educational change in novel ways.  
Sensemaking and Institutional Environments: A Novel Methodology  
 Institutional scholars traditionally center the institutional environment in their 
analyses, often focusing on the field as a unit of analysis (e.g., DiMaggio & Powell, 
1983). Responding to critiques of institutionalism as too focused on macro-processes 
with little concern for individual actors, Jennings & Greenwood (2003) argue that 
modern institutional theory is “distinguished by [a] shift to a stress on human agency 
from an older, more structurally inert institutionalism” (p. 195). By acknowledging the 
complex role of culture and individual choices, institutionalism thus borrows from 
social movement theory; “field-level frames” and institutional logics both mediate 
between extra-organizational environments and organizational actors (Scott, 2013, p. 
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226; Schneiberg & Lounsbury, 2008). Organizational actors must navigate competing 
scripts and pressures originating from their institutional environments. Figure 5 
provides a simplified version of this relationship. Differential forces in the 
environment influence organizational behavior. Researchers often pose the question, 
how does the environment influence the individual?  
Figure 5: Traditional Analytical Framework for Institutional Theory 
 
 Despite only one arrow moving in each direction in this diagram, the 
dimensions of the institutional environment (i.e. knowledge sources, funding, policies, 
and fields) depicted in Figure 5 exert complex, competing pressures on any 
organization, and organizations respond and adapt in unique ways. Further, although 
organizations in fact constitute their environments, this figure illustrates them as 
separate entities, which is how institutional scholars often analyze the relationship 
between the two (Weick, 2003). Lounsbury and colleagues have moved the theory 
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forward in attempting to account for the complexity of institutional forces that interact 
with fields and individual organizations (Christiansen & Lounsbury, 2013; Ocasio, 
Thornton, & Lounsbury, 2012; Schneiberg & Lounsbury, 2008; Lounsbury, 2008). 
Generally, these theorists discuss how organizations “respond to” (Greenwood, 
Raynard, Kodeih, Micoletta, & Lounsbury, 2011) or “manage” (Christiansen & 
Lounsbury, 2013) institutional logics, positioning organizations as purely reactive to 
outside forces. Schneiberg & Lounsbury (2003) account for new logics arising as a 
result of social movements, which might be understood “as an ‘extra-institutional force 
that impacts change or new path creation” (651), but again, these influences come from 
outside the organization. Lastly, the concept of organizational “hybrids” emerged from 
much of this work, suggesting that organizations draw on multiple logics in developing 
new ideas or “artifacts” that illustrate organizational agency (Christiansen & 
Lounsbury, 2013). While significant, this research generally focuses on corporate fields 
with very little research that examine schools, or indeed any non-profit organizations. 
One paper that does touch on the education field uses a macro-level perspective that 
does not account for intra-organizational complexity (Lounsbury & Pollack, 2001).  
This chapter explores a less understood aspect of individual agency – the active 
choices that organizational actors make by developing new connections to their 
various fields. It is not enough to understand agency as a response to one’s institutional 
field – notwithstanding pre-existing constraints, the example of HTH shows that 
organizations can generate entirely new linkages with their environments, as well as 
contribute to the creation of new fields. My argument is twofold: first, individuals 
within HTH have strategically and agentically created linkages to a complex 
institutional environment. These organizational actors did not passively exist within a 
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pre-determined field nor did they simply respond to their institutional environment. 
New partnerships provided access to: funding sources, new approaches to program 
design, scholarship, and even new partners within existing partners’ networks. Second, 
I argue that HTH has been a key part of a new organizational field called Deeper 
Learning, which constitutes the primary field of HTH. I construe Deeper Learning as a 
“hybrid field” – not simply a loose network of organizations from multiple sectors but a 
defined system that draws from a diverse array of organizational forms with consistent 
goals, methods, and logics. To arrive at these findings, a microsociological approach is 
pivotal to unearthing the connections forged by actors within organizations, as 
opposed to those predetermined by an outside researcher.  
Sensemaking and Environments 
Sensemaking theorists push back on some aspects of institutional theory. For 
example, Weick (2003) critiqued several macro-sociological approaches based on his 
theories of sensemaking and enactment. He warned against “reify[ing] large arbitrary 
assortments of people into acting entities,” arguing that, “there is no ontological 
difference between micro and macro” (p. 190). Sensemaking theory encourages 
scholars to take a more focused, intersubjective view of institutions and organizations, 
focused on conversation and text as mediators between different actors and 
institutional pressures. Despite the seeming contradictions, a number of scholars have 
promoted bridging of institutional theory and sensemaking (Jensen, et al, 2009; 
Lounsbury, 2008; Marz, et al, 2016). Even Weick clarified his earlier critiques of 
institutionalism; he and colleagues encouraged scholars to “correct” the lack of 
juxtaposition between the two theories (Weick, et al, 2005, p. 417). My study assumes a 
compatibility between the two. I argue that while there is a distinction between micro 
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and macro organizational forces, that distinction is blurry. Researchers should not be 
overly deterministic in conceptualizing large-scale institutional forces, and learning 
about one can help us better understand the role of the other in organizational 
processes.   
 Incorporating sensemaking into my analysis of HTH’s institutional 
environment fleshes out how organizational actors strategically developed 
connections to the outside world. Weick’s (2003) “roomy” approach to sensemaking 
focuses on intra-organizational processes to open up a multiplicity of possibilities for 
the relationships between organizations and their environments. In contrast to 
institutional theorists who frame organizational actors as responsive (as opposed to 
proactive) to their environments (e.g., Greenwood, Raynard, Kodeih, et. al., 2011), the 
relationship between sensemaking and the environment incorporates a form of 
reciprocity: “[t]he reciprocal relationship between ecological change and enactment 
includes sensemaking activities of sensing anomalies, enacting order into flux, and 
being shaped by externalities” (Weick et al., 2005, p. 414). Essentially, sensemaking 
processes, including selection and retention of new ideas, help enact organizing 
processes, as well as environments. Hence, unlike micro-level institutional research 
that positions organizational behaviors as simply a response to institutional 
environments (e.g., Hallett, 2010), this framework blurs the lines between environment 
and organization to show how the two mutually constitute one another. However, 
available scholarship presents little methodological basis for how researchers might 
study sensemaking processes together with institutional environments. 
 A sensemaking approach also runs counter to how, according to Scott (2013, p. 
231-232), researchers should conceptualize the institutional environment. He argues 
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that while the existence of a field should be empirically determined, “the boundaries of 
a field are set in part by heuristic processes: allowing investigators to pursue those 
matters of prime interest” (p. 223-224). This research does not account for how people 
within organizations make their own decisions about how to interact with the 
environment, even though these actors choose what to pay attention to, how to 
interpret it, and implications for enactment. In addition, knowledge of what is beyond 
the organization is never complete; influences from an organization’s field are limited 
to the organizations that people know, which a researcher can only learn empirically. 
Logics have come to fill that explanatory role in institutional theory, in that, “[a] focus 
on actors is crucial to understanding how these struggles play out and result in the 
creation of new logics or practices” (Lounsbury, 2008, p. 355). However, as the case of 
HTH indicates, an organization can selectively respond to and draw from competing 
institutional logics in its environment. 
 Within these multiple frameworks, my conceptual focus centers on the 
intersection of scholarship on complex logics (e.g., Bridwell-Mitchell, 2013; 
Christiansen & Lounsbury, 2013; Lounsbury, 2008) and sensemaking (e.g., Weick, 2001; 
Weick, et al, 2005). Figure 6 illustrates this approach. Consistent with existing theory, 
organizations help constitute their environments (Weick, 2003), and the environment 
is, in part, theoretically predetermined by researchers (Scott, 2013), meaning the 
researcher can decide which aspects of an organization’s environment are salient. 
However, the figure also indicates that institutional environments of organizations 
should also be empirically determined, which assumes agentic postures on the part of 
organizational actors to proactively engage with the environment and develop 
connections therein. My analysis of HTH shows that, because individuals within 
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organizations can create these connections, salient parts of an organization’s 
environment can only be determined through empirical research within organizations. 
Hence, my contribution to existing theories is first, a conception of environment that 
requires inclusion of perspectives from within organizations, and second, 
acknowledgement that a boundary between organization and environment exists, 
albeit faintly. It is important to understand that Figure 6 does not contradict earlier 
institutional or sensemaking models so much as add to them. Each model affords a 
different perspective on the macro-micro relationship. 
Figure 6: Organizational Agency and Empirically-Determined Environments 
 
Applying this analytic approach revealed that HTH took an active stance 
towards its institutional environment. First, HTH was reactive, as it operated within the 
confines of existing institutional structures, such as program requirements from 
policymakers. Still, while responsive to these pressures, HTH did not simply take what 
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was given. For example, HTH responded to California’s hiring policies by creating an 
entire credentialing program and subsequent master’s program, the first nGSE. This 
response related to HTH’s mission fidelity, which became especially clear in the 
school’s reactions to not only policy but also funding issues. Second, HTH did not 
simply respond to all aspects of its environment; the school proactively constructed parts 
of its environment by reaching out to create its own networks and partnership. This 
contributed to the creation of a new, hybrid field called Deeper Learning that aligns 
with HTH’s underlying logic of constructivism, discussed in Chapter 4.  
The rest of this chapter is organized into two major sections. The first is an 
analysis of key dimensions of HTH’s institutional environment. I divide the narrative 
into micro-histories to provide context for understanding how linkages between HTH 
and its environment evolved over time, as well as analyses of the complex, competing 
logics that informed organizational behavior. The rest of the chapter focuses on a 
fourth and final major dimension, organizational partnerships, and the field of HTH. 
There I discuss intersections within a complex institutional landscape and provide a 
basis for the emergence of a new field.  
Intellectual, Financial, and Policy Contexts of High Tech High 
This section focuses on three dimensions of HTH’s institutional environment, 
specifically the intellectual, financial, and political contexts of the organization. My 
analysis primarily examines interview data, drawing on individuals’ perspectives from 
across multiple levels of the HTH organization, ranging from administrators to adult 
teacher education students. However, each section below begins with a brief history, 
mostly derived from interviews of founding leaders of the organization. These 
individuals developed a coherent vision of learning for both youth and adults, secured 
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funding to open new schools and programs, and navigated accreditation efforts in a 
changing and complex environment. I then analyze the current relationship between 
HTH and each dimension; these more current analyses are based on a broader set of 
data, drawing from student, faculty, and mentor voices – all within HTH’s teacher 
education programs. At times, these histories either frame HTH as a decision-making 
entity or use a more abstract “we” to describe collective individual behaviors. Because 
of its distributed leadership model HTH empowers many actors. However key leaders 
were particularly important in determining the organization’s overall historical 
trajectory. Their decision-making power, including decisions about pursuing 
particular funding streams, developing pedagogy, and forming partnerships with other 
actors and organizations, made them arbiters of HTH’s destiny. For this reason, it is 
essential to foreground discussion of each of the following sections with leadership 
perspectives; additionally, these perspectives offer a longer view of the organization, 
affording brief histories of HTH, especially within a broader intellectual, economic, 
and political environment.  
Intellectual and Scholarly Contexts 
 Institutional theorists rarely conceptualize scholarly research as an important 
part of an organization’s institutional context. Instead, the effects of markets, policies, 
and organizational fields comprise much of the perceived institutional environment 
(DiMaggio & Powell, 1991; Scott, 2013). However, as a school and institution of higher 
education, HTH drew from a number of intellectual traditions. Part of its institutional 
environment therefore did indeed come from the realm of research, including 
practitioner publications from educators and from the business world.  
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Intellectual history of and basis for High Tech High. As I showed in Chapter 
4, a core logic of constructivism informed the design of HTH. Interviews with senior 
administrators revealed that these ideas were steeped in Freirean and Deweyan 
conceptions of schooling, which thus informed intellectual contexts of schooling. For 
example, one interviewee listed fundamental ideas that were part of the history of 
HTH: “constructivist, Deweyan, Freirean – well, Freirean is akin to law, because it’s 
Socratic, right? Whereas Deweyan is constructivist” (Interview #28, Administrator). 
This administrator suggested that the school was founded on Freirean conceptions of 
justice and Deweyan conceptions of pedagogy, which led to a constructivist vision of 
schooling. Another administrator went further:  
So part of the effort, part of the reason for doing the graduate school was we 
wanted to bridge that chasm and bring theory and practice together. So that's 
been a big piece of it for me. And as I reflect back on where we've been with all 
of that as a broader organization and as a GSE within it, this notion of linking 
theory and practice has been a really important theme. And in my life, it comes 
from my work with Paulo Freire back in 1970…  
[It] got burned into my consciousness basically. But the piece about bringing 
together theoretical and concrete context has stuck with me all along. Along 
with the notion of dialogue, the notion of the human vocation of transforming 
the world according to those purposes. The notion of cultural circles where we 
unpack our experience and codify it and engage in processes of action and 
reflection. All of that comes right out of Freire. A lot of it you might say also 
comes from Dewey. But for me, the most immediate source of a lot of that 
thinking is right out of Paulo Freire. (Interview, Administrator #29). 
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This participant shared a personal vignette about briefly working with Freire and how 
the work “got burned into my consciousness.” From the perspectives of HTH leaders, 
the organization’s focus on dialogue and reflection, elucidated in Chapter 5, had clear 
connections to the intellectual traditions of both Dewey and Freire. Specific structures 
and even practices came from ideas that were decades in the making and relate to an 
expansive scholarly tradition. Both of these interviewees suggested that the work of the 
organization, based on Dewey’s and Freire’s ideas, had clear implications for equity: 
they centered people through dialogical practices, personalization, and “transforming 
the world.”   
Scholarship at High Tech High. There were two key ideas that reflected how 
scholarship at HTH was understood. First, the idea of improvement science arose from 
some of the same foundational elements of learning that the organization drew from, 
including the three organizing principles of authenticity, personalization, and inquiry 
fleshed out in Chapter 4. Connected to this improvement work, HTH created its own 
research center, the Center for Research on Equity & Innovation discussed in Chapter 
4. One administrator described its focus as “facilitating learning,” and she discussed 
the importance of both learning and hiring practices in maintaining organizational 
culture: 
What we couldn’t put our finger on was bringing in people with the right 
attitudes around student-centeredness. Teachers who could do that had 
healthy learning environments, and that’s what we look for, what we stand for 
in our hiring. However, those skills can be grown in people, and more research 
is coming out with these things. [Administrator #17] worked with Lotan at 
Stanford – status and groupwork was on her radar. It’s spreading more – some 
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of these ideas. There were some pockets at HTH but not they weren’t spread 
throughout. But now the research center, in terms of equity, is trying to spread 
them to everyone in the organization. (Interview #16, Administrator). 
First, the research center’s use of improvement frameworks helped HTH build 
capacity, develop partnerships, and disseminate knowledge both internally and 
externally through professional development sessions and scholarly publications. In 
order to improve hiring and training processes, HTH administrators also developed 
connections with scholars such as Rachel Lotan, who works in teacher education at 
Stanford University. They created and expanded the research center to streamline 
these processes. Hence, the center and resulting partnerships seem to be 
manifestations of isomorphic pressures to resemble a university. It also represents a 
way for HTH to not only stay true to mission but also to spread that mission.  
Second, because HTH had a clear founding mission based on Freirean and 
Deweyan conceptions of dialogue and justice, personnel and culture were central 
concerns of the organization’s leaders. Intellectual contexts had a clear influence on 
HTH in terms of hiring. One common refrain was, “hire for attitude, train for skill.” A 
number of administrators used this exact phrase. One administrator explained her 
thoughts to me on the connections between hiring and teacher education. The 
following excerpt is based on a brief discussion we had following an observation of an 
orientation activity in which teacher education students had some of their first in-
depth discussions about project design. I summarized much of what she said in my 
field notes:  
The administrator framed the discussion around, “what we can teach teachers.” 
She explained that HTH teaches a “progressive pedagogy” to new teachers and 
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provided a series of lists in fleshing out this pedagogy. First, teacher educators 
provide a safe space to take risks, engage in project design, “look critically” at 
different types of learners, and differentiate learning practices, which she 
likened to project-based learning. The administrator added that HTH’s 
approach was particularly strong in social emotional learning, restorative 
practices, and general “soft skills,” including relationship-building, 
collaboration, risk taking, and modeling. In summing up these ideas, she 
claimed that the people who stay at HTH are those who can and want to work 
with others, whereas those who leave struggle to do so or are inflexible. She 
said that, “one can teach creativity and practices but not curiosity or 
disposition.” 
Finally, the administrator provided two sources for these ideas about teaching 
teachers. First, she described Ron Berger’s book, Ethic of Excellence, as, “an 
important book that a lot of people here read,” highlighting the book’s concept 
of “crew.” She suggested that members of the organization, including adult and 
K-12 students, are not passengers; they’re crew, not just along for the ride. 
That’s at the heart of those who do well here. Second, the administrator 
explained that New Tech Network is another “sister organization” with similar 
philosophies in that both organizations seek people who are, “doing the work, 
taking the risks, telling stories to show people what’s possible.” (Field Notes, 
8/9) 
Here, the administrator explained the importance of hiring and training new 
personnel, as well as how it related both to scholarship in the form of Ron Berger’s 
book, as well as to “sister organizations.” These references to intellectual contexts and 
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organizational partners occurred quite often in both interviews and observations. In 
particularly, faculty routinely referenced scholarly work when framing or making their 
points about HTH.  
Financial Contexts 
 As I suggested above, institutional theorists have focused on the complexity of 
overlapping, competing logics in organizations (e.g., Christiansen & Lounsbury, 2013), 
but this work has rarely focused on education or even the nonprofit sphere (e.g., 
Lounsbury & Pollack, 2001). Understanding how schools navigate competing pressures 
affords new insights in this area of research. For HTH, there were competing positive 
and negative pressures that existed in terms of funding. As noted in Chapter 2, 
Thornton & Ocasio (2008) position markets as both structure and institution, meaning 
they are subject to both material and cultural forces. The unique market in which 
charter schools are situated means charter schools have access to public funds which, 
in the case of HTH, were tied to state budgets. Yet HTH also depended on private 
funding. As the following shows, this dependence related to the conception of HTH as 
mission driven, an argument that helped explain HTH’s relationship with the financial 
dimension of its environment. The leaders carefully selected and cultivated funding 
partners that would help them grow or build capacity while also remaining true to 
mission.  
Financial histories. According to interviewees, HTH funders have included 
Gary and Jeri-Ann Jacobs, New Schools Venture Fund, Hewlett Foundation, Bill & 
Melinda Gates Foundation, and Walton Family Foundation, many of which have 
funded or partnered with schools and networks tied to the Deeper Learning Hub 
(Deeper Learning Hub, n.d.; New Tech Network, n.d.). One administrator described his 
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personal journey building connections to the world of philanthropy. He discussed the 
processes by which he won several grants, as well as the connections to both promising 
schools and potential funding partners that he made as a result. It was one grant in 
particular that led up to the inception of HTH:  
[W]hen you get a big federal grant, and I will immodestly say, [colleague] and I 
got a lot of them, because we knew to get in the federal register in July, not in… 
that’s when you look for grants, when everyone else is on the beach, right? And 
so really we got a lot of them, and we got this really big one. So, the feds always 
have a really big convening function when you get a big million dollar grant, 
and it’s also a little bit like textbook publishers, and dare I say like a presidential 
election… 
 So, we… had the convening function. It was the Ides of March ’97 when my life 
changed. And we were in Washington DC, and we had the five schools that we 
picked of this “mosaic” – I’ll come back to that word a lot – of schools. And it 
was the one from San Diego, and the woman who was principal of that school, 
which was the lowest income school I’ve ever seen in my life, in a part of San 
Diego that’s near the border, down this way. And it was a remarkable school, 
and she called me when I was in Providence one day, on my early cell phone, 
and said we don’t need to use your American Express account to come to DC; 
there’s an octogenarian billionaire that’s adopted us, and he’s flying us in his 
jet. My first billionaire of eight. (Interview #28, Administrator). 
The administrator later added that this entire process led directly to the creation of 
HTH, and there are a number of connections to funding to unpack in his story. First, 
founding leaders of HTH were awarded several federal grants, which came early in the 
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pre-history of the organization when HTH was only a concept. One such grant 
provided two things: first, a “mosaic” of schools that provided a basis for a new type of 
school in HTH. Second, it connected the interviewee to HTH’s source of external 
funding for new projects, private foundations and individuals. Another key idea is the 
savvy of this administrator, who discussed how to increase the likelihood of grant 
approval, as well as developing social capital in terms of connections to his “first 
billionaire of eight.” So, part of the connection is personality-driven; one person was 
connected to multiple high net worth individuals, several of whom donated generously 
to his projects that included HTH and its programs. Finally, this interviewee also 
became connected to other schools and school leaders through this system of grants, 
and he explained that these networks helped develop the idea that would lead to the 
creation of HTH. 
  While HTH’s history reflects continuous growth and change, its leaders’ 
approaches to funding contradict the old adage that money changes people. The 
following example is illustrative of several such choices HTH leaders made to grow in 
ways that allowed the organization to stay on mission: 
I don't know if you've heard this story, but one ... Bill Gates gave a talk to the 
National Governor's Summit, education summit one time. When in a short talk, 
he mentioned High Tech High twice, and the next day we got a call from 
Governor Rick Perry of Texas saying he wanted to start 50 High Tech Highs at 
Texas. And so we said, "Well, let's start with one. Maybe Austin would be a 
good place or something like that." And we actually embarked upon that path, 
but it didn't pan out for a lot of reasons. And we decided that that was a critical 
moment for us when actually we decided that it wasn't going to be about bricks 
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and mortar in distant places, or managing schools in distant places. It's going to 
be about having a graduate school of education that could be the engine of 
dissemination by way of technical assistance and support for new school 
projects, and for school transformation projects. (Interview #29, Administrator) 
The school refused money in order to stay on mission, and there was at least one other 
example of HTH personnel turning down money from the Gates Foundation for 
similar purposes. This example responds to a question I asked in chapter one about 
whether HTH is a disruptor. Weeks (2015) noted that disruptors tend to produce 
inferior “products” to rapidly grow market share. Turning down money and avoiding 
rapid growth shows that HTH, while sometimes framing itself as disruptive, is 
definitely not a disruptor in the academic or market sense. It is, perhaps an innovator 
and change agent, as I discuss below and in Chapter 7. The school kept what it viewed 
as product quality – the quality of its education programming – high through slow 
growth and mission fidelity. Many organizations do not turn down revenue streams for 
mission reasons, and those organizations likely change in response to that money. As 
this example illustrates, organizations do not have to deviate from mission if they are 
careful about what money they choose to accept. Still, it should also be noted that 
there were other funding sources available to the organization, in no small part due to 
social capital connections cultivated by key leaders. 
Funding partners and relationships. Generally, most of the people I 
interviewed at HTH expressed little knowledge of funders; a common refrain was that 
I should talk to one of the senior administrators involved in developing new 
programming. For example, one administrator said, “As far as funding is concerned, if 
you ask this question to [Administrator #18] she probably would talk about Hewlett 
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foundation. I don't have a lot of direct experience yet in this role of pursuing grants or 
anything like that to support our project. It should change. It's not something I've really 
gotten my hands into yet” (Interview #12, Administrator). Others discussed the political 
dimensions of funding in describing school cuts: “Thinking about how San Diego's 
gonna handle the budget crisis that the city is facing or the county's facing and what 
that means for public education, what that means for arts education are conversations 
that I'm following, but I don't know how that's gonna impact me directly” (Interview 
#23, Mentor). Still others had a vague sense of the programmatic implications of 
financial issues:  
definitely budgeting comes into effect. And so I don't know, some of that might 
be at a state or a local level, and some of that might just be within our 
organization. But I think that directly affects our class sizes and when we talk 
about the support staff. So like our academic coaches or our one-on-one aides, I 
think that has a huge effect on what our classes are like. And if we don't have 
the budget for that, or if resources are allocated differently, that does directly 
affect me. (Interview #22, Student). 
People from across the organization had a sense of how funding worked, but they 
focused on state funding. It was leaders who generally made connections to outside 
funders and had a stronger sense of how to develop private sources of money. 
Policy Contexts 
 The policies and politics that inform HTH behaviors have shifted over time. 
Early on, as my analysis shows, the policy context was dominated by two things: a 
change in California law, based on NCLB regulations, that required schools to hire 
“highly qualified” teachers, meaning teachers needed to either have or actively pursue 
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credentials. This law led directly to the creation of HTH’s District Intern Program for 
teacher credentialing. Second, the accreditation process for that program and the 
subsequent HTHGSE master’s program forced organizational leaders to adapt, often 
more substantively than they initially wanted. Policy contexts were different from the 
previous two dimensions; this was the area in which HTH was more reactive than 
proactive yet still managed to retain agency. 
Policy and history. Identity is an important component of sensemaking theory; 
it not only informs how one makes sense of experience but also, the act of sensemaking 
helps to congeal occupational identities (Weick, et al, 2005). This highlights the 
importance of hiring policies and practices in organizations, which directly impacts the 
identity of human actors new to an organization and in turn influences how people 
make sense of their work and socialization. At HTH, ideas around hiring and the hiring 
practices themselves had a push and pull effect on behavior. Policy pressures 
significantly impacted the hiring process early in the organization’s history, in that a 
CA policy forced HTH to hire credentialed teachers, which in turn spurred the 
creation of the District Intern program – the credentialing arm of teacher education at 
HTH. However, the change did not occur unidirectionally. Hiring certainly influenced 
organizational identities, which in turn influenced the sedimentation of logics and 
principles; yet, those organizational principles also influenced the ways in which HTH 
leaders responded to legal constraints on hiring, according to a long-term 
administrator: 
The narrative about we started these programs so we could hire who we 
wanted to hire, which is absolutely correct. That is why we did it, because we 
were just like, we don't want anyone telling us what to do, ever. Oh, you have to 
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have credentialed teachers, ha, ha, ha, there's this loophole where if you are 
credentialed or at a credentialing program then you can be hired to, oh okay 
we'll just have a credentialing program... 
[I agreed] credentialing is… a stupid government monopoly, so we're going to 
do it and we're going to do it because we have to do it, not because it's an 
opportunity to ... It's just a stupid thing we have to go through and let's make it 
as painless as possible and that was a strong piece of the way we were thinking 
about it.  
At the same time… the path that we had gone down, where we had the state 
giving us crap about how many hours we spent on doing certain things, had 
totally forced us to be way more disciplined about thinking about new teachers 
and how to support their development. It's really swung me around, so even 
though I'm irritated about credentialing in a lot of ways, there's no question that 
we would not be nearly where we are in terms of developing teachers if we 
hadn't ... If we were just left to our own devices we would not be doing a lot of 
the stuff that we're doing now (Interview #30, Administrator).  
Essentially, state regulations took the form of both coercive and normative pressures 
(DiMaggio & Powell, 1983) – coercive (meaning forced) in terms of prerequisites for 
new hires and normative (meaning pressure to “look” similar to other organizations) in 
terms of accreditation requirements for program structures. To the first, hiring 
requirements did not just affect the organizational culture based on the new people 
brought in; instead, they led directly to the creation of the credentialing program, in 
order to maintain the existing culture. Once in place, the program was subject to further 
state scrutiny for accreditation, which changed how the organization approached its 
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training regimen. Again, the credentialing program allowed the organization to bring 
in the people it wanted. But when considered in the context of teacher training and 
socialization, this program and the subsequent state-mandated structural changes in 
fact proved formative for how this administrator conceptualized teacher education. 
Hence, there was some value in this pressure to conform, even if it was not readily 
apparent at first. This further suggests that changes in response to accreditation 
pressures were not purely academic or “ceremonial” as Meyer & Rowan indicated 
(1977), though the theory proved true to some extent. The accreditation process created 
isomorphic pressures on HTH to become more like other schools of education, at least 
in terms of its formal structure. Yet it also helped the organization adapt substantive 
aspects of programming and teacher learning. Still, as the quote indicates, this 
pressure, while at times positive, often left the organization’s leaders with a sense of 
what it did not want to do or be.  
 Once it established the credential program, HTH proceeded to create a GSE, 
and a central narrative among administrators related to the difficulty of that process. 
One critiqued the visiting committees that determined the GSE’s accreditation, stating,  
First of all, ok? Every year we had a different [committee]! So the first one 
comes in and says that… make it green. So we spend a year making it green, and 
then another one comes in and says make it red… They thought it was a 
distraction to be in the middle of a K-12 school… we had to meet all of these 
regulations, and in my opinion, a lot of them are archaic and have little 
relationship to… to becoming a teacher, certainly. And the people on the 
committee weren’t K-12 teachers themselves; they were in the academy 
(Interview #28, Administrator).  
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Another participant saw a silver lining but also objected to the accreditation 
requirements: “For the grad school, to me the WASC process was so unbelievably 
painful and horrible, and like I guess with anything, yes now we can tell this story 
about how it kind of got our act together around certain things, so there's some truth to 
that, but I resist that narrative a little bit, because it sucked.” (Interview # 30, 
Administrator). Finally, a third administrator involved in the accreditation process 
provided more of a rationale for the committees’ decisions: “They were all higher ed 
people… the committees that WASC sent to us... And they were rightly uncomfortable 
with some of the blurred lines” (Interview # 29, Administrator). Here, politics became 
intertwined with intellectual and organizational contexts to put pressure on HTH to 
conform to other such schools. 
Policy, funding, and the classroom. Generally, policy was the area in which 
HTH actors exhibited the least agency. Unlike the many partnerships they mentioned 
when discussing other dimensions, few interviewees expressed connections to 
policymakers. Thus, looking across this and the two previous sections, social networks 
and social capital seemed strongly related to HTH’s ability to take an active stance 
towards its environment. One administrator illustrated the effects of funding policies 
on HTH’s credential program and costs for students:  
California used to direct particular chunks of money to teacher ed programs 
like ours and they do not anymore. We did not used to charge interns to 
participate in our program because there was money that would flow from the 
state to schools to our program, educator effectiveness grant money. There's 
not nearly as much of that money as there used to be, so I don't think any of our 
current interns are aware that people did not used to pay to do our program. 
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Which is not necessarily a great thing either. There's something about placing 
value on something that you're invested in, also in a way if people can take it 
seriously and not have to pay for it, that seems ideal. This California budget 
being what it is, that money doesn't come directly to us anymore. That may 
change, but I don't know. (Interview #12, Administrator).  
The policy environment had important implications for funding at HTH, which blurs 
the line between policy and financial contexts. Yet while HTH had access to significant 
private funding, it was insufficient to mitigate policy changes in regards to funding. 
 Beyond top-down policy pressures, political change indirectly influenced 
teachers’ curricular choices. Teachers at times chose to actively discuss policy contexts 
with students, particularly in the wake of the 2016 election. In a conversation with her 
student teacher, one mentor mused that, “general political conversation and climate is 
absolutely necessary to bring into the classroom in a way that allows students to 
critically think and process what's happening in our world” (Interview #19, Mentor). A 
current master’s student and full-time teacher similarly wondered, “how do I direct it 
in a positive way? How do I encourage kids to have meaningful conversations about it, 
even if this is a math class? … I feel that that's leaked into the classroom on a national 
level” (Interview #6, Student). When asked about policy, students and faculty often 
expressed changing sentiments amongst K-12 students, as well as subsequent changes 
in curricular choices, including discussions of national political issues that have 
“leaked into the classroom.” These influences did not occur via formal channels – they 
were not manifestations of policy in the classroom – but indicated a cultural shift in 
response to a changing political context. This indirect influence reflects an interplay 
between political shifts and macro-level scripts and frames (DiMaggio & Powell, 1991; 
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Scott, 2013), meaning that cultural-cognitive shifts in the polity, not just specific 
policies, can influence everyday operations in organizations. Furthermore, this section 
on policy contexts indicates that policy shapes many aspects of the education system, 
which can have unexpected and differential consequences for individual schools, 
based on how those schools respond both symbolically and substantively. 
Trends Across the Three Contexts 
In a major review of empirical research on institutional theory, Heugens & 
Lander (2009) suggest that isomorphism, or pressure on organizations to conform to a 
common model, represents the most enduring aspect of institutional theory. These 
authors use a meta-analysis to show that DiMaggio & Powell’s (1983) three types of 
isomorphic pressures – coercive, mimetic, and normative – provide statistically 
significant indicators of isomorphism across multiple fields, and they use these 
findings to argue that social structuralism better explains organizational behavior than 
individual (person or organization) agency. In some respects, teacher education at 
HTH was a classic case of this idea from institutional theory. HTH’s teacher education 
programming began as a response to coercive and normative pressures brought on by 
new policies (Dimaggio & Powell, 1983), and later responses to accreditation pressures 
were more symbolic than substantive (Meyer & Rowan, 1977). This would support the 
notion of Heugens & Lander (2009) that structure trumps agency. 
However, looking across the three contexts, several other types of pressures 
emerge. First, pressure is an incomplete descriptor, as the relationship was not one-
sided. HTH actors actively created a mission and structure based on a clear intellectual 
basis; further, they actively reached out to funders to build on their work. Finally, 
when funders sought out HTH, the program turned down money for programs 
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misaligned with the mission. This evidence is supported by the “logics” school of 
institutional theory (Thornton & Ocasio, 2008; Thornton, Ocasio, & Lounsbury 2012), 
which tends to emphasize organizational agency in addition to environmental 
pressures (e.g., Lounsbury, 2008). Essentially, the institutional environment is 
complex, and organizations respond to it in multidimensional ways. Hence, HTH 
experienced some pressures from policymakers that seemed to push for isomorphism. 
Yet because organizational actors took at active stance towards the institutional 
environment, the relationship between HTH and its environment, as well as the 
influences of the environment, varied. Table 4 highlights these relationships. 
Table 4: Relationships Between HTH and its Environments 
Dimensions 
of Inst. 
Environment 
   Influence (on parts of 
HTH) 
Type of Relationship 
 
Intellectual 
Contexts 
• Mission 
• Culture 
• Instructional 
settings 
 
• Mimetic 
• Mission-driven 
 
Financial 
Contexts 
 
 
• Program Design 
• Partnerships 
• Mission-driven 
• Reciprocal 
Policy 
Contexts 
• Program Design 
• Personnel 
• Coercive 
• Normative 
 
Field-level 
Contexts 
• Mission 
• Instruction 
• Theory of 
Change 
• Mission-driven 
• Mimetic 
• Reciprocal 
 
As the table indicates, several themes emerged from the relationships between 
HTH and the different dimensions of its institutional environment. First, each 
dimension of the environment influenced a unique combination of the school’s: 
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program design, instructional settings, personnel decisions, culture, and mission. In 
addition, the types of relationships expanded on previous conceptions of coercive, 
normative, and mimetic forces (Dimaggio & Powell, 1983). While these three forces 
were certainly present, I identified two additional types of relationships between HTH 
and its institutional environment, mission-driven and reciprocal. I found that partners 
– such as funders and organizations in HTH’s network – connected to HTH based on 
mission, and they formed reciprocal relationships with one another. For example, 
leaders were very careful in how they navigated funding pressures and chose which 
money to take, which to reject. That one administrator proved to be a rainmaker of 
sorts – with grant-making savvy and connections to high net worth individuals – 
speaks to some of the leeway these leaders had to make those decisions based on 
mission, rather than need. His connections, among others, afforded HTH a certain 
stature, even amongst funders, that led to mutually beneficial relationships. 
Finally, the table does not show how these dimensions also overlapped with 
one another. In particular, all of three that have been discussed up to this point also 
had implications for HTH’s organizational partnerships and its contribution to the 
development of the new field of Deeper Learning. To better illustrate this overlap and 
the emergence of this new field, I cover field-level contexts more in-depth than the 
others in the next section. The next section on field-level contexts demonstrates the 
implications of agentic choices on the part of HTH actors; their proactive stances help 
explain how Deeper Learning became HTH’s primary field.  
Field-Level Intersections and Deeper Learning 
 The previous section outlined three of the major dimensions of HTH’s 
institutional environment. These intellectual, financial, and policy contexts all 
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uniquely influenced the organization. They also intersect with one another and with 
the fourth major dimension: field-level contexts, including organizational 
partnerships, networks, and the fields to which HTH belongs. Scott and colleagues 
describe the organizational field as among the most important environmental 
dimensions for understanding the institutions shaping organizational behavior (Scott, 
2013; Scott & Meyer, 1994). In fact, since Meyer & Rowan’s (1977) piece that examined 
symbolic isomorphism, the field has been a major level of analysis common to 
institutional analyses. This section analyzes the relationship between HTH and its 
field-level organizational contexts before delving into HTH’s own conception of the 
field. I do this by focusing on the partnerships that HTH cultivated over time. 
Field Interactions with Scholarship, Funding, and Policy  
 A salient feature of HTH’s institutional contexts is that they overlap, inform, 
and compete with one another, not unlike the complex logics influencing other 
organizations (Christiansen & Lounsbury, 2013; Lounsbury, 2008). Therefore, the first 
part of this section addresses the intersections between the different dimensions of 
HTH’s environment. Specifically, I examine partnerships, which connect field-level 
contexts – essentially inter-organizational forces – with each of the three dimensions 
discussed earlier. These intersecting contexts have led to the creation and congealing 
of the new field of Deeper Learning, a process that HTH contributed to and that I 
discuss in the second part of this section. I first argue that this network is HTH’s 
primary field, and I further posit that Deeper Learning represents a new type of field, a 
hybrid that incorporates different types of organizations, not competing over disparate 
logics but united around a coherent set of core principles. Finally, this field is 
providing new opportunities for change via interplay between organization and 
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environment, one of which is a new, networked conception of accountability that I 
discuss in the next chapter. 
Field-level contexts and intellectual interactions. More substantively, there 
were also interactions between the intellectual environment and organizational 
partnerships that influenced the mission and practices of HTH. One faculty member 
described the relationship between scholarly work and organizations that influenced 
his work teaching master’s students. He began by listing three specific influences and 
how they related to one another: 
The Art of Thinking Together by William Isaacs. Unbelievable depth around 
all things related to dialogue. Number two, The Center for Adaptive Schools 
and/or Thinking Collaborative... Been around for about 25 years. I've been a 
trainer with them for the past seven years. I still have a lot to learn in that 
space… But again, anything that helps groups or individuals engage in 
meaningful dialogue with each other, hallelujah, I'm all about that. The third 
one is, Human Centered Design.  
I named them in this order for a good reason. I do believe that dialogue in 
general is the magic elixir. The Center for Adaptive Schools or Thinking 
Collaborative, they have a number of systems that are primarily encased 
around dialogical structures and discussion structures. This is some of their 
work right here [shows book]. 
Then thirdly is Human Centered Design. Pioneered at IDO in the Bay area, 
profligated, evangelized by the Stanford D [Design] School. I work with them 
pretty closely as well. I don't work with MIT Dialogue Project. But I do… work a 
lot with Human Centered Design. Both at the Stanford D school on a number 
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of different projects. Because I see design and equity having some wonderful – I 
see design as a way to get at equity in a way that's meaningful and substantive.  
So those would be anything that's related to dialogue in general. But the Center 
for Adaptive Schools, any of their work, publications, workshops, which are 
worldwide. Then thirdly, anything related to Human Centered Design. Those 
are things that are worth our time. (Interview #14, Faculty).  
In discussing partnerships, this faculty member did not distinguish between influences 
of individuals, scholarly works, or outside organizations. To him, the connections 
centered on practice, including dialogue, collaboration, and design; the type of 
partnership was less important. My analysis in Chapter 5 similarly demonstrates the 
importance of dialogical practices within HTH and argues that these practices were 
linked to a broader humanist philosophy. This quote supports earlier findings and 
expands them to include connections beyond HTH. Additionally, the evidence here 
shows that individuals within the organization develop their own horizontal linkages 
to the outside environment; the importance of HTH leadership does not preclude a 
multitude of such individual connections. Finally, the emphasis on dialogical practice 
further shows that HTH’s active stance towards its environment is predicated on 
mission.  
Field-level contexts and funding. This intersection of field and financial 
contexts is perhaps the most important, as it helps describe the contexts under which 
HTH became part of the new field of Deeper Learning. One major part of this chapter’s 
argument is that the Deeper Learning network constitutes HTH’s primary field. I say 
more about HTH’s conception of field below, but here I analyze how HTH came to be 
part of this field, which is intimately tied to funding decisions. To be clear, HTH 
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already had some scholarly or intellectual connections to several partner 
organizations, as discussed above. However, it was funding that came from Hewlett 
Foundation that galvanized this loose network into a more coherent group that has 
become the key field through which HTH develops connections and affects change. 
 The most significant aspect of these connections involves the “Deeper Learning 
Hub,” a network of educators and organizations committed to redefining education to 
provide more experiential and design-based pedagogies for students. 
We’re part of the “deeper learning community of practice.” Started with 
Hewlett – 10 org’s across the country. Expeditionary Learning, Envision, 
Internationals Network, things like that. They were meeting and having a 
community of practice, and now HTH has been the host of these deeper 
learning conferences. They’re a hub for bringing progressive educators 
together. (Interview #7, Administrator). 
In addition to initiating the work on Deeper Learning, the Foundation also paid the 
American Institutes for Research to conduct research that would support the 
expansion of this network (Huberman, et al., 2014; Bitter & Loney, 2015), setting up a 
scholarly basis for the network.  
 While the Hub continues to grow, it should be clear that the Hewlett 
Foundation provided the resources and early backing that allowed this network to 
form. An administrator involved in the early days of the formation of Deeper Learning 
described the relationship between funding partner and other organizational partners 
thus: 
At the beginning of the Hewlett Foundation's effort to say deeper learning is 
our thing, one thing they did is they went out and found 10 organizations that 
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they were like, we think you all are trying deeper learnings instead of outcomes, 
communication collaboration, etc. we think you folks are trying ... We think 
these are things you are into too, are we right? Do we want to like hang out 
together? … I guess all informal, but a kind of funding has kind of brought us 
together. That's been a growing, a rich network for me personally as well as I've 
tried to get other folks hooked into that as well. (Interview #30, Administrator).  
This interplay between funder, organizational partners, and HTH suggests an 
important model for field formation. In this case, the funder initiated the action, but 
other organizations became involved, united by a shared mission. It is consistent with 
Scott (2013), who argued that new fields sometimes form around “new sources of 
support” (p. 234) as well as “relational and cultural connections” (p. 232). This provides 
clarity on some of the connections between funding dimensions and the role of the 
field, particularly for the nonprofit sector. In this case, funds allowed for the creation of 
something new, but the field also came about because these organizations already 
shared common values.  
More recently, HTH has taken a central role, hosting the Deeper Learning 
conference and helping to scale the work of the Deeper Learning Hub, though still 
with help from Hewlett Foundation: 
Hewlett funds a number of things. We've been part of the Deeper Learning 
Network, we put on the Deeper Learning Conference, we are starting a hub for 
Deeper Learning and running a campaign on sharing your learning. So, trying 
to scale and create more opportunities for students across the country to exhibit 
their learning, do presentations and learning, student led conferences. Any type 
of forms of public sharing of their learning. (Interview #17, Administrator). 
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HTH works with funders around projects that align with its mission. That it takes such 
a central role with Deeper Learning in particular suggests that this network is 
increasingly part of HTH’s primary field. Also, organizational actors have continued to 
cultivate connections, through public presentations of learning, conferences, and 
leadership development. Lastly, the two quotes together show that while Hewlett 
Foundation was pivotal in the initial formation of Deeper Learning, the network is 
becoming more than a group of likeminded actors; it now involves multiple types of 
organizations that are increasingly networked to one another.  
Field-Level Contexts, Policy, and Politics. It is very clear that the multiple 
dimensions of HTH’s institutional environment worked together in important ways. 
They influenced multiple levels of the organization, as well as programming both 
within HTH and between HTH and others. For example, while at first saying “no” to 
questions I asked about whether policy played a role in what happened at HTH, an 
administrator later described an interplay of policy, funding, and organizational 
connections: 
No. That's the shortest answer I'm gonna give you. No. Not at the government 
level, not at the policy level as of right now. The only thing I can think of in 
terms of the organization rather than my professional development [work] 
directly is that we have in the last couple of years been able to work with the 
California Department of Education. And the Commission has provided us 
with a grant to establish a project-based learning academy that has allowed us 
to work in districts across California in order to bring PBL models to different 
schools and different districts for college and career pathways. And that has 
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been something that has definitely influenced some of our professional 
development initiatives, but not changed them by any means.  
So that we're looking at how what we currently offer can be more applicable to 
different districts and different settings, especially traditional ones that are 
looking to integrate or implement some aspects of what we do. So in that 
respect it has, yes. (Interview #11, Administrator). 
The “no” here, while initially indicating a lack of relationship between the policy world 
and HTH, actually meant that policies and politics did not interfere with the running 
of the organization, at least from this person’s perspective. The connections, though, 
ran deeper. HTH partnered with policymaking entities to develop new programing in 
the state of California. These professional development initiatives came through 
growing partnerships with the state and local districts, indicating developing 
relationships between HTH and governing bodies.  
 Administrators were in unison about the fact that HTH does not advertise, even 
as it has become very well known. While the school has been proactive about how it 
responds to institutional pressures, early on many partnerships emerged from outside 
interest:  
a lot of it comes from interest... San Diego County Office reached out to us… for 
admin credentials, local schools reached out to us through the years of No 
Child Left Behind and wanting to hire teachers and have a rich district intern 
program where they could be… employed while earning their credential. So, 
we're often serving a felt need. Hewlett invited us to be part of the deeper 
learning network and really High Tech High is the key player in hosting the 
annual conference and developing the annual hub for deeper learning which 
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could be seen as a convener of and a support for ... Convener of deeper learning 
educators and a hub for support, resources, connecting folks to other people 
doing this work and also sealing the work.  
Yeah, they're all different. The Walton Family Foundation came through a 
relationship that Larry had with a board member and the board member 
suggested that we submit a grant. So, it's all different; UCSD, they approached 
us about doing research. Yeah, we've been lucky that we've had a lot of 
opportunity of people kind of wanting to work with High Tech High and with 
the graduate school, and there's been a lot of demand and so we're often 
creating programs or creating opportunities in response to demand. So the 
education leadership academy is a hybrid online program we do for schools 
that are working to reform or to guide change and so it's a hybrid online 
program where they do limited residencies for two to three days three times 
during the year, then they have a critical friend from High Tech High that 
supports them in a leadership project that their team decides to take on such as 
making students' thinking and work more visible at their school, working with 
teachers on moralistic approaches to assessment. 
That was the demand that a lot of people were interested in the master's 
program or doing more work with us that felt like they didn't live in San Diego 
and they couldn't be here for an entire year and a lot of people were hoping that 
we would get more hybrid online options for programming so that... That also 
was a response to demand and a need.  (Interview #17, Administrator). 
This quote illustrates not only the interplay between political connections, 
organizational partners, and funding but also their combined influence on program 
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structure. The organization certainly adapted to its policy context, but also became 
more active as it developed partnerships and became a central part of the Deeper 
Learning Hub. In addition, part of the support for the GSE came from political and 
organizational partners, as well as funders such as Walton Foundation. This 
administrator later connected this network development to thought and funding 
partners: “Through the research center, the Walton Family Foundation funds master's 
students who are coming for one year to do the master’s program with a focus on 
school creation” (Interview #17, Administrator). Next, I will discuss the importance of 
school creation in terms of HTH’s increasingly active stance towards its environment, 
which includes its contributions to developing the field of Deeper Learning and the 
school’s theory of change. 
The Field and High Tech High’s Theory of Change 
My argument up until this point has related to the ways in HTH has 
contributed to the development of a new field. But how do HTH actors make sense of 
their role within this new field? HTH’s approaches to teacher education are part of its 
theory of change that relates to the ongoing work of this network. As the previous 
section indicated, HTH has become a central player in the Deeper Learning Hub. 
Because the two influence one another in profound ways, I argue here that Deeper 
Learning represents the primary organizational field of HTH. Deeper Learning, and 
more generally, HTH’s approach to organizational partnerships, is also tied to the 
organization’s theory of change, which provides a clear avenue for HTH to network 
with potential partners and take a leadership role within those networks. The rest of 
this section fleshes out HTH’s theory of change to illustrate HTH’s plans to ultimately 
help shape its own institutional environment 
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 An important aspect of the “Deeper Learning” network is its connection to 
education reform. While not a policymaking group, it does support specific initiatives 
aligned with its member organizations’ missions and does so through material support 
– funding, capacity building, and networking. Similarly, at HTH those interviewees 
who were comfortable speaking to me about an organizational “theory of change” 
positioned change as coming about through both local efforts and based on networks.  
I’m not sure that I am about the national conversation. We can’t seem to engage 
in dialogue about important, constructive issues facing our country. For lots of 
different factorial reasons. So my thinking is, how do we equip the people who 
are willing and able to rebel, to push, to not wait to be authorized, to not wait to 
have to have a sanctioning or a new policy? If you’re waiting for the policy, 
you’re probably late to the game. The revolution will not be authorized, my 
friend. Because the people up there, they don’t understand what happens down 
here. The more that we can turn the learning experience over to the students, 
the more we can turn that over to the designers, the teachers as designers, we’ll 
let the learning speak for itself. (Interview # 14, Faculty). 
While there were different perspectives, most people indicated that HTH had limited 
avenues for changing its whole environment, but it could radically change those things 
in its immediate vicinity, a “ground-up” approach that does not wait for policy.  
Further, paralleling the analysis in the previous section, another administrator 
suggested that HTH is taking an increasingly active role in not just developing 
partnerships but leveraging those partnerships to induce change aligned with its 
mission: 
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I think we're absolutely an agent of change. We see that through the teachers 
and the leaders that emerge from our programs, we see it through the teams 
that participate in education leadership academy or our PBL academy. We see 
it through the work that we do through the Deeper Learning Network for High 
Tech High On The Road, where we set up more sustained partnerships for 
schools that are engaged in school transformation efforts. I think our serious 
action is that we are empowering local educators to be the leaders of that 
change and helping them learn about change leadership and how to guide 
change from their studies. (Interview #17, Administrator). 
The partnerships that HTH actors cultivate contribute to a “networked” theory of 
change. Social network theorists position networking as the key component to ground-
up change initiatives (e.g., Daly, 2010; Atteberry & Bryk, 2010; Moolenaar & Sleegers, 
2010). For example, Atteberry & Bryk (2010) found that the strength of networks, based 
in part on teachers’ willingness to share or “deprivatize” their practice – helped 
determine the success of new reforms.  
 Outside of the Deeper Learning Hub, HTH strived to create change through 
different types of networks and relationships, including trainings, visits, and new 
school creation, which is part of the master’s program in the GSE. 
They’ve been able to bring in people for residencies and institutes, bring in 
guest speakers. Meyer, Berger, Washer (Elliot) with Big Picture. The broader 
sense of being able to leverage the relationships they’ve built with schools 
across the country, and how do they bring these folks in, so their people can 
have roundtable discussions. UCSD had brown bags too. You could hear 
speakers, have Q&A with notable educators – HTHGSE is trying to facilitate 
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some of that as well. Local community [staff] does school visits too to make 
contact with other schools across the San Diego area. This is 20% time, where 
they can be off at other schools and getting a sense of what else is out there, so 
it’s not just HTH day in day out. They go to KIPP, Thrive. Credential candidates 
do their programs then go to KIPP. A KIPP administrator used to be here at the 
GSE; she helped with the WASC stuff. We’ve had some KIPP teachers as 
residents too. They heard about it through TFA. Some folks have come through 
TFA; HTH is in their alumni newsletter… 
Some of the people coming here are ready to open a new school, so HTHGSE is 
trying to help them make contacts, places like New School Venture Fund, 
Moonshot, places that can help them, so their students can be successful at 
designing schools and getting them off the ground. Want to be a bridge into 
new school creation. How can they leverage these relationships, so people who 
can start a new school can do that. So, how can they create that pipeline? … 
We’ve had new things evolve around new school creation, so it’s a fine balance 
of working with existing schools and developing new schools. (Interview #7, 
Administrator).  
HTH administrators acknowledged that some of these organizations were not aligned 
with the school but consistently avoid criticizing differently minded reformers. HTH 
educators did not see themselves as evangelizers of “one way” so much as people 
trying to learn from others and share their own learning. Even beyond Deeper 
Learning, networks were an integral part of how HTH actors approached change and 
sought to transform education on a system-wide level. For example, it could be 
surmised that the mention of KIPP was not accident: KIPP’s model is radically different 
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from that of HTH, and yet there is some bleed over in terms of administrators and 
training. There was nothing in the interview data to suggest a partnership per se, but 
there is a desire at HTH to see “what else is out there” and to reach out, even to 
programs that diverge from their own. “Leveraging” networks and partnerships, as 
indicated throughout my analysis, is an important part of how HTH reaches out to 
other organizations and individuals to not just respond to but also shape its 
institutional environment. 
Organizational Agency in Institutionalism 
This chapter can be understood in part as a deep dive into the structure-agency 
debate. Heugens & Lander (2009) position this debate as a central theme of 
institutional theory, essentially asking whether social structures dictate organizational 
behavior, or if organizations have genuine agency. Coburn (2016) argued that, 
“[t]heories of structure and agency provide conceptual tools for understanding when 
and how aspects of social structure… influence individual action and interaction and 
how that, in turn, reinforces or alters rules, roles, and relationships in schools and 
school systems” (p. 473). She added that these theories are particularly important for 
leaders in education, who generally seek to change some aspect of organizations or 
systems. Thus, structure-agency investigations have significant implications for the 
scholarly fields of both institutionalism and education. In this chapter, I attempted to 
show that HTH has agency in its relationships to a broader institutional environment, 
however, it is ultimately shaped by this environment. I often described HTH as 
mission-driven, but its mission predates the school’s founding. It was influenced by 
decades-old scholarship, and its founders developed connections to older and newer 
schools through federal grants and private funding partnerships. Yet it was also 
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through these connections that HTH became active in shaping an entirely new field in 
Deeper Learning. 
This analysis does not attempt to disprove previous theories in which 
researchers predetermine the parts of an organization’s institutional environment that 
should be studied (Scott, 2013); rather, it adds to these theories to show how new micro-
level methods can provide different types of insights into organizing, environments, 
and processes of institutionalization. Still, the danger of an a priori conception of 
“field” is that the researcher might treat the field as a unitary or unchanging entity, 
which ignores salient features of how organizations might be active and selective in 
their stance towards outside influences. It is reasonable to suggest that if researchers 
wish to understand, or even promote, agency within education organizations, a 
methodology that assumes such agency, such as what I used in this chapter, would be a 
useful tool. 
 Finally, I characterize Deeper Learning as a “hybrid sector,” which reflects the 
hybridity of HTH as well. One reason why it is so difficult to describe HTH is that it 
does not fall into a single category of organization. It is part K-12 school system, part 
teacher education program, part higher education organization, and part research and 
training organization. In some of these respects, it resembles a graduate school at a 
university, but it very clearly is not that, given that the majority of its people are 
involved in K-12 schooling. Because HTH intersects with so many fields, the 
organizations and individuals with which HTH partners also come from a variety of 
areas, including those mentioned above as well as private foundations engaged in 
education reform through funding and research projects. Therefore, this network 
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operates not just as a niche but as a small ecosystem of funding, policy, and thought 
leaders who aim to be a model for education writ large. It is a hybrid. 
 In addition, Deeper Learning is not like other fields in education that are bound 
by organizational form or proximate ties, meaning that Deeper Learning is not simply 
higher education, teacher education, K-12 schools, charters, governing bodies, or 
foundations but rather all of these. It shares what Scott (2013) depicts as, “cultural 
markers (e.g., shared normative frameworks, cultural beliefs, contentious issues)” (p. 
232). Like the different programs within the HTH organization, the Deeper Learning 
network is held together by a common mission.  The cultural markers that hold the 
field together parallel HTH principles in that they focus on learning strategies such as 
PBL, student centeredness, collaboration, and inquiry (Deeper Learning Hub, n.d.). 
Moreover, a central goal of this group is to “Build Partnerships” (Alliance for Excellent 
Education, n.d.), which implies a networking model, similar to that which informs 
improvement science, as discussed in previous chapters. The mission of Deeper 
Learning resonates with HTH’s core logic of constructivism, which itself came from 
Freirean & Deweyan philosophies, among others. In this sense, the environment 
influenced the inception of HTH, but HTH has since stayed true to those original 
ideals, even in the face of structural forces such as policy and funding pressures. 
Agency there was not contingent on a lack of external influences; in fact, one aspect of 
the environment, what I call “intellectual contexts,” mitigated other external pressures. 
My analysis therefore suggests that structure and agency were inextricably linked in 
this case. In part, because environments and organizations mutually constitute one 
another, ideas that support agency, like constructivism, already have a basis in the 
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institutional environment. Part of the structure surrounding HTH opened up 
opportunities for HTH actors to make agentic choices.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
High Tech High and Implications for Networks, Theory-Practice, and 
Accountability in Education 
This dissertation is rooted in an exploration of a new phenomenon in teacher 
education called nGSEs, which are teacher preparation programs with no university 
affiliation. I have focused on the case of teacher education at HTH. Based in a project-
based charter school in San Diego, HTH is the oldest nGSE, and it offers both an initial 
licensure program and master’s degrees for experienced educators. To understand 
what nGSEs in general and HTH in particular mean for the education of teachers, I 
framed my research problem around several issues, including: the extent to which 
HTH is disrupting the field, and if it fits within a growing policy paradigm that draws 
on accountability-based reforms, which has gained traction over the past two decades 
(Cochran-Smith et al, 2018; Mehta, 2013a). I drew from institutional and sensemaking 
theories to refine my research questions, plan my study, and implement data collection 
and analysis. Over the course of my study, a number of tensions arose, which I 
elaborate below. The most immediate was about what HTH really is and what it means 
in the current era of reform: on the surface, HTH is a school that pushes back against 
the current policy paradigm while also relying on popular narratives about the need 
for innovation and reform.  
Major Arguments and Emergent Themes and Tensions 
This section has two parts. It first revisits the major arguments made 
throughout this dissertation, then synthesizes the key themes that emerge from these 
arguments, which I frame as a series of tensions about teacher education at HTH and 
what the case means for researchers, educators, and policymakers interested in teacher 
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education. The following section will discuss the research, practice, and policy 
implications of these emergent themes and tensions.  
Cascading Arguments and Agency 
 Generally speaking, this dissertation makes three cascading arguments, each 
building towards a central argument about agency, HTH, and institutional 
environments. I first argue in Chapter 4 that constructivism forms the core logic of 
HTH, itself comprised of three organizing principles – authenticity, personalization, 
and inquiry. I have shown that constructivism informed not only instruction at HTH 
but also the actual process of organizing. Leaders created specific structures related to 
the principles that constitute constructivism, including: parallel learning experiences 
for students in both K-12 and graduate classrooms for experiential learning; 
individualized project-based learning norms that interviewees associated with a 
conception of personalization-as-equity; and an inquiry-based research center that 
informs organizational improvement. Limitations in the research base on institutions 
mean that constructivism as institutional logic derives from an unclear place in the 
institutional environment. Scholars have argued that American society is comprised of 
several major institutions, such as the market or the state, each comprised of a central 
logic (Friedland & Alford, 1991; Thornton & Ocasio, 2008). However, these scholars do 
not account for education or schooling as a societal institution. In American 
educational history, the logics of schooling originated from democratic conceptions of 
education (Labaree, 1997; Tyack, 2003), meant to prepare citizens. Increasingly, 
however, the logics of schooling and education stem from market-based principles 
related to standards and accountability (Bridwell-Mitchell, 2013; Hallett, 2010). Logics 
related to schooling have generally been lumped into these two categories of 
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“democracy” or “the market.” Yet my study shows that constructivism appears to be a 
different sort of logic that does not map neatly onto these previous depictions of 
societal institutions. It is for this reason that I argued in Chapter 4 that research on 
institutions needs to make room for schooling as a major institution, given that 
constructivism has its origins with education scholars such as Dewey. While 
resonating with democratic institutions, it is not the same. Hence, my point that 
constructivism is the core logic and organizing principle at HTH is unique, and the 
organizational behaviors that HTH leaders have built around this logic have important 
implications for theory and practice.  
My second major argument, from Chapter 5, builds directly off of the first. I 
argue that the case of HTH advances the area of practice-based teacher education. 
First, HTH has developed an approach to practice that I call “practicing with theory,” 
which centers dialogue and reflection and results in a relational, actionable conception 
of knowledge at HTH. HTH’s forms of practice, theory, and knowledge add to previous 
scholarship problematizing the distinction between theory and practice (Britzman, 
1991; Carr & Kemmis, 1986; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999; 2009), in that HTH’s 
organizing principles facilitated the way the three operated within the organization. 
More specifically, practicing with theory emerged from three types of learning 
experiences that teacher educators emphasized and that their adult students described 
as central to their coursework at HTH, each emerging from the three organizing 
principles described in the previous argument; these experiences include project 
design, dialogical practices, and reflection. Further, because HTH draws heavily from 
improvement traditions for organizational learning, its relational and actionable 
conception of knowledge contributes to a nascent epistemology for improvement 
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science. Taken together, my arguments from Chapters 4 and 5 have important 
implications for research and practice, as well as for education leaders involved in 
policymaking. 
In Chapter 6, I argue that HTH took an active stance towards its institutional 
environment to the degree that it took on a central role in the development of a new 
organizational field in Deeper Learning, which sprang out of partnerships with 
multiple types of organizational partners, including other schools and a key funder in 
the Hewlett Foundation. While at times reactive when responding to new policies, 
HTH’s work with the Deeper Learning network has shown that it is also at times 
proactive in its relationship with the outside world. Essentially, HTH had a reciprocal 
relationship with outside actors, which in some cases even extended to policymakers, 
as California hired HTH educators to administer professional development across the 
state. HTH is a school that leveraged partnerships in order to grow and share its vision 
for education with others in what I call a “networked” approach to change and 
accountability. In addition, this relationship between HTH and its environment is 
based largely on the idiosyncrasies of the individuals within the organization, as some 
people were more successful in creating a clear mission and others proved adept at 
securing funding for various programs. The ways in which HTH (as both an individual 
entity and as a compilation of multiple individuals) became an active player in its 
institutional contexts has important implications for how policymakers might consider 
agency and accountability, as well as scholarship about the tension between structure 
and agency.  
Looking across, the final argument that this dissertation makes is about the very 
nature of agency, including the role of the individual in making HTH what it is, as well 
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as the role of the organization in its institutional environment. HTH offers a 
compelling case of the extent to which an individual entity that exists within a complex 
system can retain agency – this is true for both individuals within organizations and 
individual organizations within system-wide environments that include organizational 
fields, policy contexts, and financial contexts. My analysis indicates that HTH has not 
only retained fidelity to mission, but also it has actively contributed to the growing 
organizational field of Deeper Learning, in order to extend that mission beyond its 
walls. Its “networked” theory of change demonstrated the agency of a single 
organization, even within the competing logics of a complex institutional environment. 
Furthermore, I showed that much of what HTH is comes from a deeper history of 
intellectual work by scholars such Dewey and Freire, as well as an accountability 
context that has attempted to dictate fundamental parts of the organization such as 
hiring policies and instructional programming. A number of themes emerge from 
these analyses, as I elucidate below.  
Emergent Themes and Tensions 
First, new visitors and founding administrators can all easily see that the school 
is simply different. That is, HTH – including the teacher education programs and the K-
12 Charter as a whole – is not a traditional school. Teacher education wholly relocated 
from universities is a recent phenomenon (Zeichner, 2014; Cochran-Smith, Carney, & 
Miller, 2016; Cochran-Smith, 2017; Cochran-Smith, 2018; Sanchez, 2018). Just as the 
charter network that houses HTH’s teacher education programming is not a traditional 
public school – the demarcation between charters a public vs. private a hotly debated 
“semantic battle line” (Brown, 2015) – there is an important distinction between public 
and private with regards to HTH. It was the business community in San Diego that 
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helped conceive of the school, even as the school is subject to public policy pressures. 
Also, in terms of the university-K-12 distinction, a number of my interviewees bought 
into narratives about the need for teacher preparation that shifts away from university-
based, theoretical models and focuses more on practice. That said, my analysis points 
to the steadfast importance of organizing around principles, more so than formal rules, 
as well as to the importance of scholarly works in education, rather than a pure 
practice orientation. In part, this dissertation has been about understanding this and 
other key tensions within the very existence of HTH. 
In terms of theory, another key tension in my analysis is about agency, which I 
discuss at a local level in this paragraph and at a larger scale in the next. The structure-
agency debate informs much of the work of institutional theorists (Coburn, 2016; 
Heugens & Lander, 2009), and at HTH, this dichotomy manifested as a distinction 
between agency and consistency. Teacher education at HTH offers the fascinating case 
of a school in which teachers engage in practices that are not only divergent but also 
change over time, as teacher have considerable freedom to engage in authentic work 
like project design, even from the first day of the yearly orientation for new hires. And 
yet, their work is consistently and clearly recognizable as belonging within the same 
instructional framework. The nature of project-based learning, which is the 
foundational practice of the school, means that teachers engage students in 
personalized processes – personalized for both K-12 and teacher education classrooms. 
Despite the variety of practice that stems from this personalized system, there exists 
remarkable consistency between different classrooms. This seems to suggest that HTH 
has found a balance between agency and consistency that will prove relevant for 
educational leaders and policymakers. The relevant question might be, how does an 
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organization get people to do something consistently while also affording the same 
people considerable agency to act as they deem appropriate? HTH’s answer was to 
take a principled approach based on human-centered constructivism rather than 
adhere to rigid rules. 
A third tension is about HTH and change within the education field. Chapter 1 
framed this dissertation as, in part, an examination of what it means that teacher 
educators at HTH have framed the school as an innovator and disruptor (HTHGSE, 
n.d.a). Based on my analysis in Chapter 6, HTH is increasingly positioning itself as an 
agent of change and using the GSE in particular as a vehicle for enacting change 
through such processes as professional development within and beyond HTH, 
dissemination of HTH methods through partnerships and networks with outside 
educators, and preparation of education leaders in a way that is consistent with HTH 
principles. This “active stance” allowed HTH to retain agency amidst changing policy 
and financial contexts. Vargo, Wieland, & Akaka (2015) describe the process of 
institutionalization as ripe for possibilities of innovation. In fact, these authors define 
institutionalization as, in part, a disruptive process, while also highlighting the 
importance of individuals in maintaining or disrupting institutions (Vargo, et al., 2015, 
p. 68). These authors went on to discuss the inter-relationship between technology 
(defined as useful knowledge), market disruption, and human action, suggesting that 
each influences and is influenced by the other two. While these authors used private 
sector markets as their examples, the “market” that HTH proposes to disrupt could be 
interpreted as both teacher education and the field of education writ large. So, the 
major tension is about whether HTH can retain agency as it grows older and becomes 
more institutionalized, both internally and in relation to other organizations.   
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Yet because HTH emphasizes individual action and agency, is it capable of 
being an innovator or disruptor within education? Can it be a model, as well as an 
active force, for change? As the organization becomes more institutionalized and set 
within a specific organizational field, will actors within retain the agency that my 
analysis shows them to have? In the next section, I take up these three tensions by 
discussing their implications for research, practice, and policy. While the tensions all 
overlap and related to all these types of implications, each tension maps onto a 
particular implication. First, the tension related to the HTH model – of an organization 
that uses constructivism as a core logic – has important implications for research in 
teacher education, organizational studies, and networking theories. Second, the 
tension about structure and agency within the HTH organization has important 
implications for local practice, as well as the work of leaders in advancing specific 
types of practice. Third, the tension between environmental structure and 
organizational agency has significant implications for policy and leadership. I 
elaborate on each below.   
Implications for Research, Practice, and Policy 
 The dissertation’s arguments and themes all have several implications for 
research, practice and policy. In this section, I discuss these implications, drawing from 
different pieces of my arguments to inform each type of implication. Specifically, my 
analyses, when examined as a whole, has particular relevance for (a) research on 
networks, (b) enactment of practice for students and teachers, and (c) possibilities for 
accountability in education. In each sub-section, I further review the relevant parts of 
my arguments that apply.  
Structure and Agency in a “Networked” Institutionalism: Implications for Research 
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 I have discussed in previous chapters a number of implications that my study 
has for institutional theory; here I synthesize these ideas and consider their more 
general significance for organizational analysis as well as social network theory. The 
first pattern relates to HTH’s core logic of constructivism, which as mentioned before, 
does not map onto traditional societal institutions (or institutional “sectors”) such as 
markets, family, or democracy (Friedland & Alford, 1991; Thornton & Ocasio, 2008). 
Instead, HTH’s logics draw more from an institutional sector that might best be 
described as schooling or education. As I argued in Chapter 4, organizing around 
constructivism also afforded HTH with a symmetry between adult and youth learning 
experiences, including occupational socialization for adults. Hence, principle guided 
action more so than strict rules, which allowed for simultaneous freedom and 
consistency across the organization. Second, HTH was very consistent in mission, both 
internally and in how the school interacted with its institutional environment. I 
identified four dimensions of HTH’s institutional environment that proved 
particularly salient in terms of interconnectedness; these included what I called 
intellectual contexts, policy contexts, financial contexts, and field-level contexts. This 
conceptual framework also has implications for institutional theory, particularly in 
terms of research methods for understanding agency and contextualized behaviors of a 
whole organization and of individual actors. 
 Also, with regards to theory, the case of HTH offers intriguing possibilities for 
understanding intersections between the fields of teacher education and institutional 
theory. Traditionally, these two fields have not intersected in particularly significant 
ways. As I noted in Chapter 2, institutional scholars do not conduct many studies in 
teacher education, and teacher education scholars rarely draw from institutionalist 
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frameworks, or even organizational analysis more broadly, despite some exceptions 
(e.g., Boyd, et al., 2008; Grossman & McDonald, 2008). However, this dissertation is one 
example of research that includes both traditions, and my work suggests that each can 
inform the other. One of my key findings exemplifies this dialogue between the two 
bodies of literature. HTH’s use of constructivism as a core logic across the whole 
organization informed virtually every part of my analysis. Coming myself from the 
field of teacher education, constructivism was an idea that seemed quite natural to me, 
but it may not have been the focusing element for people who study organizations and 
have less experience in schools. What’s more, institutional theory’s omission of 
schooling as one of the central institutions of American society was quite glaring from 
my perspective, given that I learned about constructivism in the context of schooling 
and education more generally. Also, I highlighted constructivism as core to the 
operation of HTH, whereas other scholars might have arrived at a different logic. 
Therefore, my background as a teacher educator afforded me perspectives about HTH 
that led to a deeper analysis, such as how constructivism as logic allows individuals 
within HTH to retain agency, even in a school of quite uniform principles.  
Additionally, networks arose as a very important part of the work at HTH, both 
in terms of organizational learning and how HTH interacted with external 
organizational actors. I argued in Chapter 6 that the school drew on a “networked” 
theory of change. In this sense, drawing on social network theory as yet another lens 
can help scholars further explore relationships of structure and agency. For example, 
HTH has retained agency in a policy context that at times threatens the very profession 
of teacher education (Wiseman, 2012). Its networks and social capital seem to be an 
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important part of that, and I explore them below as well. The following sub-sections 
discuss how my study might add to existing theories and research strands.  
Structure and agency. Perrow (1972) once argued that institutional theory’s 
“major conceptual framework is that of structural-functionalism,” essentially meaning 
that form follows function and that “structures can be understood by analyzing their 
functions” (p. 157). Perrow went on to suggest that institutionalists strive to capture the 
whole organization in their analysis, even as an organization is complex and 
comprised of multiple unique actors. While tied to an older conception of 
institutionalism, Perrow’s words prove informative for how I have tried to balance 
depictions of HTH as a “whole” organizational entity, even as I described the multiple 
perspectives within to analyze organizational beliefs and practices. What’s more, the 
principle of personalization means that HTH allowed for different human actors at 
multiple organizational levels to have autonomy within their corners of the 
organization. Since Perrow’s time, Lounsbury & Ventresca (2003) have explored the 
reemergence of structuralism within institutional theory that challenged previous 
overly deterministic or rationalistic structural models and made more room for human 
agency. The challenge then is to understand these modern conceptions of structure 
that allow space for agency and collective action, which requires new concepts related 
to institutions, such as social movement theory and increasingly sophisticated theories 
of institutional logics (Schneiberg & Lounsbury, 2008). These theories point to 
increasingly complex conceptions of institutional environments, comprised of 
competing pressures for organizations (Greenwood et al., 2011). Thus, the organization 
and the environment are both complex, which means their relationships to one 
another prove extremely difficult to parse out. Even more difficult is understanding 
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the relationship between a broader social structure and the agency of organizational 
actors within it. 
Specific to HTH, what is clear is that individuals had considerable agency over 
their work, and HTH as a whole had considerable agency even while navigating 
multifaceted institutional pressures. Clarifying the relationship between structure and 
agency at HTH thus proved complex: the dimensions of HTH’s institutional 
environment each interacted with the organization differentially, in terms of not only 
the types of pressures they exerted on the school but also in their contact points at 
various levels of the organization. For example, policy contexts led to funding 
pressures, and intellectual contexts informed the mission that helped connect HTH to 
the field of Deeper Learning. These dimensions also interacted with one another; there 
were layers of social structures around HTH. Hence, understanding the ways in which 
both the “whole” organization and its individual actors retained agency and interacted 
with multiple aspects of the school’s institutional environment has proven to be a 
complicated undertaking. Still, unraveling these knotted relationships helped me to 
determine the emergence of a new field in Deeper Learning as well as the growing 
importance of networks in initiating change and reconceptualizing accountability. 
HTH’s leadership role in the field of Deeper Learning also showed that organizations 
can retain considerable agency in the midst of competing pressures to create new 
networks as well as challenge or perhaps even change existing social structures.  
Networked accountability. I argued in Chapter 6 that HTH leaders drew on a 
“networked theory of change” that led to partnerships with outside organizations as 
well as to building capacity through an improvement-science based research center, 
CREI. I now juxtapose this argument with other findings, including the 
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“personalization” principle from Chapter 4, the focus on “dialogical practices” from 
Chapter 5, and HTH’s use of improvement science frameworks described throughout 
this dissertation. Essentially, in both theory and practice, the work of teacher educators 
and other leaders at HTH was personalized to context and students, was oriented 
towards dialogue and collaboration, and drew on collective inquiry projects for 
individual learning and organizational improvement. These various elements of 
teacher education at HTH have important implications for accountability, specifically 
with what I call a “networked” conception of accountability. Because HTH based much 
of its work on an improvement framework, networks were a key element of how HTH 
interacted with its environment and held itself accountable, given that social network 
theory informs much of improvement science (Bryk, et al. 2011; Bryk, et al., 2015).  
Networks as accountability mechanisms have some precedent in the literature 
on networking and reform. Referencing Frank, Zhao, & Borman’s (2004) previous 
research, Atteberry & Bryk (2010) claim that, “informal social networks act as sources 
of help and social pressure that can influence a teacher’s engagement with any new 
program” (p. 54). Additionally, networks help to relocate authority away from 
individuals in authority: “In a network structure, authority and accountability are 
redefined; they do not reside in a single person but rather in the relationships between 
network members” (Smith & Wohlstetter, 2001, p. 505). When leaders commit to this 
conception of accountability, relationships rather than hierarchies become part and 
parcel with accountability efforts – the idea being that people hold one another 
accountable, rather than a system or leader. In addition, Wohlstetter, et al. (2003) argue 
that school networks could work to strengthen accountability systems and schools 
along with them; these networks could be, “a vehicle for both strengthening and 
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accelerating progress within individual schools, creating a critical mass of restructured 
schools and exercising accountability across schools” (p. 402). However, the authors 
added that, “collaboration alone is not enough” – trust between actors is vital 
(Wohlstetter, et al., 2003, p. 405). Within HTH and the field of Deeper Learning, I argue 
that trust was earned through mission fidelity. Spanning Chapters 4, 5, and 6, I have 
demonstrated the consistency of that mission, from HTH’s organizational design, to 
the experiences of students and faculty, to its connections to the outside world. This 
school has earned the trust of likeminded educators within and beyond, in part 
because it uses networks to hold itself accountable.  
 New methods for studying organizations and environments. In terms of 
macro-level analysis, the “organization of the environment” as opposed to the 
“organization in the environment” has become an increasingly important area of focus 
for researchers (Scott, 2013, p. 196). This emphasis on process, as opposed to form or 
structure, indicates the importance of how and why organizational forms become 
institutionalized. Scott (2013) also argued that, “there exists a remarkable similarity in 
the structural features of organizational forms operating within the same 
organizational field” (p. 185). He was referencing Meyer & Rowan’s (1977) work that 
suggested organizations decouple their formal structures from their operations in 
order to gain or retain legitimacy– essentially, organizational forms are similar across a 
field, even if more specific culture and behavior vary. Organizational legitimacy in this 
sense is based on institutionalized myths, or in some sense, institutions as myths (p. 
345), meaning that organizations adopt institutionalized structures less for their 
efficacity and more for the legitimizing perceptions they offer. But what of 
“innovation” frames in which new structures are valued? For actors at HTH, 
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institutionalized forms such as university-based teacher education, were perceived to 
be “old” or “traditional” and so framed as inferior. While these depictions evolved as 
teacher education programs at HTH underwent accreditation processes – 
administrators developed an appreciation for some “traditional” teacher education 
program structures – the idea of nonconformity within organizations has implications 
for understanding isomorphism, elaborated below. Alongside its internal evolution, 
HTH became a key player in the organizational field of Deeper Learning, a hybrid field 
of multiple types of organizations, as described in Chapter 6. It is a new field that 
rejects older systems of teaching and learning. 
The hybridity of both HTH (as teacher education and K-12 organization) and 
the Deeper Learning field (comprised of district schools, charter networks, private 
foundations, and more) offers new directions for not just organizational studies but 
also the larger field of teacher education and even education writ large. The growing 
variation I have noted in my analysis suggests that the field of teacher education is 
itself growing into what might be understood as a hybrid field, mimicking what Meyer 
& Rowan (2006) describe as a growing “pluralism” of providers and approaches in K-12 
education. This hybridity of the field might be understood in two ways. First, it 
indicates loose coupling across the whole field of teacher education. Rowan (2006) 
argues that the research about loose coupling in education tends to understand 
coupling from a governance perspective, meaning scholars examined coupling 
between organizational behaviors and policies (p. 24). As noted in Chapter 1, 
governance of education has shifted towards a market orientation in which multiple 
forms might arise to compete with one another. Thus, it makes sense that education in 
general and teacher education in particular have shifted towards greater plurality and 
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hybridity. Literature about coupling has previously focused on individual 
organizations (Weick, 1976; Meyer & Rowan, 1977). Although the concept of loose 
coupling within an entire field is new, given ongoing changes in governance of 
education (Rowan, 2006), loose coupling to those governance structures might help 
explain ongoing changes across the field. More research would help unpack these 
ideas. 
Second, hybridity in teacher education complicates understandings of 
isomorphism. HTH and Deeper Learning represent divergence from “traditional” 
approaches to education. Because it sought to “innovate” and reject older school 
models, HTH also rejected isomorphism as a path to success. Yet as a recent well-
publicized piece about nonconformists argued, nonconformity itself tends to lead to a 
new conformity (Touboul, In Press) – nonconformists tend to look alike over time. 
While this study was about people rather than organizations, it might help explain the 
coalescing of HTH and other like-minded organizations within Deeper Learning. In 
organizational terms, a rejection of isomorphism – of traditional models – leads to a 
different kind of isomorphism; in this case, HTH contributed to the creation of a new 
field to which it may now be conforming. Additional research into the whole field of 
Deeper Learning might reveal promising directions for both organizational studies 
and the student of education.  
Methodologically, this study opens up new ways of understanding macro-level 
organizational fields from a micro lens. Specifically, I would not have been able to 
understand HTH’s active choices – both internal and in relation to its field – with 
either a macro or micro approach to using institutional theory. It was only through 
both together that my argument could emerge. Scott (2013) troubles the notion that 
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researchers alone should predetermine the environment or field as a unit of analysis, 
arguing that an organization’s field should be determined empirically; nonetheless he 
accepted that a researcher-determined field is ultimately necessary for this type of 
analysis. Previous micro-sociological work like that of Hallett (2010) can help analyze 
the complex relationship between an organization within its environment, but even 
this treats the two as separate entities. My approach of incorporating sensemaking and 
enactment theories helped me to treat the HTH organization and its environment as 
part of the same larger social structure, distinct from one another but occupying much 
of the same space. Without this approach, it would have been more difficult to grasp 
the agentic choices that leaders with HTH made to become a part of and help expand 
the Deeper Learning Field. It is not enough to treat an organization as simply reactive 
to outside contexts; HTH was often proactive as well, changing the very nature of its 
environment.  
 Sensemaking theory can be particularly informative when considered in the 
context of an educational organization. It helps unpack insight into the core 
experiences of human actors within an organization, which shows the relationships 
between an organization’s design and into the manifestation of organizational designs. 
Used to analyze the case of a school of education – a school designed to help people 
learn to teach – sensemaking provides insight into the ways an organization’s 
approach to learning and shows the processes in which knowledge develops and 
evolves in an organization. Also, because HTH’s approach to teacher education 
involves acculturation processes related to students’ identities HTH, I argue that the 
school attends to a holistic occupational socialization (Spillane & Anderson, 2014). 
Teacher educators can productively draw on sensemaking and occupational 
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socialization lenses. If schools of education take a learning stance and attend to 
identity and culture to socialize and teach, they give students the opportunity to 
develop coherent experiences that open up, rather than bracket, possibilities for 
practice. Further, when schools adopt an approach to learning that spans across the 
organization – such as improvement science – they afford their staff a consistent 
approach to learning and improving teaching practice. Additional research is in order 
to better understand the relevance that organizational studies and teacher education 
have to one another.  
 Finally, because sensemaking theory helps unpack the professional and social 
learning that happen within organizations, it provides another important connection 
to institutional theory. It can help researchers understand an organization’s 
connection to fields of knowledge, in this case dialogical knowledge, vital knowledge 
for teachers, and actionable knowledge for school and individual improvement. These 
conceptions of knowledge are unique at HTH in the way people in the school connect 
and utilize them; however, they clearly connect to pre-existing schools of thought in 
the broader institutional context of the school. The next and final chapter will examine 
these and other connections between HTH and the myriad forces at play in its 
environment.  
Unsettling the Theory-Practice Binary: Knowledge and Improvement in Teacher 
Education 
There are two important ideas about practice that arise out of my work 
studying teacher education at HTH, which I discuss below. The first concerns the 
current policy paradigm in education that emphasizes standards-based accountability 
among other new, technocratic measures (Mehta, 2013a; Mehta, 2013b). I briefly 
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recapitulate HTH’s conceptions of teaching and learning within this context, and I 
explore the implications for vital knowledge and practice. The second question is as 
much about practice as it is about practitioners. I ask, who is a practitioner, in order to 
unpack part of what makes practice at HTH unique. Both of these ideas show how the 
case of HTH troubles the theory-practice binary to provide new avenues for teachers to 
have agency with consistency in their practices.   
Skills, knowledge, and practice. I contextualize the first idea by briefly 
revisiting the shifting goals of current education reform, specifically with regards to 
“vital” knowledge – that which students presumably need to learn. In the wake of 
NCLB, policymakers and scholars have shifted towards emphasizing 21st century skills, 
which are aligned with a deeper learning approach as indicated in a National Research 
Council report (NRC, 2012) – deeper learning here being a concept that is separate from 
yet still significant for the organizational field of Deeper Learning that I discuss in this 
and the previous chapter. This 21st century skills approach critiques NCLB’s standards-
based accountability, but its calls for reform are limited: “improved assessments would 
facilitate wider uptake of interventions that support the process of deeper learning” 
(NRC, 2012, p. 9). It focuses on improved data systems and assessments and so remains 
firmly entrenched in the current technocratic paradigm that largely influences 
education reform (Mehta, 2013b). While limited in terms of policy, this shift towards 
skills and deeper learning has significant implications for practice, and HTH provides 
an example of what that shift might look like, particularly in terms of its conceptions of 
theory-practice and what that means for the knowledge that this organization values.  
I previously argued that HTH had an actionable and dialogical conception of 
knowledge. This type of knowledge informed a nascent epistemology for improvement 
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science, HTH’s main framework for organizational learning, meaning that 
practitioners, along with organizational leaders, drew from similar ideas about 
knowledge and its use. The application of this knowledge to multiple parts of the 
organization resembles 21st century skills in that the crux of the “skills” approach to 
knowledge is both cross-disciplinary and cross-context. This approach includes: 
“competence in processing multiple forms of information to accomplish tasks that may 
be distributed across contexts that include home, school, the workplace, and social 
networks” (NRC, 2012, p. 2). Knowledge transference requires that students become 
independent learners who can adapt to new forms of knowledge. This means that 
students must hold relevant knowledge and develop the skill of learning beyond K-12 
education. Hence, vital knowledge is no longer a fixed body of information that 
students must learn. Students must learn how to learn, and teachers must have the 
capacity to teach them this skill.  
Comparing HTH’s actionable, dialogical knowledge for improvement with 21st 
century skills, it becomes clear that knowledge application and the ability to work with 
others, or to see different perspectives, is paramount for both. It is not enough to 
simply learn a body of knowledge, nor to apply knowledge in a classroom context; 
rather, students must learn how to apply knowledge in new and unexpected contexts. 
HTH shows that to get students to such an individualized place of learning, it helps if 
teachers, and even organizational leaders, are equipped with the same conception of 
knowledge. Because HTH teaches adult teacher education students using the same 
ideas and methods for teaching K-12 students – and because the organization is 
structured based on the same learning principles – HTH can offer a unique approach 
to knowledge that is relevant for both instruction and organizational administration. 
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Furthermore, at multiple levels across the school, organizational actors use theoretical 
principles like personalization and dialogue to inform their work; they trouble the 
theory-practice binary.  
HTH’s disruption of the theory-practice binary has implications for research, as 
discussed above, but it is also important for practitioners to understand that any 
coherent practice must also have a clear conception of knowledge. Practice exists in a 
context, which includes theories and principles that the learning a practice should 
incorporate, even if that theory is directed towards action. A number of actors at HTH, 
in particular teacher education students and some faculty, initially framed the purpose 
of teacher education as practice-based. Interviewees did not explicitly mention 
scholars in practice-based teacher education, but their narratives about preparing 
teachers often pushed back on “traditional” university models that were too 
“theoretical” and instead emphasized practice or actionable knowledge. However, 
when pushed to dig deeper, interviewees put forth a more nuanced approach that 
consistently drew on theoretical principles, and in many cases, scholars from various 
fields. As discussed in Chapter 5, these practitioners, while not directly referencing 
literature on practice-based teacher education, were more aligned with scholars who 
have long problematized a sole focus on practice (Carr & Kemmis, 1986; Cochran-
Smith, 1999; 2009), as opposed to those who emphasize practice over theory (Ball & 
Cohen, 1999; Grossman, 2011).  
Who is a practitioner? As Chapters 4 and 5 indicate, HTH’s core constructivist 
logic is comprised of three organizing principles, even as most people within the 
organization describe HTH by its practice – as a project-based school. These principles 
include authenticity, personalization, and inquiry. It is principle, not practice, that 
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affords the school coherence across multiple levels. Further, these principles are 
enacted in ways that faculty and adult teacher education students continue to describe 
around principle, rather than practice, even when discussing what happens in their 
own classrooms. Their understandings of teaching and learning experiences similarly 
revolve around three practices in project design, dialogical and collaborative learning, 
and reflection, which, as I argue, map onto the three organizing principles. More 
importantly, because people at all levels of the organization are engaged in work 
guided by the same logic in constructivism, they are all actively involved in teaching 
and learning to some degree. Again, constructivism is a pedagogically-oriented logic, 
and it informed the organizing of the school, including leadership principles and 
practice – administrators were leaders, teachers, and learners. Meanwhile, project 
design and project-based learning afforded faculty and students an opportunity for 
authentic, individualized work. Hence, work across the organization drew on 
constructivist principles, which an administrator likened to, “[t]he great satisfaction 
derived from making something” (Interview #28, Administrator). In this sense, all 
actors within HTH engaged in some form of authentic practice, something they did or 
made, and it was steeped in principle.   
For example, guided by an improvement science framework, which I compared 
in Chapter 4 to a scaled-up version of practitioner inquiry, leaders developed projects 
meant to build capacity or improve some aspect of organizational function. These were 
highly personalized projects in that people within HTH created them. Similarly, while 
students and faculty made sense of their experiences based on the practices they 
learned and engaged in, the actual practices in which they participated varied 
considerably depending on context. As a partial explanation for this simultaneous 
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coherence of message and divergence of practice, I point to an underlying point from 
Chapter 4 that principle informed organizational behavior. These findings 
demonstrate the importance of retaining a deep understanding of theoretical 
principles, even when the stated focus is learning about practice. While leaders 
designed the organization to reflect these various ideas, actors across the organization 
engaged with these ideas as well. Chapter 5 showed how faculty and students also 
drew on parallel types of work and principles, including project design, dialogical 
practices, and reflection. This troubling of traditional “roles” and organizational levels 
exemplified the combination of coherence throughout the organization with 
considerable agency for organizational actors.  
Policy Implications: Networked Accountability 
This section builds off of the earlier section on research implications; it 
encourages policymakers to take note of the potential for networks as accountability 
mechanisms, which contrast from current standards-based accountability initiatives. 
Popular education media sometimes frame the problem with standards-based 
accountability using a “floor” metaphor: they suggest that such reforms provide a floor, 
not a ceiling (Lenz, 2013; Stotsky, 2015; Sullivan, 2015). Essentially, standards raise 
expectations for low performers, but they do not result in lofty aspirations towards 
which practitioners can strive. This metaphor is often used to disparage standards-
based reforms, but I simply use it to point out the limits of standards-based 
accountability. In addition, these reforms and its critics both base their work on 
assumptions that diminish the role of agency in some schools. Top-down 
accountability policies can have an impact on structure, but if they only “raise the 
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floor,” then what of the ceiling? Moreover, a focus on the floor or even ceiling does not 
account for the people within that structure, nor their agency.  
The rest of this section demonstrates how policymakers can encourage agency 
of organizational actors, not just to raise the “floor” but to raise expectations for the 
work of all educators, specifically by drawing on a model of “networked 
accountability.” As Chapter 6 showed, individuals and organizations can be actively 
involved in not simply responding to their institutional environments but also seeking 
helpful connections within those environments and even working to change them; in 
other words, they can take ownership of holding themselves and each other 
accountable. For example, HTH’s contribution to the growth of a Deeper Learning 
field helped itself and its organizational partners to build capacity and improve their 
operations. Policymakers can help activate this ground-up “networked accountability” 
in part by providing organizations with space and resources, as well as by developing 
networks with a specific purpose. Of course, encouraging bottom-up improvement 
from a position of leadership is rife with tension, but if the focus truly is on 
empowering students and teachers to be critical, independent thinkers, then we need 
to think beyond standards-based accountability. 
 Another tension throughout this dissertation has been about the relationship 
between agency and accountability. As I pointed out in Chapter 1, HTH and its teacher 
education programs arose in an era of accountability, one in which standards and test 
scores have become central to reform (Mehta, 2013a; Mehta, 2013b). Yet this “policy 
paradigm” has also been highly criticized for being too prescriptive, narrowing 
curricula, having a weak research basis, and offering a generally thin conception of 
equity (Cochran-Smith, et al, 2018). HTH and its Deeper Learning partnerships seem to 
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be an alternative. While not an idealized system that provides strong accountability 
without adverse effects, networked accountability offers a way of reconceptualizing 
accountability that opens opportunities for growth by drawing on individual and social 
creativity, rather than narrowing or stifling such opportunities. A networked 
accountability system, which I argue is part of the implicit conception of Deeper 
Learning, affords educators spaces in which they can hold one another accountable.  
This type of accountability is not entirely new, but most scholarship that 
discusses networking and accountability does not connect the two in quite this way. 
First, networked accountability is similar to the notion of democratic accountability 
(Cochran-Smith, et. al., 2018), which itself is based on related ideas such as democratic 
education (Gutmann, 1999) and intelligent accountability (O’Neill, 2002; Sahlberg, 
2010). Similarly, Gilbert (2012) advocated for a self-improving system in which 
“leverage can come from greater use of moral and professional accountabilities,” 
themselves emphasizing intrinsic responsibility over less personal accountability (p. 8). 
What these pieces have in common is a move that centers educators and stakeholders 
to hold themselves accountable (Cochran-Smith, et al, 2018), in a bottom-up approach 
that aligns with networked accountability. Social networking theories similarly center 
educators as part of change initiatives (e.g., Atteberry & Bryk, 2010; Wohlstetter, 
Malloy, Chau, & Polhemus, 2003), but they rarely explicitly depict networks as 
accountability mechanisms in themselves. For this reason, policymakers would do well 
to acknowledge possibilities for networked accountability, which would provide more 
local (and thus relevant), more authentic, and more professional opportunities. It could 
also work to undo some of the distrust of perceived “top-down” initiatives that 
practitioners often exhibit (Terhart, 2013).  
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 Replicability. To many, HTH represents a promising case of coherence and 
deeper learning for policymakers (Mehta & Fine, 2015b), as indicated by its popularity 
and prominence in education innovation circles (Weller, 2016). It reads as a success 
story to many people. My study offers many interesting and informative insights about 
teacher education at HTH, which contribute to the fields of both teacher education 
and organizational studies. However, to me, HTH is as much a cautionary tale as it is 
an innovator with implications for other schools and systems because it is unclear how 
many other schools might have access to similar resources or have the human and 
social capital to attract a diverse student and teaching population, as HTH has done. 
Mehta (2013c) described the difficulty involved in generating truly profound 
educational change; he suggested that those involved in educational reform endeavors 
must shift towards a “sectoral” perspective and away from either a “program or policy” 
or a “bottom-up” perspective (p. 464-465). He problematizes the basic notion of the top-
down and bottom-up dichotomy, arguing that the system needs reform in order to 
create a professional, as opposed to bureaucratic, context for teachers. HTH provides 
one promising example of what that change might look like; however, the primary 
issue to tackle before promise becomes reality is that of replicability. 
 However, my findings point to HTH as an idiosyncratic organization. 
Interviewees often used the term personalization – for students and teachers at both 
adult and K-12 levels – to describe this aspect of the school. However, HTH is also 
unique because of the people within it. Personalization means that human actors have 
considerable agency in terms of the design of projects, both within classrooms and for 
organizational improvement, and these people each have unique connections to 
outside scholars and organizations. Further, founding members of HTH made early 
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connections to outside funders and key decisions around funding and expansion, 
specifically to forgo some funding in order to remain true to mission. This early history 
heavily influenced the organization’s current mission and design. Because individuals 
have so much agency, replicability is a major issue that anyone who wishes to use HTH 
as a model for future educational spaces must consider. Perhaps more importantly, 
based on HTH’s reliance on private funding, it could be inferred that future like-
minded schools without the same human and social capital would find it difficult to 
use HTH as a model, creating a potentially major obstacle for education leaders 
wishing to learn from HTH. The unique positioning of HTH, in terms of both its 
personnel and financial contexts, thus calls into question a systemic issue about the 
value of charters as helpful models for “scaling up” innovations in education. Can 
schools that rely so much on private funding ever be anything more than niche? Long 
ago, a professor told me to try to avoid reasoning by analogy, to instead understand 
how situations are different and to act accordingly. It is possible that similar 
organizations might arise in different types of circumstances, but is this model 
sustainable on a macro scale without widespread “sectoral” change (Mehta, 2013c)? 
While hopeful in my appreciation for the model, I have my doubts. 
Final Thoughts 
 While my focus throughout this dissertation has been on an individual 
organization, the lessons learned potentially have significance across the whole system 
of education. The implications for HTH’s design, conception of knowledge, and stance 
towards its institutional environment include lessons for those who wish to 
understand at a profound level the many issues facing schools and what it will take to 
change them in thoughtful ways. Such people include practitioners, education leaders, 
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policymakers, scholars, and funding partners. Mehta’s (2013c) work responds to a 
similar set of tensions to those that have arisen in my work at HTH; he argues that 
policymakers and educators must rethink the current bureaucratic measures based on 
accountability that ignore the deeper issues more closely related to professional 
expertise. In fact, his work with Fine has used HTH as a model of innovation, 
ambitious teaching, and deeper learning (Mehta, 2013c; Mehta & Fine, 2012; Mehta & 
Fine, 2015b), so similarities between their analyses and my own are to be expected. My 
work, however, focuses more in-depth on teacher education and what practitioner-led 
change might entail. Upcoming books on deeper learning (D-H, In Press; M & F, In 
Press) seem likely to examine these questions in depth, so the conversation continues.  
 In addition, the original point of this case study was to inform the nGSE Study 
research team’s work building a cross-case analysis of multiple nGSEs. As a single case, 
this study has “intrinsic” significance but bears further analysis as an “instrumental” 
example of nGSEs (Stake, 2006). However, it is clear that HTH offers a unique example 
among the sample of nGSEs that our team devised. Whereas the first case study 
described a school with a “moves based epistemology” (Miller, 2017), this case has a 
different perspective on practice that involves more theory and leaves more discretion 
up to practitioners. Our preliminary analysis of three cases indicated that nGSEs share 
three characteristics: nGSEs all seek to create a more effective and diverse teaching 
pool, they share the notion that teacher education should be embedded in practice, 
and they have all received private financial support (Cochran-Smith, 2018). In addition, 
nGSEs represent “discontinuous change,” an ecological form of rapid, rather than 
incremental, change in which new organizations challenge existing organizational 
forms (Cochran-Smith, et al., Unpublished Manuscript). HTH shares these qualities, 
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but further analysis will undoubtedly reveal interesting themes about the behaviors of 
nGSEs as a group. Additionally, while our cross-case study positions these 
organizations as one group, more is needed to understand how the actors in these 
organizations make sense of each other and conceptualize their own work and the 
work of others within this new phenomenon.  
Finally, while teacher education at HTH resonates with me on a personal level, 
I have very crucial questions about what this new school means for the broader field of 
teacher education. As the first nGSE, HTH helped establish a precedent for relocating 
teacher education outside of universities. Zeichner (2014), citing Fraser (2007), has 
pointed out that this is not exactly new; in fact, university-based teacher education has 
only been the norm since roughly the 1960s. Before then, teacher education was often 
the province of local political entities. Perhaps tellingly, in a recent board meeting for 
the broader nGSE project (of which HTH is only one case), I raised the simple question 
of what schools like HTH meant for the professionalization of teaching, given its 
separation from university settings. If teacher preparation no longer requires academic 
knowledge, at least symbolically, then whither the profession? In response, a board 
member mused about what nGSEs meant for not only teacher education programs but 
professional schools writ large. Chapter 1 raised the question of whether HTH is a 
disruptor, even if only by virtue of its own existence. Even only in teacher education, 
the jury is still out. However, in creating a new precedent for professional schools – not 
just schools of education – removed from university settings, HTH is the first example 
of something with the potential for massive change.  
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Appendix A 
 
Interview Protocol – Administrators/Coordinators/Directors 
 
Part I: Questions about Coupling/Learning/Formal & Informal Rules 
 
1. Tell me about your role here – what part(s) of the organization you work for, 
what you’re responsible for, and what your work looks like. 
 
2. How did you get here – in this role, in this organization? 
 
3. Describe HTH/HTHGSE to someone unfamiliar with this place, especially 
regarding teacher prep, teacher ed, teacher learning, and so on. 
 
4. Are there specific rules – formally written or informal (ie cultural) – that you 
follow in going about your everyday work? 
 
Part II: Questions about Logics/Beliefs/Values 
 
1. What does good teaching look like, especially with regards to educating both 
novice and experienced teachers? 
a. How do you assess it? 
 
2. What would you say is the purpose of education, within this organization? 
 
3. Are there additional core philosophies/values of HTH/HTHGSE that you 
haven’t yet mentioned? 
 
4. How would you describe social justice here at HTH/HTHGSE? What does it 
mean or look like?  
a. (ASK THIS) How did these ideas evolve within the organization; where 
did they come from? 
 
Part II: Questions about Environment 
 
1. How would you define the terms: practice, innovation, and progressive, 
especially as they relate to teacher education at HTH/HTHGSE? 
 
2. In developing a culture (of inquiry, improvement, collaboration, practice-
orientations, and so on), is it more about how people learn to be educators at 
HTH, or about the people you bring in? How does that balance out in this 
organization? 
a. Part of the narrative is about bringing in the teachers you want, but 
there’s also a narrative of organizational learning/improvement… how 
do those two ideas meet and coexist at HTH/HTHGSE? 
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3. What types of affiliations do you have with other organizations – educational or 
otherwise? Including: types of organizations and types of relationships with 
them. 
a. How did HTH/HTHGSE become so well known/popular, especially in 
an era of standardization/accountability? 
b. (for founding admins) How do you cultivate relationships with funders or 
other supporting organizations (grants, meetings, etc.)? 
 
 
4. Are there policies – at the local, state, or national level – that you feel are having 
some effect on what happens here at HTH/HTHGSE, even indirectly? Please 
explain. 
a. Is HTH/HTHGSE an agent of change? What is its theory of change? 
 
 
5. What is the “real” or “authentic” world as HTH might define it – is it the 
professional/work world or something different/more?  
a. Are there approaches to preparing citizens in a democracy here at 
HTH/HTHGSE? 
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Appendix B 
 
Interview Protocol – Teacher Education Faculty/Instructors 
 
Part I: Questions about Coupling 
 
1. Tell me about your role here – what part(s) of the organization you work for, 
what you’re responsible for, and what your work looks like. 
 
2. Are there core practices involved in teaching teachers at HTH/HTHGSE?  
a. Could you describe your practice briefly? 
 
3. I’m curious to know who or what guides your practice. What does leadership or 
your mission/handbook say about how to teach teachers, and where else do you 
go to develop your curriculum & instruction? 
 
4. Are there specific rules – formally written or informal (ie cultural) – that you 
follow in thinking about and developing your teaching practice?  
 
Part II: Questions about Logics 
 
1. What does good teaching look like?  
a. How do you know when a student has learned something? 
 
2. What would you say is the purpose of education, in your own words? 
a. How would you say HTH/HTHGSE describes the purpose of education? 
 
3. Describe your school’s social justice agenda, any specific practices or core 
values associated with it, and how your practice(s) fits within this agenda. 
a. What are your personal beliefs about social justice, and how might they 
have evolved or changed? 
 
4. Tell me about your planning process, including how you choose the readings, 
assessments, etc. 
 
Part III: Questions about Environment 
 
1. Where, outside of HTH/HTHGSE, do you go for ideas about your curriculum & 
pedagogy (think: people, books, online sources, social media, literature 
searches, old course materials)?  
a. Who do you talk to outside of this organization, and how might 
HTH/HTHGSE try to help in this collaboration? 
 
2. How (and/or where/from whom) did you learn to become an educator? 
 
3. How would you define practice, innovation, and technology, especially as they 
relate to teacher education at HTHGSE? 
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4. Are there policies – at the local, state, or national level – that you feel are having 
some effect on your practice, even indirectly? Please explain. 
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Appendix C 
 
Interview Protocol – Mentors 
 
Part I: Questions about Coupling 
 
1. Tell me about your role here – what part(s) of the organization you work for, 
what you’re responsible for, and what your work looks like. 
a. How did you get here – in this role, in this organization (i.e., how did you 
hear about the program, get involved, what were you doing before, what 
made you choose this place)? 
 
2. Are there core practices involved in teaching or mentoring teachers at 
HTH/HTHGSE?  
a. Could you describe your practice briefly? 
 
3. I’m curious to know who or what guides your mentorship. What does 
leadership or your mission/handbook say about how to coach or teach 
teachers? 
a. Where (or to whom) else do you go to develop your own work in this 
capacity, within the organization? 
b. Are there specific rules – formally written or informal (ie cultural) – that 
you follow in thinking about your mentorship?  
 
Part II: Questions about Logics 
 
1. What does good teaching look like?  
a. How do you know when someone has learned something? 
 
2. What would you say is the purpose of education, in your own words? 
a. How would you say HTH/HTHGSE describes the purpose of education? 
 
3. Describe your school’s social justice agenda, any specific practices or core 
values associated with it, and how your practice(s) fits within this agenda. 
a. What are your personal beliefs about social justice, and how might they 
have evolved or changed? 
 
Part III: Questions about Environment 
 
1. Where, outside of HTH/HTHGSE, do you go for ideas about your mentorship 
(think: people, books, online sources, social media, old course materials)?  
a. Who do you talk to outside of this organization, and how might 
HTH/HTHGSE try to help in this collaboration? 
 
2. How (and/or where/from whom) did you learn to become an educator? 
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3. How would you define practice, innovation, and technology, especially as they 
relate to teacher education at HTH/HTHGSE? 
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Appendix D 
 
Interview Protocol – Teacher Education Students 
 
Part I: Questions about Coupling 
 
1. Tell me about your role here – what part(s) of the organization you work for, if 
any, what you’re responsible for, and what your work (including as student) 
looks like. 
a. How did you get here – in this role, in this organization (i.e., how did you 
hear about the program, get involved, what were you doing before, what 
made you choose this place)? 
 
2. Based on what you’ve learned thus far, describe HTH/HTHGSE to someone 
unfamiliar with this place, especially regarding teacher prep, teacher ed, 
teacher learning, and so on. 
 
3. Are there core practices that you’ve experienced or learned about in your 
classes at HTH/HTHGSE? 
a. Could you describe your practice briefly? 
 
4. Are there other socialization processes that happen at HTH/HTHGSE, beyond 
“academic learning?” How does one learn to be a teacher there, or is it more to 
do with the people who are brought in? 
 
Part II: Questions about Logics 
 
1. What does good teaching look like?  
a. How do you know when someone (you/a student) has learned 
something? 
 
2. How would you say your practice has grown since coming here, and how do 
you account for that growth? 
 
3. Tell me about your planning process when in your own K-12 classroom, 
including how you choose the readings, assessments, etc. 
 
4. Describe your school’s social justice agenda, any specific practices or core 
values associated with it, and how your practice(s) fits within this agenda. 
a. What are your personal beliefs about social justice, and how might they 
have evolved or changed? 
 
Part III: Questions about Environment 
 
1. Why did you want to be a teacher? If you’re in the master’s program, why did 
you join? 
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2. Are there rules or guidelines or norms here that have some effect on your 
learning or practice, and do you have a sense of where they come from? 
 
3. How would you define practice, innovation, and technology, especially as they 
relate to teacher education at HTH/HTHGSE? 
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Appendix E  
 
Codes and Data Sources for Each Chapter 
 
 Data Sources Codes 
Chapter 4: 
Organizing 
Around 
Pedagogy: 
Constructivist 
Logics at High 
Tech High 
• Sections 1 and 2 of 
admins and 
director 
mentors/faculty 
interviews 
(comparisons 
across faculty roles 
key for analysis). 
• Online artifacts 
about organization 
(website 
information) 
• Artifacts from 
intern & GSE 
classes indicating 
class or program 
structures (course 
of study, syllabi, 
assignments, etc) 
• Constructivist structures (culture/fallback): 
o Embedded 
§ Modeling, OR Adult-student learning 
connection or parallel (top-down, 
structural) 
o Responsive/Context-driven 
o Constructivist/ism 
o Progressive 
o Innovation 
o Human/person-centered 
§ References to specific leaders (Rob, Larry, 
Janie, Kelly, Stacey, Ben) 
o Authenticity (of program, as stated by 
admins) 
• Organizational Structure: 
o Parts/programs/structures 
o Evolution/history of those structures 
o Comparisons between HTH & HTHGSE 
o Hierarchy/personnel organization/roles 
o Access, diversity, inclusion 
o Personnel/selection/hiring 
• Improvement (science) 
o Networks/NICs (intra-organizational) 
o Themes of organizational learning (not 
explicit mentions, necessarily) 
o Inquiry (individuals) 
• Core principles 
o Theory-practice relationship 
o Equity (as structure, from admins) 
o PBL (as principle or org structure)  
o Pedagogy/androgogy 
o Design/design principles 
Chapter 5: 
Practicing with 
Theory: 
Towards a 
Relational, 
Actionable 
Epistemology 
for 
Improvement 
Science 
• Field notes of 
Intern/GSE classes  
• Informal Q&As in 
field notes (took 
place during/after 
classes) 
• Interviews with 
students, non-
director mentors, 
teaching faculty 
• Experiences within HTH Org  
o Making ‘meaning’ or ‘sense’ of work  
o Teaching/Pedagogy 
o Authenticity, trust, control 
o Stories/Storytelling (e.g.’s, models, 
experiences – NOT explicit term “story”) 
o “Embedded” program 
§ Modeling (experiences, bottom-up, 
perceived adult-student parallels) 
o Teacher as designer (esp e.g.’s) 
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 • Artifacts including 
evals, syllabi, 
courses of study, 
etc. 
• Section 2 of above 
interviews, 
question 2 of all 
interviews. 
 
 
• Practice:  
o Explicit definitions  
o Examples 
o Context & authenticity 
o Protocols (e.g.’s) 
o Dialogue (e.g.’s) 
o PBL  (e.g.’s) 
o Improvement science (e.g.’s/indirect 
references) 
• Knowledge 
o Data 
o Assessment/Reflection 
• Values: 
o Explicit def’s 
o Examples, including: 
§ Human/human-
centered/personalization 
§ Respect 
§ Passion  
§ Equity (in principle, practice) 
o Student voice, leadership (engagement?) 
• Personnel 
o Alterity (uniqueness, or distinction at the 
individual level – different from “identity”) 
o Identity – individuals within the org. 
o Community & culture 
Chapter 6: 
Revisiting 
Structure and 
Agency in an 
Era of 
Accountability 
• Field notes of 
Odyssey + GSE (not 
intern) courses 
• Section three of all 
interviews 
(questions related 
to environment – 
e.g., sources for 
lessons, 
organizational or 
thought partners, 
and relevant 
policies).  
• Question #2 or all 
interviews. 
• Artifacts of 
readings & syllabi 
from courses 
• Artifacts: Unboxed 
articles and 
published texts 
• Institutional Environment (examples): 
o Organizational partners 
o Scholarly connections (books/authors 
referenced, scholars HTH works with) 
o Funders 
o Relevant policies/accreditation 
• Specific networks or fields 
(mention/description) 
o Deeper learning 
o Teacher education/teacher learning 
o Higher education 
• Networking (processes) 
o NICs (inter-organizational) 
o Network development 
o Community (inter-org) 
o How people hear about HTH 
o Where people are hired from. 
• Types of partnerships 
• Alterity (organizational – mention of how 
HTHGSE is distinct from other places) 
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from 
HTH/HTHGSE 
people 
• Theory of change 
o HTH’s place in the enviro 
o HTH’s role 
o Goals of HTH (equity relation? Internal 
and external goals) 
• HTH Principles in Environment 
o Equity and democracy might belong here 
o Constructivism 
o Humanism/personalization 
o Authenticity/Projects/PBL 
o Inquiry/Reflection/Improvement 
 
 
